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The Merman & the Surfer
~ Around the World in 580 Days ~

a Foreword by Nerie, Eva & Genie 

Hello, again!

 Genie,   Nerie and   Eva here.

We-Three welcome you you back to our home, the  Athena T.  It's been almost
three years since we wrote the Afterword to the first Book of Katy, The Merman
and  the  Surfer, and  in  the  meantime  we've  ended  our  first  round-the-world
mission to find Merfolk from other Clans.  We didn't make it around the world as
planned.  In fact, we only made it a third of the way; but it wasn't for the lack of
trying.  “Things happen”, as they say.

Melissa, Mom, Captain Bill  and Carlos are busy with the Official  After-Mission-
Report, but we talked Mom into letting us begin the narrative by writing a new
Foreword to the story of our first “Voyage of Discovery”.

We are back home in California for a little while, and have a some free time to
write the foreword.  Mom and Captain Bill have already laid out our missions for
the next two years, and they have some really incredible things planned for us
and the Clan.  Read on and you will see how it all works out ~

We-Three had to swear to Her that we would not say anything that might be a
spoiler to the story, but we found one small loophole.  Mom forgot to mention
anything about photos.  As you can see from our picture, Nerie has taken a Mate.

We-Two will be the doting aunties of three male Merlings very soon!
We intend to spoil them rotten and give them back to their parents
whenever they get out of control.

When Nerie finally approached us about taking him as Her partner we
weren't too surprised by Her choice, but we told Her we had to think
about it ~ for about half-a-second.  Then we hugged and told Her She
would be a fool not to.  Although We-Two were pretty miffed that She
had been able to hide Her feelings from us for as long as She did.  

We suggested to Nerie that She might maybe want to let Mom and
Melissa and Grandmother in on Her decision, and when She did they
all gave their blessings.  Melissa told Nerie She couldn't have picked a
more wonderful life-partner.  Mom and Grandmother just hugged Her.
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Nerie was ecstatic  that  everyone approved of Her choice, and She
immediately set about planning his seduction.  As you can see from
our photo, She was most successful in having Her way with him.

Nerie's Merlings will be the first males to be born into the Leventis
family.   Mom and  Dad  are  planning  to  get  back  to  making  more
Merlings of  their  own soon, but so far we're still  only getting little
sisters out of them.

I'm spending a lot of time in the Mermaid Pool right now because, as
Mom likes to put  it,  “gravity  sucks.”   Especially  so  when you're  a
pregnant Mermaid.  I don't see how human females do it!
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Do you remember how We-Three worried about losing our triple-bond after we
Mated?  It made us really sad to think about it.  Well, it turns out that it isn't so
bad, after all.   We have to be touching, now, to have the closeness we once
shared just by being in the same vicinity, but it's not too much of a bother.  We
can still be one mind in three places anytime we touch.

One interesting development is that Nerie's Mate is now “wired” into our little
Threesome in a way we're sure he never could have anticipated.  We love him
dearly, but we know that at times being forever linked into our crazy little female
triad can be a bit much, so we try to give him as much space as he needs.

Usually we Three-Link only when he is elsewhere, since his bond with Nerie ties
him intimately into all three of us if he is close by.  We don't mind it; it has been
wonderful getting to know him so well and sharing ourselves with him.  But, as he
spent most of his life alone, privacy is still important to him.

Our first Voyage of Discovery on the  Athena T was a most eventful couple of
years  ( even if you don't count Nerie Mating with the Love of Her Life ).  We
learned a lot about the ways of humans and the ways of their world.  All-in-all, it
was a most enlightening and pretty humbling experience, and we made some
pretty serious mistakes in the process.

We learned that “our humans,” our human friends and colleagues that crew the
Athena T,  are exceptionally  good souls.   They are much more honorable and
decent folk than many of the ones out there on the rest of the planet, and they
really are a part of our family.

And we learned many things about other Merfolk as well.  We discovered that the
noble  traditions  and ideals  that  Dad's  mother  imbued in  Him are  not  shared
universally among the Merfolk that are left out there.  Now we understand what
Captain Bill meant when he told us that “Merfolk aren't much better” in response
to one of our questions when we were younger.

We've learned that, while we can still honor and keep those wonderful principles
that Mom and Dad (and Captain Bill!) believe in so much, you certainly have to
protect yourself against those who do not share them with you, whether they
have tails or legs.

When we were growing up if we complained about some task or another being
too hard or unpleasant Captain Bill always admonished us that “what doesn't kill
you makes you stronger.”  This turned out to be an ironic little aphorism for him
to use, considering the events that overtook us on our first voyage.  Since we're
all still here to tell the tale, perhaps he was correct; if somewhat worse for wear.
So, please, read on!  We promise you'll have a great ride!  We certainly did...
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The Merman & the Surfer

    ~Around the World in 580 Days~    
the continuing Saga of Katy Eva Leventis

An Exordium from Delphin
as told to Nerie, Eva and Genie

When my Mate asked me to contribute some Parts to the Second Book in Her
Saga, about the founding of our Clan, I declined to do so.  Merfolk have never
kept written chronicles of the kind that She is making, and so I told Her that I
would not know how to make one; nor did I have any desire to attempt it.

Merfolk keep chronicles in their minds, and we touch minds and share memories
to pass those histories down through the generations.  Our mental chronicles and
histories  are  much  deeper  and  richer  than  those  one  can  relate  with  human
words, no matter your skill in arranging them.  

But, after I declined, She enlisted our daughters to Her cause and the weight of
numbers has worn down my resolve.

My beloved Katy can be a most persistent soul, and I saw that She was intent on
having Her way on this issue.  Although She is the most gracious and beautiful
creature in my universe, I came to realize that at Her core Katy is still a human
girl, and that creating a chronicle in the human way was important to Her.

So, with the help of Nerie, Eva and Genie I will share a bit of my life and my view
of how we come to be here.  My daughters and I agreed that this is the “Story of
Katy” ~ NOT the story of Delphin or of the ancient clans.  If my daughters choose
to write a chronicle of me, and their merclan heritage in the times before Katy,
they may yet do so.  But, those are efforts for the future.

For now, the times before are merely a preamble to my time with Katy.
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Part 1 ~ Delphin's Chronicle

Long before the time when humans spread onto the sea, and became the viral
plague upon the planet that they are today, dwindling resources and the resulting
internecine Clan warfare destroyed the Merclans and the Old Ways.  The rise of
seafaring humans merely served to seal the fate of the few remaining Merfolk and
decimated clans.

My mother became First Mother of The Great Sea Eastern Clan after She and Her
Mate moved from Her home in the far west to His home there on the eastern side
of the Great Sea.  By then the Eastern Clan had withered to a shadow of its
former size and grandeur, and numbered only several dozen elderly adults.

In those last years the remaining members of The Great Sea Eastern Clan were
learned in the sciences of the body and mind, and of plants and animals.  All were
philosophers of science and learning; there were no war makers among them.

Although humans had been encroaching upon their waters in small numbers for
nearly 12,000 years, and had more recently appeared in significant numbers, the
Eastern Clan had resolutely refused to abandon their ancestral home.  

That  said,  with  the  advent  of  wholesale  whaling  and  over-fishing,  and  the
inadvertent destruction of the Kelp forests by human fishermen, the Clan had
diminished  in  size  to  the  point  where  everyone  knew  that  it  was  no  longer
sustainable.  They all understood that the end days could not be far off.

The ancestral home of the Clan was becoming ever more dangerous as small
bands  of  desperate  and  ignorant  Mermen  Raiders  from  the  north  and  west
attacked  each  other,  and  any  defenseless  groups  they  found  along  the  way;
murdering, taking Merlings as slaves and plundering whatever they could find.  As
a result, my Parents had taken leave of the Clan in search of a safer place for the
Clan to live farther to the south.

They discovered some promising islands, isolated and defensible, a considerable
way down the coast, an hours swim west of the great inland bay.  Not far south of
there, in a coastal half-moon bay, they discovered a beautiful ancient Grotto that
had once been used by the Clan to cultivate medicinal plants and animals.

When my Parents returned north to tell everyone of their discoveries they found
that in their absence the entire Clan had been slaughtered and what little the
Clan had possessed was taken away.  Only a single ancient Grandmother had
survived.  She watched in terror from a place of hiding as her Clanfolk  were
murdered before her eyes.  My Parents moved south with the Grandmother, but
She died not long-after; my Mother always said She died of a broken heart.
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I was born in the islands west of the inland bay in the years just before the war of
the great ships.  My parents and my two Born-Togethers and I were the last of
our Clan.

My Born-Togethers and I  were only a few years old when almost overnight it
seemed that  dozens,  then hundreds,  then thousands  of  huge  metal  warships
began to rain into the waters of our coast from the land.

Many of those ships headed south and away, and many more headed west and
away.  But not all,  A number stayed in our waters, sailing north and south, back
and forth, along the coast.  And there was a different kind appearing in large
numbers: a ship that would sink below the surface but could go back up again.

All of these ships were a menace to ocean life just by being there.  But worse,
they deployed metallic objects that came apart with a huge sound which created
devastating pressure waves.  These pressure waves were deadly to any living
thing nearby.  That was how my Father and two Born-Togethers died.

A human ship dropped an object into the water near where we were fishing.
When it came apart near to them my father tried to shield my brothers with his
body but, when the pressure wave overtook them, they all died instantly as their
internal organs ruptured.  

My Mother and I were deeper and farther away from the ship than they and only
we survived.  She was devastated; her Mate and Life-Partner was dead and two
of the only three Merlings they had made together were dead with Him.

She took me to the Grotto to try to keep me safe, but there was little food and
many, many ships in the area.  So we went back to the islands and stayed there
until the war was over.  At the islands my Mother taught me everything She knew
about  our  finest  traditions  and  the  100,000  year  long  history  of  the  Mer
civilization; and She taught me of the reasons for the sad end that was upon us.

When the human war was over we moved back and forth between the islands and
the Grotto, and thus began my formal scientific education.  My mother schooled
me daily for nearly forty years, until the day She died, on the sciences of the
body and mind, and the science of the plants and animals in the Grotto.

My fondest memories of Her are of her Grace and Sweetness.  Despite Her deep-
felt  personal losses she was always smiling, always happy, and there was no
anger or pessimism anywhere in Her.  She taught me of the joy and good She
found in life, and did Her best to nurture and to bring that feeling out in me.  She
taught me to believe that our ocean was place of hope, beauty and possibility and
that if I wanted a good future I only needed to reach out and grasp it.
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My mother lived a long life, more than 200 years, and when She died it was Her
last wish that I would find a way to rebuild the Clan She had lost, and that I do
everything in my power to restore the beauty and glory that was Her legacy to
me.  She made me Promise with all my heart, and I swore to Her that I would
find a way to make Her dying wish a reality.

After  She died I  left  the  islands where I  had been born and moved into  the
Grotto. It had not been properly tended in nearly two centuries, and to keep busy
I decided to bring the Grotto back to its former glory.  I also resolved to further
my  education  through  experimentation  and  study  and  to  spend  my  efforts
discovering what hidden properties the bounty of the Grotto might yet reveal to
me.

I must aver that the years have been good to me, and  I have done everything I
could to make my Mother's last wish a reality.  If, perhaps, in not quite the way
either of us could have imagined.

I believe that if I had been “lucky” enough to find a “true” Mermaid, and if She
had found me worthy and taken me as Her Mate, that it would have done nothing
to slow the extinction of my species.  We needed a new world view, a new vision,
a new energy and strength, and in First Mother Katy we have found it.

I suppose that the thing that has surprised me most is our Daughters.  As a result
of Her transmutation their mother is now perhaps 35% human and 65% Mer.  Our
Daughters are, in theory, half Her and half me.

But gene expression has proven to be a more tricky thing than I had imagined,
and fortunately in the best of ways.  All of our girls seem to be much more than
the simple sum of their parents.

At every stage of their development they have greatly surpassed both humans
and  Merfolk  of  a  similar  age  in  physical  and  emotional  maturity  and  their
intellectual capabilities.  They have all turned out to be truly the most miraculous
and spectacular  individuals.

I wish that my Mother had lived long enough to know Her Grandchildren, and my
wonderful Mate.  I know in my heart that She would love them all as much as I
do.
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Part 2 ~ The Airling

After my Mother died I made numerous sojourns great distances along the coast,
from the frozen north to the tropical south.  I did this in the hope of finding a
Mermaid who might take me as Her Mate or, if I could not find a mate, at least
perhaps others of my kind.  I found nothing; not even Raiders.  Only desolation
and the abandoned places Merfolk had once lived and died.  And so, after a time,
I returned to the little Grotto in the half-moon bay to make my life there.

I led a very lonely existence.  When I wasn't tending the Grotto, studying or
conducting experiments, I started to visit the areas where the humans played in
the water near to the shore.  I did this for many reasons, but mostly just to be
close to beings who were somewhat like me.

Then, one day, it all changed and a light came back into my life.  That was when I
first discovered the Airling.  She was very small and very young, probably only
two years old, and She was learning to stand upon one of the flat logs that some
of the humans stood on in the waves.

It concerned me greatly that when She fell off the log into the ocean that She
flailed around and made so much noise in the water.  She splashed about in a
way that sounded much like a wounded seal pup in distress.  That sort of activity
was certain to attract the many sharks in our waters, and so I resolved to look
after Her to ensure that She did not become a tasty morsel for some predator.

She certainly was not human, even though outwardly She appeared to be so.  But
She was not Merfolk, either, and it was difficult to determine exactly what She
was.  Not a Merling, but not a human...

To me She seemed to have the mind and soul of a Mer that was trapped in a
human body.  So, I called Her “The Airling,” the Merling who lived out of water.

Humans are dead to me; that is, without physically restraining them and forcibly
touching their  minds,  I  had no way to  know what they thought.   Or  if  they
thought at all.  

The Airling was very different.

The Airling's Soul “sparkled”; She reminded me of my Mother in that way, and I
was able to sense Her mind and soul at quite a distance.  As with any Mermaid I
could not read Her thoughts clearly unless I was very close to Her, but I could
read Her emotions from quite far away.  

She had a very well-formed and powerful mind for one so young, and a surprising
sense of purpose and determination.  And yet, She was innocent and sweet and
the joy she felt when she was in the ocean made her a delight to be near.
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I started frequenting all of the places where the log standers rode the waves,
hoping that The Airling would be there.  Over time I came to realize that it was
the amplitude and shape of the waves that  drew them, and that  there were
patterns to the time of day and days when The Airling might be there.

When She was young The Airling
was  always  accompanied  by  a
much older human who watched
over Her, and who was obviously
teaching Her the ways of the flat
logs.  If he were Mer I would have
called him A Grandfather, so that
is what I called him for a while.

The Grandfather  was  puzzling  to
me  as  well,  because  he  wasn't
truly human, either.  I could not
read his thoughts well, but I could
read his emotions.  Not as well as
The  Airling,  but  at  least  I  could
tell  that  he  had  a  mind  and  a
soul; and I could feel that he had
a good soul.

After a time it became obvious to
me  that  in  my  loneliness  I  had
come to see The Airling and the
Grandfather as Clanfolk, and that
being near to them helped to fill
out what was left of my world.

I wished that I could in some way reveal myself to them, but I knew that such a
foolhardy act could only lead to disaster, and so I remained at a distance and
watched after my adopted Clanfolk as the seasons came and went.

The Airling had been a part of my life for six winters when She abruptly went
missing from my ocean for quite a large number of days; fully two lunar cycles.
For me the sea once again became an empty place, and I missed Her sparkle
more than I had thought possible.

The Airling rarely, if ever, came to the ocean at night, but on one of my evening
excursions around the bay I felt that special sparkle She brought to the world.  I
was delighted when I sensed Her presence, and I found Her swimming in the
shallows at a small sheltered beach within the bay.
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She was not there at the beach with Her surfboard ( I had by then learned from
Her mind the meaning of the flat logs ), which was most unusual.  Her surfboard
was almost like an extension of Her body to Her, and She was never without it.
Whatever  the  reason,  My  Airling's  evening  visit  to  the  beach  gave  me  the
opportunity to know Her better.
 
In the darkness I could have gotten close enough to reach out with my hand and
touch Her without being seen, but I satisfied myself by coming just close enough
to clearly touch Her mind with mine; perhaps two body-lengths away from Her.
At that distance I could follow The Airling's every feeling, and I have to admit I
was surprised at the clarity of thought and the high intelligence I found in Her.

The Airling continued to come to the beach each evening, and I approached Her
each time She did.  From what I had learned from my mother I knew that few, if
any, Merlings were as advanced as She at Her age, and the force of Her will was
inspiring.  Whatever She was, She was a creature to be admired.

I think it was on the second or third evening when I realized that I was not the
only one doing the eavesdropping.  The little Airling had also been touching my
mind and taking my measure.

I had been so intent on trying to learn of Her that I hadn't realized that She could
read some of me as well.  It seemed likely to me that She could not read many of
my thoughts, but that She could easily perceive my mood and intentions.

After a few evenings of this I sensed that The Airling wanted the Grandfather to
join Her in the water.  When he didn't immediately join Her I felt Her resolve
harden, and very soon after that he entered the water with Her.

When the Grandfather first entered the water I moved off, and mostly lost contact
with The Airling's thoughts.  I could sense Her feeling of disappointment, so after
a short while I carefully made my way back closer to them.

When I did so I could feel powerful emotions from the Grandfather.  As he sensed
my presence I felt waves of grief and loss and regret engulf the Grandfather's
soul.  At first I sensed conflicting emotions in him, and then a hardening of his
will and a sense of purpose; whereupon he and The Airling left the water.

I felt The Airling's confusion, and then anger and disappointment directed at the
Grandfather,  as  a  profound feeling  of  sorrow overwhelmed Her  soul.   It  was
apparent to me, then, that I had caused a great problem in my eagerness to
reach out to my adopted Clanfolk.

They did not return to the water that night.
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I was fishing in the kelp forest the following morning when I sensed the presence
of The Airling a ways off-shore.  She and the Grandfather had moved the small
fishing craft from where they lived to a place near to the kelp forest, and were
swimming in the water next to the boat.

As I approached my adopted kinfolk I felt the Grandfather trying to reach out and
touch my mind, so I came close enough to the two them that I might understand.
His emotions were clear to me, and I could feel that the Grandfather was not
angry with me.  Moreover I could sense that he wished me well.  

Despite his desire to communicate with me at a distance he could not; our minds
were too dissimilar.  But, as he was speaking his thoughts to The Airling with Air-
talk, I could clearly read his meaning from Her mind.
 
From The Airling I was able to understand his wishes, and the reasons for them.
I saw in Her mind in that moment that he was not just A Grandfather, he was Her
Grandfather, and that She had named him the Pappoús.

The Pappoús understood that The Airling was special and different.  He knew that
She was truly more than human, and seemed to understand how and why.  He
also wished for me not to intrude in Her life.  The Pappoús wanted Her to have a
chance to choose Her own path and to become whatever it was that She was
destined to be.

I saw the wisdom in the Pappoús' thoughts, and as he and She were blood kin I
was compelled to respect his wishes, whether I agreed with them or not.  After
that I stayed close to my adopted Clanfolk, but never again so close as to intrude
on Her  privacy.   On that  morning,  near  the  Kelp  forest  with  Her  Pappoús,  I
learned Her Katy-name as well.  But to me She would always be My Airling: not
human and not Merfolk.

After another lunar cycle My Airling returned to Her surfboard and Her old ways
and to my ocean.  We were both overjoyed that She could once again race across
the waves on Her board.

As She grew and matured and gained life experience I would gently touch Her
mind from time to time, and I came to appreciate even more how very special
She was, and to understand that She was most assuredly the best of both worlds.

I  continued to  respect  the Pappoús'  wishes and would have lived-out  my life
alone, the last of my Clan.  It was only because of the Tiger Sharks that attacked
Her 25 winters later, and Her subsequent drowning, that My Airling learned of my
true nature and what I really am.  Only then did my life change for the better and
my world become complete.
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Part 3 ~ the Captain

After I first got to know Captain Bill, on that pretty deserted beach south of Morro
Bay, I was sure that I had finally found the person I needed to help to make my
dreams of a resurgent Merfolk civilization a reality.

I had spent months traveling up and down the California coast luring men and
women into my melodic little web at isolated spots along the shore so that I could
get to know them.  For one reason or another, often for many reasons, none
measured up; notwithstanding their love of Jimmy Buffett songs.

When I touched their minds and learned the facts of their lives it was usually a
pretty dry and disappointing affair.  The scoundrels and sociopaths were the most
interesting  (  and  frightening!  ),  and  on  more  than  one  occasion  I  seriously
considered doing the world a favor by frying their brains to mush instead of just
erasing their memories of me.

But I wasn't there to perform social engineering on the small scale, so I just
made them forget me and left them to their sorry, parasitic little existences while
I moved on to the next place and the next candidate.

I wouldn't say that I was about to give up, I couldn't give up, but I was becoming
pretty  dejected by  the  time Captain  Bill  finally  strolled up on my beach that
Saturday afternoon.  He was the oldest person I had lured in thus far and, I had
to admit, at first glance there certainly wasn't much to recommend him.

When we first met about the only positive things I could find to say about him
was that he was clean and he smelled good.  He was more than a bit disheveled,
like he had been living out of a suitcase for way too long.  And he had the look of
someone who had long ago given up trying to impress members of the opposite
sex; or anyone else, for that matter.

He addressed me in an honest and considerate way, with genuine respect and a
childlike  curiosity,  and he conducted himself  like  an old-fashioned gentleman.
What really started to win me over was when he spent most of his time searching
my eyes instead of studying my breasts and nipples.

It's  easy to tell  when a man appreciates you as a female, and when he first
looked me over he obviously liked what he saw.  But after that his eyes rarely left
my face and eyes, as if he were looking there hoping to find my soul.

When  I  asked  him to  tell  me  his  story  he  had  a  most  interesting  and  self-
deprecating  way  of  dancing  around  it  as  he  told  it  to  me.   What  a  person
remembers and what they forget speaks volumes about their character.
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What he remembered and what he had forgotten of his life was what mattered to
me, and gave me hope.  How he told it brought me joy.  He was a wordsmith like
my Pappoús ~ and a damn good one at that!

After he finished telling me his life-story as he remembered it I touched Captain
Bill's  mind  and  read  his  entire  life  as  it  was  actually  lived.   I  understood
immediately  the  reasons  for  his  reticence.   He  was  one  of  those  who  was
incredibly good with things and completely and utterly hopeless with people.

When it came to people he was by nature stupidly honest and open, and too often
voiced things aloud that he only later realized should have remained unsaid.  The
Captain was unable to perceive the emotions or motivations of others, or how
they thought of him, until  it  was too late to protect himself.    He discovered
privacy as a defense, and had learned to remain apart from people whenever
possible.

Pain is a powerful motivator, and when it is a life-long constant it creates mental
pathways and sculpts the personality in ways not found in most other people, and
Captain Bill had endured more than his share.  He would explain it by telling you
that he was his own worst enemy, because that was how he saw it.  I saw more,
and I saw it differently.  I saw his soul, and I wanted him for my family.

The Captain had reconciled himself to the life he had lived, to the way he was.
Despite whatever good he had done he wished that he had done better.  It wasn't
that he was ashamed of his life.  He was proud of how hard he had worked; first
to  understand,  and  then  to  try  to  overcome  his  personal  weaknesses  and
shortcomings.  He was, by now, content with whatever progress he felt he had
made.

He just wished that he'd done better.  Not better for himself, but better for those
whose lives he had touched.  This was the person I needed to watch my back and
give me counsel for the trials and tribulations that were sure to come.

He brought to  the table  a  life-time of  valuable  technical  skills  and real-world
experience as well. He thought of himself as a fair-to-middling musician, and had
trade skills learned in his youth like carpentry and electrical and plumbing.

At a professional level he had a college degrees in both electronic engineering and
computer science, and had designed medical  implants  and systems that were
used for medical research and on the Space Shuttle and Space Station  as well.  

He was an Air Force pilot during Việt Nam, and had spent a lifetime on the ocean;
part of it in oceanographic research.  He was a Senior Captain and had held a
Master Upon Oceans Rating for nearly forty years.
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He was so perfect I don't know what I would have done if he had declined my
offer  to  join us.  Tried to  seduce him, maybe?  Although I doubted a mated
Mermaid could even attempt such a thing.  Thankfully I didn't need to find out ~

We talked about ourselves and each other all night long.  By the next morning I
think  that  each  of  us  was  pretty  enchanted  with  the  other.   I  know  I  was
enchanted with him!  As the Sun rose Sunday morning Captain Bill signed onto
my mad scheme without a bit of hesitation or any reservations.

Katy the charmer ~ that's me.

Late Sunday night, the wee hours of Monday morning really, I met the Captain at
the southernmost part of  the beach at Spooner's Cove.  He lifted me off  the
beach, and in the darkness quickly and quietly carried me to his little 2-person
Tear-Drop trailer.

Once inside his cozy little camper-trailer I was able to rest safely and securely,
out-of-sight of the human world.  He slept in his truck to give me privacy; it
couldn't have been comfortable for him, and I asked him to curl up next to me in
his trailer, but he insisted on sleeping in the truck.
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Later that morning Captain Bill served me breakfast inside his little trailer.  He
offered  me  fish  prepared  any  way  I  wanted,  and  I  seriously  considered  the
albacore he'd smoked himself, with a side of cream cheese.

In the end I went all-out and opted for Hash-Browns, Apple-Smoked Bacon and
Over-Easy Eggs with toast heavy on the butter.  And coffee!  Lotsuv' coffee!  I
hadn't had any coffee to drink in months.  Rich and dark, both his and mine made
with a ton of cream and a teaspoon of sugar.  It tasted so good!

I finished Captain Bill's breakfast banquet by licking my fingers clean after the
feast ( I didn't want any of those exotic flavors to go to waste! ).

Then I stole a line from the movie Casablanca, telling Captain Bill  “...I think this
is the beginning of a beautiful friendship.”

I'm pleased to tell you I couldn't have been more right!

With that we headed up Highway 101, back to my Mate Delphin and the Grotto in
the Bay, and to our future as the strangest blended family you could imagine.  I
was home long before sunset, and Captain Bill got me take-out from my favorite
Greek Restaurant on Tyler St.

I  was sure that eating two human-style meals in one day, the first  since my
transmutation,  was going to play hell with my Mermaid microbiota.   But, the
tastes and smells were most definitely worth it.

Around two in the morning on Tuesday Captain Bill carried me into the water at
the little beach at Lover's Point Park.  Before he set me into the water I hugged
him and thanked him for joining my nascent little Clan, and for all he'd done for
me already.  Because of him I felt like a huge weight had been lifted off me, and
our future held only promise and possibilities.

Delphin met us there at Lover's Point.  Due to my quest we hadn't seen each
other at all in several weeks, and not much in the last couple of months.  I was
surprised and more than a little embarrassed in front of my new Captain when
the chromatophores in my skin started glowing in the most suggestive and erotic
patterns the instant Delphin and I touched.  Sometimes it's hard to be discreet
when you're a horny little Mermaid ~

Delphin and I said goodnight to Captain Bill and headed for the Grotto while he
went to find a public campground.  We agreed that he would rent a small boat
and meet us in a few days, when we would begin to plan for the future of the
Leventis Clan.
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Part 4 ~ who is Katy Leventis?

Today was Tuesday and I had until Friday afternoon, when I was to rendezvous
with Katy and Delphin, to get things done.  To say that the last few days and
been a world-shattering experience was an understatement.

Last Thursday, on a whim, I had decided to go searching for a beautiful voice I
heard on the wind. Now, five short days later, I had pledged my sword and my
honor just as surely as if I had rejoined the military; maybe more so, as this time
I actually believed in the cause.

I wasn't exactly sure what I had gotten myself into.  But, then, I didn't know
what I was getting myself into when I first enlisted in the Air Force, either.  The
only thing of which I was certain was that since it involved Katy Leventis it was
going to be one helluva ride, and I wanted to know more about Her.

I had a few things I needed to get done before Friday afternoon:

1. Find and rent a space for my truck and camper/trailer
2. Find and rent an suitable boat
3. Find out as much as I could about Alexandros Leventis and his family

The first order of business was a safe place to park my camping trailer.  I was
lucky  to  secure  a  space  in  a  small,  family-owned  trailer-park  that  normally
catered to long-term residents. Fortunately, they also had a few short-stay pads
available with water, waste and electric hookups.

The  trailer  park  had  a  small  swimming  pool  and  clubhouse,  and  when  they
discovered that I was a retired sailor and a Việt Nam vet ( had to show my VA
Card to them ) they offered to let me use the bathroom facilities in the clubhouse
during my stay.  I paid cash for three months, up-front, with an option for a long-
term lease if I wanted it.

I wasn't necessarily a big believer in luck or omens, despite the fact that I was a
career sailor.  That said, the trailer park fronted Mermaid Avenue, was only a two
minute walk from the beach at Lovers Point Park where I had last seen Katy and
Delphin, and it was a short drive to Katy's favorite Greek Restaurant on Tyler
Street.  The icing on the cake was when the owners of the park rolled out the Red
Carpet because I was a vet.  Good enough omens for anyone, if you asked me.

As I was paying for my trailer space I mentioned to them that I needed to rent a
small boat.  They asked what I had in mind, and I told them anything from a
cabin cruiser to motorsailer; more than a motor boat and less than a yacht.  Then
they told me that today was indeed my lucky day.  They owned a sea-worthy 34
foot Single Screw Charter Boat that had gone largely unused for nearly a year.
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After a quick look at their boat I jumped at the opportunity and leased her for
three months on my credit card; again with an option for an extended lease if I
wanted it.  I dug out my Master's License and they turned her over to me.

With the first two items on my to-do list checked off in a single morning I decided
I had the time to walk down-town and take in the sights.  More importantly, I
wanted to get to know the place where Katy was born and grew up.

On the walk downtown I chanced across a public library a few minutes east of the
trailer park.  I checked in at the Help Desk and they showed me how to access
the archives of the local newspaper on computer terminals in the library.  When I
did a quick search on “Leventis” I was surprised by the number of hits I got.  This
was not going to be a quick process, but it was obvious at a glance that a lot of
the story Katy had told me was likely to be true.

I decided to get some lunch and spend the rest of Tuesday taking in the Katy-
specific sights, and then to spend Wednesday on a shakedown cruise in my new
Charter Boat.  Thursday and Friday would be dedicated to the library and learning
as much as I could about Katy and Her family from the point of view of their
community.

I got to the Aquarium where Katy had worked before I found a restaurant, and
decided to stop there instead of eating first.  Once inside I discovered that there
were several places I could eat, from a coffee bar to a full service restaurant.  I
opted for the Restaurant with the beautiful view of the Bay.

The Waitress ( yes, I'm old, and I just hate the word “Server” ) recommended the
Rockfish Taco Dinner and Housemade Chips and Blue Cheese dip.  I ordered a
glass of sweet Riesling to go with them ( because I don't like dry ) and went away
happy and sated an hour later.  4½ Stars out of 5 as far as I was concerned.

I worked my way past all of Katy's haunts ( an ironic term, under the circum-
stances? ) until it was late in the afternoon.  The Research Institute was too far
up the coast to walk, and as it wasn't open to the public, per se, I decided to
leave it for another day.  On the way back to my trailer I stopped in for a salad at
Katy's favorite restaurant, where I had gotten takeout for Her the night before.

On a whim I asked the Waiter if they made Fanouropita; he told me they did,
sometimes, in late August for the feast day of Saint Fanourios the Martyr.  I told
him I was visiting the area from Southern California on a pilgrimage of a sort for
my friend, Katy.  That She had told me how wonderful it was, and so I thought I
would ask about it.  At the mention of Katy's name he caught his breath and
asked me for my friend's last name; when I told him “Leventis” he became visibly
shaken and disappeared into the kitchen.
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The Waiter returned a few moments later with a gentleman who was obviously
the Head Chef; I later found out he was also the owner of the restaurant.  He
asked if he could join me and I happily invited him to sit.

He introduced himself as Stavros and asked me what I knew of Katy Leventis.
Thinking as fast as I could I told him that I was from Southern California, and
that I was fortunate to have met Alexandros Leventis in the 1960s when I was a
teenager.  I told him that Alexandros had mentored me for a summer and helped
me to better my surfing skills.

Stavros asked if I knew Alexandros' son.  I told him yes, that Nick and I had
surfed together that summer.  Then he asked me how I knew Katy and I told him
that I had been doing contract work at the Oceanographic Institute where Katy
interned while She was getting Her PhD.  He asked me if I knew about the shark
attack and I told him that was why I was in town, to pay my respects.

He seemed satisfied with my story and opened up to me about how so many
people in town had loved little Katy, and the grief they all were still feeling over
her unexpected and untimely death.  I asked about his Fanouropita recipe, saying
Katy had spoken so highly of it, and he asked me if I would like to have some.

Of course I responded with an enthusiastic “yes.”  He told me that it was not a
part of the restaurants' menu, but that he would shop for fresh ingredients in the
next couple of days and bake some up for me special this coming Friday morning.
I felt really guilty when they wouldn't let me pay for my dinner salad.

On Wednesday morning I was up early.  I wanted to take my new Charter Boat,
the  Marlin, out for a shake-down cruise in plenty of time to get any problems
fixed before I was to meet up with Katy & Delphin.  The boat did pretty well, but
after awhile the engine begin to run a little rough at low RPMs and I noticed a
vibration that was probably in the propeller or prop shaft.

I had the Marlin out all day with no other problems worth mentioning, and when I
reported my concerns back to my new landlords/boat owners they said that they
would have their mechanic look at her first thing Thursday morning.  I avoided
the Greek Restaurant that evening because I was afraid I might be tripped up
with more questions about the Leventis family, and because I still felt like I had
gotten a free meal under false pretenses.

Thursday morning I was waiting at the door of the library when it opened, and I
planned to spend the day researching the Leventis family in California.  It wasn't
that I thought that Katy-the-Mermaid-Girl was lying to me but, as I was putting
what was left of my life in Her little webbed hands, I felt I had a right to look into
the narrative She had told to me on the beach.
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I  found early  newspaper  articles  dating  back  as  the  mid-1950's  about  Katy's
grandfather, Alexandros, winning surfing competitions and how he was teaching
local kids the beauty of surfing.  Articles about him and Katy's father Nick began
to appear in the 60s, surfing competitions and of the free surfing camps they
were holding for kids from the area who couldn't afford surf boards of their own.

There was a belated wedding announcement in  March of '82, announcing the
marriage of Nicholas Leventis and Eva Maria Stavropoulos.  The notice said that
they had been married in St. Paul's Chapel at Agios Pavlos Bay on the Island of
Rhodes, Greece, on January 9th, 1982.  The announcement included a wedding
photo, and Katy's mom was as just as pretty as Katy had said.

Katy's birth announcement was there as well, stating that a baby girl, Ketô Eva
Leventis, had been born at the Peninsula Community Hospital to Eva and Nick
Leventis on October 17th, 1982, at 9:35 PM.  Katy weighed 5 lbs, 4 oz and was
15¾ inches long; She was a tiny girl from the start.

The next mention was a sad one, a two-page memorial.  The memorial talked
about how Nick and Eva Leventis, a surfing team and local favorites, had been
killed on the day of  their  second wedding anniversary while  practicing for  an
upcoming tandem surfing competition.  The Paddle Out was featured, along with
photos of Nick and Eva in competitions and photos of the Paddle Out itself.

The article made a passing reference to the circumstances
of their death as a “boating accident”.  It did not mention
that the boater was drunk, or that he was driving his boat
out-of-bounds  at  high  speed  in  waters  restricted  for
swimming and surfing.  It seemed that wealth, power and
influence held as much sway over justice then as it did
today.  Their killer was never arrested or prosecuted.

There were many mentions of Katy.  Surfing competitions
She  won,  and  numerous  Science  Fair  and  academic
awards She had earned.  She was on every Dean's List
announcement  published.   This  first  use  I  found  of
“Pappoús” instead of Alexandros was in a human-interest
story  about  Katy  and  Pappoús  and  the  artist  who  air-
brushed the first Ketô Logo on Her surfboard.

The reviewer who wrote for the entertainment section was
obviously a huge fan of White Rabbit, the rock band that
Katy was in.  There were photos of the group playing on
stage and quite a few performance reviews recommending
that his readers absolutely must go see them.
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From the photos you could see that Rocker-
Girl Katy was certainly an inspired showman.
It was sad to read his last review saying that,
since first Chris and then Katy had left White
Rabbit, the heart and soul had gone out of the
band.

I suppose the icing on the cake for me was a
story  about  the  Winter  Ball  of  2001  at  the
High  School,  with  photos  of  many  of  the
couples.  There was a beautiful shot of Katy in
her Apricot Quinceañera Gown and Danny in
his tux.  She was tiny and lovely and radiant
and Danny was beaming ~ it made you happy
just to see them together.

It was all there, in bits and pieces, snatches of
Her life and those She loved, just as She had
told it to me.  Katy was obviously the most
honest Mermaid I had ever met ( ignoring, for
the moment, that She was the only Mermaid I
had ever met ).

  

I decided that I had seen enough and was
preparing to leave when a woman on the
Library Staff approached me. She was tall,
probably in her 30's ( when you're old it
can be hard to tell the age of those much
younger than you ), with beautiful auburn
hair and the prettiest freckles everywhere I
could see.  

She asked if I needed any help researching
the  Leventis  family,  and  claimed  to  be
familiar with their history and contributions
to the community.

A  bit  taken  aback  by  her  knowledge  of
what I was doing, I told her “thanks,” but
that I was about done and had found the
information I was looking for.  She stared
into my eyes for a long moment, taking the
measure of me much as Katy had done.  
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“My name is Melissa Sanches,” she told me, “and Katy Leventis is my best
life-long friend.”  

I noticed that she didn't say “was.”

“Would you like to go to dinner with me?” she asked.  Then she added, “My
treat...”

As it seemed that my clandestine espionage skills were completely lacking in the
clandestine department, and that this pretty young woman had found me out, it
seemed like the only thing to do was to accept her offer.  There are worse ways to
die, I figured.

“How can I say no?”  I responded.

“You can't.”  She insisted.  At least she was smiling when she said it?  “Let's
meet at  Katy's  favorite  restaurant  at  7:30?  You know where that  is,  I
believe?  I'll make the reservations.  Do you have a suit to wear?  I'll wear
something nice if you do.”

“I have a suit.  Navy, Gray or Brown?”

“Good ~ wear the Brown one, please?  I look forward to having dinner with
you.  We can talk about Katy.”  She smiled again, and went back to her
duties at the library.

I considered the wisdom of what I was doing, and I wondered if  all  of Katy's
friends were this...  persistent.

“What the Hell,”  I thought, “in for a penny, in for a pound.”  Could be interesting?
And, like we used to tell each other back in “The War”, “you can only die once!”

I arrived early, as is my way, and waited outside Katy's favorite restaurant for
Melissa Sanches to arrive.  I didn't want to go inside without her and maybe have
to answer more questions.  Come to think of if, I didn't really want to go inside
with her, either.

But it was too late to run; we spotted each other at the same time as she walked
around the corner from the parking lot.  She had definitely worn something nice,
as promised.  A well-tailored and very flattering emerald-green jacket and skirt
with a pearlescent, ivory-colored chiffon blouse and matching pumps.  The cut of
the blouse was an enticing fusion of modesty and coquettish sexuality, and it set
off  her beautiful  red hair  and freckled complexion perfectly.   Once out of her
Pretty-Librarian guise and into her evening clothes and makeup Ms Sanches was
a real knockout.

“Hello, Captain,” she smiled, “thank you for meeting me here.”
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I was surprised that she smiled and greeted me with a genuinely friendly hug.
Based on our  introduction  at  the  library  I  had feared something  much  more
confrontational.

“I apologize if I was a bit pushy or abrupt at the Library, this afternoon.
Your searches brought out a lot repressed feelings.  I was feeling really
emotional and conflicted when I approached you, but I just knew in my
heart of hearts that I had to talk to you, and so here we are.”

As she was speaking I offered her my arm, and as we entered the restaurant the
Maître D'  smiled and greeted us warmly.  “Table 1 for Captain James and Ms
Sanches,” he directed the hostess.

Once we were seated, at a table in a very private alcove, I asked,  “Ms Sanches,
why do I feel like everyone in this town knows everything about me?”

“Not everyone,” she smiled, “just those of us who were close to Pappoús
and Katy.  And, please, call me Melissa.”

“OK, 'Melissa' it is; pretty name, I've always liked it.  My name is, Bill, William, or
whatever you like.”

“I prefer 'Captain',”  she said, “it suits you well.”

“ 'Captain' it is, then.  What shall we have for dinner?”  I asked her.

“Let's go with what Katy likes?  She would recommend the Dolmadakia for
an appetizer,  Horiatikia Salad, and Lamb Shanks.   And perhaps  I would
recommend Thalassitis for the wine; I hear you like white wines?”

“What don't you know about me?”  I asked.

“Quite a lot, I imagine; you've led a very rich and interesting life, it would
seem.  But give me a little more time?” she smiled.  “You have to remember
that I earned several degrees in Library & Information Sciences.  Research
is what I do  ~  ”

“And how long have you been researching me?”

“Only a couple of days.  Since you ate a dinner salad here on Tuesday night.
Did you Really order Katy's favorite take-out on Monday?  Enough for two
people?”

“Wow!  It is a small town, isn't it!”  I exclaimed, ignoring her take-out question.
She wasn't really asking, anyway.  She was just letting me know she knew...

“Yep,” Melissa smiled, “a very small town.  Hard to have secrets, here.”

“Well, let's order?”  I suggested.  “Then we can talk some more?”
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Melissa was obviously a regular, and the Waiter seemed to know what she wanted
before she spoke it.  He was back in a short moment with the Thalassitis.  We
went through the obligatory ritual of sniffing, tasting and accepting the vintage on
offer, as if I knew what I was doing, and then he poured.

Once we were alone I offered up my glass and said, “to Katy.”

Melissa tapped my glass with hers and added, “To Her Grace and Beauty
and Kindness.”  

This was certainly going to be an interesting night.
As we ate Melissa talked of growing up with Katy and their life-long friendship.  In
the internet age the expression “Best Friends Forever” is just a cheap accolade
that people give and take away as if it means nothing; but Melissa and Katy truly
were Best Friends Forever.

They had been friends since Kindergarten.  People say that opposites attract, and
so it had been with Katy and Melissa.  Melissa was shy, tall and pretty; Katy?
pretty much her opposite in every way.  But from the moment they met each
brought out the best in the other.

Both  Melissa's  parents  were  tenured  professors  at  the  local  university,  and
Melissa's  mother  came from money.   Melissa admitted to  me that  she never
realized how well they lived until she met little Katy at school, and Katy took her
home to the Tychi II to meet Her Pappoús.  On her first sleep-over on the Tychi II
Katy's cold-water shower made a lasting impressing on her new friend.

They shared each other's lives, loves, happiness and disappointments, and had
been together through thick and thin.   Melissa said that after Katy was attacked
by the sharks it fell to her fulfill Katy's wishes.

Again, I thought it was telling that she didn't say that Katy was killed, only that
Katy was attacked by sharks; and wishes, not last wishes.  Melissa was obviously
that person whom Katy trusted most in the world, and the one She had emailed
after Her Transmutation.

Then Melissa asked about me.  I told her about my real life as much as possible
to  fill  the  time;  only  when I  had to  did I  insert  the  Leventis  family  into  my
narrative.  I returned to my story about how Alexandros Leventis had mentored
me  and how I had met Katy at the Oceanographic Institute.  It was all very
plausible, I hoped, and I was careful not to offer up any detailed information.

If Melissa asked me a question and I knew the answer, and if it was reasonable
that I Should know the answer, I responded accurately and fully.  If not, I plead
ignorance or a bad memory.  As I have a penchant for talking way too much this
was incredibly difficult for me, but I thought that the evening went well enough.
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Since I knew that Melissa knew that Katy was alive it was a difficult dance for me,
especially since I don't dance well.  But I was sure that this was not the time to
speak openly with her, and I did my best to say nothing about why I was in town.

Melissa, for her part, did her best to keep the alcohol coming, likely trying to
wear me down and get me to say something I didn't want to say.  She even
switched to a really good Napa Valley sweet Riesling in an effort to loosen me up
further.  The wine was great, and I really liked Melissa, but tonight was not the
time I could help her resolve her loss.
As I walked Melissa out to her car she thanked me for sharing dinner with her.
She told me that  she had taken Friday off  work,  and invited me to  visit  the
Surfing Museum in Santa Cruz with her in the morning.

She promised to have me back in time to pick up my Fanouropita loaves, and in
time  for  my  evening  cruise.   I  agreed  to  go  with  her  to  the  museum,  and
wondered what else she knew about me; or maybe if there was anything that she
didn't yet know about me.

Melissa picked me up early on Friday and we shared a quick breakfast.  We had a
great  morning,  and  she  showed  me  Katy's  favorite  surfing  spots  before  we
headed to the Surfing Museum.  Once there she proudly led me to the Leventis
Family installation that she had created:  “Three Generations of Surfing.”

It was a wonderful history of Pappoús, Nick & Eva and Katy's lives, surfing and
otherwise.  I honestly became quite emotional seeing their lives depicted in such
a loving and complete way.  It showed to the world that they were not “just”
skilled surfers and great competitors, but that they were kind and generous and
caring people who gave far more to their community than they ever took.

When Melissa saw my heart-felt  reaction to her installation her suspicions fell
away, and I could see that she accepted me as a friend.  She was convinced that
I  wasn't  telling  her  the  truth  about  why I  was  in  town, and she  desperately
wanted to know my real connection to Katy, but for now she seemed to be willing
to give me the benefit of the doubt.

Melissa drove me back to the restaurant where we drank coffee and shared a loaf
of Fanouropita with Stavros.  His traditional family recipe was truly as wondrous
tasting as Katy had told me. They both commented that I drank my coffee exactly
like Katy had, with tons of cream and a teaspoon of sugar.  I observed that Katy's
life seemed to have been full of intriguing little coincidences.

I asked about Carlos Flores, since he seemed to be nowhere about.  Melissa told
me that after the shark attack, and the memorial ceremony they held for Katy,
Carlos had moved to Santa Barbara.  
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Carlos told everyone that there was nothing left for him here and he needed to
escape the memories for awhile.  We talked for hours ~ it seemed that I had
passed some test, and now was family.

Melissa drove me to Lovers Point Beach and parked her car there, and then we
walked together over to my little Tear Drop Trailer.  She wanted to look inside, so
I gave her the tour.  I showed her how the back opened and unfolded into a
cooking and food prep area from the outside, and how the sleeping area inside
was built to tuck under the cooking area outside.

“Pretty  nice!  Really  well  laid  out  and  compact  and  comfortable.”  she
observed, sniffing the air inside the trailer, as if she had sensed a hint of
something out-of-place.  “Bet you could hide a little Mermaid in here?”

“You probably could,” I agreed.

Then Melissa drove me to the docks.  She walked with me out to the boat and
waited as I fired up the engine.  After I cast off the mooring lines she handed me
the second loaf of Fanouropita that Stavros had baked.

When I took hold of it she refused to let go until she looked me straight in the
eyes. Then she asked me,

“Please, will you tell Her I miss Her terribly?”

I couldn't look into her eyes, so I looked at the deck.  She waited patiently, still
firmly holding on to the Fanouropita, until I finally looked back at her.

“Tell Her!” she commanded, and turned and walked back towards town.

As she rounded the turn at the end of the docks Melissa turned and waved to me
and blew a kiss.  I smiled and waved back, feeling a thousand percent better than
I ever expected.  Even if the kiss was meant only for Katy it made me feel good
to think that I had found a friend here in town I might be able to depend on.
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Part 5 ~ the Beginnings of a Plan

I watched Melissa until she walked out of sight; she was an impressive person,
and very attractive young woman.  Just for a moment I wished I were 35 years
younger.  Then I came to my senses and backed the  Marlin out of her slip and
headed out into the Bay.

Katy had given me the Latitude and Longitude of the place to anchor for our
meeting, a relatively shallow spot on a shelf just at the edge of steep drop into a
mile-deep submarine canyon.

I arrived a half-hour early and dropped the anchor.  The Marlin was configured for
scuba diving as well as for sport fishing, and there was a cutout and a door in the
stern transom with a wide platform bolted below that that could drop to within a
few inches of the water.  It provided convenient access for divers, or Merfolk.

The boat was also equipped with an awning / tonneau cover for the stern deck,
and I put it up to provide shade and privacy for my new friends.  Then I tied a
padded mat I bought to the metal stern platform.  The pad covered and protected
them from the hard metal edges, and it would make it easier for Katy and Delphin
to get on board the Marlin.

After that I waited on the platform, my feet dangling in the water; I didn't have
long to wait.  Almost as soon as my feet were in the water Katy and Delphin
appeared at the surface near the stern of the boat.  

I moved back into the boat and got on my hands and knees to extend a hand to
help them on board.  Katy hauled out first, and then Delphin came aboard.  Katy
greeted me with a hug, and Delphin smiled and extended his hand to shake mine;
She was teaching Him human customs, it seemed.

Katy and Delphin nestled together in a curved corner of the padded bench seat in
the stern of  the boat  and entwined the ends of  their tails.   While  they were
getting comfortable I got out the loaf of Fanouropita that Stavros had baked up
for me.  Katy's eyes got wide and I could see how pleased She was at the sight of
the spiced cake.

“Where did you get that?!”  She exclaimed.

“Well, it's a very long story.  I'm not really sure if I did good, or if I did bad, but if
you want to read out the last four days directly from my memories it will save a
lot of time and questions as to my motives.”

“Sounds mysterious!” Katy smiled, as She patted the cushion next to Her.
“Come sit.”  It took only a moment, as it was just a few days worth of
memories.  After Katy was done She smiled again and laughed.
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“You done good!  Most men completely melt under the pressure of Melissa's
attentions, especially when she gets all dolled-up.  I'm impressed...  You
can really think on your feet!

And you thought to bring me fresh-baked Fanouropita!  You are a wonderful
man who actually paid attention to my story ~  Isn't Stavros fantastic? 

Isn't Melissa sweet?  She's a terror, isn't she?  I really miss them a lot.  Can
you make us some coffee?  Please tell me you have lotsuv' cream and sugar
on board?

Can you get Delphin some water, maybe sparkling water?  As our lungs
adjust to air He's going to start to get thirsty.  This is so great!   What a
wonderful surprise!  I can't thank you enough for your thoughtfulness.  This
is just great!”  

She said it all in a single breath.  In Her excitement over the Fanouropita Katy
had gone stream-of-consciousness on me; most unlike Her usual persona.

“Fresh coffee is already brewing in the galley.” I told Her.  “I have lotsuv' cream
and sugar, and sparkling water too.  Chilled or air temperature?”

Katy glanced at Delphin, and then told me, “Air temperature, please.”

I handed the bottle to Delphin and Katy showed Him how the screw-top worked.
Then I made us both coffee the way I like it, which happened to be the way Katy
liked Hers as well.  I put Katy's coffee and the loaf of Fanouropita on a tray, and
cut off thin slices of the loaf before presenting the tray to Her.

She beamed a big grin at me to say thanks and dug in.  A happier little Mermaid I
had never seen.  Katy offered a piece to Delphin, but after a quick nibble it was
obvious that He did not share His Mate's taste in sweet delicacies.

I  offered Delphin a large platter  of  halibut,  as both fresh-caught sashimi  and
apple-wood smoked fillets.   He nodded his  thanks.   At  first  He went  for  the
sashimi, but after a bit He sampled the smoked meat.  Once He got used to the
new flavors and textures I could see He was developing a taste for the smoked
fish, and He eventually cleaned the platter.  Delphin nodded to me and motioned
at the platter, so I filled two more, one for each of us, and poured myself a Porter.

The three of us ate in apparent silence.  Katy and Delphin may have been talking,
but I had no way to know if that were so.  When Katy started to poach fish from
Delphin's and my plates He playfully slapped away Her hand and pointed at the
Fanouropita.  I don't know what She told Him, but it was obvious He thought it
was hysterically funny.  They were really sweet, together.
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I made Katy a plate of fish as well, since a little Mermaid should not live by spiced
cake alone; even if it happens to be Her favorite food in the whole world. 

When I handed Her the plate of fish She asked me, 

“What kinds of beers did you bring on board?”  

After I rattled off the list She opted for the same Porter I was drinking.  After it
was gone She asked for another.

“What's the legal limit for little Mermaids?”  I asked Her.

“I think two will about do it,”  She said.  “I promise to make this one last.”

Katy had decided early on, when She first conceived of the plan to rebuild the Mer
civilization, that the best path to success would be licensing one or two of the
plants or creatures in Delphin's pharmacopoeia.  She and Delphin had discussed
Her ideas and plans at great length before She began the months-long search
that culminated in our meeting.

As I cleared the foodstuffs
away  Katy  suggested  we
start  the  meeting.   She
had  me  purchase  a  full-
featured  Laptop,  installed
with  all  the  software  and
bells  and  whistles  you
could get.

In  addition  to  the  PC  I
brought  Her  one  of  those
curvy  “Ergonomic”  Key-
boards with big raised keys
and a trackball mouse that
She had specified.

Those  were  workarounds
for  Her  mermaidy  fingers
and fingernails.

I could use a PC pretty well
for  an  old  guy,  but  Katy
had  spent  most  Her  life
with one in Her hands, so
we  left  the  typing  and
document creation to Her.
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Katy began by not only explaining the general out-line of Her plan to me, but also
by telling me what Her goals had been when She started to put the plan together.

She explained to me what Her thinking had been as She set each idea in place.
She also highlighted Delphin's contributions and the perspective that He brought
to the project.

Since my Merfolk friends had no human-recognized financial resources of their
own we would be burning through my retirement accounts to fund our activities,
and would continue to do so for at least the next six months.

We needed to get control of the burn rate as much as possible, in order to stretch
my modest  savings long enough to  get  us to the day when we could sign a
licensing agreement with at least one pharmaceutical company.

Delphin understood full well that it was now a human-dominated world.  Things
had changed radically in just a few hundred years, his parents and grandparents
lifetimes, as humans went from their first tentative voyages around the world in
small wooden ships to the exploitation of the earth and sea on a massive scale. 

He understood that if He and His culture were to survive, much less prosper, He
would have to defer to Katy and follow Her lead when dealing with humans.  After
a long night of discussion, the three of us reduced Katy's general project outline
to a list of 23 items for the initial, very tentative, plan.

Goals for First Week 
1. Recruit Melissa Sanches

Goals for Second Week 
2. Captain Bill Transmutation

Goals for First Quarter
3. Retain Law Firm
4. Set Up Non-Profit/Bank Accounts
5. Contact several Pharmaceutical Companies

Goals for Second Quarter
6. Conduct Quickie Pre-Clinical Trials
7. Sign Contracts
8. Get Money!!

Goals for Third Quarter
9. Find & Purchase Ship

Goals for Fourth Quarter
10. Design Mermaid Quarters
11. Retain Marine Engineering firm
12. Begin Ship Refit
13. Build Organization Chart
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Goals for Fifth Quarter
14. Write Job Descriptions
15. Hire Crew; Begin Staffing

Goals for Second Year
16. Refloat Ship ~ Begin Shake-down Cruises
17. Continue Hiring Staff & Crew

Goals for Third Year
18. Initial Science Cruises
19. Write Scientific Papers

Goals for  Fourth Year
20. Advanced Science Cruises
21. Write More Scientific Papers

To Be Determined
22. Final Staffing
23. Voyages of Discovery
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Part 6 ~ Melissa Sanches

I returned to the boatslip early Saturday morning about an hour after sunrise.  As
I was tying the Marlin to the mooring cleats I saw Melissa striding towards me on
the dock, smiling and waving.  The morning sun lit her red hair from behind and
she glowed like an angel.  I wondered if she were telepathic, or if she had her
spies out, or just how she knew I was back.  However she knew, there she was.

I stepped back onto the dock and waited for her to reach me.  She gave me a
quick,  friendly hug and started to speak, but I touched two fingers to her lips to
shush her before she could get any words out.

“Would you like to go on a special little lunch-time cruise with me tomorrow,
Sunday?”  I suggested, adding, “My treat.”  

She got a really puzzled look on her face.  

“Oh, and Katy sends Her love.”  I informed her, as if it were an afterthought.

Melissa's eyes lit up and she grabbed me in a suffocating hug and started crying.
I didn't know quite how to respond, being old and awkward and  unaccustomed to
the touch of a young woman, or any woman really.  Soon enough, I decided just
to put my arms around her as well.  After a bit she disentangled herself from me,
but as she did so I got a kiss on the cheek.

“Has anyone ever told you that you're the most wonderful man in the world?” she
asked.

“Only if they were drunk or wanted something from me.”

“Well, I'm not and you've already given me the greatest gift I could ask, so please
believe me when I tell you that you're wonderful.”

“OK, you're drunk, then.”

Melissa  pushed  me  playfully  and  gave  me  another  hug.   “You  hungry?”  she
suggested.   “I am; let's get some breakfast?  My treat!”

“OK,”  I agreed,  “Where do you want to go?”

“The Restaurant on Tyler Street, Table 1.”

“They're not open, yet? It's Saturday; they don't open 'til dinnertime?”

“They are for me.”  Melissa explained.

As we walked towards town Melissa insisted on holding the fingers of my right
hand in her hand, not my hand, just the fingers, almost like a child would do.
Intentional or not, I found it really sweet and disarming.  When we got to the
restaurant she led me around back and took me in through the kitchen, it seemed
that she really knew her way around the place.
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Stavros was there, starting the prep work for the day.  He greeted Melissa with a
big hug and then shook my hand and said, “Good morning, Captain.  It's good to
see you again.  Seems my niece has gotten quite a crush on you.”

“Niece?”

“She didn't tell you?  My wife and Melissa's mother are sisters.”

The light dawned, and it became apparent how Melissa had so quickly found out I
was in town, that I had some connection to Katy, and how she was able to learn
so much about my movements so quickly.  While I was mentally connecting the
dots Melissa asked her uncle if she could make some breakfast for the two of us;
he told her “no,” not unless she made enough for the three of us.

That settled, Stavros led me to Table 1, and we sat and drank Mimosas while
Melissa whipped up breakfast.  He didn't ask about me or Katy, and instead told
me about his family and Melissa and her family.  Stavros was Greek, obviously.
His family had come over to Massachusetts in the early 1920's and moved west
after WWII.

Melissa's family was Portuguese, which explained the spelling of her last name.
They had originally immigrated to California in the mid-1800s to grow a drought-
tolerant wine-grape varietal in the San Bernardino Valley of Southern California.
By the end of the Twentieth Century branches of Melissa's family could be found
any place in California where there were vineyards and wineries.

As Stavros was talking, Melissa made an entrance with a serving cart full of Greek
breakfast delicacies;  they looked and smelled wonderful.  She obviously did know
her way around their kitchen.

“No Francesinha?”  I teased.

“Wrong restaurant.” she countered.  “How do you know of Francesinha?”

“I grew up around a lot of Portuguese families in the far eastern end of the
San  Bernardino  Valley,”   I  told  her.   “Even  though  I'm  not  exactly
Portuguese they let me join the  Portuguese American Club there.  I love
Portuguese food.”

“I have relatives in that area,” she said, “their family manages citrus groves on
contract to various owners.”

“Jacinto?” I suggested, and she nodded.

“Good people.  I worked for them when I was in High School, as a laborer,
to earn money for flying lessons.  It was hard work, but they were fair and
honest employers.  There wasn't much else a teenager could do to earn
money in those days.”
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We  shared  the  breakfast  that  Melissa  had  prepared,  and  talked  of  life  and
coincidences and how easily our paths might have crossed long before now.  Then
she  informed Stavros  and me that  she wanted to  go  fishing.   Melissa  and I
thanked him for breakfast and his company, and we took our leave.

As we walked back towards the docks Melissa insisted on holding my fingers
again, and I asked her if she really wanted to go fishing.  She told me no, but
that she did want to get out and away from town and the Marlin seemed like a
very good way to do it.

I steered the  Marlin around the point to the southwest of  the bay and asked
Melissa if she had any particular spot where she wanted to anchor.  She directed
me to a spot just outside a marine preserve and I set the anchor and killed the
engine.

I  had stocked the boat  with a good selection of  beers,  as  well  as  fruits  and
cheeses and hard sausages and other deli-meats and breads and so on.  There
was even a little bit of Fanouropita left.  Katy had tried to eat it all, but in the end
there was no room left in her to stuff any more, and since she couldn't take it
with her to the Grotto she reluctantly left it with me for safe-keeping.

I offered Melissa her choice of beers, and she settled on a super-hoppy IPA;  I
opened a Porter for myself and we toasted “to new friends.”  As we enjoyed the
brewskies, and snacked on the meats and cheeses, Melissa opened with:

“OK, my Captain, how do you know Katy?”

“Well, where to start?”  I replied.  “The story that I told you of my life is
100% true.  Except that I never knew Pappoús or Katy's father, and I met
Katy only a week ago; last Saturday, at Montaña de Oro State Park.”

Melissa stared at me wide-eyed and unbelieving for a moment, and then asked,
“How is that possible?  You know so much about them!  So many details, so much
personal and private information.” 

“Katy told me.”

“But, how do remember it all?  You seem to remember things that I had forgotten
I knew.”

“Melissa, Katy told me to tell you that She sent you Her love; She didn't
send me here to tell you everything about Her new life.  If you want to
know that you have to go on that little cruise I invited you on tomorrow.”

“Try to stop me!”  she proclaimed.

I noticed that Melissa's glass was empty, as was mine.  I poured us each another
round and began the briefing that Katy had outlined for me.
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“OK, then, but before tomorrow there are some things I am to discuss with
you, so that you can think about them overnight.  I would say 'Sleep on
them' but that's just an expression, and once you hear what I have to say I
really doubt that you will get much sleep tonight.”

I smiled as Melissa gave me the oddest look imaginable.  Then I began,

“First,  what  is  my  relationship  to  Katy?   The  way  I  see  it,  I  am Her
employee.  Admittedly, I am enchanted by Her, and I'm pretty sure She
genuinely  likes  me.   But  I'm  also  old  enough  to  understand  that  Katy
enchants most everyone She meets without even trying, so that means I'm
nothing special.

Katy  told  me  most  of  Her  life-story,  even  many  of  Her  most  intimate
moments and personal details.  She did this because She wanted me to
truly understand and trust Her.  She needs my trust because She wishes for
me to join Her on a crazy Grand Endeavor that She is undertaking.

But, in the end, it was a job interview; the most in-depth and probing and
intense job interview you can imagine.  Katy has told me that I will be Her
partner  in  this  venture,  an  equal  partner  she  says,  but  I'm  reserving
judgment on that.  Too many people made promises to me in my life that
came to nothing.

One of my credos is: 'Blessed are those who expect nothing, for they shall
not be disappointed'.  So, for now at least, I consider myself only to be Her
employee.

Katy has been interviewing people, up and down the California coast, for
almost  as  long as  She  has  been  a  Mermaid.   She  interviewed dozens,
perhaps close to a hundred, before She got to me.”

“Wait, Wait, Wait!” Melissa interrupted, “Hundreds of people know that Katy
is a Mermaid???”

“No, after the interviews She made them forget.”

“Forget??  How can She do that?”

“Katy  can  do  a  lot  of  things  She  couldn't  do  before  She  became  a
Mermaid...”

“Seriously?”

“Yep.”

“Wow; She was a Force of Nature before, I can't imagine what She's like now.”

“I think you said it perfectly the other evening at dinner.  She is Grace and
Beauty  and  Kindness;  all  wrapped  up  into  the  prettiest  100  pounds  of
Mermaid you have ever seen.”
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“You really care for Her a lot, don't you?  Even though you've only known Her for
a few days.”

“Melissa, loyalty is one of my many, many weaknesses.  But, in this case, I
don't  believe  that  it's  misplaced.   I've  signed  up  for  the  duration;  I've
pledged my life and honor to little Katy, and I have no regrets whatsoever
about the decision.”
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Part 7 ~ Melissa's Briefing  

Melissa settled into her seat, savored a long swallow of her beer, and I began her
briefing:

“The  modern Mer  culture  was  centered around a  matriarchal/matrilineal
society  that  rose  to  it's  peak during  the  recent  group  of  ice-ages,  first
flowering nearly 100,000 years ago.  The 'First Mothers' of the various Clans
managed a 90,000 year long civilization of science, art and culture.

A drastic  decline began around 12,000 years ago as the Earth warmed,
ocean  levels  rose  and ocean  currents  changed.   They had  always  lived
lightly on the planet, and they never developed large populations: only a
few million, world wide, at the peak of their civilization.

When the climate changed at the end of the last ice-age, and historical
resources underwent radical shifts and declines, the matriarchal system and
traditions were scape-goated.  Their traditional cultural values and social
norms broke down, and male-dominated raiding groups came to dominate.
With the demise of the old ways inter-Clan warfare and territorial disputes
over dwindling resources decimated the Mer population.

The final straw that precipitated the collapse of the Merfolk population was
the rise of sea-faring humans and the resulting mass slaughter and rape of
the sea by the whalers and fishing on an industrial scale that continues to
this day.

In the 21st Century Merfolk are near extinction.  We do not know how many
of their species are left on the planet.  It might be thousands; it might be a
few hundred; it might be a few dozen.  It might be only a single individual:
Katy's Mate, Delphin.

We know for sure that the only Clan left in the Mediterranean went extinct
as a result of WWII, and we know that Katy's Mate is the last living member
of His East Pacific Clan.  Beyond that we know nothing.

Katy's  plan is  to  scour  the ocean shelves and tidal  zones of  the world,
looking for any surviving Merclans or individuals.   For that She needs a
large ship, She needs an experienced Sea Captain, and She needs a loyal
hand-picked crew of dedicated and professional people willing to sacrifice
much to help Her on Her quest.  And She needs a ton of money.

Katy has found and chosen Her Captain, and now She needs more help to
do the rest.  We have a plan on how to do all of this, but even if we're lucky
it might take as much as 15 years of preparation to put everything in order
to begin the serious slog of searching for other Merfolk.”
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“We know how to secure the funding we need, and with practically unlimited
funding we can buy any ship we want.  That's the easy part.  The hard part
is  finding the core of  talented true-believers  that we will  need to  make
Katy's Project a reality.

So, Ms Sanches, Dr. Leventis has asked me to ask you to consider accepting
the position of Chief Operating Officer for our new venture.  I have already
accepted the position of Chief Science Officer and shipmaster.  The COO and
CSO will report directly to Dr. Leventis, the Chief Executive Officer.

Ships Crew (including Security and Medical) and Science and Engineer staff
will report to me; Legal Staff, Accounting, Human Resources, Ship's Stores,
Purchasing, Material Control and any thing else not specifically assigned to
me will report to the COO.  We will build the Org Chart long before we need
to fill the positions.  We will all live and work aboard the new ship once she
is outfitted to meet our needs.

Katy would like to offer you a base salary of $175,000 annually, about three
times what you are currently earning, we believe?  Plus bonuses.  Keep in
mind that since you will be living on board ship that the company will be
picking up 100% of  your  living expenses and medical  insurance and so
forth,  so  your  salary  is  completely  bankable;  at  least,  what's  left  after
taxes, of course.

Life at sea is in many ways a 24/7 existence; you're either working or on
call.  But, we can promise you 5-Star accommodations and a life that the
old mariners could only dream of.

Katy  would  like  your  decision  tomorrow,  when  we  see  Her.   For  many
reasons, especially budgetary ones, we are on a very tight schedule and
need to get the project moving immediately.”

When I  stopped talking  Melissa sat  there  for  awhile  without  saying anything,
staring out at the horizon and looking a bit like I had punched her in the stomach.

Eventually her eyes focused on me and she said, “I need another beer; no, I need
a drink!  You got anything stronger on this tub?”

“Only a case of white cabernet, and a couple bottles of Dom Perignon,”  I
apologized.

“Gimme the champagne, my Captain.  I feel like celebrating.”

And so we did; we toasted our way through both bottles of Dom Perignon, and
then made a respectable dent in the case of wine.  As we talked we watched the
Sun set in the west and the rise again in the east.  Melissa is really sweet and fun
once she takes a liking to you.  Katy has great taste in friends.
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Part 8 ~ a Joyous Reunion 

Sunday morning, as soon as it was light enough to see, we weighed anchor and
Melissa and I headed back to port.  We wanted to get cleaned up and into some
fresh clothes before our lunch meeting with Katy.  As soon as we got within range
of a Cell  Tower Melissa woke some friends who owned a Sushi restaurant and
placed an emergency take-out order for five of just about everything on their
sushi and sashimi menu.

After we tied up at the boatslip Melissa asked me where I was going to clean up,
considering the size of my trailer and the fact that it had no bathroom.  I told her
that  my  landlords  were  letting  me  use  the  bathroom facilities  in  their  Pool-
house/Clubhouse for  the  duration of  my stay.   She wrinkled  her  nose at  the
thought of that, and offered to let me clean up at her place.

We swung by my trailer so I could get some fresh clothes, and then she drove me
to her home.  Melissa owned a really nice 2 bedroom townhouse overlooking the
Bay to the north and the Pacific Ocean to the west, in the hills maybe a fifteen
minute drive south of where my trailer was parked.

As she opened the front door she told me, “my bedroom's that way,” pointing
upstairs to her right, “you can use the bedroom at the other end of the landing.”
I  said  thanks,  or  something,  and  showed  myself  to  the  guest  bedroom and
shower.  It was much nicer than the Pool-house, to say the least.  I took a lot
more time than I was used to, luxuriating in the privacy and high-tech shower
heads and hot, steamy water.

45 minutes later I felt a whole lot better and was cleaner than I had been in ages.
I felt so good that so long as I didn't look in the mirror I could almost fool myself
into thinking I was young, again.  As I was putting on my fresh change-of-clothes
I smelled breakfast frying in the kitchen.

“Thought I'd throw something together to hold us until our lunch meeting.”
Melissa told me, as I descended the stairs.  “You said you like Portuguese
food?”

“Absolutely!”

“Good ~ we're having Bolinhos de Bacalhau for breakfast, then.  My Grand-
ma's recipe.  Guaranteed to be the best you're ever had!  I make them up
in batches and refrigerate them so I can pull 'em out and fry up as many as
I want when I'm in a hurry.”

Melissa was right, they were the best cod fritters I had ever eaten; and we were
in a hurry.  Despite that we took the time to finish off a fresh loaf of sour-dough
bread slathered with a whipped honey-butter.  It wasn't the healthiest breakfast
that an old guy could eat, but it certainly was delicious and filling.
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Melissa wanted to swing by the market to pick up an assortment of Katy's favorite
beverages.  Then we stopped in at the Sushi Restaurant to pick up her emergency
take-out order ( they had gone in hours early just to make it up for her ).

I wondered if Melissa's sphere of influence was just local, or if she had magical
powers outside of town as well?  From there we were off to the docks to provision
the Marlin in preparation for our lunch meeting.  Melissa told me she wanted to
impress her new boss.

We dropped anchor at the co-ordinates I had used when I met Katy and Delphin
on  Friday,  and  then  I  tied  the  cushioned  pad  to  the  platform at  the  stern.
Moments later Katy appeared at the surface.  At the sight of Katy Melissa got so
excited that I felt certain she was going to pee herself.

I  helped  Katy  on  board,
and, as soon as the two of
them where within reach of
each  other  they  started
squealing  and  hugging.
After they were all hugged-
out  Melissa  offered  Katy
something to drink; at first
She started to say no, but
when  Katy  saw  all  the
trouble Melissa had gone to
in buying the assortment of
Her favorites, so She asked
for a sparkling water.

As  She  sipped  Her  water
Katy  explained  to  Melissa
that a Mermaid absorbs all
the water She needs from
the sea through Her lungs.
She does this by controlling
the  saline  balance  of  the
surfactant in Her lungs.  As
a  result,  Katy  wouldn't
start  to  get  thirsty  for  at
least a half-hour after She
was out of the water.

As Katy was speaking we both noticed that Melissa was carefully studying all the
changes apparent in Her Mermaid-adapted body with considerable interest and
intensity.
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“Whattaya' think?”  Katy laughed.

“You're gorgeous; look at your skin!  It's iridescent, now, isn't it?  And that tail!
Reminds me of our fantasies when we were little girls!”

Then Melissa's eyes widened, and she pointed and asked, “Are Those glowing??!!”

Katy laughed a little, and explained,

“Yeah, they do that.  I now have Bio-luminescent chromatophores all over
my body. They are most densely concentrated around my ventral slit, in my
breasts, and especially my nipples.  They're quiescent most of the time, but
you wouldn't believe how my skin shines when we make love!  

The exception is the chromatophores in my breasts.  The areolae and nipple
chromatophores light up permanently when a Mermaid mates for the first
time. 

During their first mating a host of physical, physiological and psychological
changes occur as the pair bond is consummated and the pairs' souls merge.
It is then that a Mermaid and Her lover form irreversible life-long bonds.

Permanently aroused and erect glowing nipples are the least of the things
that happen, but they are the most obvious.  They show everyone that She
has taken Her Mate.  You might think of it as a sort of wedding ring?”

“They're pretty ~ ”  Melissa teased.

“Maybe so, but I paid a helluva price to get them!”

“I think I want a pair.”

“Be careful what you ask for;  but for now that's not in the plan, anyway.”

“Where's Delphin?”  I interjected.

“Oh, He'll be along a bit later.  He had some things to do at the Grotto, and
He figured I might like some time to hug Melissa and get that out of my
system before we talk business, anyway.”

I poured myself a beer and sat back out of the way while the ladies nattered on
about this and that.  They were so happy to see each other it was like they were
8-years-old all over again.

Then Melissa asked, “May I touch?”  and reached for Katy's tail flukes.

Katy leaned back and flicked Her  tail  into  Melissa's  hands and let  Her  friend
investigate  what  a  Mermaid  is  like.   Melissa  was  really  interested  in  all  the
changes to Katy's body, and was very thorough in Her investigations.  She had a
lot of questions, and Katy did Her best to answer all of them.
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I guess I'm a little old-fashioned, or something, because I got a lot embarrassed
when Melissa began to examine Katy's breasts and ventral slit and mermaidified
female parts.  She was very clinical and matter-of-fact about it, and Katy didn't
seem to mind, so after a while I got used to the idea.

“What's this?”  Melissa smiled, caressing Katy's tummy.  “When is it due?”

“Next March; I'm maybe 11 or 12 weeks along.  They were conceived last
April.  I don't keep a calendar in the Grotto, all I have is my Zoop, but my
guess is April 7th ?”

“They?” Melissa asked.

“Yes;  three of  them.  That's  how Mermaids  do  it,  Delphin  says,  always
triplets.”

“You said you're maybe 3 months along, but that would mean they're due in
January, not March.”

“No, they're due in March.  Merling gestation is about 330 days, 47 weeks,
not 280 days like in humans.  We use the extra time to build the electrical
and neural networks that humans don't have.  The girls will need the extra
time for  their  nervous  systems  to  mature  beyond  what human children
need.”

“Lucky you,” Melissa grimaced.  “7 extra weeks of a big belly and bloat.  Yuk!
Girls?  How do you know that?”

“I don't think it will be too bad.” Katy responded.  “Remember that there is
practically no gravity when you're suspended in the water.  And Merlings are
born pretty small, Delphin says.  About three pounds would be my guess, if
you weighed them out of the water.

Oh, and to answer your other question:  I know they're girls because they
are already talking to me, in their own simple way.  They're definitely girls.”

“How can they do that?  Talk to you, at only 2 or 3 months gestation?”

“It's the neural network thing: Merfolk read each other's minds.  The brain
and neural network are the first and fastest growing organ system to begin
to develop in  a  Merling embryo, even before the other organs begin to
appear.  That's one reason I'm not showing, much.  Most their development
has  been neural;  nervous  system, brains and mind.   Delphin  says they
won't start using energy on growing their bodies for about another month.”

“Conception was a really interesting experience; I felt it the instant that
each of the girls was conceived.”  Katy told us.
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“How could I feel the presence of a single, fertilized cell?  I don't know that;
I don't know how.  But I know I could ~ I felt their souls emerge, one by
one by one, the instant Delphin's seed combined with each of my ovum, I
knew!  

I sensed tiny new sparks of light beginning to glow brightly, deep inside me,
and a feeling of serenity washed gently over me.  As our love became life
the circle  was completed and nothing mattered to  me more.   It  was a
wonderful experience, three-times-over.”

When Katy was done explaining, Melissa and I sat there, silent, a bit stunned.
There was obviously a lot we had to learn about Her and Her new life.

“What's the crest on your forehead all about?” Melissa asked.

“Communication; I suppose you would say that the crest is a bit like an
antenna.  Telepathy, ESP, whatever.  It's how we can communicate under
water.

True Merfolk are virtually mute, about the only sounds they ever make is a
sort of moaning sound deep in their throats and chest when they cry, and
they sometimes make a rumbling purring sound when they are content.  We
communicate  directly  from  mind  to  mind.   We  can  converse;  with
permission we can read others' thoughts, or we can choose to share our
memories with others.”

“Really?  Can you show me?  Will you show me?  Please?”

“Hold still.”  Katy reached to hold the sides of Melissa's head in Her hands.

Then She  closed Her  eyes and touched Her  forehead to  Melissa's.   They sat
motionless for a while, and then I noticed Melissa started to tremble a little bit.
After a few minutes Katy let go of her and sat back up.  

Melissa sat with her eyes still closed, tears running down her cheeks.  When the
tears finally stopped and she opened her eyes Melissa reached for Katy.  She
started hugging Her and kept saying “thank you” over-and-over.

As they were hugging Delphin appeared and hoisted Himself on board.
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Part 9 ~ a Meeting of Minds

Delphin moved over and sat next  to Katy.  They touched fingertips  and then
wrapped the base of their tails around each other, like they were holding hands.
Katy explained to Melissa that when the were touching like this that it was almost
like they shared a single mind, and so Katy could instantaneously communicate
our conversations to Delphin and voice his thoughts to us.

While  Katy  was  explaining  how She  and Delphin  would communicate  with  us
during the meeting Melissa pulled out the special order from the Sushi restaurant
and placed the sushi and sashimi in sets of five on serving trays from the galley.
The variety of raw fish delicacies caught Delphin's interest immediately.

“From Akira's?” Katy brightened.

“Yep.  Special order, made fresh and put on ice not much more than an hour ago.
I wanted to impress my new boss with my resourcefulness.”

“Delphin is certainly impressed.  New boss?  Does this mean that Captain
Bill was most persuasive and that you've decided to give up your life of
research, sanity and reason and you want to join my little band of crazies?”

“Aye, Aye, Captain!” Melissa affirmed with a mock, left-handed salute.

“He's the Captain.” Katy grinned, pointing at me.  “Thankless job, glad he
took it. But I'm glad you decided to join us, in spite of that.”

You could see Delphin tug on Katy's tail with His, and then She said “Delphin is
really impressed with how artfully the seafood is prepared and presented.  He
didn't know that humans did that sort of thing...”

“I think Delphin has as much to learn about us as we do about him.” I said.
“While there is much about us that could use improving, we have gotten it right
every now and then.”

“...and He wants to know when we eat.”

With that Melissa set out the food and drinks between us and we all dug in.  Even
though I thought Melissa had ordered enough for 10 people it was all gone in
short order.  Surprisingly Delphin quickly developed a taste for the Wasabi and
ginger root.  I wondered what the ocean analog might be to spicy human foods.

Katy  and  Melissa  and  I  selected  after-dinner  beers  and  Delphin  stayed  with
sparkling water.  We talked informally about the action items we need to set in
place to make Katy's 22-Point Plan a reality.  Melissa and Katy decided that she
should give a 4-week notice to the Library, and that Melissa would start working
on the Mermaid project in the evenings after work.  With that the meeting broke
up; Katy and Delphin headed to the Grotto and Melissa and I back to the docks.
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Part 10 ~ Loopholes & Entanglements

On the way back to the docks I hesitantly asked Melissa what Katy had shared
with her when they touched minds.   She had been so visibly  shaken by  the
experience I was dying to know what Katy had showed her.  

I was afraid Melissa might tell me to mind my own business; instead she said: 

“Do you remember when Katy told us about sensing the girls' presence as
their souls first emerged?  She let me experience those moments.  It felt
like I was Her.   I was there, cocooned in Her afterglow, sheltered in His
loving embrace, as a feeling of serenity and grace washed over Her ~ Over
Me.  It was like they were my own daughters; I felt them being created, I
felt their lives begin!  It felt so good!

And She shared more with me, She let me listen in on them talking to each
other  and  to  Her.   It's  not  talking,  exactly,  it's  more  like  singing  or
humming; no words, but their little melodies have meaning, somehow.  I
can't explain it.

They are very intelligent, and they already know a lot of what's going on,
but they are mostly in their own little universe for now.  They are so sweet
and simple and beautiful right now.  I absolutely have to be there to watch
them grow up.  I have to!”

Melissa's joy was so pervasive that now I felt pretty overwhelmed by the whole
thing as well,  and I  had only  watched from the outside.   I  reached out  and
squeezed her hand; she squeezed mine in  return,  and then she held on and
wouldn't give it back.  

We continued on home without much conversation, enjoying the day and each
other's company.  Then, as we approached the docks Melissa said, 

“There is one more thing Katy said to me before She let me go.”

“What's that?”

“She asked me not to seduce you.”

“Why would She say that?”

“Because when we shared minds She could see that I was planning to.  I
wanted to join you in the shower at my townhouse this morning.  I decided
against it only because I don't like quickies and I saw there wasn't enough
time to make love to you properly.”

“Ah...  that would explain it.  ~ Can I get you an appointment with a good eye
specialist?”

“What do you mean?”
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“Have you not noticed that I'm almost twice your age, and old and ugly and worn
out?  I'm more than old enough to be your father, if not quite your grandfather.”

Melissa countered,  “And do you not remember when I told you that you're
the most wonderful man in the world?”

“Sure, you were overjoyed that I had brought you a message from Katy, and I got
the benefit of that happiness.  'Transference', I think the shrinks call it.”

“No! I meant it!  I mean it now!  I'm 34 years old, an independent, mature
and educated woman, and I know what I like and admire in a man!”

“But Katy says you shouldn't seduce me, and She's the boss, no?”

“Yes, She's the boss, but I don't have to like all Her decisions.”

“Nevertheless, I think we need to do it Her way.”

“I still don't have to like it.  

“Did She tell you why She doesn't want you to seduce me?”

“No.  She just asked me not to.  It seems pretty unfair and arbitrary to me.
Do you know why?”

“Yes,  I  know why.   Part  of  my deal  with Katy is  that I  will  be  undergoing a
transmutation myself.  She and Delphin plan to conduct the procedure in the next
week or so.

“When they're finished with me, and assuming I live through it, it's very likely
that I won't be a fit mate for anybody, human or Mermaid.  I'll be like the swamp
thing, inside at least,  but  I will  have a water-adapted humanoid body that is
perfect for the missions we plan to undertake.”

Melissa stared, wide eyed and a bit dumbstruck.  “Why would you do that?”

I smiled at her and squeezed her hand.  “We talked about that, already: I'm old
and ugly and worn out.  My doctors say at best I only have a couple years left to
live, maybe.  I listened to Katy's plan and decided it was a noble cause.  Worth
sacrificing for, worth dying for.”

“So,” she asked, “we have to do it Katy's way?”

“Melissa, that's what we signed up for, isn't it?  It's Katy's way, now, for all of us.
You need to think about that, decide if  you really want to do it.   This is  like
volunteering to join the military; you don't have to join-up, but once you do your
only option is to salute, say 'Yes Ma'am' and accomplish the mission She gives
you.”

Melissa was quiet as I walked her back to her car.  We hugged and she told me
she would pick me up in the morning for breakfast.  I watched her drive off and
then walked back to my trailer to get some much-needed sleep.  
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I  drank  some  hot  cocoa,  stripped  to  my  underwear,  and  crawled  under  the
blankets.  I was just nodding off to sleep when the trailer started rocking gently
from  side  to  side.   At  first  I  thought  it  was  an  earthquake,  but  then  the
earthquake stopped shaking and it started knocking at the door.

I unlatched the lock and pushed the door open; Melissa smiled in at me, asked if
I could use some company, and proceeded to take off her sandals and let herself
in before I could reply.  

She latched and locked the door behind her and turned to me and explained,
“Hello, My Captain.  I couldn't sleep.”

“So you want to talk?”

“No, I  just want to be
near you.”

“OK.  That  works  for
me.”   I  held  open the
covers.

Melissa  took  off  her
light-weight  overcoat,
which turned out to be
the  only  garment  she
was wearing. Then she
slipped  between  the
covers with me.

“I  thought  we  agreed
that you weren't going
to try to seduce me?”

“We  did;  and  I'm  not
going to.  But you just
promised  I  could  be
near you.  To  my way
of thinking having a lot
of clothes on just gets
in the way of that.”

“You know, you're just
as willful and persistent
as She is.”

“I know.  Isn't it great?  That's one of the reasons why we've been the best of
friends for all these years.”
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Melissa turned her back to me, wrapped my arms around her, and snuggled into
my chest and lap.

She took my hands in  hers and placed them on body her exactly where she
wanted them.  Then she snuggled a bit more, sighed, and we fell asleep.  That
was easier for her than me.  

I awoke the next morning to more snuggling.

“You know, I think that this might qualify as a seduction.”  I pointed out.

“No, it's snuggling.  We're spooning, not making love.”

“When a beautiful naked woman rubs up against me I call that seduction.”

“You think I'm beautiful?”

“I think you're naked, too; and that you're changing the subject.”

“You think I'm beautiful!”

“Of course I do.  I'm not blind, I'm just old.”

“You're not old.  You're the most wonderful man in the world.”

“That sounds like the tag line in a Mexican Beer commercial.”

“You're impossible.”

“Usually.”

Melissa flipped off the blankets, rolled over on one elbow to face me, and said,

“Look, you need to listen to me!  Last night, as I was drifting off to sleep, I
found a loophole.”

“Loophole...?”  I  wondered,  trying  to  concentrate  on  what  she  was  saying.
Looking at Melissa's front was a whole lot more distracting than looking at her
back.

“Yes; Katy was always a master at finding loopholes.  She loves them.  I
intend to hoist Her on Her own petard.”

“What are you talking about, woman?”

“Katy asked me not to seduce you, right?”

“Right!  We agree on something, for once.”

“OK, so I won't.  Seduce you, that is.  Did She ask you not to seduce me?”

“What does that have to do with it?”

“Did She?”
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“The subject never came up.”

“Exactly.”

“Look,  Melissa,  Katy  doesn't  want  us  becoming  emotionally  and  physically
entangled.  We are Her employees, Her two key employees, and She is depending
on us to not muck things up.”

“I'm already emotionally entangled, my Captain.  That's Her doing; She's
the one who sent you to me.  Did She, or did She not, ask you not to
seduce me?”

“The subject never came up.”

“Exactly!”

“Melissa, I think we're going in circles and getting nowhere fast.”

“That's not my fault.  I know precisely where I'm trying to get!”

“How about we stop talking about this and go and find some breakfast?  I'm
really hungry.  Let's get dressed and go somewhere, so I can eat something.”

Melissa's face fell. 

“OK, breakfast...  Where?” she sighed, visibly disappointed.

“I know of a really nice place with a beautiful view of the ocean and the bay.
Very private and pretty.  They serve a fantastic Bolinhos de Bacalhau, with sour-
dough bread and whipped honey-butter.”

Melissa's eyes lit up and the look of defeat evaporated from her face.  I swear to
you that she glowed all over like a Mermaid.

“Really?!!?  You mean it?  You Promise?”

“Yes, and if Katy fries our brains to mush when She finds out, this is on you.”

I never did get breakfast that day, or lunch either, and at the end of the day I
owed a great debt to the scientists at Pfizer; or perhaps Melissa did?

She took me to me dinner that evening at her uncle's restaurant.  I wore a suit
and Melissa wore something really nice.   Melissa's uncle greeted me like family.
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Part 11 ~ the Condemned Man's Supper

We had agreed that  my  transmutation  would  take  place  on  Friday.   Delphin,
through Katy, and given me a suggested diet for the week to help to prepare my
body for the ordeal to come.

He recommended a high protein diet: fish high in omega 3, but if not fish then
white meat, only.  And a lot of raw or steamed vegetables, especially anything
high in iron, zinc, copper, iodine, selenium, vitamin A, choline, or folate.  He also
asked that I minimize my sugar intake and avoid alcohol.

I found it all pretty overwhelming, but after I explained what Katy had told me to
do my lovely research librarian did some quick searches and came up with a
shopping list of locally available fresh foods that satisfied Delphin's wish list of
nutrients.  Then she told me that it seemed to her that His list read like a paper
on the proper elements of nutrition for fetal neural development.

Since Melissa really had no idea yet about the true nature of the Grotto, and was
unaware of Delphin's expertise in bio-chemistry botany and biology, and as she
did not know what Katy and Delphin really had planned for me, I though it pretty
amazing how close she had gotten to the truth of what was going to happen.

I was disappointed that Bolinhos de Bacalhau and the rest of Melissa's Grand-
ma's recipes were off  the menu, for  now at least.   I hoped to be around on
Saturday to see what else grand-ma's recipe book might have in store.

Melissa decided to take the week off work to be with me and manage my diet,
and she insisted that I stay with her at her townhouse and not in my trailer.  She
also insisted that I sleep with her in her bed.

After dinner on our first evening together, Melissa got a really impish expression
on her face and told me she had something of Katy's she wanted to show me.
She took an old lab notebook out of her night stand and handed it to me.

“When Katy sent me Her good-by email She told me I could keep anything of
Her's I wanted, and to give everything else away.  I almost died laughing when I
found that ~ but She said to keep anything I wanted, and I did!”

I opened Katy's Lab Book and found pages and pages (nearly a hundred, in fact!)
of lovely drawings, diagrams and copious detailed notes.  The title page optimis-
tically  stated:

“Nerdy Little Science Girls are Great Lovers, Too!”

I laughed out loud when I saw that Danny had scribbled “Amen!” below Her title
caption.
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As I thumbed through Katy's Lab-book, I wasn't sure whether I should be more
impressed with  Her  virginal  determination  that  She would  learn how to  be  a
creative and passionate lover through science and research,  or at Her artistic
talent and the sweet, sensual and erotically detailed illustrations She had created.

“Take a look at Pages 36 and
37...”  Melissa suggested.

“Wow!”

“Now look at Pages 89 through
93...”

“¡¡ WoW !!”   I swore.  “Is that
even humanly possible??”

“Want  to  find  out..?”  Melissa
laughed,  “You  could  donate
your body to science?”

That night,  as we worked our
way through parts of Katy's lab
book,  I  decided  that  Delphin
was the luckiest guy on Earth.

I  have  to  admit  that  if  I  had
died  on  that  Friday  it  would
have been after about the most
loving and passionate week of
my  life.   While  I  still  had  to
question  her  taste  in  men,  it
was  certainly  wonderful  to  be
the object of Melissa's warmth
and affection.

Melissa wanted us to have dinner at her uncle's restaurant on Thursday night,
and that morning she worked out meal ideas with Stavros that fit within Delphin's
guidelines.   Once that  was done Melissa  and I  stopped in  at  a  dive  shop to
purchase a wetsuit and snorkel gear for her.

I already had scuba gear from my days as a diver, but we needed to get a wetsuit
and so on for Melissa.  She insisted on trying on every one of the suit models
they had in stock and made me pick the one I thought was sexiest.  They all
looked sexy on her, so I took note of which one was easiest for her to get in and
out of and told her that it was the sexiest one.  Not realizing my subterfuge she
was happy, and with that done we went back to the townhouse to eat lunch.
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During lunch I tried to make a joke, and I remarked that our dinner tonight might
be the condemned man's last meal, since Delphin didn't want me to eat on Friday
before the transmutation.  

When I  made the wise-ass  condemned-man comment  Melissa's  happy facade
collapsed and she started crying and ran upstairs to her bedroom.

I felt awful.  It was just a silly stupid-ass joke by a silly foolish old man, but it had
struck a nerve.  It turned out that Melissa had been putting on a brave face all
week, while she worked so hard to take care of me and helped me to prepare for
the transmutation.

Being my usual clueless stupid, self it never occurred to me that I might maybe
should have wondered how she was feeling.  I slunk up the stairs to try to repair
the hurt I had caused, and found her sobbing into her pillow.

I lay down behind her and took her into my arms, but that only made her start to
sob even harder.  I felt horrible.  All I could do was lay there and hold her; I
didn't know what else to do to fix the wrong I had done.  I didn't know how to
make it better.

After a long time she stopped crying.  She pushed her back hard up against me,
like she was trying to get inside my chest or something.

“Why do you have to do this?!”  she demanded.  “It's not fair!  I don't want you
to do it!”

“There are so many reasons,” I told her, “Those little girls in Katy's tummy,
especially.  The ones you already love so much.  Their Father may be the
last of His kind.  I don't want that.  I want Katy's daughters to thrive and
prosper and to take their rightful place on the planet.  They need my help
to do that; they need your help to do that.”

Melissa rolled over to look into my eyes, and so I tried to explain better,

“Katy read my whole life, she can tell it to you better than I can.  I lived an
OK life, I suppose; I never hurt anyone on purpose.  But I bumbled along
clueless and stupid for so long.  As you can see, I still am.

My whole life was just like at lunch today when I hurt you so bad.  People
are such enigmas to me; I always said or did something incredibly stupid; I
always fucked it up.  I'm my own worst enemy.

I wish I had made more of a difference to the people I knew or cared about,
but I couldn't.  I didn't know how.  Now I can; I can be that difference.  And
what matters most is that I gave Katy my word.”
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“That's the one thing I can point to in my life that I did right.  I was always
as good as my word.  I always kept my promises and came through in the
end.”

“I'm sorry I hurt you.” I pleaded.  “I didn't mean to.  I'm just a clueless
jerk.  Please tell me you understand?”   

She sniffed and smiled and reached out for me, saying, “I need you to to make
this up to me.”
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Part 12 ~ the Grotto

When Captain Bill and Melissa anchored the Marlin at the spot we had been using
I hauled myself aboard as soon as he tied the pad to the platform.  They were
already wearing their  swimming suits  under  their  street  clothes,  and so  they
quickly slipped out of their clothes and helped each other into their wetsuits.

I needed to brief them both on what we were going to do.  While Captain Bill was
an experienced diver with a wall full of PADI certifications, Melissa had no deep-
water or cold-water experience at all.  She had snorkeled a little while on holiday
in places like Puerto Rico and Belize, but that was pretty much the limit of her
ocean swimming.

Captain Bill had already heard my story and understood the process and the air-
kisses thing, but I thought it wouldn't hurt for him to hear it again.  Delphin and I
had decided that I would escort Captain Bill and He would escort Melissa; to be
honest we weren't  quite sure how the old-fashioned Captain would feel  about
having a Merman kissing on him.  It just seemed easier this way.

I decided to introduce Melissa to the idea of air-kisses by explaining the events of
the shark attack and my drowning, and how I was only seconds away from full
cardiac arrest when Delphin got to me and forced the life-sustaining foamy lung
surfactant from his lungs into mine.  Then I recounted my intentional adventure
where I had to inhale sea-water for a second time in order to go to the Grotto.

I could see that Melissa was very skeptical  about the idea of diving 100 feet
below the surface of the ocean and then deliberately exhaling all of the air from
her lungs.  I told her that I really wanted her to see and understand the Grotto as
a basis for understanding more about the Mer culture.  But, I wasn't going to
argue with her, either, so I told her that it was perfectly alright with me if she
stood watch on the Marlin while the three of us went to the Grotto.

She glanced over at Captain Bill, and I could see in her eyes that at the thought
of him going under without her she had a change of heart.  It was obvious that
my sweet Melissa had become very attached to him.  I  wished that  she had
followed my counsel not to take him as her lover, but I never really believed she
would take my advice.  His transmutation was going to be really very hard on
both of them, I feared.

I  went  through  everything,  again  from  the  beginning,  now  that  Melissa  had
decided for sure that she was going for certain.  I wasn't sure if it had all sunk in
before when she was so reluctant about it.  I quizzed them on the process one
last time and after I was satisfied they were prepared we set the Diver Down Flag
in place and got into the water.
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Delphin  joined  us  and  took  Melissa's  hands  in  His.   He  briefly  touched  His
forehead to hers, and I saw that He was able to calm her anxiety as she visibly
relaxed.  Captain Bill and Melissa wore their dive masks to make the first part of
the  trip  more  comfortable  for  them,  but  there  was  no  point  in  bringing  the
snorkels, so those were left on board the Marlin.

Delphin  nodded to  me, and down the four  of  us  went.   At  about 100 feet  I
motioned to Captain Bill to exhale.  He closed his eyes and relaxed, and a few
moments later allowed the water pressure to force the air from his lungs.  I
removed his mask and forced a bit of sea water and generous portion of air-
kisses into his lungs.  He opened his eyes, gave me a hug, and began breathing
in sea water like he had been doing it his whole life.  The whole thing took only a
few moments.

With Melissa it  was not  so  easy; she was still  trying to  hold her  breath  and
running out of air.  Her panic was obvious, and she began to lash out at Delphin
and tried to make a return to the surface.  Captain Bill quickly swam over to her
and gently held her in his arms and stroked her cheek for a few moments.  She
calmed down, and as Captain Bill began to rub her back she relaxed and exhaled.

Delphin quickly gave her a very deep air-kiss from the side while Captain Bill was
holding and comforting her.  Once the foam was in she seemed to be OK, and
permitted Delphin to administer several more rounds of foamy kisses in short
order.  Delphin took her hand, and Captain Bill took mine, and we continued our
journey to the Grotto.

From then on Melissa got “standard” air-kisses, but I adjusted my metabolism to
administer spicy air-kisses to Captain Bill.  The spice in the air-kisses was a sort
of  universal  anesthetic.   As  horrible  as  the  torment  was  for  me  during  my
transmutation it turns out that without those Spicy air-kisses that Delphin had
breathed into me the pain would have killed me.

I now needed to do the same to prepare Captain Bill for what was to come.  Only
later did we learn that his body had a very high tolerance to anesthesia.  It took
longer to take affect with him, and he metabolized and eliminated it much more
quickly than most people.  I should have pumped in a lot more than I did...

As we approached the opening to the Grotto each couple tucked in tight and we
were whisked into the interior by the current, two-by-two.  It was fun to watch
their surprise and wonder as we left the entrance tunnel and entered into the
luxuriant gardens that lined the Grotto.  Delphin began the tour of the Grotto,
and at each key point along the way we would touch minds with them to explain
the importance of what they were seeing.  The tour took almost two hours, which
gave me more time to fill Captain Bill with more anesthetic.
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After the tour we headed for the terrace where the mutagenic plants and animals
were grown.  Delphin began to harvest a selection of items similar to those that I
had ingested, but not exactly the same.  As before He used His nails to trim up,
open up, fillet and otherwise prepare the plants and animals to suit His purposes.

While Delphin was preparing the mutagens I explained to Captain Bill  that he
needed  to  chew  and  swallow  some  of  the  items,  chew  and  spit  out  others,
swallow some whole and suck only the juices from the rest.  Delphin would give
them to him in a specific order and let him know what to do with each.

Then  Captain  Bill  removed  his  wetsuit  and  swim  trunks  and  we  began  the
process.  The jelly-like substance from the “sea slugs” was applied and rubbed in,
and then Delphin began to feed the selection of plants and animals to Captain
Bill.  They were obviously as unpalatable to him as they had been for me.

As Delphin continued to  prepare Captain Bill  for the procedure I  took Melissa
aside and explained to her what was about to happen.  We had a couple of hours
to talk, and I had a lot of preparing to do with her, as well.  Delphin would be
administering Captain Bill's “spicy” air-kisses from now on, so I adjusted mine
back to “standard” to take care of Melissa.

I explained in detail how my transmutation had gone, but did not let her touch
my memories to actually experience what happened.  I didn't want to scare her
with the explicit reality of what was about to happen to her lover; hearing about
and experiencing being two entirely different things.  She was concerned, scared
even, by what I told her of my experience, but I promised her that I wouldn't let
anything happen to Captain Bill.

I told her that when this was all done that Captain Bill would look human, mostly,
from the outside, but that everything about his insides would be altered to a
greater or lesser degree.  I explained about the changes to his general physiology
that  would  permit  him to  function  autonomously  under water,  and about  the
telepathic and electric-eel capabilities.

She understood that he would receive an internal telepathic crest and have our
ability to touch and share minds. Melissa was stunned to learn that we would be
splicing two extra pairs of chromosomes into his genome, changing him forever
from human to merkind.

What shattered Melissa most was when I explained to her about the incidental
changes that would occur in Captain Bill relating to intimacy and sexual desire.
Melissa knew of my passionate relationship and deep love for Danny, and never
understood why we didn't marry.  I used that to try to explain to her what was
going to happen to Captain Bill.
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I recounted to her the story of my Pappoús encounter with the orphan Mermaid
child, how when She had bonded with him it altered his physiology, and about Her
death at the hands of the fascist invaders.  I tried to get her to relate to the fact
that Pappoús accidental bonding, and the changes that it had caused in him, had
left him with a lifetime of nightmares and torment.

Melissa was shocked to learn that I had inherited a more heightened variant of
those changes, probably due to gene amplification, and that this was why none of
my human lovers had been able fill that hole in my heart.

I explained it was only after I met Delphin that I knew I had found my soul-mate,
the person that I was destined to love, and it was only after my transmutation
that I could be whole and complete so that I could fully experience that bond of a
life time.  She moved away from me and was quiet for a very long time.

When she came back she touched her forehead to mine; I gently touched the
sides of her face with my fingertips and waited.

“Will he remember me?” she asked.

“He will remember everything.”

“Will he still love me?”

“He will care for you very deeply.  As much, if not more, than he did before.  But
he will feel for you as a daughter or a sister, never again as a lover.”

I could feel her sadness and anguish, but I had no hope to offer to her.

“Melissa, please do not hold out hope that you can win him back; he will never be
the same person that you made to love you.  His physical desire for will be gone.
Forever.”

She gently touched my face and I could feel her crying inside.

“I can take away part of the depth and intensity, if you wish.  Soften it, to make it
easier for you.”

“Take away my memories?  Like you did to those people you interviewed?”

“No, no, I wouldn't do that; not to you. Never.”

“What, then?”

“You know how time softens pain?” I asked her.  “How time dulls the intensity of
memories and emotion?  It would be like that.  You would still remember and
cherish the moments you had together, but it would feel as if time had passed, as
if you had moved on with your life.”
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“No, I don't want that; at least, not now.” Melissa told me.

“As you wish.  But remember, you two are still going to be the closest of friends
and colleagues.  You will be working intimately together, but you will never again
be able to be intimate.  It will be very hard for you, I think, without my help.”

“But we had so little time together...” She cried, and looked at me with so much
sadness.

“Can you do that?”

“I can try...  In the end, if it's too much for me, then you can soften my memories
and help me to move on.”

“May I listen to the girls?” she asked me.  “Please?”

I touched Melissa's mind and we eavesdropped on them as they chattered away
in three-part harmony.  We hugged, like sisters, and drifted through the Grotto
for  a  very  long time listening to  my three  little  chatterboxes  as  Delphin and
Captain Bill continued to prepare for the transmutation procedure.
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Part 13 ~ My Transmutation

They say that when someone tells you about an intense experience, child-birth,
say, or maybe having your head sawed off with a dull knife, that you may think
that you understand.  But you never can, not really.  I didn't appreciated what a
profound idea that was until I underwent the transmutation.  Katy had told me
Her story, completely and in full, from Her earliest memories as a child to Her
most intimate moments with Her lovers to Her soul-wrenching transmutation.

But trust me when I tell you that hearing about it ain't like being there.  Katy is
as good a story teller as was Her Pappoús, likely where She learned it.  But as
graphic as Her storytelling was it  did not begin to inform me as to what the
transmutation was really going to be like.

In hindsight I wish that one of us had thought to suggest that I be permitted to
experience Her transmutation directly from Her memories.  Or maybe She did
consider it, and was afraid that knowing might scare me off?  Either way, I went
into the process thinking that if a tiny little girl like Katy could handle it that a
worldly manly-man like me should have no problem at all.

“Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall.”

As a result of my transmutation I gained a whole new level of respect for that tiny
little girl!

Katy had told me that the transmutation was going to be an intimate process,
that it had to be because She and Delphin needed access to every part of my
anatomy in order to orchestrate and control my transmutation.

Katy approached me from the front and took me into Her arms.  Then Delphin
approached me from behind.  He took us both in his arms and wrapped his tail
around my lower legs and Katy's tail at the same time so that the three of us
were tightly bound together.  Then he moved his hands so He could hold the back
and sides of my head with His fingertips and thumbs.

Katy reached behind me and began by caressing and tingling my spine and then
my tail bone with her fingertips.  She gently applied pressure to my tail bone with
the third finger of each hand, and when she ramped up the electricity from her
fingers my mind exploded and it all became a horrible out-of-body experience.

Not really out-of-body, unfortunately, as I was trapped inside and subsumed by it
all.  I would most definitely have left that body, if I could have figured a way out.
The pain was hideous; I can't begin to describe it.  My outsides were freezing
while my insides were as hot as a blast furnace.
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Everything hurt and everything itched as I was stripped down inside and rebuilt
by Delphin's insane mutagenic cocktail.  All the while I could sense that He and
Katy were somehow orchestrating the changes.

The intimacy went both ways.  I could feel how much She genuinely cared about
me, and how worried She was about how the procedure was going.  But, there
was no stopping and no going back.  

Engineered viruses were already delivering clever molecular tools, bits of Merman
genes with two extra Mer-chromosomes and synthesized Mer-ish mRNA, tRNA
and rRNA to every cell in my body.  

Cell by cell, organ by organ, structure by structure, my DNA was already being
hacked and my genome was being irrevocably changed.  All of my human genes
were  being altered,  and new organs  and  senses  were  being  constructed and
added to the mix.  Although it hurt like hell, we could only go forward from here.

The first time I died it was by accident.  After a particularly excruciating round of
pain in my chest and head I felt something like a wave of nausea; it started at my
toes and swept through my body.  As it rose towards my head I could feel a loss
of sensation and then a loss of control as it passed.

The muscles in my legs, my bowels and bladder, my heartbeat and breathing.  My
fingers, my hands, my arms.  I felt them all let go.  As the nausea reached my
eyes my heart stumbled, fibrillated and then stopped beating completely, and it
all went away; I went away.  

There was no bright light, nothing like the things you hear about when someone
dies.  I just went away.  The pain stopped, my heart stopped, and I went away.

And then something happened.  Something was inside me and breathing life and
energy back into me.  Eventually I realized that it was Katy inside me, giving me
Her own life-force to try to bring me back.

And there was something else, a tiny spark?  An Angel?  It was sweet and loving
and it was coaxing me, singing to me, enticing me to return.  I'm not religious,
never have been, and I still do not believe in an afterlife; but this was a truly
religious experience.  I felt my heart start up again, and strength returned to my
body.

Later, when a second spontaneous wave of nausea started, I welcomed it with
open arms and hoped that it would finish me for good this time.  I resisted this
time, as Katy tried to revive me, but She was stronger than me, stronger than my
wish to die.
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And  the  Angel  came  again,  singing  more  sweetly  and  more  beautifully  than
before.  It had learned something about me the first time around, and was more
enticing and insistent than it had been then.  I gave in to the Angel and stopped
fighting Katy's attempt to revive me and came back to the torture and misery.

The third time I died it was my decision to do so: I deliberately willed the nausea
to happen.  I was done; I gave up; I didn't want this any more.  Katy dove in as
before, and tried to breathe life into me.  But She was weaker, now; She had
spent a lot of Herself bringing me back the previous two times.  I hoped She
would just go away and leave me to my sweet oblivion.  

The Angel came back, too, that third time.  Singing to me, asking me to return to
the living.  As I sank further into the black I felt Katy coming with me.  I could
feel Her getting weaker and weaker, but instead of retreating to safety She was
digging in deeper and refusing to let me go.  Then I noticed it, the Angel was
dying with me, the sweet little song was faltering, and it was my fault.  And then
the presence of the Angel faded away and the singing stopped.

I fought my way back, tried to give back to Katy some of the strength She had
squandered on me, and prayed that the Angel would come back and sing to me
some day.  After I became stable Katy and Delphin let us rest for awhile, while
Katy and I both regained some strength.

When the ordeal resumed I had learned a few things, and did all that I could to
help Katy and Delphin to finish the process.  It still hurt like hell, and I still wished
I was dead, but not as much as I wanted Katy to be alive, so I fought to suppress
the pain and let Her finish Her business with me.

At the end, just as Katy was getting ready to release me, the Angel did come
back.  It sang to me and caressed my soul and I swear to you that it felt like it
kissed me on the cheek.  Then Katy released me and the Angel was gone and the
reality of the Grotto came crashing in.

As Katy and Delphin let me go Melissa swam in and wrapped herself around me.
Although it was new to me I was able to touch her mind and let her know that I
was OK.  She was sobbing, inside, as she held me.  I returned her embrace, and
we floated for awhile as she calmed down.

“It was terrible to watch. You suffered for hours!” she told me.  “It was horrible!
And you died!  You died!  Over and over!  You died!  And Katy died, too!  I saw
Delphin frantically trying to bring Her back.  It was horrible!  Why did you want to
do this!!?!  You're idiots!  Both of you!  Delphin, too!  Idiots!  I could have lost
you both!  And the Girls, my little Merlings, too!  I could have lost all of you.”
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She wasn't calm any more.  I held her tight and stroked her cheek and gradually
she found a little peace in my touch.

“I'm not dead.  I'm not going to die, and neither is Katy.  We're going to be OK.”

“I hate you both for scaring me to death!  I hope it was worth it.”

“In the end it will be.”  I insisted.  “I promise.”

Delphin was busily harvesting things to feed to Katy; medicines I assumed, to try
to help Her after Her ordeal with me.  Now that I was Mer-equipped I was able to
speak  directly  with  Him,  and  told  Him  how  very  sorry  I  was  that  I  had
endangered His mate.

His response was warm and friendly, and the Mer equivalent of “no worries.”  Katy
was past the crises, He told me, and the girls were fine as well.  Then He thanked
me for risking my own life and for being willing to help Him and His family have a
good future.

Melissa and I stayed with them in the Grotto for a couple more hours as Katy and
I regained strength.  Delphin continued to harvest various unappetizing items to
feed to both Katy and me, and it wasn't too long before we were recovered and
out of danger.

Melissa and I were going to return to the surface soon, as we were worried about
leaving the Marlin unattended for so long.  Before we did, Katy explained to me
about some of the things to expect as my enhanced body continued to evolve and
mutate.

The  big  worry  She  warned  me  about  was  the  electric-eel  thing,  which  She
predicted would begin to switch on in about 48 hours.  She suggested that I really
should return to  the Grotto before then,  so  that I  would have somewhere to
practice in peace and explore my new capabilities.

While She was schooling me in what to expect from my new body I told Katy how
sorry I was that I had endangered Her and the girls by wanting to die.  She
laughed and told me that if She had figured out the trick She might have used it
Herself during Her own  transmutation.

I asked Katy about the Angel, but She told me that She had heard nothing of the
sort.  We discussed it a bit, and She concluded that the Angel must have been a
manifestation or hallucination in my dying mind.  Since Katy hadn't experienced
the Angel and had no useful suggestions I dropped the subject.

I  knew that  the  Angel  that  had  comforted  me  was  a  real  thing  and  not  an
hallucination.  In the end I decided that it was Katy that gave me the strength to
live, but that it was the Angel that gave me the desire to do so.  I regretted that
it was gone.
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In the years after my transmutation the Angel visited me and sang to me from
time-to-time, usually during times of anguish or stress.  It never sang in words,
only  melodies.   But  the  melodies  came with  an  emotional  context,  and  they
always left me feeling more whole and refreshed.

Sometimes I thought I could sense that the Angel was there; quietly watching
and curious.  I got the feeling that the Angel thought I was a lot odd and that I
was being studied.  All things considered, the loss of privacy seemed like a small
price to pay, in exchange for being sung to.
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Part 14 ~ Goals and Objectives

On the way back to the docks Melissa and I talked about the things that we
needed to get done from the to-do list we had formulated earlier:

Goals for First Quarter
3. Retain Law Firm
4. Set Up Non-Profit/Bank Accounts
5. Contact several Pharmaceutical Companies

Goals for Second Quarter
6. Sign Contracts
7. Get Money!!

I didn't want to tell Katy, but the whole plan was like a “Catch-22” affair; a chain
of mutually exclusive and internally contradictory events had to happen just right
to  achieve  Her  goals.   That  was  the  position  in  which  Melissa  and  I  found
ourselves, the timeline itself being the keystone Catch to our little Catch-22.

Six  months  from now,  in  order  to  meet  Katy's  goals,  we  needed  to  have  a
contract signed with at least one pharmaceutical company with deep pockets to
advance us several million bankable U.S. Dollars.

1. So ~ we needed a quick deal.  We needed money, and we needed it in
a hurry.

2. It's easy to find and make a quick deal with people who don't have
the money,  if  you want  to  bet  on  the come with  them.  But,  we
wanted money in advance and they alone to bet on the come.

3. The kind of people who do have that kind of money to advance to you
are harder to find and even harder to deal with, because they didn't
get that money by rushing into things.  They don't do anything in a
hurry, especially give away money to people they don't know.

Then we had the second set of mutually-exclusive details to deal with:

4. If we did manage to find someone with money who would move in a
hurry then we also needed a legal entity to sign the contracts and a
place to have the money sent.

5. We were quickly burning through my meager retirement savings, and
the thought of having to retain a first-rate Law Firm with enough clout
to satisfy our needs in Action Item #4 made my bank account tremble
in terror.
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In order to get this done Melissa and I were going to need to make the stars align
in just the right way, and we needed to get it done at a breakneck pace.

Other than that, everything was just fine, just dandy.  At this point in the game
the old me would have first explained how difficult and impossible was the task at
hand;  then I  would  have  said  “What  the hell,  you can only  die  once!”   and
charged in and got the job done.  But that was then.

Unfortunately, after the events of today, I knew that not to be true, and each
time I died it had been more miserable and horrible than the last.  I now had a
whole new appreciation of the process of dying and the desirability of staying
alive to avoid it.  I sincerely hoped that the memories that were so vivid right
now would fade, and that I wouldn't end up to be permanently gun-shy.

After we tied up at the boatslip Melissa asked me what I would like to have for
dinner.  I told her “Mexican take out” would be fine.  So, of course, we ended up
at  her  favorite,  5-Star,  suit-and-tie,  gourmet-sit-down  Tarasco-style  Mexican
Restaurant.   She  made  me  wear  a  suit,  and  of  course  she  wore  something
stunningly nice.  We ate too much and enjoyed every last morsel.   The lady
obviously had great taste in everything except men.

After dinner, Melissa insisted that I return with her to her townhouse so that she
could observe me and make sure that there were no unexpected side effects from
the procedure earlier in the day.  She said that she didn't want me to be alone in
my trailer if something went seriously wrong.  It all sounded very plausible, and I
didn't believe a word of it.

We stayed up talking and planning pretty late, but eventually she led me upstairs
to her room.  I stripped to my underwear, which was how I usually slept, and
Melissa put on a pretty Baby-Doll sort of night gown.  We got into bed and she
tucked  up  against  me.   After  the  events  of  the  day  we  were  both  pretty
exhausted, and we fell asleep almost immediately.

I was woken up some hours later by a beautiful, naked woman snuggling into my
chest and lap.  I kissed her on the back of the neck and held her in my arms and
fell back asleep.  She let me sleep until sunrise, when she tried again.

This time we were both naked; apparently she had managed to prise me out of
my  underwear  without  waking  me.   Melissa  was  passionate  and  loving  and
desirable, and it didn't seem to matter.

She temporarily gave up trying to arouse me and proceeded to inspect my body,
looking for the changes.  She spotted them all, but was most intrigued by what
had happen to my genitals.
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“Now that's different!”  Melissa observed, with considerable interest,  “How
does it work?”

“No idea,”  I told her,  “never had one before.”

“It looks really Promising!  Let me try to figure it out?” she volunteered.

Melissa tried all the usual things, and then she tried some interesting and unusual
things, but no matter what she tried she couldn't seem to get it interested in her.

After a bit more investigation she gave up and muttered, “Damn that Katy.”
  
She put on her bathrobe and stomped down-stairs without me.  Then she started
crashing about in the kitchen, banging pots and pans and cutlery around with a
lot more energy than was necessary.  I found my underwear and a bathrobe, and
followed her down.  She was cooking up breakfast, and I was heartened to see
that it was enough for two.

“Smells great,”  I told her, nodding towards the skillet she was stirring.

“Damn that Katy,”  she told me.

“Coffee?”  I asked.

“Damn that Katy,”  she replied.

“It was the right thing to do,”  I explained.

“But I'm still going to blame Her for stealing you from me.”

“But you still love Her?”

“Doesn't mean I can't hate Her at the same time.”

“But you don't, really?”

“No, but I want to.”

“Coffee?”  I asked, handing her a cup.

“Damn that Katy,”  she opined, taking a sip.

“She warned us, if you recall.”

“Doesn't make it right,” she insisted, “Damn that Katy.”

“Thank you for making breakfast.”

“You're welcome.  Thank you for making coffee.  How are you feeling, what
with all the changes?”

“A little odd, I suppose.  It's hard to explain.  Before, the world felt like it was
drawn with a dull #2 graphite Pencil.  Now it feels like it is drawn with super-fine-
tip, technicolor ink pens.  Does that make any sense?”
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“How do You feel?” she repeated.

“Everything hurts, but in a dull receding way.  And the pain diminishes a bit more
with each passing moment.”

“How do you feel about me?”

“Truth?”

“Truth!”

“I cherish you; you light up my day.  But the physical desire is gone.”

“Damn that Katy,” she swore, hugging me tight, “Let's eat.”

We ate leisurely, savoring breakfast, the morning and each others' company.  I
made a fresh pot of coffee, and after it was gone I cleared the table and did the
dishes.  While I did so Melissa went upstairs, took a shower and got dressed.

When she came back down stairs she seemed a little happier.  She was wearing
white shorts, sandals, and a vibrant emerald-green halter-top with just a single
strap low in the back.  Melissa really did have a very pretty back as well; she
looked gorgeous!

“After I take a shower let's take a walk downtown?”  I suggested, “Unwind a bit?”

She smiled and said, “OK.”

We walked around all morning, visiting the shops and with people Melissa knew.
She gently held the fingers of my right hand in her hand and was a pleasure to be
with.  On Saturday we accomplished absolutely nothing except that it we shared a
great day.

Saturday night she tried again, without success, but this time her disappointment
was more muted than the night before.  When she finally gave up she snuggled
into my chest, muttered “Damn Katy” under her breath and fell asleep.

She had to go to work on Monday, so I delayed my return to the Grotto by a day
to coincide with her going back to work.  Sunday night was a repeat of Saturday,
Melissa was naked and beautiful  and despite her most passionate efforts was
unsuccessful yet again.  As she snuggled into my chest and fell asleep she forgot
to say “Damn Katy”, but she remembered to say it the next morning.

On Monday morning Melissa dropped me off at the trailer park on her way to
work.   I  figured I  would need a couple  of  days  with Katy  and Delphin,  so  I
promised  to  meet  her  Wednesday  afternoon  for  dinner.   I  leaned  in  her  car
window and gave her a kiss on the cheek.  It wasn't all she wanted, but it was all
I had to give.
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Part 15 ~ Basic Training

I stopped at my trailer to check to see if all was as I had left it, and then put
away the laundry I had washed at Melissa's townhouse.  After that I walked to
the marina where the Marlin was tied up.

Once on board I  collected my snorkel  gear  and headed back to  Lovers Point
Beach.  I put on the wetsuit, mask, snorkel and fins and entered the water.  I
took my dive bag to stash the the stuff into once I was submerged and well out of
sight; best to keep up appearances, and as I still had legs and feet I needed the
swimfins anyway.

An hour later I was in the Grotto, and Katy and Delphin greeted me warmly.

Delphin was busy selecting items we would need to further our project.  Katy and
I had decided the the fastest way to a cash / licensing deal with royalties would
be for us to demonstrate a fast acting anti-tumor compound, and Delphin was
tasked with deciding on the best compound or compounds to use.

In the meantime, Katy set about schooling me in the uses of my new body and
capabilities.  First we worked on the telepathy; She demonstrated the limits of
long-range sensing and communication, near-space communication,  and direct
sensory contact and mental intimacy.  She also showed me how to create partial
privacy screens and how to block out others completely.

Then we went to  work on controlling  the electric-eel  thing.   The circuits  had
started to switch on while I was on my swim to the Grotto, and by the time we
were finishing up with my telepathic ESP training I was in full spark mode.

Katy moved off to a safe distance and began to coach me in the mental discipline
techniques that She had learned the hard way.  It took hours, and there were
many  interesting  and  painful  mistakes  made  along  the  Path  to  Electrical
Enlightenment.  In the end I was allowed back into the company of others (Katy
and Delphin) only when I could be relied on to not electrocute anyone.

At the end of the session Katy and I took a break, and She opened up about an
issue that was weighing on Her mind.

“How do you feel about Melissa?” She asked me.

“I love her dearly; if your question really is 'Are you still physically attracted to
her?'  Then the answer is 'not if you want me not to be'.”

“Good.  Because your genitals are going to switch back on in about six
months, and I want your promise that you won't use them for anything.”
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“How do you know they are going to switch on in six months?”

“Because that's what I programmed them to do,”  Katy grinned at me.  “You
might think of it as a temporary chemical castration.  I need Melissa to
understand that she has no romantic future with you so that we can all
move on with the mission.”

“Clever girl.”  I opined.

“Mermaid.”  She corrected.

“Touché...”

“Seriously, though, you have to get your butt out of her bed long before
then.  I don't know how you're going to do it, but that's on you since you let
her coax you into bed in the first place.  It needs to be done, Captain.”

“Agreed.  How are the girls?”  I asked, trying to change the subject.

“They're doing well; they're really happy, healthy and content, and growing
like crazy.  Delphin and I  have been checking on them regularly since your
transmutation procedure and  they are doing great.

They really upped their chattering after your transmutation; they quickly
added a series of new motets to their repertoire right after we recovered.  I
have no idea what exactly what they think they are singing about, since
they don't use words or any references I can understand.  

I suppose you might call it 'Triplet-Talk'; but, whatever it is, they seem to be
having a grand old time doing it.”

“Can you tune them out?  Get some peace and quiet?”

“Oh, sure, it's easy.  Just throw up a mental partition.  But I don't want to.
You have no idea how sweet they are and how fulfilling it is to eavesdrop on
them and sense their growth as they develop and mature.  I can't wait for
them to be born so that I can watch them become young women and get to
know them even better.”

“You mean young Mermaids, don't you?  Merlings?”

“Touché,” She laughed.  “I think I need to get some lessons from my mate
about the Merfolk lexicon.  I'm sure there are words for all of this that I
should be learning.”

“Must be strange, creating a whole new civilization with an Adam and Eve from
two such different worlds.”

“That's the whole point of our mission.”  She said.  “I want to find more true
Merfolk to add to my Clan so that my humanity can be bred out over time.”
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“I would tell you that I believe that losing or diluting the special attributes that
Katy Leventis brings to the mix would be a tragedy, but I don't believe that this
will happen.  I am most happily sure that Katy-traits will be dominant and be
popping up everywhere for thousands of generations to come.”

“You say the sweetest things.”  She dimpled.

“Only when I mean them.”

Delphin called us over to where He had been working and we talked about the
method He needed me to use to administer the compounds He was going to
provide.  My mind reeled as He started talking about phagocytes, Bioavailability,
colloidal dispersion, nanosuspensions, solubility and a host of other terms that an
electronic engineer and shipmaster does not want to know about.

I could see that Katy actually understood what He was talking about, what with
Her education in medicine and marine biology, and was making careful mental
notes.  When Delphin was done She told me I needed to go back and get the
Marlin and return with the laptop so that She could transcribe what needed to be
done.

I headed back to the Lovers Point as fast as my split fins would take me, which
unfortunately was not nearly as fast as Katy and Delphin could swim!  I made it
to my trailer just as Melissa was pulling up after work.

“Can we do take out?”  I asked her.

“Sure, why?”

“We need to get the computer back to Katy and Delphin so they can document
what we need to tell the pharmacist to do to prepare the compound.”

“OK, what?”

“Double-Cheeseburger, Onion Rings and X-Large Dr. Pepper and whatever you
want.”

Melissa was gone in an instant and back in a few moments; you gotta love that
drive-through.  She met me at the marina just as I was casting off the last of the
lines.  An half-hour later we had wolfed down the burgers and anchored.

Just as I was tying the pad to the stern platform Katy and Delphin appeared at
the surface.

As soon as Katy hauled on board Melissa gave Her a big hug and told Her,
“I hate you, you know.”

“No, you don't; you love me.”
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“Why should I love you?  You sent him to me and then you stole him away
from me.  That's pretty mean, if you ask me.”

“But I told you not to take him as a lover; Tried to warn you off.”

“Still hate you.  You want something to eat?”

“No, thanks; maybe a little later?  I love you, too.  Hello, Captain Bill.”

“Hi Katy...” I nodded and smiled to Her just as Delphin came on board.

Then I finished setting up the laptop and auxiliary keyboard and mouse on a
small table on skids.  Katy and Delphin nestled into the curved corner of the seat
and wrapped tails and I slid the table and computer over to Her.  Katy opened a
new file and started typing.  After about half an hour She clicked “Save” for the
last time and asked me and Melissa to slide over next to them.

We did  so,  and  Katy  briefed  us  on  the  general  outlines  of  what  was  in  the
instructions  Delphin  had  dictated.   Once  She  believed  we  had  a  rough
understanding of what He needed Katy gave us the names of a couple of the
chemistry professors at the local Cal State to talk to.

Both  professors  had  side  businesses  as  compounding  pharmacists,  and  Katy
figured that at least one of them would be willing to help us out for a fee.  The
plan went something like this:

Pre-Trial Compound Qualification Phase
1. Contract with one of the professor/pharmacists to agree to help us for 

cash under the table
2. Delphin would supply the magic Elixir
3. The pharmacist would take the magic Elixir and compound a test batch 

according to the instructions in the laptop and make enough for ten, 
20cc syringes

4. Captain Bill would observe the entire process to make sure that none of 
the magic Elixir was purloined or diverted

5. Return the compounded syringes to Delphin for testing
6. Return to  professor/pharmacists and tweak compound as/if necessary
7. Retest if necessary
8. Confirm compound formulation ready for trials

Trial Site Selection Phase
9. Contact cancer testing programs

10. Get in backdoor of at least two trials
11. Synthesize enough fresh compound for two trial sites
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Pre-Clinical Trial Test Phase
12. Do double-blind test on at least ten test subjects at each trial with 6 

drug syringes and 4 placebo syringes
13. Get mortality results
14. Unseal drug and placebo numbers

“We're in the Money” Phase
15. Correlate data with mortality results
16. Cut deals and laugh all the way to the bank

The Goal was for me to have us at Step 15 in Six months, by which time Melissa
would have legal representation and the non-profit institution and off-shore bank
accounts in place.

Piece of Cake!
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Part 16 ~ More Easily Said than Done

Piece of Cake?  Hardly!  Stupid expression, anyway...

The next five months were a blur of activity.  Melissa gave three weeks notice to
the library system where she worked, but they really didn't want her to go, and
offered her a promotion and some really unexpected incentives to stay with them.
It's always amazed me how great employees rarely receive their due until they
decide to leave a place and move on.

In  the  end  Melissa  negotiated  a  One-Year  Contract  to  work  for  them  as  an
Independent Contractor; she would give them up to 48 hours/month on whatever
projects they wanted or needed her to work on.  The best part was that the 48
hours  was  on  whatever  schedule  she  chose,  and  her  salary  as  a  part-time
contractor was a bit more than it had been when she was working for them full-
time.  She would now have to pay for her own medical insurance and she lost all
benefits like retirement, sick leave and paid vacation.  Still, all-in-all, it  was a
pretty good deal and suited our needs perfectly.

Melissa set about accomplishing her part of “The Plan”, Finding and Retaining a
Law Firm and Setting Up a Non-Profit Ocean Research Institute and the Bank
Accounts.  It was on me to come up with a strategy of how to quietly contact
several  Pharmaceutical  Companies and demonstrate the safety and efficacy of
Delphin's Magic Elixir.  Then Melissa and I would have to work together to get the
contracts with the pharmaceutical company negotiated and signed and, above all,
Get the Money!!

The hardest thing was moving out of Melissa's bed.  As much as she needed to,
she just could not accept that we were never again going to be lovers.  Katy had
done me a favor with the “chemical castration”, but I still had deep feelings for
Melissa.  Luckily, there was nothing I could do about it and so I could take the
coward's way out and let the blame fall on Katy.

Every night, sometimes several times a night, Melissa would wake me and try to
make love to me.  Her failures and frustration were really hurting her emotionally
and were starting to interfere with our working relationship.  I suggested to her
that I needed to move back to my trailer to give her space to breathe but she
wouldn't hear of it.  She knew we had to do something, though, so she told me I
could use her other bedroom.  I got more sleep that way, but Melissa didn't.

If I woke up through the night, for a potty break or whatever, I would often hear
the  sound  of  her  quietly  crying  through the  open  bedroom doors.   It  wasn't
getting any better, and I hurt for her.  After a couple of weeks of it I had to say
something.  I brought it up while we were making breakfast.
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“Melissa....”

“Yes?”

“You have to go see Katy; you have to get her to help you with this.”

She hugged me and said,  “I miss you so much”.

“Me, too.  But that's the point.  This is hurting you; and I hurt for you.  I can
never be that person for you again.  I will always love you and adore you, but not
as a lover or a mate.  Only as a good friend. Next to Katy, maybe your best
friend.”

A look of anger flashed across her face and she blurted out, “Maybe a better
friend than Katy.”

“You don't mean that.”

“Damn that Katy.  I hate her.”

“This is my fault, not Katy's.  I knew what the transmutation was going to do to
me, and I let you bed me anyway.  You should hate me, not her.”

“No, it's not.  It's my fault.”  she admitted to herself,  “But that doesn't
make it hurt any less or help me feel any less empty.”

“It's nobody's fault and it's everybody's fault.  I'm sorry for all of this.”  was all I
could say.

After breakfast Melissa said, “Let's have lunch with Katy today.”

Melissa made up a “care package” of ready-to-fry delicacies from her stock of
Grandma-foods and we packed a couple of large cooking pots.  Then we stopped
by the fish shop on the wharf and picked out six big beautiful Maine Lobsters.  We
tossed them in the live-bait tank on the Marlin and after that we were off to visit
our friends from the Grotto.

I expected to have to make a dive to let Katy know that we were there, but
instead She was there at the surface waving to us as we approached.  I set the
anchor and tied the pad in place and Katy hauled Herself aboard.  After the usual
hugs and greetings She asked us why the unexpected pleasure of our company.

“Lots has happened,” I told her, “and we thought it would be a good idea to have
lunch with you guys and give you an update.”

“Great!  Let me go get Delphin.  We'll be back in no time.”

As Katy's tail disappeared below the surface I got out the cooking pots and set
them up.  The  Marlin was a bit of a party boat, and in addition to the inboard
galley there was a large grill/cooking area at the forward end of the aft deck.
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I set up the pots for the lobster boil while Melissa used the galley to start frying
up her the Portuguese delicacies.  By the time Katy returned with Delphin the
Grand-ma food was just coming out of the fry pans and the water in the lobster
pots was at a rolling boil.

Delphin had only seen a few Spiny Lobsters in His life, because the waters off the
Central California Coast are too cold for them to breed, so they are rarely found
north of San Luis Obispo.  He had only heard of the fabled lobsters with large
claws from His Mother, so they instantly caught His attention.

He plucked one out of the tank and handled it as if He were an expert Maine
Lobsterman.  You could see He was very happy that He was going to be able
partake of this storied delicacy.

Delphin and Katy tucked into their corner of the seat and wrapped tails.  I asked
Him if He wanted His lobster raw or boiled;  He glanced at Katy and replied “She
tells me 'Both'.”   To be safe, I put four in the pots and left two in the tank.

Based on the size of the lobsters I decided to boil them for twenty-five minutes,
and while they were cooking Melissa brought out the Portuguese foods she had
been preparing as well as several sides and a platter of sushi for Delphin.

Melissa offered up beverages;  she loved bitters and Hoppy beers, so an IPA was
her  choice.   I  liked  them  too,  but  preferred  the  darker  Porters  and  Stouts
whenever I could get them.  Katy and I both opted for the Anchor Porter.  

Delphin chose sparkling water.  We ate and chatted while the lobsters boiled.  I
was feeling pretty good.  I really liked the company of all these people, and was
glad that my long, self-imposed exile from humanity had come to an end.

She had prepared several  different sauces for  lobster-dipping,  ranging from a
wasabi/ginger very spicy thing to olive-oil-and-vinegar with herbs to plain drawn
butter with lemon.  I pulled the lobsters out the boiling water and one from the
tank and we all feasted.

At Katy's urging Delphin tried the dips.  He didn't have any use for the butter,
liked the herby oil-and-vinegar a bit, but went crazy over the spicy wasabi/ginger
concoction that Melissa had invented.  Turned out that He preferred his lobster
raw, but definitely dipped in the spicy concoction that Melissa had introduced.

It was a great meal shared with great friends.  I cleared the plates and utensils
and so on I pre-washed them with a quick dip in the ocean while Melissa filled
Katy  and  Delphin  in  on her  new consulting  position  with  the  library  and the
progress she had made in the hunt for a law firm.
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She also let Katy know that we could borrow against her retirement plan if need
be to augment the money that I was contributing to the partnership from my
savings.  After I was done cleaning up I rejoined the group and gave them the
status on the hunt for suitable sites for a clinical trial.

I  hadn't  made nearly  as much progress as Melissa,  but I  was actually  pretty
happy that I had finally come up with a realistic plan on who to contact and how
to leverage their needs with what we had to offer.  In the end Katy and Delphin
congratulated us on what we had accomplished and let us know how happy they
were with our efforts.

It was at then that Melissa looked into Katy's eyes and said simply, “Katy, I
need you to fix me”.

Katy looked at me and then back at Melissa, and I could feel Her heart sink.

She turned back to me and said, “Captain Bill, we need some privacy.  Why don't
you and Delphin take a tour of the Kelp Forest?  It's a really pretty place.”

I put on my wet suit and fins, and Delphin and I went to explore the forest.  Once
we were down Delphin told me that Katy had asked us to get lost for at least two
hours.  So, we headed for the Kelp forest in the marine preserve.  It really was a
beautiful place, and it would have been really easy to spend more time there than
the two hours Katy had requested.

2½ hours later Delphin and I returned to the Marlin and hauled ourselves back on
board.  Melissa and Katy were sitting together, holding hands, and nattering-on
happily about something or other that had happened when they were back in
college.

Melissa was happy to see us, and she hugged me and Delphin and then went
below to  get  some  more  beer  and  beer-friendly  snacks for  everyone.   While
Melissa was below I glanced at Katy and She gave me a happy little smile and a
thumbs-up.  She telegraphed a quick, “It's all good, tell you later.” to me and
then Melissa reappeared.  Delphin stuck with the fizzy water, but He did scarf
down the spiciest snack things that were on offer.

We hung out until after sunset, snacking and chatting and drinking beer.  Once
the beer was gone it was a good excuse to say good night.  Katy and Delphin
headed to the Grotto and Melissa and I back to the boatslip.

On the way in Melissa took my fingers in her hand and leaned her head on my
shoulder as she liked to do.  I began to wonder what Katy had fixed, if anything?
We tied up at the dock and stopped by her uncle's restaurant on Tyler Street for
dessert and a nightcap.  Melissa was sweet and happy and, from everything I
could tell, her old self.
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When we got back to her townhouse it was pretty late and we went straight up to
bed.  Melissa gave me a hug and kissed me on the cheek and we went to our
respective bedrooms.  The only thing that was different was that I didn't hear her
crying that night; I know because I stayed awake all night, listening.

Breakfast was more of the same.  Melissa seemed like her old self, and seemed to
enjoy being around me as much as before.  We had a productive day, working on
the Katy project.  We ate lunch in and went out for Italian for dinner.  She gave
me a hug and kiss goodnight, and I stayed awake all night listening again.

Melissa shook me awake about 11:30 the next morning, five hours later than I
usually got up.

“You've been staying up all night, spying on me, haven't you?”

What could I say?  So I looked at the floor and didn't say anything.

“You did this on the boat too, you know, when you didn't want to admit to
me that you knew Katy.  You're funny; whenever you don't want to lie to
me you get quiet and look at the ground.”

“Thank you for caring about me; for staying awake for two whole days to
see if I was OK.”  She hugged me and led me downstairs.

“I ate scrambled eggs and a bagel for breakfast without you because I got
hungry, but I made you some fresh Bolinhos de Bacalhau just before I woke
you. Since it's lunch time I made some for myself, too.”

A couple weeks later I was able to speak privately with Katy about what She had
done.  By then I had a good sense of the effects, and from what I could tell the
only difference was that Melissa was no longer sexually attracted to me.

She still liked me, loved me even?  She liked to be around me, thought I was
funny, and was comforted by my presence.  We worked very well together and
were becoming trusting collaborators.  It was great, and I couldn't figure it out.

Katy told me it was a difficult thing to accomplish.  Once She got inside Melissa's
head and started looking around She started to have real doubts if She could help
Melissa without just wiping her memories of our time together, and unfortunately
a lot of other really important stuff in the process.

She said that wiping short-term memories is  easy.  Long-term memories that
have  been  integrated  are  harder,  but  sometimes  doable  without  too  much
collateral damage.  What She hadn't counted on was the difficulty of separating
emotions from those memories.
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Katy made me sit for a science lesson because that was Her way.  She has this
inveterate need for you to understand;  it's not good enough that you're willing to
take Her word for something, you have to understand or Katy is not happy.

As a part of Her PhD studies Katy had spent a lot of time studying the structures
of the brain, human and cetacean, and She had a really excellent grasp of brain
chemistry and sex.

The main players, she began, are dopamine, the reward hormone; prolactin, the
hormone of satiation and oxytocin, the bonding and cuddle hormone.  All of these
powerfully affect our mood, our desire for intimacy, our perception of our mate
and these things color the memories and motivations we store away in our minds.

After looking around inside Melissa's memories of our relationship, Katy decided
she needed to focus mostly on the effects of oxytocin.  Oxytocin, She explained,
is a neuropeptide produced in the hypothalamus and secreted by the pituitary
gland.  

Oxytocin is a reward chemical that is released during sex, childbirth and breast-
feeding  to  encourage  reproductive  functions.   It  exerts  multiple  physiological
effects, influencing social behavior and emotion, and is particularly important in
creating bonds of trust, loyalty and affection.

In addition to her sexual desire/love/infatuation for me, Melissa trusted me, had
developed a great loyalty towards me and felt great affection for me.  All of these
things were tangled up together and cemented with a nice dose of Oxytocin.

We had a good conversation ~ let's release a little Oxytocin.  We had a great
dinner together ~ let's release some Oxytocin.  We overcame some challenge
together ~ let's release some more Oxytocin.  

We go to the surfing museum and he is impressed with the installation I created
and is emotionally moved by it and thinks it is beautiful ~ let's release even more
Oxytocin.

He is sweet and kind to me ~ let's release some Oxytocin.  We had sex and he
was loving and attentive and did everything in his power to make me feel like his
beloved goddess ~ let's release tons and tons and tons of Oxytocin.

The conundrum Katy found Herself in was how to leave Melissa with all the good
parts  of  the relationship,  and to  preserve her  deep-felt  trust  in  me,  and still
ratchet down all  the reasons Melissa was sexually attracted to me in the first
place and, after that, what had happened because we made love.
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In the end Katy found that She could stimulate a memory in Melissa's mind and
watch where and how the reward chemicals were being released, and in that way
She was able to identify and isolate which areas of neurons could be neutralized
to  suppress  the  intensity  of  the  memories  and  the  rewards  of  the  sexual
experiences, but not the things that had created the trust and friendship and
belonging we felt together.

I  didn't  really  understand  most  of  what  Katy  was  trying  to  teach  me,  but  I
pretended to so She would drop the subject.  If I hadn't seen the changes in
Melissa first-hand I probably wouldn't have believed She could do it, or that She
did do it.  As it was, in the months since Katy touched her mind, Melissa had
become like a daughter or younger sister to me.  We were close without being
sexual.
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Part 17 ~ Preclinical Trials

Working  with  Melissa  was  a  really  great  experience.   She  was  smart  and
motivated and did not suffer fools gladly.  I had always disliked and tried to avoid
conflict  and  confrontation,  even  when  the  other  person  was  in  the  wrong.
Melissa,  however,  didn't  mind  it  at  all.   While  she  was  invariably  polite  and
respectful, you had to pity the fool that got in her way.  She could have been a
really great general!

Because she was a local girl, and had gone to the local college with Katy, Melissa
was the logical choice to contact the professors that Katy had recommended, to
see if one of them would help us in our little project for cash under the table.

They both expressed an interest,  and Melissa wanted to choose the one that
asked the least number of questions.  As we both agreed that when there is time
to do so it's always best to ask the boss for approval, since that way it is the boss'
decision and not  yours if  it  goes wrong.  We were already meeting Katy and
Delphin for dinner that day, so we opted to get Katy's sign-off on the choice.

We were having frequent meetings now, every Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
and we purchased burner phones for Katy so that She could contact us any time
She wanted to.  In order to lower our profile we started anchoring the Marlin at a
variety of places instead of just the one spot northwest of the Grotto.

Katy  agreed  with  Melissa's  choice  of  compounding  pharmacist,  and  Delphin
provided us with a vial of the magic elixir ( I provided the vial ~ Delphin filled it
with the magic elixir ).  Melissa and I both went to meet with the Pharmacist, and
watched as he compounded our active ingredient and then filled the syringes with
Delphin's solution.

We refrigerated the drug and took it to Delphin.  He was not satisfied with the
results of his first tests, and asked Katy to change the formula on the laptop;
then we tried again.  After the third time He was happy with the results and
green-flagged the next phase of testing.

There is often a lot of time to kill when you work on a ship, and once I became a
Senior Captain I was able to have my own little electronics lab on board.  It was a
relaxing hobby and a great way to fill the time when I was off duty.  My first
degree was in Computer Science, and after Việt Nam I used my GI Bill to go back
and get a degree in Engineering Physics with a minor in Bioengineering.

It was through the Bioengineering work that I ended up working on the water,
and once I was there I fell into the job as a shipmaster.  I never worked as a full-
time engineer again, but I always kept my hand in it as an avocation.
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I  started  designing  miniature,  µ-power  telemetry  transmitters  when  asked  to
make one by a medical research friend, just to see what I could do.  I came up
with some cute little toys and some pretty novel ideas on how to send a lot of
data using not very much energy from really small batteries.  After that I wrote a
couple of papers on my results for a Professional Electronics Trade Magazine.

Somebody at NASA read one of my articles and contacted me about designing
biomedical telemetry implants for them.  I put together a few prototypes that met
their specifications and the next thing I knew I was teamed with a small company
near JPL in Pasadena that made miniature implantable sensors.

That was how I ended up with a part time job as a bio-medical engineer while I
was still working full time as a transoceanic shipmaster.  Go figure.  Word got
around, and because of my work designing bio-telemetry implants I was soon
corresponding  with  and  designing  for  pharmaceutical  companies,  academic
research institutions, the government and so on to further their research work.

Because of my little telemetry hobby I had become friends with a fair number of
medical research scientists, two of whom were now Senior Fellows doing cancer
studies at different research hospitals northeast of Los Angeles in the San Gabriel
Valley.  I contacted each to chat them up, inquire about their families and ask if I
could piggy-back Delphin's experimental compound on the back of the studies
they were doing.

It turned out that one of my friends was doing brain tumor studies in Yucatan
Mini-pigs and the other was studying Squamous Cell Carcinoma in the bladders of
Cynomolgus NHP.  From our discussions I found out that they were both doing
large trials under contract to “big pharma”, which meant that they were burning
through research subjects and could have some candidates available to me.

I explained that I was representing a small startup research lab that wanted to
remain anonymous for the time being, and that I needed ten subjects for my
quickie trial.  I really talked up the promise of the compound I was testing and I
guaranteed them or  their  institutions  royalties  if  our  trial  was  successful  and
assuming we got a pharmaceutical company interested in buying the rights to the
compound.

All I needed, I explained to them, was ten research subjects and 3 months of
monitoring and care for them.  I would administer the compound myself in an
informal  double-blind  trial  that  they  would  manage.   I  would  take  any  test
subjects they had, as long as they had Stage 4 tumors and at least two months
to live. The test subjects did not need to be naive, and washouts from other trials
were fine.  Even test subjects that were scheduled for euthanasia or ones that
would be dead from their cancers in a couple months were OK for my purposes.
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They had worked with me, they knew me, and they trusted me and so they went
to their management and sold them on helping with my studies.  I met with both
groups at the same time and laid out my plan and my offer.  I guaranteed each
team that no matter which drug company stepped up I would require the winning
drug company work with both institutions in the future.
 
That, and the promised royalties, sealed the deal.  We scheduled my trials to run
concurrently at both sites, to begin in two weeks.  I headed back north to tell
Delphin and our pharmacist to synthesize enough fresh compound for the two
trial sites.

I was back down south two weeks later as agreed, with forty syringes on ice.
Twenty for each trial site.  Each group had selected study candidates and let me
review their histories and general health.  I was pleased that the candidates were
of both sexes, skinny and fat and young and old.

For many trials you want a homogeneous population; I did not.  While a sample
size of N=10 is not considered to be all that large for serious statistical analysis, I
believed that our results would be so profound that we would be able to sell the
compound on for more testing by someone with deeper pockets.

I accepted their candidate lists and we met to discuss my protocol.  I explained
that I would administer 20cc to each test subject on the first evening after a
meal, via intravenous injection.  7 days later I would repeat the procedure.

Each institution  was  to  care  for  the  test  subjects  and keep them happy and
healthy and treat them for any medical issues not related to the cancer trial.  24
hours after the second trial dose they would begin to evaluate and document the
condition of each test subject daily with respect to the progression of the cancer.
Cancer assessment would continue until the test subject died from the primary or
secondary effects of the cancer or for 90 days, whichever was shorter.

I turned the syringes over to the test administrators, who each designated a QA
person to randomize and code the syringe pairs.  I also gave them the sealed
envelopes with the lists of which of the syringe pairs were active and which were
placebos.  Only I knew that it was a 6-to-4 ratio.  They determined which test
subjects would receive injections from which of the randomized syringe pairs.
That evening, under QA and IACUC supervision I dosed the test subjects at both
sites for the first round.

I was allowed to check in every day to observe the condition of the test subjects
and, except that they were all stricken with terminal cancer, they were doing well
and were complication free.  No unexpected infections or reactions, a slight fever
was noted in a bit more than half of the subjects, and no loss of appetite.
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A week later I administered the second round of doses and started to hold my
breath.  The test subjects continued to do well, with no discernible complications:
BP, ECG, HR, respiration and core temperature all normal.  Whatever I was doing
seemed to be free of side-effects.

By  the  beginning  of  the  third  week  I  was  being  summoned  to  emergency
meetings,  and people  were insisting that I  tell  them where the small  startup
research lab was located and what was in the syringes I had brought.

It  seemed that  the tumors in  60% of the test  subjects  were shrinking at  an
accelerating rate.  Cancer cells were dying and were being metabolized by the
hosts' bodies as the tumors shrank.

The data from the mini-pigs was particularly heartening, as glioblastoma are a
particularly nasty and fast growing cancer.  Another two weeks later you could
say that all hell broke loose when 60% of the test subjects at both sites were
nearly cancer free.

The test monitors and research teams unsealed the envelopes and correlated my
list of which syringe held what and with their list list of which test subject got
dosed from which syringes.  It was confirmed that the test subjects that received
Delphin's magic elixir were improving dramatically, while the ones that had gotten
the placebo were continuing to succumb to their disease.

When I reminded them that the same compound was administered at both sites,
and that it was equally effective in two very different cancers in two different
species, with test subjects of mixed sexes and ages, the importance of what I had
brought really began to hit home.

I  also  stressed  to  them  that  as  far  as  I  was  concerned  we  had  performed
successful toxicology and safety pharmacology studies at the same time we were
proving the efficacy of the compound in treating the disease.

Yes, the study was quick and informal, but it was managed by them, medical and
research  professionals,  and  none  of  the  test  subjects  had suffered  any  side-
effects or had any adverse reactions to the treatment.  The study met double-
blind requirements, and those of the in-house Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committees.

I left it to the study teams and their management to communicate the news and
to arrange meetings with their pharmaceutical company sponsors, and headed
back north.  By the time I got off the plane at the airport up north my inbox was
full of emails wanting to know the meeting availability of me and my team.
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Part 18 ~ Melissa Sanches, Resident Genius

As soon as he got through security and down to baggage claim at the airport I
showered Captain Bill with congratulations and tried to suffocate him with hugs.
We were both really happy with how things had gone so far.

Once we had his luggage in hand I whisked him back to my townhouse for a good
hosing-down and a quick snack.  After that we were off to the docks.

While he was on his way back north I had gone shopping and provisioned the
Marlin with enough foodstuffs and drinks to sustain a small navy.  So, with no
more time wasted, we headed out to meet with Katy and Delphin.

Once  we  dropped  anchor  and  they  got  aboard  there  were  more  hugs  and
handshakes.  Katy and I had been in touch with each other and with the Captain
by cell  phone for the six weeks he was in Southern California doing the drug
trials.  While we thought the lines of communication were pretty good, there's
nothing like everyone sitting face-to-face to have a good meeting.

As a first order of business Captain Bill shared his memories and experiences of
the last six weeks with Katy and Delphin while I began to prepare dinner for us.
It didn't take long for them to do the memory dump, and after that he helped me
set out dinner while Katy and Delphin reviewed the data he had brought.

He brought Katy & Delphin a number of thumb drives with reports and several
CDs containing the lab tests, scans and oncology reports from the two research
institutes so that Katy could interpret them for Delphin.

Captain Bill  insisted that,  as  he was a mere mortal  and part-time biomedical
engineer, there was no way he could answer Delphin's questions at the granular
level that we knew it would take to satisfy Him, so that was Katy's job.

We toasted “to success” and as we began to eat Katy expressed to Captain Bill
and me how pleased She and Delphin were that we had been able to make so
much happen so quickly.

She wondered to us how long we thought it would take for the licensing meetings
and negotiations, and when the funds might start to flow to repay the Captain
and me for the monies we had put up to get the enterprise started.

I told Katy that “our” new law firm was ready to pull the trigger on setting up the
Non-Profit in the Bahamas as well as the offshore bank accounts, but that the
800-pound gorilla in the room was the question of whose names were going to go
on the paperwork as the principle owners.
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We all looked at each other and wondered out loud what the legal person-hood
status of Merfolk might be.  The historical treatment of the indigenous humans on
the North  and South American continents  did not  bode well  for  the potential
treatment of indigenous sentient aquatic species.

“But there is one possibility.” I offered, and they all looked at me.  I turned
to Katy and explained, 

“You realize that your not legally dead, don't you? You're just a missing
person in the eyes of the law.  No body, no autopsy, no death.”

You could hear a pin drop.

“Only your Next of Kin can seek to have you declared dead for the first
seven years, and since your  next of  kin are distant cousins who live  in
Greece, and you haven't had any contact with any of them in more than 25
years, I think you're pretty safe on that account.

Obviously, considering the glowing breasts and nipples, the pretty red tail
and crest and the webbed fingers and all that sort of thing it's probably best
to let everyone we know continue to think you're dead.  But that doesn't
mean that you can't go on being Dr. Katy Eva Leventis for legal purposes.

I'm also sure if you want to continue to pay into your social security and
medicare accounts and file state and federal income taxes that the federal
and state governments will be happy to consider you to be alive.  And, who
knows, before the seven years is up and just anyone can seek to have you
declared dead, maybe you can have a coming out party?”

They all sat there in silence, a little stunned.

“Melissa, has anyone ever told you you're a genius?”  Katy asked.

“Not nearly often enough.  But, the way I figure it, Dr. Katy Leventis and
the  Captain  should  have  no  problem  being  the  co-owners  of  the  new
enterprise.

Also, after I thought through the ownership question I had another little
epiphany.  What do you think of this for the name of our new endeavor:”

Oceanographic Research Centers for the Americas ~ ORCA

“You really are a genius!”

“Do I get a raise?”

“How about a bonus?”
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“That will do nicely, thank you!”  I told Her.

The four of us started riffing on my ORCA idea to create a company logo, and it
quickly fell into place.  Katy added a motto in Greek, and we were done:

“Από θάλασσα σε θάλασσα” ~ “From Sea to Sea”
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Part 19 ~ “We're in the Money”

Now that we had a name, and a pretty bitchin' logo, Katy told me to give the
lawyers the green light to incorporate the  Oceanographic Research Centers for
the Americas in the Bahamas as a non-profit entity etc. etc.  Katy and Captain Bill
were listed as co-owners of the corporation, and it went very smoothly.

Since  we  had  concluded  that  Dr.  Leventis  could  be  alive,  at  least  for  legal
purposes,  we also decided that we should create a “movie set” that would permit
Katy to video-conference with key people over the internet.

Captain Bill and I leased a small unit in a business park across the road from the
airport.  It had a little reception area in the front, with two good-sized finished
offices and a large conference room behind that.  Most important of all, it had a
truck bay in the back large enough for Captain Bill to pull his pick-up truck and
trailer inside and still close the roll-up door.  This way Katy could get in and out of
the place away from the prying eyes of the neighbors and anyone else in town.

I decided that as long as we were renting the office, anyway, we might as well
use it as our base of operations for the next couple of years, until such time as
we could move aboard ship.

Katy's “movie set” was created in one of the offices.  An executive desk with a
credenza, hutch and bookshelves, and other appropriate business trappings were
purchased and moved in so that Dr. Leventis would have an office.  The video
camera was mounted so that She could sit behind behind the desk wearing a
business suit and a black wig styled to cover Her crest and be a human girl again.
At least, as far as the camera was concerned.

We had the desk specially modified so that there was a cutout/recessed area
below the level of the desktop and over Her lap that took the place of your typical
pull-out keyboard drawer.  The recess really did house Her keyboard and mouse,
but with the step down from the desk top and the camera angle it permitted Her
to act naturally and still hide Her tail and webbed fingers.

Katy had two networked monitors,  one on either side of  the desk, that  were
partially visible in the camera field of view.  With a only couple of keystrokes She
could link the monitors to the video-conference attendees and present power-
points and anything else you can put on a monitor for everyone to see.

The whole setup was a great diversion, and as far as the world was concerned Dr.
Leventis was just another busy scientist  taking time away from her important
work to join the meeting. The thought never occurred that they never saw Her
hands, or anything below Her waist.
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By the time the legal rigmarole was done and the bank accounts were set up in
the Bahamas so was the office back home, and we were ready to enter into the
serious end-game of final negotiations.

While  the  lawyers  were  doing  their  work  Katy  sent  Captain  Bill  back  to  Los
Angeles.   This  was  to  some  extent  a  stalling  tactic,  but  he  furthered  the
negotiation process by doing following-ups on the research subjects  from our
trials.  He also used the time to make nice with the scientists that the two drug
companies had sent west to debunk what they believed must be a fraud.

The Captain had spent enough years working with the research and testing arms
of drug companies all around the world to know well how their internal politics
worked.  He met with the representatives that were sent from the two interested
companies separately, at the sites where their trials were taking place, and he did
everything he could to answer all their questions without telling them any-thing
that we didn't want them to know.

By now, more than three months after the first injections were given, it was clear
that 100% of the dosed subjects were deemed to be in remission.  That is, within
the  norms  and  standards  of  medicine,  they  were  cancer  free.   And,  most
importantly,  all  of  the  subjects  that  received  the  placebo  and  not  the  active
compound were dead or nearly so from the progression of their cancers.

When the big day finally came Captain Bill had done a masterful job of carrot
dangling and of whetting their  appetites.  What really got their attention was
when Delphin and Katy authorized him to “let slip” that this was not the only
promising drug in the pipeline at the mysterious small startup research lab.

We scheduled the two video-conferences on the same day, one in the morning
and one in the afternoon.  Katy and I were on a private video feed with our
lawyers because we needed to remain anonymous.  We most definitely did not
want the drug companies to be able to track us down by knowing either of our
names, or even of our existence.

Our lawyers were on the “public” video link from their offices in San Francisco
with the Senior Staff back at the headquarters at each drug company and Captain
Bill was in the San Gabriel Valley with the Drug Company Field Representatives.
A nicely integrated three-way conference full of self-important people situated all
over the country.  The wonders of technology!  Katy and I could eavesdrop on the
main video-conference while communicating privately with our lawyers.

Captain Bill and his local research hosts began each meeting with a review of the
protocol and research plan and the IACUC approvals that were granted prior to
beginning the studies.   
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The simple study design was highlighted: Double-blind, two doses, intravenous
administration,  7-days  apart,  10  subjects,  mixed  sexes,  ages,  etc.  and  the
results: 100% of the subjects that got the active compound were in remission,
100% of those that got the placebo were dead or dying from the disease.  No
side effects, no complications unrelated to the disease itself.

The drug company Vice Presidents and Directors and their lawyers had their say.
The risk of dealing with an unknown and anonymous small startup research lab.
“Too Much Downside Exposure”, “Not How It's Done”, blah, blah, blah.

We all  had our roles.  Katy and I were there to support our legal team with
private advice and consent in real time.  Captain Bill and his research hosts were
there  to  provide  scientific  information  and  as  a  rooting  section  for  Delphin's
compound and the trials they had conducted.  Our lawyers were our bad guys,
the hard-asses, and the ones who would actually negotiate the contract.

The role of the drug company people was to try to convince us that they did not
really care about us or our silly little study, because it was likely that we were
frauds and charlatans, anyway.  Of course they knew that, whoever we really
were, this new compound and the things they were going to learn from it was
going to be a block buster.  But they decided to try to play mindfuck with us,
anyway, and tried to convince us they were willing to walk away from the table.

After they had their say and were finished running us down and insulting us, our
lawyers informed them that we were not there to negotiate, but that we would be
accepting bids from them and at least one other company.  Our legal guys laid
out our terms and the minimums that we would be willing to accept in the way of
a down payment and annual royalty payments for the next thirty years.

We closed by saying that  we very much wanted the drug to  remain with  an
American  company  because  we  wanted  it  to  be  developed,  tested  and
manufactured  in  the  United  States.   But,  if  that  was  not  possible,  we  were
confident that there were companies in Europe and Asia that would most certainly
be interested in listening to our terms.

A really nice bidding war ensued, and a week later ( per our terms ) there was a
big pile of money sitting in our bank account in the Bahamas; much, much more
than we had originally hoped to get.  Captain Bill was amazed ~ he said that in
his prior experience with those two companies they couldn't have come to an
agreement on what toilet paper to use in the executive washroom in only a week!
Our lawyers won, Captain Bill's research associates in the San Gabriel Valley won,
and the Oceanographic Research Centers for the Americas won, big time!

It was time to celebrate, and time to start looking for Katy's ship!
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Part 20 ~ The                                      

Due to the rather unusual requirements for the Mermaid Habitat that I wanted in
my  ship  I  was  originally  thinking  of  having  the  vessel  custom designed  and
custom built to my specifications; from the keel up.  Captain Bill argued to me
that he had a better way to go, as my way would cost ten times as much and
take five times as long to get a ship in the water as his way.

He  convinced  me  that,  the  nature  of  oceanographic  research  and  research
funding  being  what  it  is,  several  really  fine  ships  were  probably  already
mothballed somewhere in the U.S. or Europe, while more came on and off the
market  every  year.   At  least  one  of  which,  he  insisted,  would  be  a  perfect
candidate for a refit to install my Mermaid Habitat.

So, we started contacting brokers and looking for a ship.  Captain Bill was right;
I was amazed at the number of big, beautiful ships just sitting around, waiting for
someone with money and a vision to love them and to give them a new life.

There were so many, in fact, that I could afford to be picky.  Captain Bill's choice
was this wonderful, fully-equipped old lady that looked to me like a cross between
a giant railroad boxcar and a barge.  I wanted the sleek, stylish beauty that would
have put most billionaires' yachts to shame.  Once I realized that the ships were
there for the taking, I decided we could afford to argue for a couple weeks over
which ones to put on the short list.

So the four of us searched and argued, and after a lot of internet surfing, emails,
and  some  video-conferencing,  we  settled  on  three  candidates  that  could
potentially satisfy the Mermaid Habitat requirements, Captain Bill's seaworthiness
demands, and my sense of style and proportion.  I was not going to live on an
overgrown barge, no matter how sea-worthy he thought she was!

Captain Bill and Melissa bought First-Class Plane tickets to the ports where the
candidate  ships  were  anchored  (  no  more  flying  back  in  steerage  for  my
Captain! ).  They went to inspect them and take photos and videos and so on, so
that we could meet later and decide on which one we wanted to purchase.

After visiting all three ships in a bit under two weeks Captain Bill phoned and told
me that if it was alright with me we could skip our meeting, and he would put a
deposit down on the ship that was already my personal first choice.

He told me that she was built to U.S. Navy spec's out of a special German high
tensile steel alloy, and that she met ABS and Ice Class requirements.  She was
everything he could ask for, plus she had a recent overhaul of her engines and
most of the running gear prior to being placed on the market.
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It was then that Melissa took the phone away from him and reminded me that
Captain Bill had promised her 5-Star accommodations, and then started in with
why she wanted this particular ship.  Melissa was ecstatic.

“She's just gorgeous, and there are nine decks!  Nine!  They call the top
deck  The Sky Lounge. It  has a bar and a half-dozen flat screen TVs and
tons of  sofas,  and a  grand piano.  The dining  room has  a fireplace and
seating for 40. She's already got a conference room and satellite telephone,
satellite Internet and satellite TV systems!”

I tried to interrupt, but Melissa was on a roll.

“There's a commercial galley, with everything, and a giant walk-in freezer
and two walk-in coolers with enough storage for  180 days of  food.  And
there's a grill, BBQ smoker and fire pits!

And  Katy,  theirs  a  really  big  underwater  observation  chamber  with  ten
viewing ports, in the underwater bulb extending from her bow!  It's like
you're in a submarine!  Katy, she's just beautiful!!  I want her!  I mean, We
want her...”

What  could  I  say?   Melissa  was  my  best-friend-forever,  after  all.   I  agreed
immediately, and told them to go ahead and write a deposit check to hold her so
the lawyers could negotiate the final deal.  There were only a couple of hiccups in
the negotiations and in establishing who really held title to the ship we wanted.  

A month later  the papers  were signed and she was ours and on her  way to
California.  The ship we chose was a large Global-Class Research Vessel.  She was
over 270 feet long and 49 feet wide and she was a real beauty!  A draft horse
with the lines of a thoroughbred race horse.  Captain Bill took command of her in
Pascagoula and sailed her with a temporary skeleton crew through the Panama
Canal and up to Mare Island for refit.

When I got my first in-person look at her I was thrilled.  She was even prettier
than she looked in her photos, and she was huge!  Her lines were so beautiful
that her size was deceptive.  Once she was tied up at the Mare Island docks it
was time to celebrate.  Captain Bill hired a security company to keep her safe and
secure, and Melissa & I planned a private party to be held on board for just the
four of us.  They went up the gangway and, under the cover of darkness, Delphin
and I came aboard through one of the watertight doors near the waterline.

We toasted and ate and celebrated a bright future for the East Pacific Leventis
Clan, a Clan that officially included our dearest friends Melissa and Captain Bill.
While we were celebrating Captain Bill suggested to me that we name our new
ship  “Athena Triumphant” after the Greek Goddess who was the Companion of
Heroes and the Patron Goddess of Heroic Endeavor.
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I told him I really liked that Athena was a Greek Goddess, and the significance
and symbolism of heroic endeavors, but that I wanted to think about it just a
little more.  I did a little research, and was surprised to discover that in Ancient
Greece the Owl was Athena's most iconic symbol.

The Goddess Athena was said  to  keep an owl  on  her  shoulder  that  revealed
hidden truths to her, and it represented wisdom and knowledge.  Athena's owl
made me smile as I thought about my Pappoús and our own Owl issues, as yet
again another curious little coincidence manifested itself in my life.
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By now I really loved Captain Bill's suggestion, and I also decided to adopt the
Owl as our ship's icon and mascot.   The symbolism of naming the ship after
Athena  was  perfect.   I  tweaked  his  suggestion  just  a  bit  from  “Athena
Triumphant” to  “Athena Transcendent”, and our new ship had a new name.

Of course there were Denaming and Renaming Ceremonies and, considering the
size of the ship, Poseidon got his share of spirits that day.  It was a great day
when two cases of  Ouzo were offered with great ceremony into the waters all
around the ship, and the Research Vessel  Athena Transcendent got the Greek
identy she needed to truly become our home.
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Part 21 ~ Carlos Flores

Not long after the Renaming Ceremony for the Athena T  I asked Katy for a few
weeks leave to go back home to the mountains of Southern California so that I
could close up shop there.  Since I would now be moving permanently to the
Athena T  it was pointless to try to maintain a presence in both places.

Melissa agreed to stay with Katy on board the Athena T  in my absence so that
Katy could live on board ship to learn Her way around.  This was in preparation
for planning the Mermaid Habitat.  You can look at blueprints and schematics 'til
you're blue in the face, but there's nothing like being there to really understand
how a  ship  is  put  together  and to  find  the errors  and inconsistencies  in  the
engineering documents and blueprints.

I quickly tied-up the loose ends with my home to get it ready to sell, and as soon
as I finished up with that I took it upon myself to track down Carlos Flores.  I
knew he was in Santa Barbara and it wasn't too difficult to find him, since he was
still working as a deckhand on a fishing boat.  There was only one ocean around
and relatively few places for commercial fishing boats to tie up.

It took only a few days to learn his habits, and I saw that he was a regular at a
bar and grill a few blocks off the pier.  The bar wasn't a total dive, but it wasn't
the kind of place you were going to find professional 30-somethings, either.  

Hard-working  seamen  and  trades-folk  were  the  bar's  patrons.   The  place
reminded me of my favorite bar at Clifford Pier in Singapore Harbor, a long time
ago, before some developer bought the pier and turned it into a shopping mall.

I started going to “his” bar around the times that Carlos was there, and after a
few nights night was able to join in on a friendly “philosophical discussion” he was
having with a couple other old-timers.  I took Carlos' side, of course.

After he prevailed in making his point I offered to buy him a round of whatever it
was he was drinking.  I hailed the Waitress and told her to bring two of whatever
Carlos liked, and maybe a platter of fish tacos for the two of us.

Carlos introduced himself and I told him my name.  He and I talked about this
and that and a little about our lives on the ocean until the beers and fish tacos
arrived.  I held out my glass towards Carlos and said “salud” and he tapped my
glass with his and returned the salutation.  

I told him more about me, how I came to work on the ocean, and why I liked
being out there and away from most people.  I told him what I had looked for in a
crew and how important loyalty and respect and old-fashioned values were to me.
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As we ate and slowly drank a few rounds I had the chance to hear more of Carlos'
story.  When he got to the bits about his life with the Leventis family it got more
interesting to me.  Carlos told me that he met Pappoús after Nick and Eva were
killed.  Nick had been working with his father on the  Týchi II and after Nick's
death Pappoús needed help so he hired Carlos as a part-time deckhand.

He told me that Pappoús kept up a brave face, but that he had been devastated
by the loss of his son and beloved daughter-in-law.  Carlos said he hung around
the Týchi II, even when he wasn't getting paid, to help out with the boat and with
little Katy.  Especially after the child welfare people showed up.  

He said Katy became quite a handful as soon as she could crawl, and that She
learned to swim and climb around the ship using just her hands and arms long
before She could walk.  Once she learned to walk, Carlos said, She was suddenly
everywhere and got into everything, and that her curiosity was insatiable.

Carlos talked about Katy for hours.  Pappoús was his best friend, but Katy was
like a daughter to him.  He regaled me with outlandish stories about Little Katy
and her exploits, and if I didn't know Katy I never would have believed a word of
it.  As it was, Carlos gave me many great insights into my new Mermaid friend.

Then I told him about my research hobby, and how that had resulted in a recent
job-offer  that  brought  me  out  of  retirement.   I  told  him about  the  big  and
beautiful Athena T and ORCA, leaving out the mermaidy details, of course.  Carlos
was interested in knowing more, and I offered him a job on the new ship.

He was surprised, and asked “why me?”  I reminded him about what I looked for
in a crew, and told him that we had a mutual friend in common in our past lives
who had always spoken very highly of him.  I told him that from what she had
told me I knew that he was the kind of person I should have on my crew, and
that is why I was here and that is why I was offering him a job.

Carlos asked me who this mutual friend was, and so I told him it was Katy.  I
used some of the same cover story I had used with Melissa and her family, about
me being a research acquaintance of Katy in San Diego.

As we finished up the meal Carlos thanked me for looking him up with the job
offer and said he would like a little time to think about it.  I said that was no
problem, but that there was one more thing for him to consider.   

I told him that the job on offer was as my First Mate, second-in-command on the
ship; then I promised him a huge signing bonus and well-paying berth on the
Athena T.
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After hearing that Carlos decided that he didn't need any more time to think.  He
ordered another round for us and we toasted to our new professional relationship.
Carlos wanted to give his present captain some time to find a replacement, and
told me he would then need a few more days to sort things out in Santa Barbara
before he drove north to Vallejo, California to report for duty on the Athena T.

I gave him my cell number and told him that i was leaving the next morning to
begin to prepare the ship for refit.  We agreed he would check in by phone when
he was leaving Santa Barbara for  Vallejo, and that i would have a hotel room
waiting for him when he got there.

When  Carlos  first  saw  the  Athena  T from the  docks  at  Mare  Island  he  was
gobsmacked.  He couldn't  believe his  good luck,  that I  had tracked him down
offered a small-time fisherman like him the chance to work on her.

My surprise was working out perfectly.  Katy was on the Athena T, planning the
Mermaid Habitat modifications with Melissa, and I wanted to have a recording of
the reunion.

While I was waiting for Carlos to come north I told Katy that I was going to install
some security cameras for Her protection.  I didn't let Her know that they were
already live and attached to a digital recorder in my quarters.  So, I was well
prepared and able to make a covert video of the moments of their reunion.

I escorted Carlos on board and give him his first tour of the ship where he would
be second-in-command.  He couldn't believe how big and beautiful she was!  I
showed him a good bit of the ship, the engine room, Sky Lounge and other parts
that were as far away from Katy as possible.  Then it was time.

As  Carlos  and I  rounded that  final  bend in  the  passageway and entered the
conference room where Katy was working he first recognized Melissa and started
to smile and greet her.  Before he could get the words out he and Katy spotted
each other and time froze.  They stared at each other for what seemed like an
eternity as recognition set in.

You could almost see the wheels turning in Carlos' head as he tried to process
what he was seeing.

• It was his beloved Katy, and she was alive!  But it couldn't be Katy?  
• It was a Mermaid?  That looked like Katy?
• But Mermaids don't exist and Katy had died.  
• But it was Katy, and she was alive, and she was the Mermaid!  
• And the Mermaid was pregnant.  
• Katy was alive and she was a Mermaid and she was very, very pregnant? 
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Carlos' mind very slowly boggled and then seemed to just freeze up.

About that time Katy greeted Carlos to break the spell, and as the truth sank in
he started weeping and ran over to Her and scooped Her into his arms.  They
laughed and cried together for a long time.  You have never seen two people
more shocked and thrilled as Carlos and Katy were in that moment.

Then I introduced Katy to Her ship's new 1st Mate.  I was rather pleased with
myself, all things considered.
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Part 22 ~  Embryonic Journey

When I saw Captain Bill leading Carlos into the conference room where Melissa
and I were working I wasn't sure whether I should hug him, kiss him, or maybe
just kill him ( I admit I was leaning towards the kill option ).  I looked at Carlos; I
looked at Melissa; she was just as shocked as I was.  Carlos looked numb.  Only
Captain Bill seemed to know what was going on, and from the big grin on his face
it seemed he was quite satisfied with himself.

Carlos  started  to  greet
Melissa,  but  then  he
spotted me and the room
went dead silent;  we all
just stared.  I felt I had
to say or do something to
break  the  tension,  so  I
said, “Hello Carlos, it's so
good to  see  you,  again.
I've really missed you.”

“Katy?   It's  really  you?”
he said, starting to tear-
up.

“Uh-huh but, as you can
see, things are a little bit
different, now.”

Carlos ran around the table and swept me up into his arms and we both hugged
and cried for a long time.  As the hugging and crying was winding down Captain
Bill said  “Dr. Leventis, I would like to introduce you to Carlos Flores, the new First
Mate on the R/V Athena Transcendent.  I took the liberty of stopping by Santa
Barbara on my north and offering Mr. Flores the position, since it was open.”

While I was carefully considering the various and sundry ways that I would take
my revenge on Captain Bill, I gave Carlos a big hug and welcomed him back into
the family.  He set me back into my automated chair and I motioned for him to sit
in the conference room chair next to me.

Melissa pointed at Captain Bill and told him “You know She's going to get even
with you for surprising Her like this, don't you?  You know you're screwed.”

“Sure, that was a certainty.” Captain Bill grinned.  “I've been steeling myself
for  it  ever  since  I  decided  to  recruit  Carlos  without  telling  you  two  in
advance.  But there is so little joy in the world, and it would have been so
boring to have done this by going through channels, don't you think?”
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Carlos started in with a million questions, but I stopped him and suggested we
should have some dinner.  I asked Melissa to take Captain Bill with her to help her
make the meal while Carlos and I talked.

As they left the conference room together Melissa laughed a mean little laugh and
gave Captain Bill a push and repeated, “You're so screwed.”  He just shrugged
and grinned some more.

Dinner was great and it was good to have another beloved member of my family
back with me again.  I secretly forgave Captain Bill for surprising and shocking
me like that.  But I didn't tell him that, as it was more fun to let Melissa remind
him at every opportunity she got just how screwed he was.

It had been about a year since I had last seen Carlos, and we had a huge amount
of catching up to do.  Melissa and Captain Bill and I related the story of what had
happened to me and how I met and recruited Bill as my Captain and how Melissa
had come to join the team.  Carlos asked about my pregnancy and I told him,
“any minute, now.”

When Carlos moved on board the  Athena T, just a few days later, he brought
Tomasina and my dad's Fender Bass VI and SBT amplifier on board with him and
reunited me with them.  Tomasina had not been out of her guitar case for a year,
since the week of the shark attack, when I left land for the last time and became
a Mermaid.  It was great to hold her in my hands again.

I tuned her up, although she wasn't far out of tune ~ especially considering that
she had lived alone in her case for a year.  I tested a few chimes to finish up the
tuning, and that led to some familiar chord progressions.

I couldn't resist a segue into “Embryonic Journey”, once again.  It seemed so
appropriate,  considering  that  I  had  been  a  Merling  incubator  for  the  last  11
months.  It felt fantastic to be able to make music again, and Captain Bill was
truly back in my good graces.

As I continued to play and sing and I noticed the girls got really interested in this
new thing.  They started to follow my lead and their melodic chattering quickly
shaped itself into harmonies of the Jimmy Buffet songs I was singing.  I sang
quite a few of my Pappoús' favorite songs, and they sang along.  

But  then  it  was  like  they  started  wrestling,  or  something,  and  I  felt  myself
cramping with my first contraction.  Everyone  looked at me as I stopped singing
and  carefully  laid  Tomasina  back  into  her  case.   I  grabbed  my  tummy  and
groaned.  

“I think you need to get me to the saltwater swim-spa,” I told them, “Quickly...!”
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We had planned that I would give birth to the girls in the Grotto, and I was to
have returned there in a few more days.  When Delphin left for the Grotto, the
week before, he warned me that the if anything happened and I did give birth on
the Athena T that it was essential that I be in the salt-water swim spa on board
when the girls emerged.  He told me that their little lungs absolutely had to be in
the water during and immediately after birth and for several months afterwards.

It turns out that giving birth to Merlings is a pretty easy thing, and all three girls
were born within a few minutes of each other.  I'm tiny, but my Merlings were
tinier.

They were all born tail first, which is what Delphin had told me to expect, but I
was shocked and dismayed to see that they looked like large ugly tadpoles, which
I didn't expect!  It seems that small tails and bodies, little arms and big, bald
tadpole heads are de rigueur for Merling births, but something that Delphin didn't
think to tell me about.

Captain Bill and Melissa and Carlos were sweet enough to lie to me.  They told me
my little Merlings were beautiful, but I could see perfectly well what they looked
like and I was really concerned.

After all, I worried, it was not like I was a real Mermaid.  I was just a pretend one
that Delphin had put together out of spare parts and mutagenic molecules.  I was
really concerned that all my offspring would grow up to look like swampthings!
Happily, they quickly outgrew their tadpole appearance.

The girls' little torsos and tails developed rapidly and within a few weeks caught
up with their heads.  I was so relieved when they finally became the pretty little
Mermaids that my friends had promised me they were in the beginning.

I named my first-born Neráida, after the sweet little orphan Mermaid that my
Pappoús  lost  so  long ago.   It  is  Greek tradition  to  name children after  their
grandparents,  so I  named my second-born Eva after  my mother and my last
Merling to emerge became Eugenia after Delphin's mother.

With the safe and successful birth of my Merling daughters I needed to turn my
attention to motherhood for awhile.  Captain Bill immediately drove back home to
get  Delphin  at  the  Grotto  while  Melissa  and  Carlos  helped  me with  my new
merlings on board the Athena T.

When  the  Captain  and  Delphin  returned on  the  Marlin  my new family  and  I
returned on board her to the Grotto for an extended stay, where I would nurture
my new little Mermaids and try to set them on a proper path in life.
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Part 23 ~ “Uncle Captain Billie”

By the time the girls were born Katy was mostly done with defining what she
wanted for the Mermaid Habitat, where she wanted things, and why.  With Katy
and  Delphin  largely  occupied  with  their  new roles  of  parenting  it  was left  to
Melissa, Carlos and me to plan and execute the refit of the Athena T.

Melissa and Katy understood that some compromises would have to be made in
Katy's wishlist, since we couldn't cut up the ship willy-nilly just to suit Her wishes
without compromising the vessel's structural integrity.  As a result they spent a
great  deal  of  time supporting  each of  the  design requests  with  the  rationale
behind them.  This way, when we went to work with the marine architects, we
would get a product that satisfied everyone.

It was about 2½ hours by car and 6+ hours by boat from the  Athena T to the
Grotto.  We decided that Melissa would return home and continue to use the
office in town as a base of operations so that Katy could video-conference with
the marine architects and our lawyers and so on.  Carlos would split his time
about 50/50 between supporting Katy and Melissa at one end and me and the
Athena T at the other.  I would live on board the Athena T full time, making trips
to visit Katy and Melissa and to consult in person with the architects and the
engineering company that would do the actual refit of the Athena T.

I had leased the Marlin for an additional two years after the 3-month lease was
up.  After I moved to the  Athena T  I made a trip back there to let the boat
owners know that  I  had hired Carlos  to work for  me.  I  wanted to get  their
permission for him to pilot the Marlin in my absence.  With the loose ends tied up
I prepared to head back north to finalize the plans for Katy's Mermaid Habitat.

Before I went Katy wanted us to see the girls again for the first time since they
moved to the Grotto.  Katy and Delphin and I had discussed the Grotto, and we
decided that in the future no more humans would be allowed there.  This was fine
with Melissa, as she had never warmed to the idea of breathing water, anyway.

As a result, it was decided that we would meet the girls on the Marlin.  They were
a bit more than three months old, and Katy was so proud that they had quickly
outgrown their tadpole/frog appearance and looked like pretty Merlings now.

As I was the only other generally Mer-like sort of creature that She knew of on
the planet Katy was very determined that I start to visit the girls regularly and
that I bond with them.  I was pretty sure that this was a really bad idea, since I
didn't have any children of my own and never thought of myself as being child-
compatible.  Nevertheless, I knew that there was no point in arguing with Katy
and that “Uncle Captain Billie” would just have to learn to like it.
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We dropped anchor near the marine preserve and Katy and Delphin appeared at
the surface with the girls.  Katy came on board with the light-haired Merling and
placed her in the live bait tank.  “This is Genie.” she told us.  Delphin handed her
the little red-head next, and Katy announced that “this is Eva.”

Finally the little, dark-haired Merling was handed aboard and introduced to us as
Nerie.  She was by far  the smallest Merling, noticeably smaller  than Her two
sisters.  With Her dark hair and diminutive size Nerie took after Katy, I thought.

We humans were all very surprised at how mature the girls seemed.  Melissa and
Carlos had many nieces and nephews, and they commented that the Merlings
seemed more like 9-or-10 month-olds, rather than the 3 months that they were.

Through Katy, Delphin explained that Merlings develop very quickly for the first
ten years of their lives, especially intellectually, and that many are mated-pairs
and parents before they are 15 or 16.  After that aging slows down dramatically.

With all three Merlings happily splashing about in the bait tank, Katy and Delphin
tucked into “their” corner of the seat and wrapped tails.  With that, the five adults
were able to share some snacks and beverages and talk.

After we had chatted for a bit Katy decided that now would be a good time to re-
introduce  everyone  to  Her  girls.   She  handed  Genie  to  Melissa,  and  Melissa
cradled Genie in her arms.  Melissa started cooing at Her and Genie got all happy
and wiggly and tried to coo back at Melissa.  Then Melissa handed Her to Carlos,
who cooed at Her and got a similar happy wiggly response.

In the meantime Melissa got Eva and there was more wiggling and cooing.  Carlos
handed Genie to me and I did my best to cradle Her like I had seen Melissa and
Carlos do.  Cooing, however, not so much.  I, for one, do not coo at babies, and I
never really learned how to cuddle with one, either.

Genie stared up at me for a moment, with more than a bit of a stink-eye, like she
wanted to know why I was holding out on Her with the cuddling and the cooing.
Then She reached out and touched my mind.

With that She lit  up and got  a big smile on her round little  face and started
wiggling and cooing like she had done with Melissa and Carlos.  Genie was trying
to teach me how it was done, it seemed.

We  all  got  the  same  results  with  Eva;  Eva  gave  me  the  same  “where's  the
cuddling and cooing” stare that I got from Genie, but after she tickled my mind
with hers it all went well enough and I was starting to feel pretty good about this
“Uncle Captain Billie” thing.
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Little Nerie was the last to be passed from Melissa to Carlos, cuddling and cooing
all the while.  Nerie definitely caught on to the routine with the most enthusiasm
and was wriggling and cooing away like crazy as Carlos handed Her to me.  As I
took little Nerie in my arms I was feeling foolishly good about how well this was
going and did my very best to comfort Her and make Her feel welcome.

Nerie,  it  seemed,  did  not
share  in  my  sense  of
confidence.  The instant I
took Her in my arms She
arched  her  tail  and  back
and  went  silent.   I  could
feel  Her little body stiffen
as I held her.

Like Her sisters had done,
Nerie reached out to touch
my mind.  As soon as She
did so She closed Her eyes
and  clenched  Her  little
fingers into tight fists and
started to howl.

The  next  thing  I  knew
Nerie  was  peeing  and
howling  and  peeing  some
more; it  went on forever,
or at least it seemed that
way to me.

By  then  I  was  getting
frantic.  I don't do babies,
and  I  obviously  wasn't
doing this one very well.

Katy was laughing as loudly as the Merling was howling, and I hastily handed
Nerie back to Her.  Once out of my hands Nerie relaxed and quieted in an instant.
Katy  gave  Her  a  breast  and  tickled  her  tummy.   Nerie  fed  and  purred  and
snuggled and seemed to completely forget about me.

I beat a hasty retreat down the ladder and below deck to wash up and change
clothes; Merling pee is really pungent and funky; I won't go into the reasons, just
trust me, it is!  I had to give Nerie credit for one thing: She was a dead shot.
She got it all on me, and not a drop went anywhere else.
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When I returned from below deck Nerie and Her sisters were back in the bait
tank; Katy had fed them all during my absence and they were happy and satisfied
and sleeping soundly.

Katy took one look at the expression on my face and started laughing again.

“Well, I guess we know how they feel about me!”  I declared.

“Actually, they really like you.”  She was still laughing.

“Oh, yeah, I could tell.  Especially Nerie!”

“The Do like you,” she insisted, trying to suppress her giggling, “they think
you're sweet and funny.”

“Sure.  They told you this, I suppose.”

“They're  great  talkers,  but  only  if  you  sing  triplet-talk;  which  I  don't.
They're still learning to switch to adult-symbolization and concepts.  So, No,
they didn't Tell me that.  But their emotions are surprisingly well developed.
It was those that I was able to interpret.”

“Yeah, sure.  And Nerie absolutely loves me.  Even I could see that!”

“The girls  are right.”  Katy snickered.  “You  are funny.  Especially when
you're out of your element.”

“Humbug!”

“Seriously, though, it wasn't that Nerie didn't like you.  It was quite the
opposite.  Delphin and I agree that what happened to poor little Nerie was
that She felt a very deep connection with you.  She didn't understand why
that was, and She didn't know how to deal with the intensity of it.

Nerie  seems to  be as  close  and open to  you as  She is  with Her  Born-
Togethers.  But She knows them, and doesn't  know you.  She just got
scared and overwhelmed.  It will get better as She gets to know you more.
You'll see!  You'll be great friends!”

“I don't think so.”  I proclaimed.  “I think that 'Uncle Captain Billie' has just gone
into retirement.  Permanently.” 

Sometimes a man just has to lay down the law, and make it clear to everyone

how things are going to be!

“We'll talk, later.” Katy promised with a smile.

I knew that tone of voice, and I knew in my heart that I was doomed.  I was
going to lose another one with Katy, and that the “Uncle Captain Billie” gig was
non-negotiable and forever.  So much for laying down the law?
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It was then that I began to practice putting up privacy partitions, and the only
time the partitions came down was when I was alone with Katy or Delphin.
 
So I made a little mental parlor for Katy's Merlings.  They could come in, say
hello, and we could chat about whatever was in their hearts.  But that was it.
There was no door from their little parlor to the rest of the house.  The rest of me
stayed safely behind wall.

By the time the girls moved on board the Athena T  “Uncle Captain Billie” was just
about as opaque as any telepathic being could hope to be.

Better for them, better for me.
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Part 24 ~ refitting the Athena T 

Melissa and Katy spent a lot of time on the Marlin or video-conferencing from the
office  with  me,  going over  Her  Mermaid  Habitat  requirements  and the rough
drawings  that  they  had  made  with  a  cheapie  CAD  program.   I  needed  to
internalize everything and understand all Katy's needs and the reasons for and
reasoning behind what she had put down “on paper”.

Then we had to come up with a plausible story of why we wanted these things.
Designers and engineers expect to have a problem definition they can start from,
and they want to know why and what so that they can make intelligent decisions
when the inevitable dead-ends and decision points are reached.  They can't make
compromises and properly achieve the goals without these things.

It wasn't like I could just tell them:

“Look, I work for this incredibly smart and determined Mermaid.  She
bought this ship to take it to sometimes dangerous places and around
sometimes  dangerous  people  so  that  she  can  find  and  rescue  other
Mermaids and bring them home.  This is what she wants, and she will
have all of our asses on a plate if she doesn't get it, so make it happen!”

I figured that probably wouldn't be a good approach.

So  instead we came up with  a  story  about  marine studies  and working with
dolphins and porpoises who would live aboard ship in the pool and come and go
as they wished, to and from the inside of the ship.  Maybe I did hint about “Top
Secret Government Work” and “National Security” and preventing “The-End-of-
Life-As-We-Know-It”  from happening,  but  nothing that would have held up in
court...

I worked non-stop with the marine architects for nearly three months to try to
make Katy's wish-list happen inside the Athena T.  Katy was mostly very pleased
with the first set of plans and 3D renderings that we presented to her.

The Mermaid Pool, the thing that I thought was going to be the deal-killer, turned
out to be the easiest part.  Even though we were going to be whacking away big
chunks of internal deck-plates and bulkheads to make room for Katy's Pool, the
position  she  had  chosen  and  tub-shape  of  her  pool  was  actually  going  to
strengthen the hull and lower the center of gravity of the ship.

Katy also wanted to cut out part of a couple of decks to create an atrium, so the
engineers had to add four pairs of large internal Space Frames as longitudinal and
lateral stiffeners.  She quickly signed-off on their solution, because the proposed
frame design had a sweeping sculptural aesthetic that She really liked.
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But then we ran into a temporary impasse.  It  had to do with managing the
Mermaid Pool  in  rough seas.   The engineers wanted to weld permanent steel
baffles into the pool to control sloshing.  Katy would have none of it.  This was not
a fuel tank, she reminded us, it was a pool, a habitat for aquatic creatures.

We all went away to think about it, and I woke up in the middle of the night a few
days later with the answer.  Our “tank” would always be full, and as long as we
didn't permit the water to move out of it and build up momentum it would be just
as stable and inert as a block of concrete.  

We didn't need baffles: What we needed was a water-tight lid.  So, the engineers
designed a very strong retractable lid right at the surface to confine the seawater
to the pool during rough seas.  The lid solution tripled the price of that part of the
refit, but Katy didn't care.  She got her open-concept Mermaid Pool and 90% of
the time we were underway the lid was retracted, out of sight.

In the end, Katy got her wish-list for the Merfolk habitat:

• a huge (50' X 25') sea-water Mermaid Pool that could be heated

• four 8-person chlorinated & heated fresh-water spas with bubble jets

• Merfolk dining and food preparation facilities

• a “sports bar-like” internet cafe with Wi-Fi and all the bells & whistles

• classroom space/meeting space

• Merfolk bunkroom for up to 50 souls

• ocean-safe gymnasium/weightroom

• Merfolk-specific toilet facilities

• several elevators/lifts to give Merfolk access to all decks

• two “airlock-like/mantrap” style underwater security doors for convenient
Merfolk access

We also decided to convert some of the spaces within the ship to build a state-of-
the-art  CAD-CAM  machine  shop  with  a  3-D  printer  and  all  the  other  latest
gadgets;  and of course a dream electronics lab and prototype shop.  When they
were complete we could modify, repair or make from scratch many of the hard-
to-get things we might need.

There was one final thing that was added to our wish-list: a shipboard “Delphin's
Grotto”.   That  is,  we filled up a large space with numerous salt-water  tanks,
ranging  in  size  from small  to  massive,  each  with  independent  environmental
controls.  In them we could simulate natural ocean conditions from the bottom of
the Mariana Trench to the surface of the Great Barrier Reef.  It was decided that
we would call them “The Research Biospheres”.
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Most important, we could exactly match conditions in the Grotto where Delphin's
magical plants and animals thrived.  When the day inevitably came that we would
have  to  reveal  the  nature  and  whereabouts  of  the  mysterious  “small  startup
research lab” that was creating the blockbuster wonder-drugs it would be right
there, on the Athena T.

The refit took a little less than a year of round-the-clock work from beginning to
end.  The Athena T went into dry-dock in early July, a few months after Genie,
Eva and Nerie were born, and was re-floated the end of May the following year.
We began shakedown cruises almost immediately.

While  the  main  ship's  systems,  generators  and  power-plant  were  largely
unchanged, a huge amount of new physical plant had been added in support of
the Mermaid Habitat and the Research Biospheres.  In the end the cost of refit
was as much as what we paid for the Athena T in the first place: $1,750,000 to
buy her and almost the same again to make her into Katy's dream.

After the sea trials were completed, and a few issues fixed, Carlos, Dutch (the
Athena T's Chief Engineer) and I were happy with the ship.  I signed off on the
project  and Melissa wired the final  payment to the engineering firm that  had
managed the  refit.   It  was  time to  move  on to  staffing-up  for  the  Scientific
Voyages that were next on our agenda.
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Part 25 ~ School is in Session

Nerie, Eva and Genie moved on board the Athena T  at about the age of three.
Katy wanted them to get a formal and structured “human-type” education, to
learn to “air-talk” with humans, and to study and truly understand the species
that had come to dominate the planet.

She promised me that She would be with them nearly 100% of the time, and that
Uncle Captain Billie would only need to be a bit-player in their lives, just enough
to be sure that we were “properly bonding”, whatever She thought that meant.

When they first moved on board the Merlings were totally water-adapted and, as
a result, they had poor upper body strength.  The three of them were lucky just
to hold their heads up for more than a few minutes when they were out of the
water.  Getting around was a real problem for them, and they didn't like it a bit.  

That  was OK with me, because this  meant they were mostly  confined to  the
Mermaid Pool. Unfortunately, Katy had anticipated this, and during the refit She
designed in a Mermaid-adapted universal gym and other ways of building and
maintaining upper-body musculature, which She insisted was important.

Once the three Merlings started working out it was no time at all before they built
their  upper-body strength.   They soon realized that  physical  conditioning was
their ticket to freedom of movement, exploration and adventure, and they really
got  with  the  program.   I  know  of  nothing  more  tenacious  on  Earth  than  a
mermaid who has made up her mind about something, and soon all three of them
started to look like buff little fitness fanatics.  

After that they were everywhere and got into everything.  I often had to retreat
to the upper decks just to get some peace.  The open outside decks and internal
engineering spaces were they only  places on the ship that  the Merlings were
forbidden to go, and so those places became my refuge.

Then Katy got pregnant again, a couple months after the girls moved on board.
She stayed on the ship through most of Her second pregnancy, but, not much
more than a year after She promised me I would be only a bit-player in Her First-
Borns' lives, Katy gave birth to Her second set of Merlings and moved back to the
Grotto to begin raising them.

With that Melissa became their surrogate parent and Uncle Captain Billie became
the primary teacher and lead mentor to three of the smartest and most energetic
sea-monsters you can imagine.  Whenever Melissa was around they were sweet,
kind and obedient, and did whatever she asked.  The girls bonded with her almost
the instant they moved on board, and after Katy left to raise Aggie, Rosie and
Tháleia their relationship with her became even closer.
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Unlike the way the Merlings treated Melissa, they were not nearly so obedient
with me.  As soon as they got me alone it was open season on Uncle Captain
Billie.  Trust me: they could smell fear, and it was mine!  They could be really
persistent and incorrigible, and their curiosity was insatiable.

During my middle-of-the-day duty hours,  when I had to pay attention to the
affairs of the ship, Melissa delegated a member of the crew to take a turn in the
girls' education to teach them about their views of the world and things within
their areas of expertise and education or took over the mentoring chores, herself.

As  the  girls'  relationship  with  Melissa  blossomed  she  often  swam  with  the
Merlings after lunch, and they loved to water-dance with her.  Once she started
dancing with them on a regular basis Melissa became much more comfortable
under water, and grew into a very skilled and graceful swimmer herself.  

I was pleasantly surprised that first afternoon that I happened across the four of
them water  dancing.   The  Merlings  had  apparently  talked  Melissa  out  of  her
clothes,  and the only  things she was wearing were her  swimfins and a huge
smile.  From the amount of time they stayed under water it was obvious to me
that the Merlings had learned about giving air-kisses, and that Melissa had finally
become comfortable with the idea of breathing water after all.

As soon as they saw me the four of them surfaced and happily invited me into the
pool.  When they came up to say hello it was pleasing to see that that Melissa
was as exquisitely beautiful as I remembered.  That said, I politely refused their
invitation, telling them it was time for class and, anyway, I couldn't dance.

During one of the little chats that Nerie liked to have with me we were talking
about what a graceful swimmer Melissa had become, and Nerie wondered to me
why Melissa covered herself with floppy-skins that made her look so “ugly-all-
over”.   Nerie  insisted that  because Melissa was so “pretty-all-over” when she
“skinny-dipped” that it didn't make sense for her to cover herself up.

She was so serious and sincere about her “pretty-all-over” question that I had to
suppress a chuckle and be serious along with Her.  I told Her that it was the
human way that you didn't want just anybody to know that you were pretty-all-
over, and so you had to cover up with the floppy-skins to fit in.  Nerie frowned at
that, and told me She thought it was stupid.  

I agreed with Her that humans sometimes were.  She quietly pondered that for a
minute, and then perked up and wanted to know if  I  was pretty-all-over like
Melissa.  I told Her that no,  I was old and ugly-all-over, and that was why I
covered myself with floppy-skins and why I never skinny-dipped.  From the look
on her face it was obvious that Nerie was really disappointed with my answer.  
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I watched her thinking about it, and then she smiled and fluttered her eyelashes
at me.  Then Nerie asked me to please, Please to take off my floppy-skins so She
could see for Herself, because She wanted to make up Her own mind.  It seemed
that Nerie was trying to channel Scarlett O'Hara to get Her way with me?  I
declined, and kept my clothes on.   That earned me a really  dirty look and a
couple of days of “attitude” from Her.  But, Nerie wasn't very good at staying
angry and soon forgot Herself, so Her unhappiness with me passed pretty quickly.

Melissa introduced the three Merlings to the internet when they were four years
old, something for which I never forgave her.  She thought that it would be a
great  study  aid  and  reference  source,  but  never  considered  the  unintended
consequences.   They mastered it  in  only  a  couple  of  weeks,  and when Katy
realized they were freely searching the internet She told the three of them not to
trust or believe anything they saw there.

Katy informed them much of the “information” on the internet was “made-up
stuff”  and lies,  and insisted to  them that  they had to ask  an adult  for  fact-
checking  and  context  on  anything  they  found  there.   With  that  simple
requirement my life with the three of them became almost unbearable.

They were relentless in their quest for knowledge in general and in  their desire to
understand humans and the human world in particular.  If they asked me “Why?”
one time, they asked me “Why?” a million times.  It was endless, and I couldn't
bullshit them, either; they always knew if you were trying to do that.

Then they found pornography.

Merlings  are  born  knowing  something  about  all  sorts  of  things  that  human
children are clueless about.  Their parents make love frequently during gestation,
and Merlings are very aware of their mother's emotions while they are in utero.

But Mer-lovemaking was nothing like so much of the sick, demented crap the girls
were finding on the internet.  The biggest problem for them was reconciling the
fundamental  difference  between  the  profound  and  permanent  nature  of  Mer-
sexuality and the often hedonistic nature of human gratification, lust and desire.

You have to remember that a Mermaid will only have one mate and lover in Her
life,  and  that  their  mating  will  forever  meld  and  bind  their  souls  intimately
together.  With this in mind it was easy to understand why Katy's First-Borns
were so shocked by human promiscuity and the laissez-faire attitude humans had
about selecting and then shedding partners on a whim.

Around the age of eight,  about the time She first  enters puberty, a Mermaid
begins to spend time challenging and teasing and testing the bachelor males that
She  finds  to  be interesting  and attractive.   This  behavior  becomes especially
pronounced in Her early teenage years, after She has reached maturity.
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Long before She is 13, the youngest age at which Mer tradition permits Her to
take a mate,  She is  seriously searching for the Merman who will  be her life-
partner.  The young Mermaid is considering their reactions and responses, and
already winnowing the field to select the one who might someday become Her
Life Partner: the only individual with whom She will ever Mate.  That said, She
will not make a hasty choice, as this decision is irrevocable and forever.

A Mermaid doesn't  just  consider  males Her  own age when searching for  that
perfect Merman to be Her soulmate.  She will also consider bachelor Mermen who
are older by quite a bit, and as She gets older even younger Mermen, as well.

Even though a Mermaid begins Her search for a mate at a young age, it can often
take Her many years before She finds the one that She will choose.  Delphin's
mother, for instance, was nearly 60 when She took a mate.

Mer-courtship  is  completely  non-sexual,  and  a  Mermaid  and  Her  squire  will
become the best of friends long before She makes the decision to ask Him to
become Her mate.  The first time a couple is permitted to touch anything other
than fingertips is after She proposes to Him and He accepts.
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Katy's  girls  couldn't  fathom  what  they  saw  as  the  random,  pointless  and
promiscuous human attitude about sex.  Especially sex outside of a permanent
and meaningful relationship.  

They were even more shocked when they discovered the idea of multi-partner
and group sex, and utterly appalled and dismayed when they realized that human
couples could be and often were unfaithful to each other.

This led them into even more intensive research into sex and sexuality, and that
was  when  the  girls  stumbled  across  Bonobo  Chimpanzees  and  their  highly
sexualized society.  After a bit of study they declared that the Bonobos explained
everything they needed to know to understand humans.  From that point onward
they unkindly started referring to Human sexuality as “Chimp-man Sex”.

In the midst of one of our discussions the three of them proclaimed that the only
difference between Human and Bonobo sexuality was that the Bonobos had a
more honest and less hypocritical moral center.  Then they decided that because
humans could not share  souls  that  they were never able to  truly  make love.
When humans had sex, they declared, it was only for personal gratification, and
could never be more than mutual masturbation.

Then they challenged me to refute their arguments and conclusions.  When I
thought about it I decided that for the most part I had to agree with them, and
that there was no gain in trying to argue the finer points of human love and
emotions with them.  After I capitulated they were gracious enough to let me
change the subject.

I endured weeks of pornographic why?-why?-why's? before the girls postulated
their Bonobo hypothesis for “Chimp-man Sex”, declared that they had humans
figured out, and got porn out of their systems.   By that time they were pretty
disgusted  with  humans,  and I  was  privately  grateful  that  they  had  somehow
missed the significance of sadomasochism in their searches.

With their  curiosity  about “Chimp-man Sex”  satisfied,  they moved on to  new
things to harass me about.  They demanded honest, well-reasoned and complete
answers to everything.  I tried to answer all their questions openly and honestly,
but I sometimes gave up and told them “Go ask Melissa” or “Go ask your Mother.”

A simple discussion often mushroomed into hours of explanations on everything
remotely related to the original topic, and all three of them would come at me at
the same time in their damn We-Three mode.

They were like intellectual gravity wells; information singularities.  Woe to the
unfortunate soul that was sucked into their orbit.  Uncle Captain Billie had other
things to do than be their tutor; but no-one seemed to care.
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So I had to set some rules.  Q & A time became 8 to 10 AM after breakfast and 6
to 9 PM, after dinner.  I refused to be their pin-cushion any other time of the day.
They didn't like it, but  I refused to bend and so they got used to it.  

Life with  them only got a little easier after the girls became more educated than
me.  The Merlings were all  incredibly smart, and remembered everything that
brushed their lives.  By the time they were nine or ten years old Nerie, Eva and
Genie had memorized more facts than I ever knew, about anything they could
find on the internet: Math, science, seamanship, literature, human history, music;
anything and everything.  The only thing they lacked was context and experience.

After that they stopped asking me “why”, and started asking me what I thought.
They were still relentless, and argued with me about my opinions.  They delighted
in pointing out my biases and prejudices and any flaws in my logic.

I went through the same  Why? ~ Why? ~ Why?  torment with Katy and Delphin's
ḯsecond  round  of  triplets  after  they  moved  on  board.   Aggie  (Agla a),  Rosie

(Effrosýni) and Tháleia were as smart and relentless as their older sisters.

Worse  yet,  the  three  new  ones  carefully  studied  their  older  sisters'  modus
operandi.  They quickly adopted the First-Borns' techniques for messing with me
and trying to get  around me, and it  seemed to me that  they had challenged
themselves  to  be  more  annoyingly  persistent  than Nerie,  Eva  and Genie  had
managed to become.

But, I had learned a bit the first time around with Katy's First-Borns, and I was
better at setting boundaries and rules.  So, the second time not nearly as much
life was sucked out of me by the Offspring-of-Katy, despite their best efforts  to
the contrary.

Katy's third batch out of the oven, Allie (Alcyone), Maia and Electra moved on
board when Nerie, Eva and Genie were ten years old.  Before they came on board
I developed a plan that might preserve what was left of my strength and sanity.  

This time I was able to require that the three oldest girls take over as tutors so
that I could retire to the position of mentor emeritus.  We developed a sort of
one-room-schoolhouse format with the girls schooling and challenging each other,
with me as moderator and referee.

All  Katy's girls got Her “music gene”.  She taught them everything She knew
about music and after that they went after Carlos, our “Piano-man”.  I thought
this only fair, as Carlos was the one who brought most of the musical instruments
on  board  for  them in  the  first  place.   When  they  had  wrung  Carlos  dry  of
knowledge he told them that I had been a guitar-player in my misspent youth.
After that, I was badgered into teaching them everything I knew as well.
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Melissa was the only one who was spared, but only because she never learned to
play a musical instrument and she couldn't carry a tune in a bucket.  Instead,
they recruited her to tip them off any time a new person joined the crew with any
musical background at all.  They could play practically any type of Euro-American
music you could name, and mastered every instrument that we bought for them.

As a result of being around them so much over time I lost my young-person
phobia.  It gradually came to pass that I genuinely wanted to be close to all
Katy's girls, but I was never as close to any of them as I was to Eva, Nerie and
Genie.  Katy's First-Borns really had become something very special to me.  

The room really seemed to be brighter and the air sweeter for me when the three
of them were around.  Katy's other Merlings brightened my day, but never as
much as those three.  I guess there really is nothing like spending endless hours
of “quality time” with a kid, and because they were first Nerie, Eva, Genie and I
got a lot more of each other's time.

In many ways the four of us taught each other about life, and it often seemed to
me that I had more to learn about life from them than they did from me.  They
were still a pain in the ass, and they forever delighted in teasing and tormenting
me, but the reality was that the girls had matured into truly wonderful young
adults and I felt lucky to count them as friends.

It was Genie who first started “hanging out” with me for pizza and beers in the
evening.  It happened just after their Quinceañera, before we embarked on the
Voyages of Discovery, at the time they were finishing up their PhD thesis work.

Apparently She had decided that I had been a recluse for far too long?  As captain
of the Athena T  I had continued with my self-imposed solitary habits, and when
there wasn't a bonafide, work-related reason to be around other people I went off
by myself.

When you're alone you can't blurt out or do something stupid that you will regret
later, you know?  So of course Genie, being Genie, worried about me.  Merfolk are
profoundly friendly and gregarious, and my solitary behavior had always caused
Her no end of concern and vexation.

At first  She would seek me out  in  the evening,  claiming that She wanted to
practice Her PhD Dissertation on me.  Genie would order up our favorite beers
and Her favorite Pizzas, sandwiches or sushi, and while were were waiting on the
foodstuffs to come up from the galley She would start with Her dissertation.
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As soon as the pizza arrived the dissertation was set aside, and pretty soon we
would be on the second or third or fourth round of beers.  By then She was
holding forth about “life, the universe, and everything” ( Genie always did that
after  She got a few beers in Her )  with no mention of  resuming dissertation
practice, or leaving for that matter.  She usually kept me up talking way past my
bed time.  On the upside, She was fun to be around.

Within a couple of weeks it wasn't just Genie who wanted to hang-out; Eva and
Nerie had noticed what was going on, and become regulars as well.  Sometimes
they would invite someone else; Katy, or Carlos, or Melissa, or Butch; but only
people they thought I would be comfortable around.  

More often than not, it was just “We-Four” Genie, Eva, Nerie and me, drinking
beer, eating pizza and hanging out.

The three of them certainly weren't Merlings any more, or even just young adults.
They were  all  grown up,  and  had  long  ago  surpassed  me  in  intellectual  and
emotional development.   This was when I really  got  to know them as young
women ( yes, I know, they are Mermaids ) and I got to enjoy being around them
as my equals.

It seemed that when I wasn't paying attention they had become my peer group
and greatest friends.  They were people who really knew me well and genuinely
liked and cared about me.  We played cards, watched movies, jammed together,
whatever, and enjoyed being with each other and just talking.  Despite my best
efforts, my days as a hermit seemed to have come to an end.
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Part 26 ~  Eugenia, Eva and Neráida

Eva was the sparkling Mermaid.  She was a lovely red-head with a big, wide,

beautiful grin you could see a mile away.  Delphin said that Eva was so much like
His mother that it was heart-warming and a little eerie at the same time.

She was the wittiest and the prettiest of Her Born-Togethers, and She lit up any
space She inhabited.  Eva loved to be funny, and She was born to entertain.  She
was a poet and a bard and a punster, and a master at storytelling and making
jokes.  Eva basked in the spotlight.

“Tall”  and willowy,  She  was a  consummate  dancer,  and water  ballet  was Her
favorite medium of expression.  Her every movement, in or out of the water, was
naturally  graceful  and  beautiful.   Eva  spent  much  of  Her  free  time  creating
beautiful choreography and complex water ballets that She and all of Her sisters
performed.  Eva even managed to turn Melissa into a graceful water ballerina.

Eva was always smiling, always happy.   Even when She was mad at you She was
somehow happy about it, and She wasn't really angry at all.  I don't think that
there was any genuine anger or pessimism anywhere in Her body.  Eva spent all
Her time marveling at the joy and good She found in life, and She brought that
out  in  everyone whose lives She touched.  To Eva the universe was place of
wonder and beauty, and She rarely spent any time pondering anything bad; She
left the worrying to Her “younger” Born-Together, Genie.
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Genie was the sweetest, most empathetic and motherly of the three.  She was

blonde and buxom, with an hour-glass figure.  She was the “tallest” of all Katy's
daughters, eventually growing as long ( or “tall” ) as Her father Delphin.

She was also too serious, always too serious.  She reminded me a lot of myself in
that sense, and for that reason I tried to coax Her out of it whenever I could.  I
tried to convince Her that life should be enjoyed, not worried over endlessly.

Genie would happily give you a detailed analysis on how, and a million reasons
why, any situation could go horribly wrong.  She wasn't satisfied to just worry
about  the  glass  only  being  half-full,  She  then  insisted  on  calculating  the
evaporation rate and worried over that, too.

Katy claimed all that was my doing, and maintained that Genie learned it from
me.  I insisted that wasn't possible, because She was too smart to learn anything
from me.  Admittedly, Genie did steal my favorite expression:

“Within every Silver Lining broods a Dark, Ominous Cloud.”

She worried a lot about the feelings and happiness of everyone whose life She
touched, whether it was Her human crew mates, immediate family or eventually
Her extended merclan.  I sincerely hoped She would have Her chance to mate
and make many sweet Merlings with a cheerful, optimistic and loving partner.

Genie's passion was composing, and She wrote the most haunting and beautiful
musical landscapes I ever heard.  She told me that most were inspired by whale
song, and She and Eva created many beautiful  water ballets together.  Genie
collaborated with all of Her sisters, and many of our human crew as well.  She
drew upon everyone's emotions and life experiences to color and shape Her art.

Eventually  Nerie  became Genie's  favorite  creative  partner,  and that  happened
only because Katy forced Nerie into it.  The two young Mermaids would share
minds in a deep trance for hours, and after that they would write out the most
haunting, ethereal and soul-wrenching arias for Nerie to sing.

Nerie taught herself to sing overtones and sub-tones all at the same time to add
dimension and intensity to Her voice.  When She sang in this way it was as if She
was transported to a different time and place, and with Her, the rest of us were as
well.  You could feel a change in the room when She sang one of their songs.

When I asked Genie about the beauty of their collaboration She told me it was
because Nerie was “The Mermaid of a Thousand Souls”, and that the two of them
found inspiration in that.  I asked Genie what She meant, and by way of a reply
She only smiled and hugged me.  Then She said simply, “Some day I hope your
Nerie will show you.”
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Nerie was a Water Spirit, a Water Sprite. There truly was an other-worldly magic

in Her soul.  She was always the first to try something new, and She brought the
dogged, persistent character to their We-Three triumvirate.  

She was the ring-leader of their little circus from the very beginning.  Her Born-
Togethers adored Her, and they would have willingly followed Nerie into Hell if
She had asked them to go there with Her.

While Eva and Genie always seemed most comfortable when they were We-Three,
it was not unusual for Nerie to separate Herself from them and go off on Her
own; especially as they got older.  Nerie often focused on her own special world,
leaving the rest of us behind and wondering what She was about.

All of Katy and Delphin's girls were super-smart, and Nerie was the smartest.
Eva and Genie were drawn to the fine arts, and that is where their genius lay.
They excelled in math and the sciences only because Katy required it of them.

Nerie, on the other hand, loved science and invention and just naturally became
the hard-headed technocrat.  For Nerie knowledge and education had value only
as tools, only as a means to an end, and achieving absolute mastery over Her
universe was that end.  She loved the process of discovery and of making things.

To Nerie's way of thinking anything was possible if you worked at it long enough
and hard enough, and She refused to give up or admit defeat on anything.  Her
dogged determination could be a double-edged sword, though, because some-
times She would obsess over a problem to the point of distraction.

The most extreme example of that sort of obsession occurred with one of the few
things in Her life over which Nerie could have no control: Her small size.  All
Nerie's Sisters were “tall” like their father, but not She.  Nerie was born tiny and
stayed that way; She was the smallest of all of Katy and Delphin's girls by a lot;
about the size of Her mother and human grandmother Eva.

Nerie was a really cute little imp, not so much a beauty as an enchantress, with
piercing blue eyes and beautiful jet-black hair like Katy.  With a single look Nerie
could  make  someone  Her  slave  forever  but,  fortunately,  She  never  really
understood that She had that effect on others.  She was an intense, smoky-eyed
naiad who refused to accept that she was pretty at all.   Instead, when Nerie
looked at Her image in a mirror, the only thing She saw was how small She was.

As She grew older, and Her younger sisters from Katy's second and then third
sets of Merlings were obviously growing faster and larger than She, Nerie became
more-and-more self-conscious about Her small build.  It was then She decided
that because of Her small size She was somehow less than them.
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No one could get through to Her in those days to point out that She was smart
and talented and accomplished at so many things.  The only thing that mattered
to Nerie was that She was the only tiny Merling.  This was Her “sad” period, and
She withdrew into Herself  over it;  as much as a Mermaid with two telepathic
Born-Togethers can, anyway.

Nerie was maybe eight years old when She found the expression “Runt of the
Litter”, with all its negative implications, somewhere on the internet.  She was
studying mammalian reproduction when she stumbled across the concept of the
inferior litter-mate that was often abandoned or rejected by its mother and left to
die.  In that moment Nerie concluded that She had found the unhappy proof that
showed for certain that Her sisters were all more and better than She.

I didn't understand how, but I could feel Her heart breaking from decks away.  It
felt like a stab wound in my own chest, and Her sadness and grief drew me to
their internet study-room that afternoon.  I found Nerie in the room alone, staring
at the computer screen, profoundly heart-broken and crying.

She tearfully reached out for me, and so I picked Her up.  I felt so bad for Her,
but I didn't know what to do to make it better, so I just held Her in my arms and
rocked back-and-forth with Her.  She kept sobbing and asking over and over why
She had to be “the runt” and why couldn't She “just be normal” like Her sisters?

We rocked and talked for a long time, as I tried to make Nerie understand that it
was what  was  in  Her  heart  that  mattered,  not  Her  size.   I  reminded Her  of
Grandmother Eva and Katy's childhoods to show how indomitable and spectacular
Her diminutive foremothers were, and how size didn't matter to them.  We talked
of how successful Her Mom was, and the great things that Katy had accomplished
because of the person She was inside.  

I could see that it mattered to Nerie that I cared She was hurting, but that She
still wasn't hearing me.  It wasn't until I lowered my privacy screens a bit, and
gave Nerie permission to look inside and see for Herself how much I admired and
respected Her, that it seemed like She began to listen to me.

It took a long time, and I only knew for sure that She was finally feeling a bit
better  when  She  brightened  a  little  and  wanted  to  argue  with  me  about  a
hypothesis I had proposed earlier in the day in a 'Philosophy of Logic' lecture.

The pleasure Nerie seemed to feel when we argued or debated something always
puzzled me.  She seemed to like nothing better than to have a long drawn out
argument with me, even if She lost;  especially if She lost.  I wondered if She
didn't  sometimes  fashion a  complicated but  subtly  flawed argument  that  She
knew She shouldn't win, just to see how I would react and how it would play out.
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It often seemed as if Nerie would go out of Her way to try to irritate me, and yet
at the same time She was the sweetest little contrarian you can imagine.  Nerie
was always testing me, and challenged me on most every thing we discussed or
did.  She refused to take anything I said or did at face value, and She certainly
kept me on my toes.  Life around Nerie was never boring.

I was really disappointed when I discovered that somehow She had engineered a
way around my carefully constructed privacy screens, and had learned how to
“sneak-up” on me from inside.  Nerie started doing it a couple of years after they
moved on board the Athena T, after I started spending a lot of time with them as
their teacher and mentor.

It was the telepathic equivalent of someone quietly walking up behind you and
tapping you on the right shoulder when they are actually standing a bit behind
you and to the left.  You first look the wrong way, only to realize that they are on
your other side and you've been had.  Nerie delighted in doing that to me.

The irony was that Nerie was the reason I put the walls up in the first place, back
when when she was just a tiny Merling, after She touched my mind and reacted
by peeing all over me the first time I held Her in my arms.  Since it seemed that
the  screens  were  still  effective  in  blocking  out  Eva  and  Genie,  and  were
apparently somewhat useful in helping me to maintain at least some sense of
privacy from Nerie, I left them up.

What puzzled me was that She never shared the mind-tapping trick with Her
Sisters, since they spent much of their time as We-three and seemed to share
everything.   Despite  that,  it  was something She reserved just  for  Herself.   I
wondered about how She had managed to hide it from the other two for all those
years.  It must have taken an incredible strength of will.

Nerie was very much like Katy, I thought, and I adored Her as much as I adored
Her mother.  I neglected to tell either of them that, I suppose.  That is: how much
I cared about them.  I never was very good at that sort of thing.  I never could
find a way to admit to those I loved the most how much they mattered to me.
That was probably one of the many reasons why I never found a wife and why I
never made any children.

It was after one of Nerie's playful “taps on the wrong shoulder”, and  the ensuing
chat that we always shared after She sneaked up on me, that it occurred to me
that Katy had won.  I was bound to all of Her girls as if they were truly my own
family.

Uncle Captain Billie was who I was now, and they seemed to think so, too.  Maybe
I had won, as well?
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Part 27 ~ Staffing Up

Katy and Captain Bill had planned from the outset that the Athena T would begin
to conduct scientific research as soon as she was deemed fit.  First along the west
coast of North America, the Caribbean and up the east coast of the U.S.;  then
along the west coast of Europe and the British Isles.  Friendlier hunting grounds,
nominally safe if there is such a thing, and gradually farther from home.

It would be the ultimate shake-down cruise, spanning years and requiring many
voyages.  We wanted to build a comprehensive years-long portfolio of marine
research  and  published  scientific  papers  with  many  ports-of-call  and  regions
studied  in  order  to  establish  ourselves as  bona  fide  players  in  research  and
scientific endeavor.

The idea was that having a portfolio to our credit would help to open doors to us
in  places  and  countries  that  might  not  otherwise  have  welcomed us  in  their
waters.  We needed to cement our reputation as scientists and oceanographers
before we undertook voyages to less lawful and far more dangerous waters, and
ultimately to our missions of discovery in search of Delphin's long-lost relatives.

We needed to build and test our ship's complement, the people we would need to
make  Katy's  dream possible.   And  people,  of  course,  were  going  to  be  the
problem.  I had long ago proven my friendship and loyalty to Katy and, after me,
Carlos was the last guaranteed safe hire we made for quite a while.  He was a
naturally close-mouthed person and Katy joked that Carlos would never divulge a
secret, even to himself.  That, and his undying love for and loyalty to Katy and
Pappoús were all the assurance we needed that Her secret was safe with him.

After that,  it got much more difficult.   I researched personnel interview tech-
niques  and motivational  this  and that  and how super-secret  government  and
business enterprises managed and maintained secrecy.  Then Katy and I created
a system of background checks and interview techniques and checklists that each
of our applicants would undergo for our preliminary internal screens.

We hired a private security firm that was operated by former FBI screeners and
profilers to investigate everyone that made it past my initial interview process.
The security screening Captain Bill got for the Top Secret Clearance he held when
he was in the Air Force was nothing compared to what these guys did.

After the candidate signed a series of long and detailed permission forms the
agents tracked down and spoke with everyone they could find in the applicant's
past who would talk to them.  It usually took several months before anyone got
to a final interview, and by then we had a printed dossier three to four inches
thick on each of them, many from the time they were in kindergarten.
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Beginning with the second research cruise we started working with a professional
staffing agency to take the hiring load off of me.  Hiring was a whole lot more
work and much more time-consuming than we had imagined.  After each trip I
sent them a new list of job descriptions and requirements for positions that we
wanted to fill, and they advertised and did the initial interviews and screens for
me.  Then we would select which of those candidates we would pass on to the
“Ultra Secret Screening Guys” to determine who would get a final interview.

There were always a ton of applicants for every position because we were offering
to pay top dollar.  In addition to personal integrity and professional excellence we
were looking for  mission-oriented people  who had done work that  required a
significant level of personal sacrifice.  Experience such as ex-military, sea-faring
professionals, even people who successfully completed tours with the peace-corps
or other similar socially-conscious endeavors; that sort of thing.

The final interviews were always conducted On board the  Athena T.  First they
talked to Captain Bill, who gave them an impressive but really cursory tour of the
ship.  Then they talked to me.  Only if they satisfied Captain Bill and me would
they get an interview with Katy and me together at the same time.

If  Katy  didn't  like  what  she  saw  when  she  touched  their  minds  they  only
remembered  Me  and  Captain  Bill.   “Thank  you  for  coming  in”,  “We  are  still
interviewing other candidates”, “We will be in touch with our decision”,  “Have a
great day”.

If Katy liked what she saw, but they did not have an immediate “Need to Know”,
then they still only remembered me and Captain Bill.  They got the job, and only
later would they learn about our Mermaid connection, after they were integrated
into the ship's company.  Most new-hires fell into this category.  Very few people
left the interview remembering that they would be working for a Mermaid.

We built the ship's complement slowly over the period of the shake-down cruises
and initial scientific voyages.  First we added ship's crew, the men and women
who kept the Athena T humming along as she was supposed to and got her safely
from Point A to Point B.

Then  we  added  the  systems  engineers  and  technicians  who  managed  and
maintained the infrastructure for the Science Labs, the Merfolk Habitat and the
“Research  Bio-Spheres” (informally referred to as  “Delphin's Grottoes”).

Security, Scientific and a minimal Medical Staff were built up slowly as time went
on so that we could get a good feel for what the actual requirements would be.
They  were  the  last  departments  to  be  fully  staffed,  after  the  last  scientific
research cruise and before we began Katy's Voyage of Discovery.
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Part 28 ~ the Scientific Voyages

The initial Scientific Research Voyages were short, a couple weeks to a month per
trip.  I probably missed about half of the trips because I stayed home each time I
gave birth to a new set of Merlings.  If the ship was away during the last couple
months of a pregnancy I stayed behind in the Grotto, and I stayed there for about
15 months each time I gave birth, while I was nursing each new set of triplets.

As the Athena T traveled farther from home, Captain Bill and I scheduled in more
and more studies to justify the expense of the longer travel times from our home
port to the research sites.  In general, for every week we spent at sea we spent
two weeks at home completing scientific papers and reports and getting ready for
the next voyage.

One hoped-for  benefit  to  the voyages was the new crew members who were
recruited during the trips.  Once were were on our survey sites we attracted a lot
of attention from the locals; not humans, as we sought out places as far from a
human presence  as  possible.   The  “locals”  we  attracted  were  of  the  aquatic
mammal types ~ dolphins and porpoises and sea otters.

Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia came to be our “Otter Girls”.  They discovered the Otters
in the bay and kelp forest off-shore at home at a very young age and immediately
fell in love with the creatures.  The otters were most like friendly, curious dogs,
and they liked to invent games to play with my girls.

Keep-away seemed to be the otters' favorite game, as was “What did you bring
me to eat?”.  The otters were smart and always hungry, and happy to take any
urchins or crabs or other shellfish the girls had on offer.  I let the girls bring a few
otters along while we stayed close to home, but once we were getting ready to
leave the Californias I made them put the otters off the ship, since we would be
heading outside their native range.

The dolphins and porpoises were a whole different story.  We intended from the
beginning to recruit at least a dozen dolphins to join our team, to act as sentries
and  search-team  members.   Although  the  Grampus  Dolphins  had  long  been
favorites of mine, we decided to enlist the Common Bottlenose Dolphin to our
cause.

While I was working on my PhD I really came to like the Bottlenose Dolphins I
worked with, and I found them to be a most interesting and generally friendly
species.  Now that I was a Mermaid I could better communicate with them at a
very simple level,  and they became even more interesting to  me.  While  the
dolphins had a different “world view” and frame of reference than we Merfolk,
they treated us well enough and seemed to feel we were cousins of a sort.
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But you had to watch your back where male dolphins in the wild were concerned.
My  worry  was  that  male/bull  dolphins  were  very  intelligent  and  extremely
transactional beings; the males' motto seemed to be:  “What have you done for
me lately and what can you do for me next?”

They were strong and fast and could be ruthless when it came to getting what
they wanted ~ which was usually power and sex. 
 
Young bulls formed life-long teams at an early age with one or two other young
bulls, as a way to gain and wield power and influence.  Throughout their lives
they traded favors  with  other  male  teams by  forming short-term alliances  to
inflict their will on others.  Basically: “You help me with this today and I will owe
you a favor in the future.”

Bull dolphin teams had no loyalty or obligation to anyone outside the limits of
their world of shifting power alliances.  The Kidnapping and brutalizing of fertile or
potentially fertile females for sex is common in dolphin society, and sex is the
primary reason that short-term and long-term male dolphin alliances are formed.
Sometimes gangs ally over territory or resources, but usually it is over sex.

As a result,  we recruited
only  female  dolphins,
“cows”, with young calves
to  join  our  crew.   The
reason for this was that a
female dolphin raises her
calf for four or five years,
and  cannot  get  pregnant
during that time.

As long as she is  raising
her  calf  she  is  of  no
interest to the “bull” dol-
phin gangs.  Our  dolphin
moms  protected  us  and
we protected them.  

They  were  the   greatest
of allies and a huge help
when  the  time  came  for
the Voyage of Discovery.

Of all my daughters, Electra spent the most time with our dolphins.  She adored
the little calves, and She spent a lot of time with their mothers.  When I asked
Her about the extra time She was spending with them She smiled happily at me.
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“Mom,  they're  teaching  me  to  talk.   They  say  that  I'm  the  smartest
Mermaid they know, and so it's worth taking the time to teach me how to
talk.”

“They're teaching you to talk?”

“And I'm the smartest Mermaid they know.”

“If you insist...  How are you learning to talk?”

“We'll, not talk, exactly ~ they don't make thoughts like Merfolk or humans.
They make ideas differently, so they're teaching me to sing water sounds
and make ideas like they do.

It's a little like the way I remember that Allie and Maia and I used to sing to
each other when you were our home before we were born.  Like that, a
little.”

“Interesting...  Will you teach me how to sing ideas, after you learn?”

“OK, Mom, if you're smart enough.”

“I'll try my very best.”  I promised the smartest little Mermaid in the world.

As if to prove her point, Electra came to me the next morning and said,

“Mom, the Dolphin moms and I want to show you something they told me
about.”

“Now?  I have a meeting I'm supposed to go to.”

“Yes, please?  They get impatient real easy, and I want them to like you.”

“OK.  Let me tell Captain Bill to postpone the meeting and I'll be right there.”

As Electra and I left the Athena T  a yearling bull calf approached me and nuzzled
my hand.

“That's Scoot;Phila'sson” Electra informed me.  “He likes to be scratched
around the base of his dorsal fin.  Do that and you'll have a friend for life.”

As I was scritching away at Scoot;Phila'sson's back a dolphin that was probably
his mother swam up to us with several  other cows and their  calves.  Electra
greeted her by touching the sides of the dolphin's head with her fingertips.

“She says that they have something Old to show us.”

“What is her name?”

“Phila;Scoot'smother”

“Excuse me?”
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“Phila;Scoot'smother; it's how they do it.”

“If you say so.”

Phila;Scoot'smother and the other Dolphins lead Electra and me about two miles
north  of  the  Athena  T to  a  small  coral  outcrop  in  the  middle  of  a  sandy
depression, about 150' below the surface.  Underneath we found the collapsed
remains of an old wooden shipwreck and mounds of encrusted masses.

Most of the things in the shipwreck were too heavy to lift. There were cannon and
other large objects, but we were hoping to find treasure!  Electra and I were able
to dig out a couple of promising masses that we could just barely carry, and
headed back to the Athena T.

“Phila;Scoot'smother says they know where another one of these is a short
distance away, if we want to see it,”  Electra informed me.

“Yes, I'm sure we do.  Tell her many thanks and that we would definitely like to
see it; maybe later today?”

“OK...”   Electra  whistled  something  to  Phila;Scoot'smother,  who  then
whistled and chirped back at Her.  

Electra got a pained expression on her face and sheepishly told me,

“Phila;Scoot'smother wants to know if they can have a reward.”

“What does she have in mind?”

“Maine Lobster...”

“How do they know about Maine Lobsters?”

“I wanted to make friends; I'm sorry...”

“Next time, you need to come up with a bribe that's easier to get.”

“They only want eight, one for each of them.”

“Only Eight?  Eight is a lot of lobsters, don't you think?  See if you can get them
to agree to four?  The moms can share with their calves, maybe?  Ask Chef what
he has; at least give the dolphins the least desirable ones, OK?”

“Thanks, Mom.”

“And you need to negotiate with them on a reward that's easier for us to get;
explain that to them, will you?  Or they can swim to Maine and get their own.”

“Sorry, Mom.”

“And you still have to teach me how to sing ideas to them.”

“Yes, Mom.”
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Electra really was a great kid, but I wasn't going to let Her off the hook too easily.
In the end, the dolphin moms held our for eight lobsters, but they took us to the
second shipwreck later that day without requesting an additional reward.

As it turned out it was a fantastic bargain.  Eight lobsters in exchange for millions
of dollars worth of treasure from two centuries-old Spanish shipwrecks.  Any time
the dolphins led us to any sort of salvage we had our lawyers draw up a contract,
and  then  pass  the  samples  we  retrieved  and  location  information  on  to  a
reputable  treasure-hunting  company;  in  exchange  for  50%  of  all  profits,  of
course.

Win-win-win!

We co-opted one of the Research Biospheres for use as a lobster habitat so that
we could raise or keep as many lobsters as possible, alive and healthy, as dolphin
bonuses.  The dolphins loved the things; they were fun to chase in open water
and tasty to eat.  And we kept the best ones for our dining room.

After the treasure-hunters sent us our first Salvor's Share Payment we held a big
dinner party for my family and the crew, with Electra as our Guest of Honor.  A
proper 5-course Lobster Dinner, of course.  It was my way of giving Her the public
“attagirl” and recognition that She genuinely deserved.
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Part 29 ~ the Mission Specialists

We were in port almost a full year between our last Scientific Voyage and the first
Voyage of Discovery, for repairs and refits to the ship, and to finish staffing up for
the next voyage.  We learned a lot about our ship's crew and science staff and
how to run the ship during the scientific voyages.

Captain  Bill  convinced  Katy  and  me  that  with  the  addition  of  about  a  dozen
“Hazardous Mission Specialists” that we should be ready for anything.  He wanted
people  with  special  forces  experience,  including  combat  medics,  and  an
emergency room medical staff specializing in trauma surgery.

In his years on the ocean he had seen many bad things, from corrupt government
officials  and  government-sanctioned  privateers,  to  small-time  pirates  and
criminals to drug runners.  He convinced us that once we left North America that
“we wouldn't be in Kansas anymore” and the rule of law could no longer be taken
for granted.

He  argued  that  in  the  today's  world  defending your  vessel  and  crew against
pirates or  terrorist  threats  was not  a use of  force against  the country whose
waters  you  are  in.   By  international  law  the  attackers  are  considered  to  be
“enemies of all mankind” and so self-defense against pirates and others should
not be a violation of the Right of Innocent Passage.  Or so went his reasoning.

Prior to the Voyage of Discovery, ship's security was handled by dockside rent-a-
cops and ship's-crew when we were were in port, and ship's-crew and underwater
Mermaid & dolphin teams when we were at sea.

We had relied on tele-medicine, with a Physician's Assistant, RN and LVN to care
for the Mermaids and crew and treat injuries and any acute illnesses that arose.
As we were lucky and mostly accident and illness-free, most of the time they
worked in the science departments helping with the research we were doing.  If a
real emergency had arisen there was always medevac from the helicopter deck.

When Katy and the Captain asked me to send out the job descriptions for the
“Hazardous Mission Specialist” positions the Staffing Agency promptly sent back a
short message that went something like “¡¡¡WTF???!!!”  I assured them that the
job descriptions were no joke, and asked them to please get busy.

We were able to sign contracts with ten former special forces veterans in only a
few months; enough for two fire teams.  Since they were all former military with
Honorable Discharges the background checks were pretty much already done.
Three of them were also combat medics and all had the experience we needed in
underwater technology, covert interdiction methods and defensive tactics.
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For  us,  discretion  would  be  the  better  part  of  valor,  and  we  would  use  our
Mermaid & dolphin teams most of the time.  But Captain Bill insisted we needed
underwater-trained  special  forces  personnel  to  keep  the  Athena  T safe  with
enough firepower and the people who could effectively use it to fight our way out
of anything.  In the end his arguments carried the day.

Like everyone on the ship our “mission specialists” would need to perform more
than one job, and so we hired those who also had educations and skills in other
disciplines more appropriate to the day-to-day operations or scientific work of the
Athena T, and we hoped that we would never need their combat expertise.

Unfortunately,  we  were  having  no  success  in  finding  a  trauma  surgeon  who
wanted to work on a ship, and so I asked our Staffing Agency to cast a wider net.
  

Katy was in the Mermaid internet-cafe, playing 3-D Chess with Aggie, Rosie and
Tháleia when I took the lift down from the upper decks with a new file just sent to
us by the Staffing Agency.
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I  was  really  surprised  by  the  candidate  information  they  had  sent  us  and,
considering Katy's reaction when She saw me, I must have had an interesting
expression on my face.

“Katy,” I offered, “I think we might have found your Chief Medical Officer
and Surgeon.  The only problem is that she hasn't applied for the job.”

“And we got her résumé how?”

“Well, you know how we told the Staffing Agency to cast a wider net?  After
awhile they had to open it up really wide, it seems.”

“OK; tell me about her.”

“She  interned  as  an  emergency  room physician,  and  then trained as  a
Trauma Surgeon, which is what she has been doing for around fifteen years.
She's  an  MD/PhD,  and  as  a  part  of  earning  her  advanced  degree  she
studied under a  Medical Science Training Program with a special focus on
Neurology.”

“Wow!  She sounds perfect.  How did they find her?”

“She has decided to use her specialized science training to make a career
change.  She wants to leave emergency medicine to go into research, so
she has been applying to research/teaching institutions.  That's how they
found out about her.

Her husband is on disability because he has been diagnosed with a chronic,
sports-related injury: repetitive brain trauma.   His injury is a permanent,
progressive disability, and he will eventually die from it.  She wants to try to
find a way to treat the brain damage he has suffered.”

“How can we get her to come to work with us?”  Katy asked.  “We certainly can't
ask her to leave him behind for a two-year trip around the world.  Who is she?”

“Well, that's the interesting part...”  I told Katy,  “We know them.”

“We know them??”

“We met her at Pappoús' all-night 'Going Away Party'.   Her name is Dr.
Isabella Arroyo-Portela Miller; she's Danny's wife.”

After a stunned moment Katy told me, “Melissa, please buy the Millers First Class
Tickets  on the  most  luxurious  airplane  that  flies  between  New York  and  San
Francisco.  Get them here as soon as you can?  And promise her the research
opportunity of a lifetime.”

A few days later we rented a 6-passenger Town Car to pick up Isabella and Danny
at SFO and to bring them home; Danny's childhood home, anyway.  Captain Bill
and I met them at SFO International and rode with them back to the ship.  
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We met them at baggage claim, and hugged and shook hands while our driver
was loading up their luggage.  Danny and I were old friends and had known each
other well; he and I attended elementary, middle, and high school together, and it
was great to see him again after so long.

After  the hugs and handshakes were done Isabella complimented me on how
good she thought I looked ( for my age? / after all these years...? ), and Danny
remarked that he thought I still looked the same as when we graduated college.

“It's all that clean salt air, fresh fish and healthy ocean living.”  I joked.

Once we were all seated comfortably in the car I re-introduced myself to Danny
and Isabella as “Chief Operating Officer Officer of the Oceanographic Research
Centers for the Americas”, and then I introduced the Captain as “Captain William
James, shipmaster of the Athena Transcendent and Chief Science Officer and Co-
Owner of ORCA”.

For the two hours of the
commute  south  Captain
Bill  and  I  gave  Isabella
and  Danny  Power  Point
and  Video  presentations
about  the  R/V  Athena
Transcendent,  her  labor-
atories  and  infrastruc-
ture,  and  the  ocean-
ographic  research  that
we had been conducting
for the last twelve years.

Danny was really pleased
to  see  his  childhood
home  again,  and  was
surprised  to  see  a  ship
the size of the  Athena T
using  it  as  her  home
base.   As they walked up
the gangway I could see
that Danny had to use a
cane,  and  that  he  was
very unsteady.  Isabella,
all 5' 2” of her, helped to
support him by steadying
the  arm  not  using  the
cane.  
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Once we were on board ship Captain Bill and I escorted Danny and Isabella to the
private  “Captain's  Dining  Room”.   The  kitchen  staff  had  a  sumptuous  dinner
waiting for us and, thanks to GPS tracking, it was ready to serve precisely when
as came on board.  

Through my Uncle Stavros we had been able to find and hire a gourmet chef as
Chief Steward to manage our galley and dining rooms.  When he retired from his
5-Star Restaurant we were thrilled to get him.  { Great Food = Happy Crew! }

During dinner Captain Bill  and I outlined the Voyage of Discovery around-the-
world mission, the potential hazards of traveling in some of the coastal waters of
the world we wanted to visit and conduct surveys, and hence the desire to have
someone  with  Isabella's  skills  as  a  member  of  the  crew.   Leaving  out  the
mermaidy details, as always.

We emphasized that with any luck her surgical and trauma skills would never be
needed, and if that were the case she would be spending 90% of her time as a
research scientist.  Then we offered Isabella the position of Chief Medical Officer.
Isabella and Danny looked at the Captain and me, and then at each other.

After a while Isabella spoke,

“I'm sorry Melissa, Captain, but I can't accept your generous offer.  For the
right person it would be a dream-come-true and the opportunity of a life-
time, but not now and not for me.

I'm leaving trauma care to try to find a treatment, hopefully a cure, for
Danny's neurological injures, and there isn't all that much time left to us.  I
don't see how the mission of your organization will help me in that goal.”

Then the Captain asked, “Dr. Miller, If we could help Danny with his injuries would
you be interested in the position?”

“Of course I would be interested, but this is beyond the current scope of
science and medicine.”

The Captain answered her by telling them: 

“Human  science,  true.   They can't  help  you.  But,  perhaps  We can.   As  an
introduction to what you are about to learn I would like you to consider a quote
from Hamlet ~ ”

“There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, 
than are dreamt of in your philosophy.”
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Danny and Isabella looked at the Captain as if he were a raving mad-man.

Then it was my turn.

“Danny, I know you remember when we lost Katy, when She was attacked
by sharks.  Well, what only a few people know is that Katy wasn't killed by
the sharks.  However, as a result  of  the shark attack She was changed
dramatically and was unable to return to Her life as Dr. Katy Leventis.

Katy chose to make a new life for Herself, and as a result of that new life we
are confident we can help you with your injuries.  Katy is on this ship, now.
If you agree, we will go to meet with Her to discuss how we might help you
both.  I really think you should speak with Her.  Would you please follow
me?”
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Part 30 ~ Introductions & Explanations

As the Mermaid lift was descending from the upper decks to the Mermaid Habitat
I  tried  to  shush my youngest  girls  and get  them to  settle  down.   They had
somehow found out that Danny was my High School sweetheart, and were all
dying to meet him.  Much as I hated to admit it, Captain Bill might have been
right:  Sometimes being around my girls Was like trying to herd cats.

My  whole  family  was  there,  all  17  of  us.   Delphin  and  me,  and  my  fifteen
daughters, ranging in age from two years old to almost sixteen years old, in five
sets of three.  Allie, Maia and Electra were in the Mermaid Pool, trying to baby-sit
my two youngest sets of triplets for me.  My six oldest daughters sat with me and
Delphin in the lounge part of the internet cafe.

It had been 19 years since Danny and Isabella and I had last seen each other,
and they were in for quite the shock.  I was 51 years old, now, but outwardly I
looked to be in my 20's; and then there was the Mermaid thing and the 15 kids.  

Danny could never have imagined his little high-school girl-friend was going to
prove to be nearly so fertile, especially since I was husband-less and childless last
time he saw me when I was in my early 30s.  I'm sure that  most everyone
figured that I would never have children.  To be honest, I thought I would never
have children.

Because of the meeting with Danny and Isabella I compelled all the girls to wear
bikini tops to cover their breasts for the first time in their lives.  They hated the
“human floppy skins” and didn't much like me for making them do it.  But, since I
wore one too, they grudgingly agreed to it on this one occasion.

When the doors to the Mermaid lift opened it was another “Carlos moment”.  This
time, at least, I wasn't one of the people in shock.  I don't know what Danny and
Isabella  were  expecting  to  find  after  Melissa  and  Captain  Bill's  enigmatic
introductions in the Captain's Dining Room but, whatever they were expecting, it
certainly wasn't what they saw when the lift doors opened.

Danny and Isabella looked at me and then at Delphin, then at my six oldest girls;
next  they  looked  around  the  Mermaid  Habitat  and  into  the  pool  at  my  nine
youngest daughters.  Then they looked back at me.  They still hadn't uttered a
word.

Melissa broke the ice for me “Danny, Isabella, I would like to introduce you to
Mermaid  Katy,  Chief  Executive  Officer  and  Co-Owner  of  the  'Oceanographic
Research Centers for the Americas'.  As 'First Mother' She is also the leader of the
East Pacific Leventis Clan of Merfolk.

They were dumbstruck.
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“Isabella, Danny,”  I opened, reaching out to them,  “Please, come; sit next
to me?”

Captain Bill took Isabella by the hand, and Melissa took Danny's arm, and they
led them to the empty lounge seats next to me.  I took their hands and bid them
welcome.

It was Isabella who found her voice first.  “Katy?  Is that really you?”

“Yes, really me,” I smiled ~ “Mermaid Katy. Granddaughter of Alexandros
'Pappoús'  Leventis, and daughter of Nick and Eva Leventis.  Formerly Dr.
Katy  Eva  Leventis,  formerly  Surfer  Girl  Katy,  formerly  Rocker  Girl  Katy,
straight-A  student  and  all-around  Nerd-Girl-Tomboy-Jock.   All  of  those
things.  They're still me, and I'm still me.”

Danny finally spoke,  “Katy, what happened?  What happened to you?”

“It's a very long story,” I told him, “and it begins with my Pappoús as a
young man before WWII.  What happened to my Pappoús led me here, and
I promise to tell both of you the whole story, later, if you wish.

But for now, I want to talk about you and your health problems, and then to
recruit you and Isabella to join our crew on the Athena T.”

“Recruit  me?”  he  laughed,  with  a  little  sadness,  “I  can  barely  walk,  and my
memory isn't what it used to be.”

“We believe that we can help you with that.” I suggested, “But, before we
talk more, I want to introduce you to my family.

This is my Mate and life-partner, Delphin.  I suppose in human terms you
would call him a micro-biologist, a neurologist/neuro-biologist, a molecular-
biologist, a zoologist and a botanist, and a few more things combined, but
that would still be selling him short.  Delphin is the one with the knowledge
and skills to heal you.”  

Delphin nodded to them and reached out and shook hands, first with Isabella and
then Danny.

“Katy?” Danny asked,  “is Delphin 'The Ghost' the surfers used to talk about?
Was He 'The Blue Dolphin'?” 

“Yes, one and the same.  Funny thing, the surfers all thought that 'The
Ghost' brought the great surf.  In reality, I was the one looking for the good
surf and He was there watching over me.  Cause and effect are often hard
to figure.  If the surf was up I was there to surf and He was usually there,
near me,  not  the other way around.   Delphin  Was the  reason that  the
sharks never came around where I was, though; at least, when he was
there to run interference.”
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“But now, please let me introduce our daughters: ~ Our almost-16-year-
olds Nerie, Eva and Genie; our 11-year-olds Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia; our
8-year-olds Allie, Maia and Electra; our 5-year-olds Tay, Aster and Cela and
our 2-year-olds Athena, Ione and Demi.”  

My girls all smiled and waved in turn as they were introduced.  They looked like
the pretty angels that they hardly ever were, and I was so proud of them.

“Five sets of triplets?” Isabella inquired.

“That's how Mermaids do it.”  I smiled.

“No boys?”

“No, we keep hoping...  We have no problem getting pregnant.  In fact, I
deliberately space them out.  But, making boys has eluded us so far.”

“You say that your husband can treat Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy?”

“We believe so.  As a part of completing Her coursework and writing Her
Dissertation Nerie did case studies of TBI and CTE in contact-sport athletes
as well  as U.S. Soldiers who were wounded, 'blown-up' by IED's, in the
Middle East.

And of course my PhD also involved the study of brain structures and so on.
Nerie and I have discussed our understanding of CTE with Delphin, and he
believes  that  he  can  synthesize  a  compound  and  develop  therapeutic
procedures to reverse the effects of traumatic brain injury.”

“This all too much to take in.”  Isabella objected.  “You say that one of your 15-
year-old daughters,  a Mermaid, has earned a PhD in Neurophysiology?  What
schools did she attend?”

“I know that you're going through sensory overload at the moment,”  I told
Isabella, “and that everything thing we say to you will inevitably lead you to
ask a million more questions. 

The problem is that if I answer them all we will get so far off-topic that we'll
never get back to where we need to be.  But let me try to briefly answer
your questions, at least as they relate to Danny and CTE?

All of my daughters are home-schooled, since obviously there is no place I
can send them for an education.  We have multi-portal high-speed satellite
internet on board ship, everywhere we go in the world; so, we educate
them here.

For the first few years of their lives they are educated by Delphin and me in
our underwater home.  At the age of three they move on board the R/V
Athena T permanently, and Melissa and Captain Bill take over most of the
day-to-day responsibilities pertaining to raising them and their educations.
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For all intents-and-purposes Melissa is my girls' shipboard 'Mom'.  Captain
Bill  is  their lead teacher and mentor in all  things relating to the human
world, and Delphin educates them in their Merfolk heritage and areas of his
scientific expertise.

All the crew members of the Athena T, from deck hands to PhDs, have been
drafted into teaching my daughters about their hobbies, their avocations,
their training and professional educations and what they know, and what
they believe and think, of the world.

When  my  daughters  first  move  on  board  the  Athena  T they  undergo
physical training to learn to live out of water, and they immediately begin to
learn  how  to  Air-Talk  so  that  they  can  understand  spoken  English  and
communicate verbally with our human crew.  By the time they have been
on  the  ship  a  year  they  can  speak,  read  and  write  at  what  would  be
considered to be a middle-school level.”

“Air-talk?” Isabella asked.

“See?  a  million  questions...   Merfolk  are  telepathic,  since  obviously  the
spoken word is of no use underwater.  Delphin is mostly mute, as are all
true Merfolk.  I believe that a mute young Merling might be taught to Air-
Talk if the training started at a young enough age, but as I haven't found
one yet I can't test that hypothesis.”

“There are no others in Delphin's family?”

“No, as far as we know, now, Delphin may be the last full-blooded Mer-
person on earth.  The merclans have been in decline for 12,000 years.

His last living relative, His mother, died of old age about the time I was
born.  That is the real purpose of the Athena T.  On our next mission we're
going to start looking for Delphin's relatives, to see if any still exist.

You asked about my daughters'  educations?  Nerie, Eva and Genie have
done  the  work,  written  their  Dissertations,  and  defended  them  before
panels  made  up  of  scientific,  engineering  and  liberal  arts  professionals
drawn from the crew of the Athena T.  If they were young human women
they would all have been awarded PhDs.

At 11, Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia have completed bachelors of science course
requirements, and  Allie, Maia and Electra, at the age of 8, are completing
their senior year of high school.   Tay, Aster and Cela are working at the
equivalent of middle-school studies.

Only my 2-year-old little ones, Athena, Ione and Demi, are still 'little girls'
by your reckoning, since they have not yet moved on board the Athena T to
begin their human educations.”
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“That said, I would be willing to bet you that thanks to Delphin they know
more about general chemistry, organic chemistry, and marine botany and
zoology than do most advance-placement high-school age humans.

But, let's try to steer the conversation back to traumatic brain injury?  If
Delphin believes that he can treat TBI/CTE I think you might want to let him
give it a try, and I offer myself and Captain Bill as exemplars of his abilities.

When I was attacked by the Tiger Sharks I was a genetically human female,
with, perhaps, some rather odd brain wiring I inherited from my Pappoús.  

During the shark attack I was pulled deep under water, for much too long a
time to hold my breath; I drowned and my lungs were full of salt water.
When  Delphin  rescued  me  from  the  sharks  I  was  semi-conscious  and
moments away from cardiac arrest.  I was very fortunate that He got to me
in time, and was able to resuscitate me with Mer breathing techniques.

After  getting to  know Him, I  consented to become his  mate and I was
changed into what you see before you now.  With his wisdom and expertise
he was able to re-engineer my body, my genome, at the molecular level.

I am now a fully functional, well-adapted and fertile Mermaid.  The nucleus
of every cell in my body, including my ovaries, now contains 25 pairs of
chromosomes, not the 23 pairs I had when I was a human.  When I ovulate
(and I control when that will happen) my ovum contain 25 chromosomes,
not 23.

My offspring gestate for 330 days, not 280 days like in humans, and mine
are  born  with  a  complex  neural  network  that  becomes  capable  of
rudimentary mind-to-mind contact 3 to 4 weeks after conception.”

I looked at Danny and Isabella and said to them, “You know the inevitable
progression of Traumatic Brain Injury, what do you have to lose?”

“What about the Captain?”  Danny asked  “He looks pretty much like any other
old guy to me.  No offense meant.”

Captain Bill grinned and said,

“None, taken.  I was in many ways more of a challenge than was Katy.
Their  goal  in  Her  transmutation  was  to  create  a  complete  and  intact,
healthy and viable Mermaid, and they could “throw away” any of the human
bits that got in the way.  Very dangerous and potentially lethal to Katy, but
a comparatively straight-forward thing for Delphin attempt.

The goal,  in  my case,  was for  them to  modify  a  human body to make
something that would be fully Mer-capable but still pass for human, so that
I could perform my duties as shipmaster and represent Katy and Delphin to
the human world.”
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“Inside I am a fully functional Merman, 50 chromosomes and all, but they
left me with human legs and crammed it all inside my old human body.  You
might say that I am now a sort of genetic Chimera.  Some bits appear fully
human, some are fully Mer and most are somewhere in between.

I can breathe water, have Mer telepathic abilities,  and can do a host of
other things you don't even know about, yet.  Before my transmutation, 16
years ago, my doctors told me I had maybe two years to live.

According to my birth certificate I am now 83 years old.  But, if you were to
check my telomeres and any other of the nominal age-markers you want,
your  report  would  come back  that  I  am in  perfect  health  and that  my
physiological age is around 30 years old.

Check Katy and I bet you find out that she is 18, again.

And there is one more thing you might find interesting: When we first met
you at the airport you both commented on how 'good' Melissa looks.  Well, I
agree with you completely.  Melissa is a beautiful lady who doesn't look a
day over 30, much less the 50-or-so years old that she really is.

But that's not due to the 'fresh salt air, fish dinners and ocean living' that
she joked about.  Melissa's excellent health and youthful appearance have a
lot more to do with the treatments she has been receiving annually for the
last 16 years from Delphin, than with ocean living.”

Then he added  “Like Katy said, what do you have to lose?”

Isabella and Danny looked like a couple who had fallen down the rabbit hole and
who were staring at cakes sporting labels that demanded  “Eat Me!”

“We don't know what to say.” Isabella said “This is all so sudden, so impossible.
So too good to be true.”

It was obvious that Isabella and Danny were on information overload and needed
more time to digest the events of the day, so I offered:

“Would you be our guests tonight?  Or even for a few days, if you wish?
Please, please, take whatever time you need to talk and think, and to ask
questions.

Delphin  and  my  three  youngest  are  returning  to  our  underwater  home
tonight, but you are welcome to speak with any of the rest of us, in groups
or privately, and ask anything of us you wish.

The only thing I ask is that you not discuss anything you have heard here
today with the rest of my crew.  They know that they are working for a
Mermaid, and they know my family.  In many ways, my crew is family.”
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“But the crew does not know of Captain Bill's transmutation, nor do they
know that I was once a human-girl, myself.  It is of critical importance that
those bits of information be kept in strict confidence.”

“No worries, Katy,” Danny promised. “I know you always had my back, just as
I've always had yours.  Your secrets are safe with us.  Where do we sleep?”

We all  shook hands and said goodnight,  and Melissa and Captain Bill  showed
Isabella and Danny to their stateroom.  

As soon as the lift doors closed my girls immediately began stripping off their
bikini tops and swore to me they would never put them on again.  I could only
imagine how traumatized my poor Pappoús would have been at the sight of all
the boobies that were everywhere to be seen.

“We'll  talk  later.”  I  promised them all,  as  I  collected the bikini  tops for  safe-
keeping.
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Part 31 ~ a Concert Seals the Deal

Danny and Isabella slept late, and when they appeared Melissa, the Captain and I
shared brunch with them.  Melissa asked Chef to make up Greek and Portuguese
finger foods in addition to the usual Quiche, Crepes and so on, because she knew
that Danny had learned to love our ethnic foods.

As the meal was winding down Isabella said to us,

“I must say that you certainly live well, here, on your beautiful ship.  May I
ask how you fund your organization?  I haven't found any evidence of ORCA
doing the usual benefits or fund raisers that most all non-profits have to do.

Thanks  to  the  internet  connection  and  PC  you  provided  for  us  in  our
stateroom  I  was  able  to  search  for  published  papers  by  your  ORCA
Scientists in the peer-reviewed literature last night.  Impressive work; but I
don't see credit for the NIH, NASA, NOAA, military funding, or any of the
other usual research sponsors.

If you aren't getting your funds from the typical outside resources, how do
you manage all of this?”

Melissa and Captain Bill and I looked at each other for a moment, and I could see
that we were all in accord, so I asked Isabella  “Have you ever heard of the drug
'Tumoralayxe'?”

“Omega-II Emtansine?” Isabella suggested, using the scientific name, “The
hugely successful and ridiculously expensive anti-tumor wonder drug?”

“That's  the one.   Delphin created that,  and Captain  Bill  and some colleagues
conducted a quick series of trials to demonstrate its safety and efficacy.  After
that we put it out for bid and you are eating brunch on the result.

We  will  be  receiving  substantial  annual  royalties  from  'Tumoralayxe'  and  its
derivatives for at least another 23 years, and we recently licensed another of
Delphin's compounds to a different pharmaceutical company.  For that one we got
a nice lump sum in the mid 8-figures, up front, and we will begin receiving semi-
annual royalty payments for it beginning next year."

“I think that I really need to see the Curricula Vitae on all of your staff.”
Isabella stated flatly.

“After  you  sign  the  usual  privacy  and  secrecy  agreements  I  can  make  that
happen.”  Melissa promised.

“But right now,” I told them, “my girls have arranged for some entertainment for
you.  Can we get you to join us in the music conservatory for a concert?  I hope
you won't mind if they're topless?  Yesterday was the first time in their lives that
they ever wore bikini tops, special to meet the two of you, and now they refuse to
wear them again.”
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“I'm sure Danny won't mind.”  Isabella smirked.

We all took the lift from the dining room to the conservatory deck, where my girls
were tuned-up and waiting for us.  They started with a New Orleans-style Jazz
theme.   Their  front  line  was  Genie,  Tháleia, Allie  and  Aggie  on  the  Cornet,
Clarinet, Trumpet and Trombone.  The rhythm section was Eva, Rosie and Electra
on piano, electric guitar, and bass.  Nerie backed them on  drums.

Of course the girls were brilliant ~ they take after their mother after all ~ and
Danny  And  Isabella  were  visibly  impressed.   Then  they  changed  it  up  to
instruments more appropriate to a Blues ensemble, and finally switched again so
that they could play the '60s and '70s music I had played when I was Rocker Girl
Katy with White Rabbit and Nerie sang lead vocals.

The girls let me and Tomasina join in for two songs to close out the set.  First we
performed Jefferson Airplane's “White Rabbit” with me singing the vocals, and
then we ended with a variation on my old arrangement of “Embryonic Journey”.

My daughters joined us for snacks and drinks at intermission, and after the break
Maia led them in a long set of polyphonic madrigals as a Choral Ensemble.

The girls switched it up one last time and Eva, Nerie, Genie and Rosie performed
a selection of Johann Sebastian Bach's works as a string quartet.  For the last
piece in the Bach session they chose his composition “Bourree in e-minor”.
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They  played  it  straight  for  the  first  couple  of  minutes,  just  as  traditionally
beautiful as Bach intended.  Then Tháleia joined in on the flute, and they ended
the  performance  with  an  inspired  and  unexpected  segue  into  Jethro  Tull's
jazzy/rock version of “Bourree”, arranged for strings by Genie, flute by Anderson.

They Rocked it Hard!  And with acoustic orchestral instruments, no less.  We all
applauded enthusiastically.  My girls were proud and I was prouder.  I thought it
had been a great morning.  The girls placed the instruments in their cases and
then joined us again after the concert.

As we snacked Danny asked, “Nerie, how do you manage to play a kick-drum and
high-hat at the same time with your Mermaid tail?”

Nerie removed what looked like a pretty decorative band or choker from her tail
and tossed it over to him.

“Captain Bill made that for me,” Nerie explained.  “Among other things he
was a bio-medical  engineer.  He used to design a lot of radio-telemetry
stuff.

My tail band has sensors inside that pick up the EMG signals from muscles
in my tail.  Then it transmits the muscle signals to a radio-receiver/signal
processor which controls Waldoes on my drum kit.”

As Danny fiddled with Nerie's tail band with his fingers the kick drum thumped
erratically back at him.
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“By controlling which tail muscles I flex and when, and how long and how
hard I flex them, I can do anything a human drummer can do with their
feet and legs; and many things they can't.

That is a four-channel sensor-band” Nerie told him.  “I can use it to play
two kick drums and two high-hats at the same time, if I want.   And Captain
Bill made one up for Eva, too, so that She can use the the three foot-pedals
on the piano.”

Eva smiled and waved the end of Her tail at Danny, showing him Her tail band.

“I  have another telemetry band the Captain made for  me that  I'm just
learning to use.”  Nerie added.

“It  sends signals  in  both  directions;  bio-feedback.   It  tingles  my tail  in
numerous places so I can feel how hard I am 'kicking' the drums, and it
tells me my 'foot position' and the angle of my 'ankles' on the high-hats.  I
hope to gain more finesse as a drummer after I learn to use it better.”

“You and Captain Bill sound like quite a team.”  Danny told Her.

“Oh, we are!” Nerie beamed.  “My Captain can make for me anything that I
can dream, and he's a wonderful teacher!  I think it up and he teaches me
how to make it.  He makes all my dreams come true!  All of them!  He's
great!”

Isabella and Danny looked at each other; you could almost see the gears turning
in their heads.  Then Isabella asked us  “Can we all go down to your Mermaid
internet-cafe and relax for the rest of the day?  I would like to chat with your girls
and give them an opportunity to tell me more about themselves.”

So  we all  went  down to  the  Mermaid  Habitat  and spent  the  day  as  Isabella
requested.  She and Danny were able to talk to all of us; Me, the Captain, Melissa
and my girls.  In groups and individually.  The girls were all charming and most
gracious.

We all shared a late lunch in the Mermaid internet cafe and talked all afternoon.
Around 7:00 pm the “locket” I was wearing around my neck beeped and a voice
came out; Chef was calling down to say that he had made a special meal for us.

He asked that we go up to the private Captain's Dining Room to eat dinner in
about 15 minutes.  I tapped the locket with my finger and told Chef that we
would be right up.

Danny asked  “What is that?”  pointing at my locket.
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“Com Badge” I told him.  “Captain Bill designed them.  He says he stole the idea
from Star Trek.  They work anywhere on the ship and within about a half-mile
radius outside the ship; we have our own encrypted cell network.  My family and I
can wear them as lockets, chokers or bracelets, and our human crew usually wear
them as badges they stick to their clothing with magnets.”

Captain Bill elaborated,

“They're  really  like  half-duplex  pagers  with  voice  channels,  but  they've
proven to be just as useful to us as they are to 'The Federation'.  I told Katy
that if that guy Shatner can have one, there's no reason we shouldn't have
them, too.

You tap the badge and say the person's name you want to reach and the
Com-Badge Router looks up their badge code and connects you to them.
Just like on Star Trek, we can ask the Router where someone is; or at least
where their Badge is.  I only wish I could have given them a longer range,
and that radio waves worked under water.

We also have portable encrypted routers/relay stations we can take with us
on away-missions.  The portable stations free us from radios and will link up
with the system back on the Athena T.

I made a version that will also transmit basic bio-signs like heart-rate and
activity and so on, but we haven't really had a need for that, so we never
deployed them.”

“¡¡WoW!!”  Danny exclaimed.

“We still need to work on your vocabulary!”  I laughed.

“No, Katy, really! I mean it!” Danny insisted.  “This is a great thing!  You could
market these, I'm sure!”

“We'll leave that to you and Melissa and Captain Bill to work out?”  I suggested.

Danny and Isabella thanked my girls for spending the day with them, and then
the five of us we went up for supper.  After sitting down we toasted to each
others' futures, and dinner was served.  It was as special as Chef had promised.

As we chatted over dinner Isabella admitted,

“Katy, I couldn't believe you yesterday when you first started to tell me of
your ship and your girls and their supposed talents and home schooling and
so on.  What you were saying seemed so far fetched that I just wanted to
laugh out loud.  Now I find that I owe you all my deepest apologies.”
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“This morning when I woke up I was fully expecting to prove to myself that
you were all pathological or a pack of liars or worse, despite your obvious
mermaidiness.  I believed that Danny and I would be leaving your ship-of-
fools before noon.

Instead every one of your children dazzled us at every turn, and by the end
of  the day your oldest  girls  had wrung me dry of  knowledge and were
posing  complex  questions  about  science  and  medicine  I  couldn't  find
answers to.  They truly are a remarkable group of young women.  You have
every right to be proud of them!”

“Mermaids,” I smiled,  “young  Mermaids ~ it's a little inside joke, here on the
Athena T.   Since all  of  our  friends  are human we have to  remind them and
ourselves from time to time that we are not.”

“So?” I inquired, “if Delphin can devise a treatment to reverse Danny's CTE will
you join our crew?”

“We've already decided to join-up, even if you can't help me.”  Danny promised. 

“If I'm going to lose it there is no place I'd rather be, and joining your team is
truly the promised opportunity of a life-time for Isabella.  Where do we sign?”

Delphin  and I  met  with  Danny  and Isabella  the next  morning to  discuss  the
therapeutic protocols He was proposing for Danny.  During the treatments we
wanted Isabella to attempt to monitor and record the effects of the inter-mind
techniques that Delphin would be using to direct the therapies.

We hoped that, with Captain Bill's help, hardware might be designed that would
someday  permit  human  medical  personnel  to  replace  the  Merman  in  the
procedure.  If only Isabella and Nerie could somehow define and quantify the
neuro-mechanics of what it was that Delphin was doing.

It  was  a long  five  months  of  injections  of  compounds from Delphin's  Grotto,
neural stimulation, brain retraining, and physical therapy.

Isabella, Captain Bill  and Nerie used a super-sensitive 8,192 channel EEG Cap
that  the  Captain  had  designed,  in  concert  with  Nuclear  Magnetic  Resonance
Scans, to try to map and quantify what Delphin was doing inside Danny's skull.
Isabella, Nerie and Delphin worked closely together to try to define and document
what it was that Delphin was doing at an intuitive, almost unconscious level.

I was gratified to see that Isabella and Nerie were forming a really close personal
and professional relationship.  I thought it would be great for Nerie to get to know
someone  new,  and  especially  someone  of  Isabella's  caliber  as  a  person,
professional woman and scientist.
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After the last of the treatments were done Danny declared that he felt so good
that he was ready to go back to his professional football career.  Then he swore to
us that he was only joking.  We weren't too sure we could believe him, so Isabella
and I let him know in no uncertain terms that we had other plans for him, and
Delphin told him that the repairs were a one-time deal.

After  returning from six-months of  intensive  training at  a  private paramilitary
security company Danny accepted the position of Master-at-Arms on the Athena
T.   He assumed responsibility  for  ship's  safety and leadership of  our  mission
specialist security complement.

Isabella, Nerie and Captain Bill have begun working on prototype hardware for a
neural therapy system that might one day be able to bring Delphin's medicines
and CTE techniques to the human world.  Isabella is even theorizing that His
compounds and techniques might be useful in treating other degenerative brain
diseases.

They  are  still  working  on  it,  and  seem  to  be  making  slow  but  measurable
progress.  “One step forward and three steps back” as my pessimistic Captain
likes to say it.  If they succeed we will have yet another product that ORCA can
license to the world.
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Part 32 ~ the Voyage of Discovery

In the months before we left on the Voyage of Discovery, Delphin held a series of
classes in proper Mer-etiquette on the off-chance that we might actually find one
or more of the clans.  Katy and all of Her girls were schooled, as was I, on how to
make first contact with Merfolk who are unknown to you, and on the do's and
don'ts of polite Mer society.  As with any culture it was an incredibly long and
complicated list and took some practice.  Here are some of the highlights:

• The head is a special part of the body, and is believed to be sacred by many
merclans.  Do not touch the top of anyone's head or their crest (except
your mate or offspring).

• Greet strangers, those unfamiliar to you, at a distance of about four body
lengths with your body extended parallel to theirs, tail flukes curled forward
in front of you.  Both forearms and palms should be held in front of you
with your fingers spread and pointing in the same direction as your head.

• After greeting someone “shaking hands” is done by touching the pads of the
fingers and thumbs of both hands to theirs.

• Try  not  to  swim  between  two  Merfolk  who  are  facing  each  other  and
communicating or are otherwise engaged; it  is  considered rude.  If  you
must swim between them, swim “below” the level of their chest.

• If you want to hold hands with family or your mate cup hands together, do
not intertwine fingers.   Intertwining fingers is considered to be erotic and
not done in public.

• Between the onset of puberty and first mating individuals may not touch
individuals  of  the  opposite  sex  outside  their  immediate  family,  with  the
exception of the universal finger-tip-touch greeting.

• Courting, the selection of a mate, is done by the Mermaid not the Merman.
It can be years between the time She first becomes interested in Him and
when She asks Him to mate.  If He is also interested in Her all He can hope
to  do  is  react  to  Her  attentions  in  a  way  that  impresses  Her  with  His
suitability as Her life-partner.

• Courting is non-sexual ~ the first time the couple is permitted to touch
more than fingertips is after She proposes to Him and He accepts.

• Elders who are beyond breeding age should be respectfully addressed as
“Grandmother” or “Grandfather” even if they are not related to you.
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Fifteen months after the ship's first Quinceañera celebration we left California for
Sapporo, Japan and then onward to the rest of Asia and the South Pacific.  We
were coming into Spring in the Northern Hemisphere, and the plan was to follow
the seasons around the world for the next two years.  Wherever we went, we
wanted to be in the half the world that was experiencing summer ~ not winter; or
in the tropics avoiding the issue altogether.

As a part of our planning Delphin told us of the history and legends His Mother
had taught  to  Him about  other  clans,  their  traditions,  and where  they  lived.
Using the first global maps He had ever seen we were able to tie many of Her
stories to places we hoped clans might still be found.

In  addition,  Melissa  had  been  researching  aboriginal  human  myths  about
Mermaids, sirens, selkies and any other aquatic humanoid creatures.  It seemed
like  a  good idea,  on  the off-chance that  one or  more  of  those stories  might
contain some element of truth that would prove useful in our search.

Katy  and  Delphin  and  I  had  agreed  that  we  should  bring  their  nine  oldest
daughters on the first Voyage of Discovery.  Nerie, Eva and Genie celebrated their
sixteenth birthday while we were still  in port.   Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia were
twelve by this time, and were well on the way to becoming sweet and lovely
young adults.  Allie, Maia and Electra were nine years old.

You  might  think  that  nine-year-olds  would  be  too  young  to  contribute  to  a
challenging and potentially hazardous mission, this was not the case.  The three
of them were more responsible and emotionally mature than many of the college
college freshmen I had known.

Mermaids grow up fast, as Delphin said, and Allie, Maia and Electra were all damn
smart girls.  They looked like nine or ten year-old Mermaids on the outside, but
on the inside they were the most remarkable young women.  We all thought that
this trip would be the experience of a lifetime for them, and too good for them to
miss.

I suggested we might also bring Tay, Aster and Cela (the six-year-olds) as well,
but  Katy  worried they were a bit  too young and decided to leave them with
Delphin. They would help at the Grotto and teach Athena, Ione and Demi to Air-
Talk and begin to educate them in human ways so they didn't fall behind their
older sisters.

(No) thanks to Carlos, Katy's First-Borns had for  months been proclaiming to
anyone who would listen that they were now adults and kept insisting on full
adult rights-and-privileges; whatever they thought that was.
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Once we departed on the voyage I proposed to Katy that we welcome Genie, Eva
and Nerie to adulthood by assigning each of them official jobs as apprentices in
different departments, and that we make them earn a salary instead of giving
them everything they asked for as we had in the past.  We also assigned them
every Mermaid-appropriate “shit-detail” we could find on board ship.

Once we did that Eva and Genie quickly sent Nerie to ask Katy to forget the whole
rights-and-privileges thing and to go back to the status-quo-ante, as proclaiming
their adulthood had been Nerie's idea in the first place.

Katy had a nice long mother-daughter heart-to-heart with Nerie and told Her that
maybe next time they should be more careful about what they asked for.  Then
Katy gave Her the list of the duties that She and Her two other Born-Togethers
were to accomplish in the next week.

First-Born-Land was not a harmonious place for awhile, but by the time the ship
arrived in Japan they had gotten used to the idea that with privilege comes duty
and responsibility, and they started acting like real members of the team.  Once
that happened the rest of us genuinely welcomed them in and stopped assigning
them all the dirty-work; just enough of the dirty-work to keep them humble ~

Sapporo, Japan, was our first real stop in the search for the lost merclans.  We
paused in Hawaii, and made a cursory survey, but Delphin was sure that there
was no history of merclans in that island chain, so we quickly moved on.

The initial Japan surveys reminded me of the story that Katy's Pappoús had told
Her  about  his  little  Mermaid  Neráida.   We  found  bomb-blasted  evidence  of
merclan occupation in a number of places, even the remains of a Grotto like the
one back home, but with the roof blown in.  

Everywhere we looked everything was in shattered bits and pieces.  The only
thing that made these finds bearable was that it appeared that the sites had been
abandoned long before WWII.  These were ancient sites, and unlike Pappoús' little
Neráida, the war was not the cause of their loss.

When we got to the more isolated islands and warmer waters in southern Japan
the search became more promising.  In the ocean around Kume, Tanegashima,
and Minamidaitō Islands there was more recent evidence of merclan occupation.

We found a Grotto near Minamidaitō Island that was long abandoned but still
viable; you could say that it was “weedy” and “overgrown”, but there was still a
healthy population of bio-luminescent animals and symbiotic  plants thriving in
there.  Katy's guess was that it had been abandoned in the late 1800's when
humans first colonized the island and established a permanent presence there.
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Genie was our designated Grotto Botanist and Marine Biologist, and She identified
a large number of genetically bred plants and animals that were not found in
Delphin's Grotto Back home.  Genie and Katy, with the help of Her other girls,
spent two weeks making an intensive survey of the Minamidaitō Grotto.  

After Genie's survey was complete nearly a hundred types of “new” plant and
animal  species  were collected and moved to  the Research Biosphere Labs  on
board  the  Athena  T.   In  addition  to  the  previously  unknown  species  many
creatures already found in Delphin's Grotto were harvested because they were
needed to maintain a healthy balance in the aquatic environment, so we collected
quite a few of them as well.
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Part 33 ~ First Contact

Due to the Grotto Harvest we spent a lot more time investigating the tropical
Japanese islands than we had planned.  We found more evidence of historically
recent merclan occupation, but nothing that would be considered contemporary to
modern times or really promising.  The pattern that was emerging was that as a
coastal  region  or  island was  developed by  humans  it  was  abandoned  by  the
Merfolk living in that area.

We had a scheduled port call at Vũng Tàu, Việt Nam that we needed to make to
take on fuel and supplies that were already purchased and paid for.  As a result,
we bypassed our scheduled surveys in the Philippine Islands, at least temporarily.

I had visited Vũng Tàu a number of times before; once while on R&R during my
Air Force tour, and several times when I was working on a research ship doing
seismic surveys for an oil company in the East Việt Nam Sea.

As we entered Việt Namese waters we picked up an official escort, a Turya class
Patrol Boat from the Việt Nam Peoples' Navy.  I hoped that our representatives at
the Ship's Chandler's Office had “compensated” all the right people to make our
port call a quick and easy one.

The Captain of the Việt Namese Patrol Boat hailed us and requested permission to
come aboard.  We throttled back to dead slow, and Danny escorted him to the
bridge.  The Captain and I shook hands, made small talk, and I told him of my
time on the seismic ship and how wonderful I thought his country and people
were.  He reviewed our papers, and welcomed us to  Việt Nam.  He shook my
hand again and then left our bridge and returned to his ship.  So far, so good.

We anchored in the open harbor at Vũng Tàu, and Danny and I took a bumboat
(water taxi) to shore to check in with our Ship's Chandler and arrange for a dock
time to get the fuel and water and fresh provisions on board.  While we were at
the  Ship's Chandler's office we started making small talk and I asked him about
the  Côn  Sơn  Islands.   I  had  sheltered  there  on  several  occasions  when  we
couldn't work due to bad weather over our survey sites, and remembered how
unspoiled and beautiful the islands were.

The  Ship's Chandler confirmed what I remembered, and told us that the islands
were now even nicer.  He said that in 1984 the  Việt Namese Government had
declared much of the area a Protected Marine Preserve and created the Côn Đảo
National Park.  He said that more islands and ocean expanses were added to the
Preserve in the years after 1984.  What really caught my interest was when he
told  us  that  marine  life  was  thriving  there,  including  a  large  population  of
Dugongs.  That got my attention immediately.
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Delphin had told us that after the rise of  humans Merfolk often chose to live
around large populations of Dugong, Manatee or Dolphins, using the animals as
cover for their own movements and day-to-day existence.  This seemed like too
good an opportunity to miss.

I asked our Ship's Chandler if he could help us to arrange for a license or permit
that would allow the Athena Transcendent to perform a preliminary marine survey
of  the  area,  and  offered  to  make  a  sizable  contribution  to  the  Preserves'
Charitable Fund as well.  He said he could arrange for our survey, as his brother-
in-law was the Administrator of the Park, and between the two of them they knew
all the right people to expedite the permit.

It took a little more than a week to get the paperwork approved, and more than a
little money.  During that week our crew took shore leave during the day in the
local area and did a bit of sight-seeing and shopping around Ho Chi Minh City.

Carlos, of course, made it his mission to purchase every musical instrument he
could find that was indigenous to any and all of the various Asian cultures living in
Ho Chi Minh City.  He also purchased sheet music where available and any music
CD's and Videos he could find, so that Katy's girls so they could hear and see how
the instruments were played.  They would have to teach themselves, by ear, but I
had no doubt that their repertoire was about to expand considerably.

After  that,  we  were  off  to  the  Côn  Sơn  Islands  and  up  to  three  weeks  of
sanctioned, on-site survey time.  We began the usual scientific surveys, taking
note of water quality, salinity, pH and temperatures at various depths, that sort of
thing; and then documented the health and diversity of marine species in each
area we were permitted to visit.

During the surveys we found evidence of recent Mer activity, and the presence of
an ancient Grotto.  We collected a few more unique grotto animals and plants, but
we found no Merfolk.  The waters around the islands were crystal clear, and you
could easily see the bottom down to more than 100 feet.  This meant that we had
to be very careful when we deployed our Mermaid teams, and they had to make a
lot of night excursions for cover as a result.

We were nearing the end of our survey permit and had not been able to find
anything when we had an unexpected breakthrough.  Electra asked a Dugong
where to find Mermaids.  All She did was touch his mind and think about a lonely
Mermaid, and damned if he didn't lead Her to one.  

That morning Electra came rushing back to the  Athena T, all  kinds of excited.
She told us She had found “a Grandmother”, and that “Grandmother” wanted to
meet with Katy, alone.  Leave it to one of our youngest to find the solution. 
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Part 34 ~ Grandmother

I stopped about 20 feet from the Old Mermaid, curled my tail flukes up in front of
me and held my forearms and palms out with my fingers spread, as Delphin had
taught us.  The Grandmother assumed the same body position and waited.

I could see that she looked as Delphin's Mother must have looked.  Her teeth
were piranha-like,  similar  to  His,  and while  She had hair  on Her head it  was
somehow different from me and my girls, owing to our human genes, I supposed.

I  formed  the  thought,
“Greetings,  Grandmother,
from me and my Clan.  We
wish  for  you  health  and
happiness.”

“Greetings,  Young  Mother.”
She  responded.   “I  wish
health  and  happiness  for
you and your Clan.”

After  a moment She swam
over to me and touched Her
fingertips  to mine.

“You  have  a  very  lovely
Daughter.”  She  told  me.
“And She is very polite and
well-mannered.”

“Thank you, Grandmother; I
cherish Her very much.  She
is one of 15, so far.  To me
they  are  all  wonderful  and
all perfect.”

“As they should be.”  She smiled.  “15 Merlings? So far?  I like your spirit!  You
chose your Mate well!  This is wonderful to hear, especially in these sad days.”

“Young Mermaids are rare and precious things, and I was very surprised when the
Dugong led Her to me.    I have not seen one Her age in nearly one hundred
years.  She is very beautiful, but She is also different?  No?  As are You?”

“It is a very long story, Grandmother.  I will share my life with you, if you wish it.”

“That is why I asked your little Electra to bring you to me.  I want, I need, to
know and understand you.”
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I placed my fingers on the sides of the Grandmother's head, and She placed Hers
on mine; and then we touched our foreheads together and closed our eyes.  We
drifted like that for many hours, while Electra watched over us.

Even  after  we  had shared our  lives  with  each  other  Grandmother  had  many
questions to ask of me about my human origins, my education and interests, my
life on the sea with my Pappoús, and about Pappoús and his Neráida.  And so we
continued to touch minds and share our souls with each other.

After we drifted apart Grandmother told me, 

“It would seem that your Mate also chose well,  although I'm not sure I
could have risked your life as He did.  I know of His Mother.  She was an
older relative from my Clan who did not take a Mate when She was young.  

Only much later did She fall in love, and with an outsider.  She asked Him to
be Her Mate and then She moved east with Him.  An unheard of thing,
really.  She was just as brash and bold as you appear to be.  It is sad that
She did not live a little longer, so that you could have known Her.

I am confident She would have liked you, and approved of your Mating.”

“Are you sure, Grandmother?  Really?  I'm so relieved to hear that you think that.
We have been so very afraid that we would be perceived as freaks and monsters.”

“Honored First Mother.   It  may unfortunately  be true that  some Merfolk
would believe so.”  Grandmother told me. 

“As far as I am concerned they may believe whatever they wish, as they
and their Clans disappear from this world, while you and your girls bring a
strength and vitality to our race that has been lacking for many tens of
generations.

You are here as the result of a selfless act of compassion and kindness on
the part of your Grandfather towards one of my orphaned and suffering
kinfolk.  That seems to me to be an auspicious start towards the rebuilding
of your Clan, and perhaps the last hope of our Mer civilization.

You know we are on the brink of Extinction,” She continued, “and what your
Mate has done, and what you are trying to do now, may be the only thing
standing between 100,000 years of my culture, heritage and history and
oblivion.  I can only hope that you and your beautiful scions will be wildly
successful in making your plan a reality.”

“Will you join us?” I asked Her.  “Will you become a part of our Clan and come
with us on our quest?  Will you teach me and my Daughters of your life and loves
and of our culture and heritage?  Of what it is to be a proper Mermaid?”
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Grandmother confessed to me,

“When  I  first  sent  your  Electra  to  bring  you  to  me  it  was  only  out  of
curiosity.  I wanted only to meet the mother of the pretty young Mermaid
with such good manners.

When my Clanfolk left here I refused to go.  When they left this place it had
been my home for 125 years; that was more than 50 years ago.  I had
every intention of dying here, in my Clanhome, alone if need be.

But, I have had a change of heart.  Every Clan needs a Grandmother, as
many Grandmothers as possible.  I would be honored to be your first.  So, I
will go with you, First Mother Katyleventis, on your Ship.

Do you have any idea how outrageously  wonderful  that is?  A  Mermaid
possessing a ship?  A ship crewed by humans who are loyal to Her and who
serve Her.  What an incredible idea..!  It gives me hope!”

When Grandmother and Electra and I returned to the  Athena T She received a
welcome far beyond Her dreams.  All my girls instantly fell in love with Her, and
wore Her out trying to get Her attention, but Electra was always Her favorite.

Grandmother became Family much faster than She ever would have imagined.
They shared everything with Her, and benefited immensely from Her wisdom and
knowledge, especially in things that Delphin never learned or had forgotten.

Delphin and I made them and nurtured and loved them, but in so many ways it
was Grandmother alone who made them into proper Mermaids and Merfolk.
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Part 35 ~ the Philippines

We had bypassed our scheduled Philippine Islands survey in order to make the
re-supply port call in Vũng Tàu, and further delayed it when we spent almost a
month surveying the Côn Đảo Preserve in the Côn Sơn Islands.

It proved to be a serendipitous decision, and after Grandmother joined our Clan
She was able to tell us were She thought we should look for Her relatives and
other Merfolk as well.

Ocean Charts, on paper or a computer screen, were new to Grandmother, but by
using the Côn Sơn Islands as a reference point She quickly caught on, as she had
been keeping Her own version of the charts in Her mind for 175 years.  She
showed us on our charts where She believed Her kinfolk had gone, 50 years
before.

On the way to the Philippines we had a meeting with the Senior Staff and I asked
Grandmother to please attend so that She could contribute Her wisdom to the
discussion.   She  and  I  wrapped  tails  so  that  She  could  follow  the  human
conversation, and I interpreted for Her when She wanted to make a comment.  It
was decided that only our Mermaids and dolphin teams would search for Merfolk.
The  theory  being that  they  would  likely  find  the  presence  of  scuba-equipped
humans or even Captain Bill to be a threat to their existence.

We decided that we would organize a First Contact Team that in the future would
include only Grandmother, me, Nerie, Eva and Genie.  Electra was very upset that
She was not included, feeling that Her discovery of Grandmother should have
entitled Her to be a member of the team.  Grandmother did a good job smoothing
over Her hurt feelings, and we went with the five of us as planned.

Danny insisted that Nerie, Eva and Genie be trained in the use of some rather
exotic  spear  guns  brought  on board for  our  special  forces component.   They
looked like compact canisters or tubes with hand holds and a trigger.  

I argued with him about the pros and cons of going out armed, but in the end he
pointed out that there were still merman Raiders out there in small numbers, as
well  as  predators  and  other  hazards,  and  convinced  me  that  it  was  a  big
dangerous ocean and that we needed to be prepared.  

Each canister  held 19 short  spears,  miniature  underwater  rockets,  really,  and
each was tipped with a small explosive charge.  “Guaranteed to stop even the
largest Great White dead in the water.” Danny promised.  And the spears were
“smart”; if you locked on to a part of the anatomy of the shark before you pulled
the trigger that's where the spear went, even if the animal tried to move away.
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When we dropped anchor outside our first survey site in the Philippines the place
looked really  promising.   There  was a healthy ecosystem on the little  islands
around  us  and  in  the  water,  and  no  evidence  of  over-fishing  or  the  use  of
explosives (a popular way to harvest fish and corals for the black market trade).
There were abundant sea-grasses and Dugongs were seen in numerous locations.

We had deliberately anchored away from the place that Grandmother thought we
would find her kinfolk, it was a brisk 45-minute swim from the Athena T to that
location.  After breakfast, about an hour after sunrise, the First Contact Team
departed the  Athena T to look for Grandmother's kinfolk.  We were there, five
Mermaids and three dolphins, within an hour.

It wasn't long before we spotted them; two Merman were trying to trap and kill
one of our dolphins.  They were armed with human-made knives, and spears that
they had made themselves.

When we got within range Grandmother hailed them, and asked them to stop
what  they  were  doing,  telling  them  that  the  dolphins  were  with  us.   They
grudgingly let the dolphin go, and even more grudgingly greeted Grandmother.
They certainly were a surly pair.

The  five  of  us  approached  them,  and  even  though  there  had  been  from
Grandmother's Clan we chose to greet them as if they were strangers.  That went
well  enough,  and Grandmother  and I  touched fingertips  with  them to  “shake
hands”.  Grandmother introduced Her kinsmen to us, me as First Mother Katy
from the East Pacific Leventis Clan.  Then she introduced Nerie, Eva and Genie,
who remained a few yards distant from us.

The mermens' first comment was that they thought that I was a lot too young to
be accorded the honor of First Mother, and what the hell  was the East Pacific
Leventis  Clan,  anyway?   Then  they  made  even  ruder  comments  about  my
daughters and of them all being of breeding age.  This was not going well, to my
way of thinking.

Grandmother let their rudeness pass, and explained to them how we got there
and why we were there.  It seemed to be going better as they asked thoughtful
and reasonable questions of us.  We discussed things for quite awhile, and they
told us they wanted time to think and to talk with the others about joining with
us.  We agreed to return the next morning to discuss things further with them.

That night the dolphin teams reported unusual activity taking place around and
near the  Athena T, and we all  pretty much agreed that it was Grandmother's
former clansmen checking us out.  The underwater observation chamber in the
bow was kept dark so we could see out but they couldn't see in.
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They were out there, and they were armed.  Danny and Captain Bill decided that
during our next refit that they would be installing hardened infra-red underwater
cameras around the hull to augment the fish-finder sonar we were using now.

The next morning our First Contact Team met the Mermen near the place where
we had found them the morning before.  This time all five siblings were there.
Two Mermaids and three Mermen.  The Mermen were triplets, Born-Togethers, but
the Mermaids were sisters from different births.

The Mermaids and Merman who had not been there the day before asked us
some new questions and asked for clarification on some of the topics of the day
before.  They also asked about getting a ride with us to somewhere else, instead
of joining my Clan.  We discussed some more things, and then told them that we
would return the next day with a decision on giving them a ride.

Grandmother and I reached to “shake hands” with the two Mermen who seemed
to be in charge, the rude ones we had met the day before.  As we touched fingers
one of them grabbed Grandmother and the other tried to grab me.  While the first
Merman held his knife to Grandmother's throat the other four announced that if
we wanted Grandmother to live that they were taking over my Clan and my ship.

Before I had time to think Eva put a spear dart through the face and into the
brain of the Merman holding Grandmother and then another into the chest of the
Merman who had tried to grab me.  Eva wasn't smiling anymore, as She menaced
the remaining three with Her speargun.

As the two Mermen exploded inside and died we regrouped to defend ourselves
against their siblings.  It was not necessary, as the fight had gone out of the
siblings the instant they lost the element of surprise.

We quickly made our way back to the Athena T, and once home deployed every
security measure we had at our disposal.  Grandmother and I were concerned
about Eva and how the events of the morning might affect Her, but we needn't
have worried.  

Eva, Nerie and Genie had already gone into an intense We-Three session and
worked through it, together.  They let me know later that none of them had any
regrets, and that the next time someone threatened one of us that they would
react even more quickly.

The next morning, as we prepared to weigh anchor, the three remaining kinfolk
from Grandmother's old Clan appeared in the waters near the  Athena T.  They
were apparently unarmed.  I decided to do them the courtesy of speaking with
them one final time, so we met them at the stern waterline platform.
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They claimed to regret the events of the day before, blamed everything on the
two dead Mermen of course, and asked to join my Clan.  Grandmother and I
conferred briefly, and agreed it was a bad idea.  

We certainly couldn't trust the remaining Born-Together after we had killed His
brothers, and as the Mermaids were an unknown element to us we decided to
leave them all together and all behind us.

The Philippines were not a total bust for us, however.  We had permission from
the central government to conduct surveys in nearly two dozen parts of the island
chain.   We found areas devastated by over-fishing  and explosives,  and other
areas that were pristine and beautiful.

And we added 8 more members to our Clan:  A wonderful young mated pair with
their first set of Merlings, males!  And a lone childless Mermaid whose mate had
been unintentionally killed by fishermen fishing with explosives, plus two bachelor
Mermen who were about my age.  All had been living lonely existences and had
been unaware that the others were out there, somewhere.

We learned something in the Philippines that day that should have been obvious.
But, in our idealism and hope it had never occurred to us:  

Merfolk are a lot like humans; some are good, and some are not.  And some are
downright evil.  In hindsight, we should have realized that anyone who would
leave their aging First Mother behind might not have the been the most honorable
beings around.

From the Philippines we voyaged southwest to the Singapore Straits where we
dropped anchor just off the Island City-State of Singapore.  We were aware of the
high level of Piracy around Indonesia and the Strait of Malacca, but by now we
thought we could deal with any unfriendlies that might come around.
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Part 36 ~ I was looking for you

When I was told that Grandmother wished to have a private meeting with me I
invited her to  the Captain's Dining Room for dinner with a mix of unease and
resignation.  To my way of thinking it was my kind and our forefathers that were
hastening, if not actually causing, the extinction of the merclans.

Worse yet, Grandmother was old enough to have seen much of it happen.  She
was born in the 1850s, into the age of wooden ships and whaling at its height,
and she had seen with her own eyes the devastation that humans caused then
and that which we were causing now, with our wars and pollution and commercial
fishing and factory ships.  Grandmother had lived the real-life events that inspired
fictional stories like Moby Dick.

I felt damned on all accounts: I was human, I had been a war maker ( albeit a
reluctant one ) and I was a mariner.  More specifically, I was one of those who
had crewed on board ships that ran up and down and back and forth in  Her
waters creating massive booming explosions every 7 or 8 seconds, 24 hours a
day 7 days a week, for weeks at a time, looking for under-sea oil deposits.

All this so some oil company could move in drill rigs to bring up the undersea oil.
With,  of  course,  the  occasional  minor  and  major  oil  spills  and  resulting
devastation of marine life and the marine Eco-system.  

I wasn't feeling guilty, or anything...  much.

Before our dinner meeting I asked Chef to have his staff prepare large trays of
sushi  and  sashimi,  and  to  please  arrange  and  present  it  as  artistically  and
beautifully as they knew how.  I asked Katy what Grandmother liked to drink and
Katy told me that She had developed a taste for dry sparkling wines.  So, I had a
half-dozen bottles of champagne plus sparkling mineral water on hand for her.

When the time came, Katy escorted Grandmother to the Captain's Dining Room.
They were each driving one of the motorized stair-climbing wheelchairs that the
Mermaids used to get around once they were away from the Mermaid Habitat.  I
wasn't sure about the symbolism of Grandmother wanting to meet me in private,
versus dining in the Mermaid habitat and internet cafe, but it was obvious that
She had Her reasons.

Once Grandmother was comfortably ensconced in an easy chair Katy took Her
leave and it was just me and the Grand Old Lady.  I offered Her hors d'oeuvres,
which  She  happily  accepted,  and  a  goblet  of  champagne,  which  She
enthusiastically  accepted.   I  figured  that  it  was  Her  show,  so  I  pretty  much
started eating in silence.  I didn't have long to wait.
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“Thank you, Captain, for meeting with me like this,” Grandmother began.  

“I wanted to meet with you privately because all of my Clandaughters seem to
think that you are something very special.  The man who sacrificed his life for an
upstart Mermaid with a lofty and impossible plan to save the Merclans.  I would
like to understand this, to understand you.”

I thought about that for a moment, and answered,

“I'm  sorry  Grandmother,  but  I  don't  know  what  you're  looking  for.   I
sacrificed  little,  from my point  of  view.   I  had  a  comfortable  little  life,
traveling up and down the coast,  looking out at the ocean where I had
spent a lifetime living and working.

I was old and my body was beginning to fail; my life was nearing its end,
and I was leading a mostly pointless existence.  Did I sacrifice anything?  I
hardly think so.”

“Was it out of guilt?”

“No,  Grandmother.   The  guilt  came  later,  as  I  began  to  see  the  world
through  Delphin's  eyes,  and  I  understood  the  murder  of  Pappoús'  little
Neráida and the decline of the clans.  But don't misunderstand that, either.

I believe that the Merfolk screwed themselves pretty thoroughly long before
humans took to the oceans in any kind of serious way.  If your culture had
remained intact I would wager that you could have prevented humans from
ever leaving land, much less raping the seas as we have done.

You destroyed your own civilization, which opened the way for the blindness
and stupidity and greed of humans to almost end what was left of your
existence on the planet.  They may yet manage to do it.  So, with all that
said, I figure there is plenty of guilt and blame to go around.”

“If not from guilt, why do you have such loyalty to First Mother Katyleventis?”

“She wasn't really a First Mother, and didn't have much of a Clan, when I
first met Her; it was just Katy and Her Mate.  Being my usual clueless and
unobservant self,  I didn't  even realize she was pregnant.  She was just
Katy, to me, and I liked her.  As far as I was concerned it  didn't really
matter much one way or the other that Katy happened to be a Mermaid.

I liked Katy.  I liked Her life story.  I liked Her pluck and determination.  She
seemed hell-bent on doing something that I found to be noble and good,
and so I permitted Katy to convince me that I was the only person on the
planet who could help Her.  I believed in Her, and in what She was trying to
do, and so I pledged myself and my honor to Katy-the-little-Mermaid-girl.  I
have no regrets whatsoever about the decision.  Loyalty is one of my many
weaknesses, but with Katy it has proven to be well placed.”
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“And you love Her?”

“Of course I do.  I like Her, I admire Her, I wish that I were as fine a soul as
She is.  Seriously, how could you not love Her?  Katy and Her daughters are
for me the family that I never had.  I am a much better person now, 17
years  later,  for  having known them and for  having had the  privilege of
sharing their lives.  They  filled a place in my soul that always hurt but that
I didn't know how to fill.

But, Grandmother, I still don't know what you're looking for from me?  You
and Katy shared minds for hours, and She shared my mind when we met.
Don't you know my entire life?  You must have read it when you shared
minds with Katy?”

“I  know  what  First  Mother  Katyleventis  remembers  of  your  first  meeting.”
Grandmother told me.  “But, it has dimmed and been layered-over and colored by
the years you have spent together since then.  I know what Her girls think of you
as well, as they have shared many of their thoughts and memories with me.”

“But, for now, I think we should stop discussing and share this beautiful meal that
Chef has prepared for us.  Would you please refill my goblet?  It seems that it
must have a hole in it, as the champagne is all gone.”

So we ate our meal and drank champagne and Grandmother told me of Her life
and loves when She was a teenager and young First Mother, when the world was
a cleaner and more beautiful  place.  We chatted and swapped sea-stories for
hours, long after the meal and champagne were gone.  Thankfully, we never got
back to playing “20-Questions”.

At the end of the night I walked with Grandmother down the passageway, as She
motored Her way to the lift that would take Her back down to Her new family in
the Mermaid Habitat.  After the doors opened She rolled in and swung Her chair
around to face me.

Holding down the DOOR OPEN button Grandmother said,

“You asked me several times this evening what I was looking for.   I was
looking for you, Captain.  You do not touch minds or share your soul with
my Clandaughters, although you are a fully capable Merman and you could.
For countless reasons your self-imposed isolation bothered and worried me.

First Mother Katyleventis trusts you with Her very life.  Nerieleventis seems
to really know and understand you far better than all the other girls, and
She  has  a  profound  and  unshakable  faith  in  you  as  well.   All  my
Clandaughters love you, but those two even more so.  And yet you never
share your mind with them or touch their souls.  I just wanted to be sure
that their love and faith was not misplaced.”
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Grandmother smiled at me and held Her hands out in front of Her with fingers
and thumbs outstretched.  I touched mine to Hers, and felt the warmth of Her
touch and a small tingle from each digit.

As the doors began to close she smiled again and told me, “Take good care of my
girls, dear Captain.  They are very special to us both.”

I supposed that I had just passed one of the most difficult tests of my life?

At least, it was my most difficult test until we got to Singapore.
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Part 37 ~ “It's Been the Worst Day Since Yesterday”

You know it's going to be a bad day when you wake up in a darkened room,
hanging naked and upside-down from the rafters, with your feet and legs tightly
bound.  I seemed to be alone, and from the light shining in through the cracks in
the wall-boards it also seemed that it was daytime.  I could only feel about half of
my body, the rest being numb, but everything I could feel was hurting.

I wasn't  sure of very much.  I remembered who I was, and that I had been
meeting with a local shaman who claimed to know of water spirits and where to
find them.  Beyond that I only knew that I hurt.

Since my hands and arms were free, I tried to take inventory and figure out why
I hurt so bad.  What I found was not encouraging.  Bleeding from ears, nose and
mouth.  Front teeth gone.  Tongue bitten nearly in half.  Cheekbones and nose
and jaw broken, and from the way my chest felt it was likely that many of my ribs
were cracked.  It was apparent that someone really didn't like me very much.

Then I noticed that the room was moving up-and-down and from side-to-side,
just a bit.  So, we were afloat on a calm backwater, it seemed.  As I was trying to
think this all through the door opened and the “shaman” walked in, followed by
two large men who looked like they knew how to administer a good beating.

“Hello, Captain,” the 'shaman' opened.  “It's good to see that you are not
dead.   My friends told me that you were.  That's why I am here; I needed
to be sure before we try to take another of your crew.  But here we are,
and you are still alive; most remarkable!  Have you decided to co-operate
with us, yet?  Or are you still being stubborn?”

It started to come back to me: why I was hanging here, and all the things they
had done to me since they had kidnapped me the previous evening.

“My friends, here, would like me to give up on you.  They told me that you
are the biggest challenge they have yet seen, and that they would very
much like to learn from you.”

“Learn from me?”  I tried to say.  Spitting blood and a couple of teeth.

“Oh, yes! Indeed!  At first they thought that the waterboarding would be
sufficient to gain the information that I want from you.  We have friends
who were once guests of your Mr. Bush and your Mr. Rumsfeld, and once
they were  returned  to  us  our  friends  taught  us  of  the  wonders  of  this
waterboarding.

But  as  you  know,  that  did  not  work,  did  it?   Then  I  gave  my  friends
permission  to  begin  the  beatings;  but  that  hasn't  worked  out  as  I  had
hoped, either.  You are quite the enigma.  You keep dying, but not dying.”
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I just stared at them; what else could I do?  The “shaman” approached me, and
we were looking eye to eye, his feet on the ground and mine high above my
head.

“I can see from your eyes that you are still not in a co-operative mood.
That is a shame, I think.  We have a choice, here, you and I.  You can tell
me what I  want to know, and then I  will  kill  you myself.   Quickly  and
without further pain; I will promise you that.

Or you can continue with your stubbornness.  If you do that I make you
another promise: my friends will kill you.  I have seen them take as much
as three weeks to kill  a man.  Well,  actually  she was a young woman,
although it was hard to tell that when they were through with her.  But, that
is neither here nor there.  What is important is that they would very much
like to do the same with you.

My men would like to understand you better;  they tell  me you are  not
human, and they want to find out what you are.  I do not care what you
are; I only want to know how to get on board your ship.

Every time my people try to get near your ship something happens.  Things
go wrong.  Our propellers become mysteriously fouled; boats begin to leak
badly, one capsized and sank for no reason we could understand.   Your
ship seems to be unapproachable.  It is most odd, much as you are most
odd.  I very much want to take your ship and learn of her mysteries, and
you seem to be the key.

So, we are back where we started.  I make you an offer, and I am a man of
my word.  If  you tell  me what I want to know you will  die quickly and
without further pain, and then my men will dissect your body to learn what
you really are.  Or, you may continue with your ill-advised stubbornness.  If
that is the case they will dissect you while you are still alive, and they learn
what you really are while you watch.

Nothing to say?  Disappointing.  Here is how it will be, then.  We are waiting
for a medical professional to dissect you, it will likely be another day before
he  can  arrive.   In  the  meantime.  Let  us  continue  with  the  beatings.
Perhaps you may have a change of heart before the medical man arrives?”

The “shaman” turned and left the room, and his friends went back to work on me.
They were most skilled; I wondered where they had learned their trade?

The torture continued for many hours ~ they were just toying with me because
they  wanted  me  alive  when  the  medical  person  came  with  his  surgical  kit.
Electrical shock, burning cigarettes on my skin, that sort of thing.  But as the light
coming through the cracks in the wall-boards faded and night settled in I could
tell they were getting bored, and the beatings began anew and in earnest.
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The pain kept getting worse and worse as they pounded on already broken bones
and already damaged and destroyed muscle and flesh, and it finally reached the
threshold I needed.  Pain was my friend, I had learned how to use the pain during
my transmutation.  Now the pain would help me over the edge.

I willed the nausea to  happen; as before it  started with my toes and moved
“upwards” to my head.  As it passed the pain went away.  Feet, legs, genitals,
groin, all  stopped hurting.  As my bowels and bladder relaxed and let go my
torturers realized I was dying and stopped their torment, but it was too late.  My
heart stopped beating and their prize was lost to them.

As the blackness began to settle in I gratefully drifted into the abyss, to dissolve
into nothingness.  And then the Angel came back to me again, singing sweetly
and encouraging me, asking me in melodies without words to return to the living,
it touched my mind and stayed my journey.

I didn't want to listen, any more.  The Angel had come to me countless times in
the last day, during my torture at the hands of these people, giving me hope and
encouragement and insisting, always insisting that I must stay with the living.

Each time it came I gave in to the Angel's sweet siren song.  It seemed to know
me; it seemed to know me well, and it always knew just how to push and cajole
and pull me back from the abyss.

But not this time.  This time I swore I was done.  I would never tell them how to
breach the defenses of the Athena T, and I was not going to lay there like a live
frog on a dissecting tray while they cut me apart a piece at a time.

In the finest tradition of my Katy's Saint Fanourios, I had to die for what I loved
and believed in.  Death was the only solution to my problem, on my terms ~ not
theirs, and so I resolved to be dead.  As I formed that thought the Angel's song
began to change; I could sense that it was feeling a deep sorrow and loss and it
began to weep.  Then it began touching my mind in a way it never had before,
wrapping it's essence around my soul and becoming a part of me.

As I continued to drift deeper into the fog it became clear to me that the Angel
was coming with me, and I really regretted that.  Over the years the Angel had
become the embodiment of love and kindness and grace to me, and it wasn't
right that my end should be the end of the Angel as well.

I could feel myself dissolving into oblivion, and I could feel the Angel fighting to
hold us together; fighting against the oblivion.  It was Us, now.  Wherever I was
going, it was certain that the Angel was going with me.  The Angel was sweet and
loving and fighting like mad to hold us together.
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As my soul continued to drift a fragment of a Flogging Molly song I knew from
long ago came to mind:

“Hell says 'hello.' 
Well it's time, I should go.

It's Been the Worst Day Since Yesterday.”

At the end I would have sworn that I heard fireworks, off in the distance.  Two
pops, like when the rockets launch, and then the grand finale of light and staccato
detonations and noise as the starbursts explode all over the darkened sky.

It sounded just like the Fourth of July celebrations back home when I was a kid.
As the darkness drew me in my last thought was that I used to love the July 4th

celebrations and being with family.... and then it all was gone and we winked out
of existence.
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Part 38 ~ What Goes Around

My fire teams from the Athena T first took out the two men holding our Captain
on the barge.  The Captain's guards were quietly neutralized, using Auto-Mag
pistols equipped with silencers.  Then we eliminated the sentries on the dock.
After that there was no longer any need for stealth so we switched to automatic
rifles as the teams made their assault on the pirates' dockside headquarters.

The whole operation took a little under 3 minutes, and resulted in the death of
most  of  the pirates and capture  of  their  leader,  the one known to  us as the
“shaman”.

“Good work,” Katy shouted to us from the water, over the uproar.   “Get
Captain Bill into my Zodiac, now! And I want the 'shaman' and any of the
pirates that are still alive secured and brought back home with us as quickly
as possible.”

“Danny!” She called to me, “You and your medic are with me and Captain
Bill in my Zodiac.  Everybody else and the pirate's can go back on the two
other Zodiacs.  If there isn't enough room for a pirate kill him and leave him
behind.  Except the “shaman”; he lives,  no matter what.  I want his ass
back at the ship!  Let's get out of here!”

I radioed Carlos that we would probably have unfriendlies on our tails and to get
the ship underway and heading east-northeast into open waters before we got
there.  Then I told him to alert Isabella and her medical team to prepare to take
on wounded, some critical.  It was only a ten minute ride at top speed back to the
Athena T, but Katy and the medic immediately went to work on Captain Bill.

While Katy set up the defibrillator from the medical crash-kit the medic began to
administer CPR to Captain Bill; I warned him to be careful of broken ribs and not
to puncture a lung.  Katy was livid when the defibrillator failed to function, and I
worried that our medic was going to join the dead pirates in the water, it being his
responsibility to make sure that the crash-kits were stocked and working.

Tiny as She was, Katy forcefully pushed him out of the way.  She placed Her
hands on Captain Bill's chest and yelled “Clear!”  Then she zapped the shit out of
the  Captain;  his  broken  body  convulsed.   Katy  reached  up  and  touched  his
temples, and then reached for his chest and zapped him again.

She told me his heart was starting, but then it would falter and stop again.  She
kept trying, about every 60 seconds. Temples, zap, temples, zap, nearly a dozen
times.  With each Zap I could tell that She was getting weaker; less energy was
being delivered from her hands each time She tried to restart his heart.
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Eventually Katy was so spent I had no trouble pulling her off the Captain, and I
told the medic to get back to the CPR.  As we neared the Athena T Katy touched
the Captain's temples again and the medic stopped the CPR.  “No!” She shouted,
“he's in there, I can feel him now!  We haven't lost him yet!  Keep going!”

By the time we got to the Athena T she was making almost 20 knots, away from
the  Singapore  Straits  and  the  Island  of  Batam; away  from  the  pirates'
headquarters.  Our Zodiac was the first to overtake her, and we planed up onto
the waterline platform at the stern of the ship.  Within moments we were joined
on either side by the other two Zodiacs.  As soon as all personnel were on board
Carlos went to flank speed and we were moving at 28 knots, which was all the
Athena T could manage.

Isabella and her medical staff met us at the stern security door and triaged the
wounded.   Katy and Isabella  and my medic  rushed Captain Bill  to  the ship's
hospital while Isabella's staff assessed the condition of the five pirates.  Only one
pirate was taken briefly to the hospital, while the others were taken directly to
the brig and treated in their cells, as necessary.

I deployed the two Zodiac fire teams and a dolphin patrol around the perimeter of
the Athena T.  I didn't know the types or speed of the boats the pirates had, but
even at flank speed the Athena T was not going to outrun any serious speed boat.

With the help of pharmaceuticals and a working defibrillator Isabella was able to
successfully restart Captain Bill's heart and get him onto life support.  She told
Katy that the CPR and Katy's improvised Mermaid defibrillation techniques had
bought the Captain the time he needed to get into the hospital, and that he might
survive.  All she could say for for sure was that his heart was beating, that he was
stable in an Intensive Care sort of way, and that he was in a deep coma.

Within minutes there were tubes sticking out of him everywhere you could name.
Some putting stuff in and some draining stuff out.  Isabella ordered up X-Rays
and HD ultrasounds, which was the limit of the technology we had on board, and
Katy quietly resolved to expand and upgrade the ship's hospital with all of the
finest diagnostic equipment money could buy during her next refit.

A bit later Katy called me and asked me to meet Her in the brig.  When I got
there She was glaring at the five pirates, four of whom were staring at Her like
they were seeing a ghost.  The “shaman” however, wore a different expression.

“I need a gurney,” She ordered the guards, “one with restraining straps and
a non-conducting pad on it.”  When they hesitated and glanced at me She
shouted “NOW!” at them.   No one, including me, had ever seen Katy like
this.  My men rushed to comply.
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The guards were back in a couple of  minutes with the gurney that  Katy had
ordered up.  Thankfully they got the straps and pad right.  I didn't need any more
dead bodies on my hands right then.

Katy asked the medic “Which one is the least healthy?” as he pointed to the
man in Cell 3 she said,  “Strip off his shirt and strap him to the gurney.”

Once the man was on the gurney Katy leaned over the terrified pirate and
said “Do you speak English?”  He swallowed hard and nodded.

“Good, then perhaps we can be friends.  You are going to tell me everything
you know about the 'shaman' and the water spirits I have heard so much
about.”

The man swallowed hard again, and looked over at the “shaman” who glared at
him.  After that the man stared at the ceiling and would say nothing.  Katy waved
Her hand prettily over the pirates face, and he visibly blanched as Her fingers
started to glow.  His eyes got wide as Her fingertips started to spark.

“Would you like to talk to me, now?” she asked sweetly.  He glanced at the
“shaman” and stared back at the ceiling.  “Too bad for you.”

The man screamed bloody murder as Katy lightly ran Her glowing fingernails from
his crotch to his neck.  I could see that She was really only tickling him; She
hadn't even turned on the electricity.  But She certainly had set him up nicely!

With that She grasped his head firmly in Her hands and touched Her forehead to
his.  He struggled violently in Her grasp for a moment, trying to get loose, and
then he went limp, apparently unconscious.  Katy held him like that for maybe
ten minutes, and then released him.

“What a piece of shit!” She remarked, to no-one in particular.  “Put him
back in the cell.”  After that She worked Her way through the next 3 pirates
in the same way, but without comment.  It took Her a little more than half
an hour.

“I want to go check on Captain Bill and Nerie,” Katy told me, “and then I
need to rinse out my mind for a little while.”

“I don't think those four will be waking up until tomorrow.” She told me and
the guards, “But, if they do, I want no talking between any of them.  Do
what you have to do to keep them quiet.  Tase them, shoot them with a
tranquilizer gun, I don't care.  Just keep them quiet.”

“Danny, I would feel better if you made a security check of our perimeter.
Then can you please meet me back here in an hour?”
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Then She sent what can only be described as bolts of lightning from Her hands
into the bars of the “shaman's” cell.  

For the first time since he was taken the “shaman” lost his smug composure, if
only for just a few moments.  Katy smiled a nasty little smile at the him, and then
She left the brig.
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Part 39 ~ What a Mess

After I touched the minds of the four pirates and saw what they had to offer I
went to the hospital to speak with Isabella about Captain Bill's condition, and just
to look in on him.  My god!  He was such a mess!  Our expedition had been going
so well up to that point that we had gotten overconfident, and the Captain had
paid the price for all of us.

Isabella told me that he was stable, now, and still in a deep coma.   She said that
reduction had been accomplished on the broken bones that were easiest to set
and that they were already immobilized, with his arms and legs in traction.  

Unfortunately, it would require surgery to repair the smashed bones in his face
and his jaw, as well as to repair the compound fractures in every one of his long
bones.

The pirates had deliberately damaged many of his internal organs as a part of the
torture, and all of that had to be dealt with quickly.  Isabella said she was going
to let him rest overnight, but that tomorrow she had to begin the first of what
would be many surgeries.  She said that he might yet die from his ordeal.

Isabella  told  me  that  Melissa  Sanches  had come flying  into  the  hospital  and
collapsed when she saw the condition the Captain was in.  They had to put her
onto another hospital bed and give her mild sedation, before eventually taking
her back to her quarters.

I  asked  Isabella  to  please  be  gracious  with  Melissa,  and  explained  that  the
Captain had become her dearest friend over the last 17 years.  They had become
especially close after her parents died, only a few months apart, 10 years before.

Then I went to see Nerie.  She was still  curled up in a fetal position and still
holding Her head in Her hands.  She was also in a deep coma, and Eva and Genie
told me that they had not been able to get past the mental barriers She had
disappeared behind after Captain Bill  was taken and his torture began.  They
could feel that She was in there, somewhere, but She was unresponsive.

Eva and Genie were watching over Her, sharing their minds and strength with Her.
They were taking turns comforting Her and resting themselves.  Caring for Nerie
was draining their strength as well, and they had to spell each other.

Grandmother was helping Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia as they were doing what they
could do in support of their older sisters.  Allie, Maia and Electra were hovering
about anxiously, like hummingbirds at an overcrowded feeder.  There was little
they could do to help, so they were mostly worrying.
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My daughters and I had been sharing dinner with Grandmother in the Mermaid
Internet Cafe when Nerie collapsed.  She and Eva and Genie were in their We-
Three mode at the time, and Eva and Genie screamed as Nerie mentally ripped
Herself away from them in the middle of dinner.

Nerie began to double over, holding her head in her hands, and then she cried out
to us: 

“They're hurting him!  They're killing him!  Oh, god!  It hurts!  It 
hurts so bad!  They're hurting us!  Mommie, please!  Please help 
us, please..... oh, god, oh God!  Help us! Mommie!  Please.....”

Then she collapsed onto the deck; seemingly unconscious, but writhing in pain.

Nerie hadn't called me “Mommie” in more than twelve years when, at the age of
four, She proudly announced to me that she would call me Katy from then on
because She was all grown up.  After that I was just “Mom”.

I raced over to Nerie and tried to touch Her mind.  I found a very established and
powerful mental partition, way off in a corner of her mind, that She had kept
hidden from all  of  us  for  god-knows how long.   As  She  collapsed Nerie  had
withdrawn behind that wall.

I did my best to punch through it, but I was only partly successful.  I could feel
that She was in there, trying to comfort Captain Bill, but I couldn't reach Her; all
Her attention was on him.  By touching what I could of Her mind I was at least
able to see where the Captain was and that he had been kidnapped and was
being brutally tortured.

Captain Bill was more than twelve miles away from the Athena T at the time, and
I could not understand how Nerie could be linked to him at such a great distance.
What should have been impossible wasn't, as She was obviously intimately tied to
his mind and enduring the torture with him.
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Part 40 ~ the “shaman”

Once I had checked in on the conditions of Captain Bill and Nerie, I got something
to eat and drink and I rested a bit.  Then I headed up several decks to the brig,
to visit with the “shaman”.  Danny met me in the passageway outside the door
and we talked for a few minutes.  Then it was time.

As  we  entered the  brig  I  was  glad  to  see  that  the  other  four  pirates  I  had
“interviewed” were still unconscious.  “Still sleeping like babies.”  commented one
of Danny's men as I turned to the cell containing the “shaman”.

“Your men tell me you like to be called 'Gembong'.”  I told him.  “It means
'Big-shot?'  or  something  like  that?   They  also  say  that  you  are  not  a
shaman or a seer or a medicine man, as you claimed to us.”

He just stared at me.

“They tell me that you really aren't much of a Big-shot, either; that you are
only a vicious, petty thug and murderer.”

“What else do you think they told you?”  he smirked.

“Everything.  I know how they met you.  I know the names of their wives
and children.  I know the names of your wives and children; and where to
find them.  Is it true that you had one of you own wives brutally tortured to
death,  to make an example  of  her,  because you did not find her  to  be
submissive enough?”

He started to answer, but I waved him off.

“I know what you did to my Captain, and I know about the kind offer you
made to him in return for information about my ship.  How do you like our
little ship, now that you're on board her?  Is she everything you hoped?  

I hope being here is worth it to you, since you were willing to torture and
kill a very fine man to get here.”

He tried to answer, and I waved him off again.

“You and I are going to have a nice long chat, now, just the two of us.  And,
when I'm finished with you, you may rest assured that my offer to you will
not be as humanitarian as you seem to feel yours was to my Captain.”

The “Gembong's” eyes got wide.  

“And now, 'Mr. Big-shot', you are going to tell me what I want to know.”

I nodded to Danny and the guards  “Strip off his shirt and put him on the
gurney.”
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He screamed and struggled as they strapped him down, which warmed my heart
just a bit.  Then I waved my sparkling glowing fingers in his face just as I had
done with the first pirate.

As I raked my nails across his belly and chest I gave him a taste of the electric
torture that his men had given to my Captain.  After that I spent a long time
learning everything he knew, and when I was finished I made sure that he would
never hurt anyone ever again.

“Danny, we need to have a meeting of the Senior Staff in about two hours.
Can you arrange that for me, please?  I want to check in on my wounded,
again.”  

He nodded, and I left for the ship's hospital.
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Part 41 ~ damaged goods

The  Senior  Staff,  which  now  always  included  Grandmother,  met  me  in  the
conference room at the time that Danny had set.

The Athena T was station-keeping in the open ocean about 250 miles northeast of
the Island of Batam where Captain Bill had been taken, with the Second Mate at
the helm.  We had armed sentries posted on all quadrants and at the vulnerable
parts of the ship, and at least one Mermaid-dolphin team was in the water at all
times.

Carlos  was  the  ranking  ship's  officer  at  the  meeting,  along  with  Danny  the
Master-at-Arms, his wife Isabella the Medical Officer,  Dutch from Engineering and
Jaime from the Science and Technology section.  Melissa was there representing
the Admin side of the ship.  I was relieved to see that she was holding herself
together, now that the shock of the Captain's torture had sunk in.

“As you all know by now, while we were anchored in the Singapore Straits
the Captain was abducted and tortured by pirates while on an information
gathering trip on Batam Island.  He was trying to make contact with a local
medicine  man,  the  'shaman',  who  claimed  to  have  information  on  the
whereabouts of indigenous Merfolk.

As it turns out, the man wasn't a 'shaman', he was the leader of a pirate
band,  but he did have information that he was gracious enough to share
with me when I asked him in the right way.

We have all gotten overconfident, and it was a trap, and the Captain has
paid a heavy price as a result.  He may not survive, and if he does it will be
a long and painful recovery.

While the rescue and recovery of Captain Bill was our primary mission, our
secondary mission was to capture the 'shaman' and a few other pirates for
the purposes of information gathering.

We have the 'shaman' and four of his men.  They all consented to tell me
what they knew, and now it is time to put them back where we found them.
I have already permanently wiped the 'shamans' mind, and tomorrow I will
erase the last week of the other pirates' memories before the security team
returns them to shore.”

“What do you mean by 'permanently wiped'?”  Isabella asked.

“When I touched the minds of the 'shaman's' four henchmen I saw he was a
vicious  thug  and  murderer.”   I  told  my assembled  team.   “He  had  his
youngest wife, she was only 14, slowly and brutally tortured to death to
make an example of her, because he felt she was not submissive enough.”
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“I hope that the 'shaman' lives a very long life; but, whether he does or
not, I made sure that he will never harm any one or any thing ever again.

So, back to the mission.  Danny and one zodiac team will return the pirates
to more-or-less where we took them, with the other zodiac as a heavily
armed escort.  Our teams' safety and maintaining a low profile take priority
over returning them to exactly where they were taken.

After  that  I  plan to undertake a separate  mission to the place that  the
Merfolk  are  said to  live,  with Mermaids  in  the lead,  and a small  zodiac
contingent and two dolphin scout teams on the lookout for more pirates.

I would like you all to consider the pros-and-cons of my plans and to be
prepared with comments and criticisms tomorrow morning.

Carlos,  please  take  the  Athena  T back  towards  the  east  side  of  Batam
Island, to  within about a 30-minute Zodiac ride from the docks where we
rescued the Captain.  I would like you to make about 20 knots during the
trip, so calculate our departure time based on that speed.  I want to arrive
there at 11:00 pm, tomorrow night.”

After the meeting broke up Isabella spoke with me privately to say, “you didn't
answer my question about the 'shaman'.”

“No, I didn't.”  I agreed.
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Part 42 ~ more Folk join the Clan

As a result of what my Mate Delphin had told us about Merfolk keeping company
with Dugongs, and Electra's success in finding Grandmother, we had widened our
search to emphasize Dugongs.

Although  Dugong  numbers  had  been  dropping  precipitously  for  the  last  two
hundred  years,  the  search  area  was  still  huge;  fewer  individuals  doesn't
necessarily mean reduced territory.

The surviving Dugong were widely spread, from the southern Japanese Islands in
the north, to Australia in the south, from Fiji and Tonga in the Western Pacific to
most of the East African coast and up into the Red Sea and even parts of the
Persian Gulf.  In a number of places, away from humans, they were still thriving.

It would take many years to investigate so many miles of coastline, not even
taking into consideration the time and effort it would take to get permissions from
each of the countries whose waters we would be searching; if we could get those
permissions.  So, we picked a few likely spots and continued on with our search.
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After  making  our  ill-considered  port  call  in  Singapore,  and  then  our  hasty
departure from the same, all of the Senior Staff who were still awake decided it
might be best to set a course for safer waters.  I was unanimously out-voted on
my  plan  to  act  on  the  information  I  had  gleaned  from the  “shaman”;  even
Grandmother voted against me.  Instead they decided to put that search on hold
and get the hell out of Dodge City, seeing as how we had shot the place to pieces
and left bodies floating in our wake.  I tried without success to convince them
that  the  incident  would  be  blamed  on  a  rival  pirate  gang,  but  cooler  minds
prevailed and so we moved on.

As a result, Australia became the destination of choice, and four months later we
had surveyed all of the promising coastal sites in the north half of Australia, from
Perth in the west to Brisbane in the east.  We found a Grotto in Australia, along
the isolated coastline between the Dampier Peninsula and the Tiwi Islands, and
evidence of recent Mer activity.  But if they were there they eluded us.

On  the  way  to  Brisbane  we  explored  the  southern-most  regions  of  Papua
Indonesia  and  Papua  New  Guinea,  since  they  were  so  close  to  Northern
Queensland, Australia.  It was along the coastline of Papua New Guinea that the
next Mer contact was made.  

Our First Contact Team ( minus Nerie, who was caring for Captain Bill ), had been
systematically searching the mangroves and estuaries Between the Fly River and
the Purari River along Gulf of Papua at the north end of the Coral Sea.  We found
of  evidence  of  recent  Mer  habitation,  but  not  them.   Because  the  local  Mer
population was obviously adept at evading Mermen Raiders and humans,  they
were equally skilled at avoiding us.  And, of course, we were in their waters.

It was Electra, again, who made the discovery.  She had been fishing with some
local river dolphins and had won their favor by participating in some spectacularly
successful  catches and not  taking any fish for  Herself  (  a perfect  example of
“what have you done for me lately?” ). After that She got the dolphins to lead Her
to three young Mermen; Born-Togethers, who were about 12 years old.

Being about their age and exotic looking and cute, Electra was able to coax the
three Born-Togethers into following Her to the mangroves where our First Contact
Team was searching for their kinfolk.  Seeing no threat, Grandmother left Eva and
Genie and me behind and went to greet Electra and Her new friends.  

The young Mermen were very polite to Grandmother, if a bit intimidated.  Electra
introduced  Her Grandmother to Her new friends who were by now completely
overwhelmed.  They had been taught of the existence of Grandmothers, but had
never seen one; and now to find out that this cute new Mermaid had one of Her
very own was almost beyond belief for them.
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Then Electra took it upon Herself to signal to the rest of us to join them.  It was a
bit cheeky, seeing as how Grandmother should have done it, not young Electra.
But, as far as Grandmother was concerned, Electra could do little wrong.

When we swam over Electra introduced me to the three young Mermen, making
sure that  they were properly  impressed that  not  only  did She have Her  own
personal Grandmother, but that I, Mermaid Katy Her birth-mother, was also First
Mother of our Clan.  And, oh, yeah, those other two over there are my sisters,
Eva and Genie...

It was obvious that Electra would have preferred that Eva & Genie had stayed
home, so they flirted with the boys just to piss Her off.  All Grandmother and I
could  do was  roll  our  eyes  in  disbelief  as  Electra  basked in  the  glory  of  the
moment and hissed quietly at Her oldest sisters.

The boys told us that it was against the rules for them to take anyone to the rest
of their Clan, so Grandmother and I explained who we were, where we were
from, and what we were doing there ~ and about the Athena T.

It took a lot of convincing to make them believe that a pod of Mermaids actually
possessed  a  large  human ship,  but  eventually  the  overwhelming  presence  of
Grandmother carried the day and they decided to believe us.

We agreed that they would carry a message to their parents and First Mother, and
that my daughters and I would go to the southeast tip of Kiwai Island tomorrow
morning.  We promised we would wait until sunset.  If they did not rendezvous
with us by then we would take that as a “no” and leave the area and not bother
them again.

Like in the Philippines, that night the dolphin teams reported unusual activity
taking  place  around  and  near  the  Athena  T.  We  watched  them  from  the
underwater observation chamber in the bow.  These Merfolk were not armed.

The next morning, after breakfast, we departed the  Athena T for Kiwai Island.
There  were  10  of  us;  the  First  Contact  Team,  me,  Grandmother  and  all  my
daughters who were on the ship, except Nerie who was caring for Captain Bill.

Grandmother was convinced that these were good Merfolk, so She and Danny
compromised.  We were discretely armed, but we brought all my girls as a show
of good faith.

The Athena T  was a two minute Zodiac trip away, and Danny and both of his fire
teams were deployed on the stern platform in military SCUBA gear, ready for
anything.  When we got there the Merfolk were waiting for us, 15 of them.
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Two bachelor Mermen; youngish, maybe in their twenties, and Two mated pairs.
The first mated pair was very young, maybe 13 or 14 years-old, and they had
made three beautiful little Mermaids who were about a year old.

The second mated pair appeared to be in their thirties, and they were the parents
of the polite 12-year-old Mermen that Electra had discovered.  They also had
another set of young Mermen who were about 7 years old.

The two bachelors formally greeted Grandmother and I, and it was a refreshingly
different experience from what had happened to us in the Philippines.  They were
both proud and respectful and honestly frank with us.

They told us that they had no Clan, no First Mother or Grandmothers.  They were
just refugees from different lost  or  broken clans who had decided to become
family after they found their way to this bay.  They stayed when the rivers and
mangroves here proved to be a relatively safe and hospitable place to live.

I asked them to excuse me, and I swam to the surface.  Once there I tapped my
com badge and called Danny to tell him that he and his men could stand down.
He  acknowledged  my  message  and  wished  us  luck.   When  I  returned  to
Grandmother and the Mermen, they asked me why I had gone to the surface.
  
I told them that I went to the surface to tell my friends on the Athena T that we
would not need to be rescued.  The Merman closest to me smiled and held out
both hands.  I touched his fingertips and gave them just the tiniest of tingles.  It
looked like Grandmother and I had made some friends.

After that everyone greeted everyone, my 10 and their 15.  I gave the signal to
my girls that they had permission to answer any and all questions about our lives
and hopes and the mission we were on.

Things like I was not always a Mermaid and the security details of the Athena T,
and so on were not to even be thought about, much less discussed, just in case
someone was very good at eavesdropping.

As lunch time neared I was getting hungry, and I assumed that our new friends
must be, since no-one had eaten all morning, and I invited them to join us for a
mid-day meal on board the Athena T.  You could see that their first reaction was
one of anxiety, if not fear, and they all hesitated.

Electra approached the three young Mermen she had met the day before and
somehow made a “We-Four” with them.  After about a minute they announced to
their parents that they wanted to go with Electra to see Her Mermaid Pool.  That
broke the ice, and we all headed for the underwater doors on the Athena T.
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Part 43 ~ the Story of Sharkfin   ���

Hello.  I am called ���; my name refers to the part of a shark that rises from a
its back.  Here is the story of how my pod of Merfolk came to join the Clan of First
Mother Katyleventis.

When ���, ��� and �	ִ, our eldest Merling Born-Togethers, returned home
from collecting freshwater mussels they were very excited.  But those three were
usually excited, so that was not particularly noteworthy.

When we asked them why they had returned early, and with no mussels, they
claimed to have discovered a Grandmother and a pod of the most exotic and
beautiful young Mermaids who were led by the tiniest and most bewitching First
Mother in all the oceans of the world.

They were returning early, they said, because they were bringing a message from
the Mermaids to us.   The Mermaids wanted to meet with us, they said, to see if
we would be willing to join their Clan.  

Then they told us that the Mermaids they had met possessed a large metal ship
that was sailed by human slaves who were forced to do the Mermaids' bidding.

We didn't believe them, of course, even before they told us about the ship and
the human slaves.  The three Born-Togethers were notorious for neglecting their
chores in favor of play, and of then making up outrageous stories and excuses to
justify their irresponsibility.

This time, however, seemed to be different.  For one thing, all the details of their
stories were the same, even after  we separated them for questioning.  Born-
Togethers are usually quite good at telling a consistent story, but these three
were so scattered that we usually had no trouble in catching them out, exposing
their fiction, and tricking at least one of them into revealing the real truth.

Then they offered to show us the Mermaids' slave-ship, and the adults in our pod
decided that we should wait for dark and investigate.  I, personally, had a great
problem with slavery.  And, even if those slaves were only humans, I wanted
nothing to do with anyone who would hold slaves.

I was taken from my family by a pod of Raiders when I was a very young Merling,
and made a slave after they killed my parents and the other adults in our pod.
My Born-Togethers and I were forced to serve the Raider Pod, and we were soon
separated from each other when my brothers were traded off to other Raider
groups.  Raiders always separated Born-Togethers because they were easier to
control once they are isolated and alone.
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My treatment as a slave at the hands of the Raider Pod was very harsh.  All
slaves were treated badly, and harsh discipline was the norm.  You could only
improve your status after you came of age if you joined them by becoming a
raiding member of their pod.  Merling slaves that refused to join in the raids were
treated even more badly, and were eventually killed.

I let them train me up as a Raider, since it was that kind of world now.  It seemed
that you needed to know how to defend yourself, which is the same thing as
learning to kill.  When the time came for me to join with them on their raids I
refused, because they had killed my parents and sold-off my Born-Togethers.  I
did this even though I knew that by doing so I was assuring my own murder.

It is impossible to understand how governance of the First Mothers, peace and
inter-Clan cooperation could have been replaced by the tribalism and the despotic
rule  of  Mermen that  eventually  degenerated into  the murderous  Raider  Pods.
Even if the world was changing, and survival was becoming more difficult by the
year, why would a civilization abandon the “Old Ways” of “Honor and Values”?
Why would you forsake a system that had been so successful for nearly 100,000
years, and embark on a path of mutually assured destruction?

Whatever the reason, every year there were fewer and fewer Merfolk alive as
Pods of desperate and ignorant Raiders attacked each other.  Raiders destroyed
any defenseless clans or groups they found along the way, and took their young
as slaves.  They murdered the adults, and plundered whatever they could find.

Raider  Pods  were  always  all-male,  and  they  replenished  their  ranks  through
kidnapping and slavery.  Mermaids refused to join them, and you cannot force a
Mermaid to mate or breed.  You can forcefully take a Mermaid's body; you can
rape Her.  But if you do She will commit suicide during the rape, and She will tear
your  mind  apart  and  destroy  your  soul  in  a  most  hellish  way  as  She  does.
Because of this Mermaids were generally left alone or killed, depending on the
mood of the Raider.

As  a  result  the  Raider  Pods  were  becoming  fewer,  smaller  and  more  widely
dispersed by the year.  They killed each other off and they destroyed the non-
violent clans with breeding Mermaids to take their young.  In doing so the Raiders
were ensuring the end of themselves and all the Merfolk in all the oceans.  A
racial death spiral to be sure, and yet they never stopped killing.

When most  of  the  pod  that  had  enslaved  us  was  killed  during  a  particularly
unsuccessful raid my friend  �� and I were able to kill our slave handler and
escape to freedom.  That was after more than ten years of slavery.  Even though
�� and I were not related we had become as brothers during our slave years,
and swore to treat each other as Born-Togethers forever until we were dead.
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�� and I wandered aimlessly, avoiding humans and the few Raider Pods that
were left, always moving from place to place.  We were just searching; we didn't
know what for, but we kept on looking.  And then we found them, in a fertile bay
with mangroves and rocky outcrops with a bit of a reef and abundant sea-life:
Merfolk, Two mated pairs with Merlings.   Not a Clan, but families.  My heart sang
with happiness at the sight of them.

The first  mated pair  was  very young,  barely  13 years-old,  if  that.   She was
pregnant and vulnerable  and close  to  birthing  Her  first  set  of  Merlings.   The
second mated pair appeared to be in their thirties, a bit older than �� and me.
They were the parents of two sets of young Mermen.  Their older Born-Togethers
appeared to be about nine or ten years old and their younger ones were about
four or five years old.

We came upon them accidentally, and we were as surprised as them. They were
horrified when they saw us and the Mermen moved to protect their families.  It
was obvious from the way they moved they hadn't a clue on how to fight.  ��
touched my mind with an idea and I agreed immediately.  We both dropped our
weapons to the seafloor, and then He retreated quite a distance away to give the
families some assurance of safety.  He chose to retreat because he was much
larger than me, and therefore more threatening to the families.

I assumed the greeting posture, with my tail up and palms held in front of me,
and waited. And then I waited some more.  It was some time before the older of
the Mermen swam near to me and assumed the greeting posture, Himself.  

I formed the thought, “Greetings, Brother.  I wish health and happiness for you
and your families.”

“Greetings, Friend.” He responded.  “I wish health and happiness for you
and your Clan.”  

After a moment He swam over to me and touched His fingertips  to mine.

“Who are you?” he asked.  “Are we about to be set upon by Raiders?  We
have nothing but our Merlings, and we will kill them and ourselves before
we will let them be taken as slaves.”

“Your Merlings and your mates are safe,” I told him, “from my brother and me, at
least.  We are escaped slaves ourselves, and have been wandering for more than
five years since we gained our freedom.”

“I am ִ��.”  He announced, and added, “May I touch your memories?”

I gave my permission and permitted him to learn of my life and of my friend
��.  After ִ�� was finished learning of me He signaled to �� to join us.
Then He introduced us to His mate and their Merlings and to the young pregnant
pair.
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“Can we join your Clan?”  �� asked bluntly and without ceremony; but that
was His way.  This was not how it was supposed to be done, to say the least, but
it was how �� did things.  He was a simple, honest soul who spoke plainly and
from the heart.

“We will swear allegiance to your First Mother.”  �� promised them.  “We will
do anything you ask.  ��� is a wonderful friend and my adopted brother, but we
need more than each other to give our lives meaning.  We need a family; we
need a Clan.  Please..?”

ִ�� told us,  “We have no Clan and no First Mother.  We are neither
Clanfolk nor family related by blood.  But if you wish to join us as friends
and be a part of our little group you are welcome to stay.”

We stayed with them and became the friends we all wanted.  We were uncles to
ִ�� six sons and three of  the sweetest little  Mermaids you could wish for.
�� and I watched out for Raiders and everyone else raised their families.  It
was the best few years �� and I could remember.  Life was good.

And then ���,  ��� and �	ִ came back from what was supposed to be a
simple  mussel  collecting  morning  with  fantastical  reports  of  beautiful  young
Mermaids, a Grandmother and a tiny First Mother who kept human slaves on a
ship, and they turned my happy new life upside-down.

We decided to visit the Mermaid ship that evening after dark, and after that we
decided to meet the Mermaids the next morning as suggested.  All 15 of us were
waiting for them when they arrived at the agreed upon time.  We had decided
that  �� and  I  would  greet  the  Grandmother  and  First  Mother,  in  case
something went wrong, while our families waited safely at a bit of a distance.

As the Mermaids approached I saw that two of them were carrying objects that
looked  very  unusual  and  therefore  felt  dangerous  to  me.   But,  since  they
remained relaxed and held the objects loosely at their sides I went ahead with the
formal greeting.

I could see that the pod of Mermaids were just as wondrous as ���, ��� and
�	ִ had reported to us.  There were ten of them; a Grandmother, the First
Mother, and eight of the prettiest young Mermaids in the ocean.

None of us had ever seen or known a Grandmother, but this one was exactly what
we expected.  She was proud and poised and just by looking in Her eyes you
knew that She had seen more of life than all of us together.  The young First
Mother was as delicate and beautiful to look at as the boys had said, and yet She
radiated a force of will and inner strength we had never before seen.
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After  the greeting the tiny First Mother asked us about our Clan, and sought
permission to greet our First Mother.  I told Her that we had no Clan, no First
Mother or Grandmothers, and that we were just refugees from different lost or
broken pods who found our way to this bay and decided to become family.

After a little more discussion the First Mother excused Herself for a moment and
swam to the surface.  When She returned to us and the Grandmother I asked Her
why She had gone to the surface.

She smiled and told me that She went to tell Her friends on the ship that they
could relax, because She would not need to be rescued.  Upon hearing this I
smiled and held out both hands.  The tiny First Mother touched my fingertips with
Hers and gave them the prettiest of tingles.  It seemed like we had made some
friends.  I could see the First Mother motion to the other Mermaids with Her.
After that everyone greeted everyone, and the Mermaids began to answer our
questions about our their lives and why they were here.

Although it was a rude thing to do  �� asked the Grandmother and tiny First
Mother about the human slaves.  When He did I could instantly feel they had no
sense of His meaning, and so I explained about what the brothers  had told us.
The Grandmother and First Mother smiled politely at the misunderstanding.

The First Mother explained to �� and me about the nature of Her ship and how
She had carefully chosen the humans who traveled with Her.  She shared some
memories with us and helped us to understand that Her human pod-mates were
as much family to Her as were Her own daughters.

We shared our lives all morning and as mid-day neared the First Mother invited
my brother  �� and me and our family pod to join Her family for a mid-day
meal inside their ship.  This felt like a trap, and they could see that we reacted
with anxiety and some fear.

One of the youngest of the Mermaids approached ���,  ��� and �	ִ, the
Born-Togethers She had met the day before.  She somehow made a “We-Four”
with the boys and permitted them to touch Her soul.  After about a minute our
three eldest Merlings announced to their parents that they wanted to go with
Clandaughter Electra to see Her Mermaid Pool.  That relieved the tension, and
their father ִ�� nodded His agreement to me.  

With that decided we all followed the Mermaids to their ship to share a meal and
to get know them better.  Not long after that we joined their Clan, and moved
aboard their ship.  

When First Mother Katyleventis found us we were not a Clan, but we had become
a family.  Now, thankfully, we had a family, a Clan, and a future.
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Part 44 ~ Nerie 2.0

Waking up was the strangest thing; almost like being born all over again.  I could
feel Genie and Eva calling to me, wanting me to We-Three.  When I touched them
back  they  got  so  happy  because  I  had  heard  them it  was  like  they  started
bouncing around in my head.  I was tired and confused and didn't want to join
them just yet, so I kissed their souls and told them I loved them and that I would
return to them sometime soon.  Then I went back behind the wall and drifted off
for awhile to find some peace.

Coming back after being dead with My Captain Bill had not been easy.  It felt like
I was nowhere and everywhere all at once; like time was turned inside out and
hopping forwards and backwards and jumping sideways.  I had absorbed huge
parts of Captain Bill's life and soul while we were dead together, and I needed to
work out what was his and what was mine.  As I woke I was experiencing almost
eighteen years of my own existence and much of his life all at the same time, in
disjointed and disconnected snippets and snatches, and I just could not focus.

It eventually occurred to me that I had to sort it out and put it all back in the
proper order, or I would never be able to return as the old Nerie.  So I tried to
remember things in a way that made sense, and I in doing so I drifted back a
long time, back to when my sisters called me E☯�, and back to my first really
intense memories.  Which happened to be of my Mom and Captain Bill.

Except  for  my Sisters  E�� and  E��,  and Mom and Dad sharing souls,  the
Captain Bill was my earliest clear memory.  He was also my most intense early
experience, and the most perplexing.  It was all very confusing.  He was very
confusing.  I was used to singing with my Sisters.  We-Three had been singing
together since Forever, since The Beginning of Time, and they made sense.

We-Three knew who Mom was, too, because She was where we lived and She
sang to us a lot, too.  Her singing wasn't like ours, but We liked it anyway.  We
knew who Dad was, because He and Mom shared souls together all the time and
it felt so warm and sweet and wonderful when they did that.  All that made sense.

It was a very odd and unusual sensation when I first felt the Captain Bill.  We-
Five were Us.  Mom, Dad and We-Three, and She and Dad had loved us three
Forever.  So what was this Captain Bill?   He was most definitely Not Us.

I could tell His soul was feeling hurt, and hurt was new to me.  I wanted to find
out about the hurting, but my Sisters wouldn't come with me.  So, after a while I
gave up trying to coax them into going, and I went by myself.  I followed where
my Mom had gone, and I kept silent so I could sense both their feelings.  My
Mom and Dad were doing something to him that was hurting to him.
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They were being intimate with him, but they weren't sharing souls like they did
when they were being intimate with each other.  Mom and Dad being intimate and
sharing souls felt warm and sweet, but this did not.  I could tell that my Mom
didn't want to hurt the Captain Bill, because She felt very scared and worried.
Because they were Hurting him, that is.  Then one time, when they hurt him
really-really bad, I felt it as his soul stopped being, and then he went away.

I found where he went and I sang to him, like I did with my Sisters.  We always
felt good when We sang, and I wanted to make him feel good so he would come
back, because when his soul stopped being it made my Mom hurt and be afraid.
And he did.  He came back.  And when he did my Mom got so happy!

I couldn't understand why my Mom and Dad kept hurting him.  They never hurt
me or my Sisters, or each other, and hurting didn't make sense.  I could feel that
She cared about the Captain Bill a lot and worried so much, but they kept hurting
him anyway.  So I sang to him some more, because he was hurting so bad.

The last time the Captain Bill stopped being it hurt me and my Mom too.  It hurt
to sing but I sang real hard, until I couldn't sing anymore.  Then he came back,
and I could feel that he was sorry he had stopped being that time and that he
was very worried about Mom and We-Three; after that he never stopped being
again.  When they stopped hurting him I kissed his soul real sweet; to make him
feel better.  After I kissed his soul I could feel Mom like before, but he was gone.

He didn't stop being, this time was different.  He was just gone.  So I reached out
and kept looking until I found him.  After that I could find him any time I wanted.
Then I stopped worrying and went back to my sisters and we sang about Mom
and the Captain.  We made up a lot of new songs, because there was a lot to tell.

I made a Secret Place for the Captain in my mind so I would always know where
to find him; maybe sing to him.  He liked it when I did that.  Sometimes when I
looked for him he was gone, but then I just looked harder until I found him again.

Pretty soon I could always find him; he was always there, waiting for me in Our
Secret Place, no matter what.  It was like I had my own secret sister.  Because
my Sisters wouldn't come with me to find him when he was hurting I decided he
was mine, and I didn't have to share him with them.  I kept him just for myself.
He wasn't just the Captain Bill, anymore, he was My Captain Bill, now.

After that my Sisters and I grew and sang and got bigger and stronger and sang
better.  We sang to Mom and She sang to Us to teach Us to sing like Her.  We
listened to Her even when She wasn't singing to us, to try to understand Her
better.  Then our Sister E�� made a song for us about being crowded too close
together that We thought was pretty funny, and it became our favorite song.
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We-Three thought it was wonderful when Mom got Her guitar and started singing
with Her body and not just Her mind.  She was feeling such joy, and We sang
along with Her because we felt it, too.  Then We started singing again about it
being too crowded, and decided it was time to be born.

Being born was strange.  Me, being Me, I decided to get born first and I wriggled
my sisters out of the way.  Because I was first Mom called me Neráida (Νεράιδα),
Nerie; it means “Water Nymph”.  I really liked being The Water Nymph, so I was
always glad I jumped in front of my sisters and was able to get that name.  Mom
named my   Sister E�� “Eva” (Εύα) and my Sister E��, the one who made up
the crowded song, became “Eugenia” (Ευγενίας); our sweet Genie.

We had been content with Mom being our home since The Beginning of Time.
She was caring and safe and warm and sang with us a lot, but as we grew we got
this need to be outside with Dad.  And so we did; we went outside.  But there
was no Dad.  There was a lot of not warm water with Mom and We-Three in the
middle.  It was not warm like Her and the light was very bright and hurt our eyes.

I knew about hurt, and this wasn't really very much of a hurt, so I was OK with it.
Eva and Genie did not know about hurt, and they weren't happy and let everyone
know it.  Mom gave them both milk, a new thing, and it was warm and tasty
(another new thing) and that made them happy and they got quiet after that.

After Eva and Genie got quiet Mom let them rest and I got my turn at the tasty
milk;  I  kissed my Mom's soul  as  I  got  my share  and she kissed mine back.
Maybe being born would be OK, I thought.  My Mom tickled my tummy with Her
fingers and I purred at Her.  Tickles were new, like the tasty milk, and I loved
them both!  Dad came to us after awhile, and We-Five went to the Grotto.

Mom and Dad were always with us at the Grotto, and they sang to us all the time
and Mom gave us all the tasty milk we wanted.  Dad made us a nest in a giant
shell where We-Three could curl up and sing to each other and feel almost like We
did when Mom was our home.  We were happy little  Mermaids and we were
growing quickly and learning fast with all the tasty milk and attention we got.

I remembered the first time I touched My Captain's outsides.  Mom and Dad took
us out of the Grotto and We-Three got to see the ocean-skin for the first time.
We went to the ocean-skin with a thing above it; “surface” and “boat”, we were
told.  We went to the surface and they put We-Three in a little ocean on the boat.

There were three other beings with the boat, they looked like mom and Dad only
they didn't, really.  They were really strange and kinduv' ugly.  Mom and Dad
liked the strange ugly ones, so we felt comfortable enough with them, too.  They
were certainly odd, though, with stunted split tails and floppy and loose skin.
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Mom reached into  our  little  ocean and lifted  out Genie  and gave Her  to  the
Mermaid with two tails.  I could feel that Genie was wondering at the strange
Mermaid and trying to touch her mind but could not.  Then Genie was handed to
one of the two-tailed Mermen, then to the other Merman and then back to Mom.

The same happened with Eva and then me. As we were being passed around We-
Three were sharing thoughts about what the strange ones were and what they
were like.

Genie and Eva had told me that the second Merman was the strangest of them
all.  He had two tails and was ugly, but they were able to touch his mind like with
Mom and Dad, and he seemed to have good feelings about We-Three.  I was the
last to be handed to him, and as soon as the second Merman held me in his arms
I felt overwhelmed by his touch. Then I reached out to touch his mind like Genie
and Eva had done, and the feelings were so strong that it was too much to bear.

The sensations of physical and emotional contact with him were so intense that I
just lost all control and I screamed and screamed to my Mom to take me.  I could
sense that my reaction shocked and surprised the odd Merman.  He gave me
back to my Mom as quickly as he could and disappeared inside the “boat”.

My Mom gave me tasty milk and kissed my soul to calm me.  As She was kissing
me I touched Her mind and Her memories and then I began to understand: the
odd, overwhelming Merman with two tails was My Captain Bill, my secret sister!
The one my Mom and Dad had hurt.  Before, I only knew him from Our Secret
Place and from far away ~ now I knew him touch-close and from the outside, too.

After Mom put me back in the little ocean I made a quick peek into Our Secret
Place and found an upset Captain Bill.  I felt bad I had surprised and disappointed
him, but good that at least I didn't hurt him.  So I sang to him for awhile and
kissed his soul because I was very sorry I peed on him and made him sad.

Then I hid him away and came back from Our Secret Place and I made We-Three
with my sisters.   They thought he was funny because he liked us and was afraid
of us at the same time.  Genie wanted to make up a song about the odd Merman
and how really very strange he was but I was tired, so we went to sleep, instead.
We made up more songs about the strange Merman later on, after we woke up.

Going out of the ocean and meeting Mom and Dad's friends turned out to be a
very interesting day!  I promised myself that the next time I touched my “secret-
sister” that I would be more welcoming to him.  And I did that, too.  Every time
time he came to visit us in the Grotto I was real nice to him.  I reached out and
tickled his mind and smiled at his soul and I teased and played with him because
I was sorry I had disappointed him before and I wanted to make it up to him.
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For the next few years We-Three lived with Mom and Dad in the Grotto.  Dad
taught us about His Mother and Her family and what She had taught Him of their
world, and the long history of the merclans and how they were all gone, now.  He
instructed us about our Grotto and the nature and uses of the special creatures
that lived there with us.

Mom was with us in the Grotto all the time in the beginning, but after a while She
stopped giving us tasty milk.  They gave us fish instead, and we saw less of Her
after that.  She told us that when She was gone from our Grotto that She making
a home for us with Captain Bill and their human friends.  By then We-Three had
learned  about  humans  and  that  there  were  zillions  of  them  and  they  were
everywhere almost.  There were many more of them than the stars in the sky,
Mom said.

When Mom was gone from the Grotto with Captain Bill and their human friends
Dad taught us things and played with us and gave us tasty fish to eat.  He was a
good Dad and we knew He loved us a lot, but when He thought We-Three weren't
paying attention His smile went away and we could tell that He felt  real sad.
Because Mom was gone from us, that is.

We could always tell when Mom was coming back.  Dad would start a big new
gardening project for We-Three to do in the Grotto, to make new places for the
special plants and animals that lived with us.  Then Dad would go off by himself
to find Mom and leave We-Three with our project.  Sometimes it took a real long
time for Him to find Her, and we got pretty hungry, sometimes.

I didn't like to be hungry, and so I decided I wanted to know why it took so long
for my Dad to find my Mom.  So I decided to follow Him, and I wanted Eva and
Genie to go with me.  They didn't want to go with me, because merlings weren't
allowed to leave the Grotto without an adult and we might get in trouble.  But I
wanted them to go with me so I got real stubborn on them, and so they said OK,
they would go.  And so we did.  We followed Dad.

We-Three were surprised to see that Mom was easy to find; She was waiting
outside the Grotto for Dad.  They touched fingers and hugged and kissed, and as
we watched we could feel their happiness and joy from our little hiding place.  As
they swam together they started to glow brighter and brighter, more than all the
animals in the Grotto put together.  They were so happy and beautiful to see.

Then Genie poked me and said “They're sharing souls!  Like when Mom was our
home and it felt warm and sweet.  This is what sharing souls is like from the
outside!  We have to go home now; leave them alone.  We have to go!  Right
now!  We-Three shouldn't be here; this is wrong.  We have to go!!”  And so we
did, because Genie was right.  We went back into the Grotto to tend the garden,
so our Mom and Dad could be so happy and pretty and share souls together.
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Mom wanted My Captain Bill to play with us and teach us things about his world
up-above, so he visited with We-Three and Mom and Dad in the Grotto a lot when
we were young.  When he visited us in the Grotto he was prettier; his skin was
mostly black and sleek and not floppy, and he had cute little flukes he put on the
ends of his two tails.

We-Three could tell that he had put up a lot of privacy partitions in his mind, and
that he wanted to keep most of himself hidden from us.  That was OK with Eva
and Genie, because they liked the little place he had made to welcome us and the
little place was sweet and cute.  I let him think I was OK with the little place, too,
because I had Our Secret Place where I could go to touch his soul.

My Captain Bill was funny.  We-Three knew he really liked us a lot, but that we
made him very uncomfortable, especially when we played too hard with him.  He
didn't swim very well and was not a pretty Merman, because he was a merling
only on the inside.  So we teased with him about it any time we got the chance.

One time, after a lot of teasing, Captain Bill was talking to my Mom in parent-
talk.   I overhead him tell Her that even though we picked on him a lot whenever
he visited us, that at least we didn't pee all over him.  It made me real sad when
he said that, since I was the only Mermaid who had ever peed on him.

After he said the pee thing I peeked into his mind from Our Secret Place and I
saw that he liked me and had meant it in a funny, Od-Guy way, sortuv'.  Then I
got real happy and kissed his soul when he wasn't looking and forgave him since
he wasn't being mean.  Then I teased with him, because I liked him a lot, too.

As the time neared for us to move from the Grotto to the Athena T  Mom and Dad
took us on many trips outside to show us things about the human world and
teach us about them.  One time Mom showed us humans floating on the surface
on flat logs, and She explained to us about how She used to do that.

Dad told us of how He first found Mom and Her Pappoús on the surface on the flat
logs and of how He knew right away how special Mom was, even when She was
very young like us, because Mom's soul sparkled like His mother's did.

Mom told us that the flat log was called a Surfboard and that the humans who
stood on them were called Surfers.  That was when She told us that She was
once a human girl, with legs and feet like Captain Bill, and how much She had
loved being Surfer Girl Katy and flying across the waves on Her surfboard.

She told us about the Tiger Sharks that tried to eat Her while She was surfing,
and how she drowned and was dead almost.  She told us how after Dad rescued
Her from the sharks He kissed Her back to life, and how they had used magic and
love to change Her from a Surfer Girl into Mermaid Katy so they could make us.
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We-Three had a million questions, about Pappoús and surfers and legs and feet
and humans and drowning and stuff, and Genie and Eva asked about a ton of
things.  Mom and Dad tried to answer them all so we could understand.

Then I wanted to know about hurting, so when my turn came next I asked them
“Does the magic and love hurt?”  My Mom looked at me funny, and then She and
Dad went into their secret parent-talk that they thought We-Three didn't know
about.

Then Mom told me “Yes, Nerie, that kind of magic hurts”.  I could tell She didn't
want to talk about hurting any more; that She only wanted to talk about other
things.  So She did; She only talked about stuff Genie and Eva wanted to know.
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I still wanted to know about hurting and I asked Her and Dad more questions
about magic and hurting, but She didn't want to tell!  So I peeked into my Mom's
memories without Her permission; it was a wrong thing, but I wanted to know!!

When I found the hurting memories my Mom had hidden away I found Surfer Girl
Katy and I found Captain Bill.  When I felt the memories of them it was like I was
being swallowed up by their hurt, and I learned real fast I didn't want to know
any more about hurting!  After  that,  I  never-ever stole a peek into anyone's
private memories ever again!!!  Well, hardly ever...

It was after I found the hurting memories of Surfer Girl Katy and Captain Bill that
I understood why he hurt so very bad the first time I met him.  Mom and Dad had
used magic and love to change My Captain Bill, and that was why he was ugly on
the outside but like a Merling on the inside.  That was why I could touch his soul,
and how he became my secret-sister, and why he was so special to me.

But I couldn't understand why they made him so ugly, and with two tails, instead
of pretty like my Mom?  It didn't make sense?  If you are going to hurt someone
so bad, shouldn't  you at least make them pretty?  Dad made my Mom  really
pretty!  Why didn't they do that for My Captain Bill?  It seemed to me they owed
him that?  It didn't make sense.  So much about My Captain didn't make sense!

When it was time for us to go to the Athena T my Born-Togethers were a little
reluctant.  We had grown very close to our Dad, and the Grotto was our home.
Dad and Mom promised that He would visit us often on the Athena T and that we
could visit Him at the Grotto almost any time we wanted.

I didn't mind too much, though, since I was looking forward to moving closer to
my secret sister, My Captain Bill.  I wanted to touch his soul like I did with Mom
and Dad.  I could always find him in Our Secret Place no matter where he was,
but it was hard to see his soul when he wasn't in the Grotto with us.  Whenever
he was around me I practiced, though, and I was getting better and better at it.

After We-Three moved on board the  Athena T  we had a lot of new things to
learn; living with gravity, for one.  Gravity was so hurting that at first we didn't
want to leave the Mermaid Pool.  

Gravity made you tired and it made your body hurt; not as much as My Captain
Bill had hurt, but it was still no fun.  But Mom was relentless, and after awhile we
adapted to the gravity thing and it didn't hurt any more.

They taught us how to Air-Talk with Mom's human friends.  Mom explained that
there were many kinds of Air-Talk and that we were going to first learn English-
talk.  She insisted We-Three had to Air-talk because we couldn't touch humans'
minds, and so it was the only way to know them and understand their world.
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As we learned Air-Talking we learned to read human books, and then we learned
everything in  them.   This  all  seemed to  be  most  awkward  and time-wasting
compared to mind-talking, where there is only one way to talk.  Mom said we had
to learn it, anyway, because humans cannot mind talk.  Since they were running
the world at the moment, She said, we would just have to learn to do it their way.

Almost as soon as We-Three moved to the Athena T  Mom and Dad got pregnant
again.  We-Three wondered to each other if maybe that was why they put us on
the ship?  So they could make more Merlings, that is.  But they still loved us, so
we talked about it awhile and then decided it didn't matter.

Mom stayed with us on the ship most the time while she was pregnant, and when
Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia were born We-Three were a bit more than four years old.
They were tiny, with short tails, little bodies and arms and big bald heads.  We
thought our new little sisters were really very ugly.  They looked like the pictures
of tad-poles we saw in books.

Eva said that maybe Mom had made a real bad mistake and accidentally made
baby frogs instead of Merlings.  But we didn't tell Her that, 'cause we didn't want
to hurt Her feelings.  After a while, though, they grew and changed into little
Mermaids and got prettier; but not as pretty as my Eva and Genie!

Mom left the Athena T just before Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia were born, to live in
our Grotto to raise them and give them tasty milk.  She hardly ever visited our
shipboard home for the next year-and-a-half, so Captain Bill or Dad would take us
to the Grotto to visit with Mom and play with Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia.

We always swam just a little faster than Captain Bill could swim, just to mess with
him.  One time he told Mom that swimming with us was like herding cats.  We
didn't know what he meant, but we could tell it wasn't nice, so we teased with
him to get even.

Then we looked “herding cats”  up on the internet,  and after  that  we started
making  cat-sounds  at  him,  and  we  teased  him  even  more.   We  meowed  at
Captain Bill for weeks after that, until he threatened to call animal control on us.
We looked “animal control” up, too, and after that we gave him a break from the
cat sounds because we thought he was pretty funny.

Melissa became our new parent after Mom left the  Athena T.  Melissa was real
nice, and pretty in a floppy-skinned, human-girl sort of way.  Mom told us to be
obedient with her because Melissa was Her Best Friend Forever and was like Her
Sister.  Mom said we should treat Melissa like we would treat Her or Dad.  So we
did; we were obedient little Mermaids, and we did everything Melissa asked.
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Eva and Genie and I loved Melissa a lot, and my Born-Togethers decided they
wanted her to become a Mermaid like our Mom.  I told them to not ask her,
because I knew about hurting and what magic and love really was.  But they
wouldn't listen to me, because I couldn't tell them why they shouldn't ask her.

And so Genie and Eva asked Melissa to please let Mom and Dad use magic and
love to make her into a Mermaid.  They told her they wanted her to be a Mermaid
because she was so pretty and they loved her and they wanted her to make
beautiful Mermaid cousins for them because she was like Mom's Sister.

When they said that to her Melissa's eyes got real sad and she started crying.
She told us that magic and love hurt too much and she could never ever do that.
She said it was a terrible hurt to feel and a terrible hurt to see and it took away
her two best friends from her and made her very lonely and hurt her too.

Eva and Genie felt so bad, but they still didn't understand what Melissa was trying
to tell them.  They didn't know how to make her feel better after they made her
so sad, because they couldn't touch her mind because she was just a human girl.
She stopped crying after awhile, but then she didn't want to talk to us any more.

And she wouldn't talk about magic and love, either.  I knew what Melissa was
saying because I had seen my Mom's memories, when I looked into the hurting
place in her mind, and I saw Surfer Girl Katy and Captain Bill in there.

Even though we were not supposed to share minds with humans I thought since
Mom told us that Melissa was special to Her, and like Her Sister, that it would be
OK.  If she was like my Mom's Sister then she must be like a Mermaid, too?  

I reached my hands out to Melissa and gently touched the sides of her head with
my fingertips, and then she let me touch my forehead to hers.  When she did I
kissed her soul over and over to make her feel better.  Then I let her feel how
much We-Three loved her and let her feel how sorry Eva and Genie were that
they hurt her.  Melissa started crying again, but it was a good cry this time.

Then Melissa got all happy and smiled and hugged and kissed We-Three a whole
bunch, and then she told us she wanted to go “skinny-dipping” with us.  So she
did; she took off her ugly floppy-skins to show us how human-girls skinny-dip.

We-Three were very surprised to find out that Melissa was real pretty-all-over, like
our Mom, when she skinny-dipped.  And she had the cutest little spots, too, like
the ones on her face and neck but all over.  But, even though Melissa was really
pretty-all-over when she took off her floppy-skins, she still swam like an awkward
human-girl and had to go to the surface a lot to breathe.
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So my Genie gave Melissa air-kisses, and then we started water dancing with
Melissa to teach her how to be a proper Mermaid.  Melissa got even more happy
when we danced together, and after that she would come down to the Mermaid
pool any time we asked to get air-kisses to skinny-dip and water dance with us.

Melissa was so beautiful when she danced with us like a Mermaid; we still wished
in  our  hearts  she  would  become a  real  Mermaid  and  make  beautiful  Merling
cousins for us.  But, Eva and Genie never ever said that to her again.

After we found out that Melissa was pretty-all-over when she skinny dipped, I
started to wonder about My Captain Bill.  I hoped maybe he was really pretty-all-
over, like Melissa, because he was a really pretty Merling inside like my Eva and
real sweet like my Genie.  I wanted to ask him if he was pretty-all-over.  So I did.

When I asked him if he was pretty-all-over he laughed and told me that he was
“old and ugly-all-over”, and that was why he never skinny-dipped.  Because he
said that I wanted to see for myself, so I tried to be real sweet like Genie and to
make pretty-eyes at him.
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It was real hard, because I wasn't good at being sweet or making pretty-eyes.
But  I tried, and I made my cutest pretty eyes and I asked My Captain, real nice
and sweet as I could, if he would please, Please take off the ugly skins and let me
see him for myself, so I could see and make up my own mind if he was pretty.

When he told me “no”, and wouldn't give in to me and take off his floppy-skins I
got real cross with him.  It was a lot of work to try be sweet and to make pretty
eyes at him.  After all that work he didn't do what I wanted like he was supposed
to!  Because he didn't do what I wanted I made-up my mind I would never make
pretty-eyes at him ever again!  And I didn't!  No more pretty-eyes, ever again!  

Until one time a couple days later I forgot to be mean to him.  I accidentally
smiled at him while we were talking after science class.  When I realized I had
smiled I accidentally said “oops” out loud, and he laughed and hugged me.

Then I gave up trying to be mad and decided I would forgive him, even though he
wouldn't do what I wanted.  So I did.  I forgave him and made him my favorite
Captain, again; then I kissed his soul when he wasn't paying attention.

Captain Bill became our teacher and mentor at the same time Melissa became our
Ship-Mom.  We had to be obedient with Melissa, because Mom said so.  But, since
Mom didn't tell us we had to be obedient with the Captain, we figured we had a
loophole and we didn't have to.  

We leaned about loopholes from Melissa and Carlos, because they told us stories
about  Mom in  the  before-times,  when  Mom was  Little  Katy  and  She  was  a
chatterbox and a Wahine and a nerd-girl that lived with Her Pappoús on their boat
the Týchi II.

Since Mom never told us we had to be obedient with Captain Bill we had fun with
him instead, and treated him like he was one of us.  It was fun for We-Three to
mess with the Captain.  He was real patient (most of the time) and really smart!
He could answer all kinds of questions without having to go on the internet or
look in books.  So, We-Three made learning a game.
 
As soon as Captain Bill tried to teach us something new we would try to take the
lesson as far off-topic as we could get.  It was a great way to learn things that
no-one thought we needed to know about, and it was a great way to get to know
how our Captain's mind worked.  

Once  we  got  him on a  roll  he  pointed  out  connections  between  science  and
technology and social and civil and religious conditions and influences in a way we
never found in the regular learning places.
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He told us about noblesse oblige and social compacts and civic responsibility, and
how they had been subverted by greed and power and undeserved wealth &
privilege.  He showed us how the lust for wealth and power always corrupted and
destroyed  civilizations  in  the  end.   And he  taught  us  about  duty,  honor  and
obligation, and how those things might yet be able to save the world.

When Captain Bill was done with one of these unscripted lectures, and realized
that we had tricked him into going off-message again, he would insist that we go
and fact-check him and write critical essays about what he had just told us.  It
often took days to fact-check one of his two-hour disquisitions, but it was a good
way to learn human history from the perspective of someone who knew it so well.

Melissa was also our tutor for many other things, the Internet and how to study
and do research being among them.  We loved the internet!  We spent all of our
free time using it to study the human world.  What an incredible place!

We-Three discovered human pornography on the internet when we were about
ten.  Poor Captain Bill got so upset; I could see that My Captain would rather be
dead than talk to us about sex.  That was saying something, because Captain Bill
knew a lot being dead!  

But we wanted to know and understand!!!  We kept at him, because that's what
We-Three did with him when we wanted to know things and he didn't want to tell,
and because there was so much pornography to see and know about.  We kept
finding new stuff about humans and what they did and how they used and treated
each and how they were not good or faithful or loving mates.

Then we found out about Bonobo Chimpanzees, and we researched and studied
them, too.  After that, human sexuality started to make a lot more sense to us.
Even though Merfolk and humans had a common hominid ancestor somewhere
back there in time, we concluded that the Bonobos had a lot more in common
with humans than humans had with Merfolk.  

We decided that humans weren't Merfolk with legs, like we thought they were.
Humans were just tall over-sexed Chimp-men with big brains.  Once we figured
that out, We-Three decided we had learned enough about human Chimp-men and
Chimp-man Sex, and we could give Captain Bill a break about human sex and
pornography.

It was amazing to see that, despite all their accomplishments, humans were still
hell-bent on messing things up and screwing each other over and abusing and
destroying each other whenever they could.  We began to see what Captain Bill
meant about greed and power and corruption destroying civilizations.
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Captain Bill told us that it was because humans could not touch minds and souls
the way we did.  He said it made humans very selfish and lonely and stupid and
afraid.  He claimed that ethics and civilization and morality are only a tissue thin
veneer that is laid over much deeper and baser selfish drives and instincts.

Then he told us that, in the end, Merfolk weren't any better, despite their ability
to touch minds.   When we demanded to know what he meant by that he told us
to go talk to Mom and Dad, and began our lesson for the day in reef chemistry, in
preparation for the next science voyage.

When the Athena T began her Science Voyages We-Three got to work in all the
science departments on ship as “research assistants”, and we learned a ton of
new stuff!   Captain Bill  and Melissa designed our  school  curricula  around the
research  the  Athena  T scientists  were  doing,  so  it  made  everything  super-
relevant.

That's when Mom decided that our educations were getting to be too “science-
oriented”, and that we should explore our creative and artistic sides.  Eva and
Genie were thrilled, but I complained to Her that I didn't have an artistic side.  I
insisted to Mom that science and engineering were how I expressed my creativity.

I told Her I didn't want or need to do anything else to be artsy, because My
Captain Bill was teaching me how to be a designer and an engineer, and how he
told me that good engineering is an art!  Mom would have none of it.  We argued
about it a lot, because we're both real stubborn.  But, in the end, because She
was the mom, She made me agree to become a dancer for Eva and to work with
Genie to create musical compositions for me to sing.

All Mom's merlings loved making music from the very start.  When Mom and My
Captain Bill purchased the Athena T  there was a piano already on board the ship,
and after we moved on board Carlos started collecting and bringing us all sorts of
other  musical  instruments  to  learn,  too.   Carlos  even brought me backwards
instruments, because I was the only left-handed Merling and I didn't like to play
the ones my sisters used.  That's when I started playing drums, since you can set
them up any way you want.

Melissa couldn't do music at all, but we got her to tell us whenever a new person
with musical talent or training joined the Athena T, and once we found out that
someone on the crew knew anything about music we kept after them until they
taught us everything they had learned.

I  was  studying  about  aboriginal  folk  music  when I  heard  some Tuvan  throat
singers on the internet.  I was so inspired by their music that I learned to sing
overtones and sub-tones to add depth and dimension to my voice.
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When Genie heard me sing that way She wanted to share souls with me, and
when we did we discovered a different way to create music together.  We'd make
a very intense We-Two and drift into a deep trance for hours.  When we came
back we wrote out arias for me to sing with the Tuvan singing techniques.

Genie made me shut my eyes and go into a trance before singing one of our
arias.  She said I needed to do that to let the souls into my heart.  Genie swore to
me that you could feel something in the room whenever I sang one of our trance
songs.  It was like I was transported by the ancient spirits of our ancestors to a
different time and place, like I was singing in their voices of their lives long ago.

Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia joined us on the Athena T at about the same time Mom
decided we all needed to be artsy.  When they moved on board My Captain Bill
had to split his time between the six of us.  So, at the age of seven, We-Three
got a lot more independence and suddenly had a lot less supervision.

That was when Eva and Genie decided they wanted to make the study of the
humans on the  Athena T a science project.  Captain Bill  became our primary
research vector, since he was the one who spent the most time with us.  Of
course, I had a different way to study him, but I didn't tell Genie or Eva that ~

I was pretty young when I found that if I used Our Secret Place as a kinduv' back
door that I could get around Captain Bill's privacy screens.  He could still block
out Eva and Genie, but not me.

At first I only used the back door to touch his soul and be his Angel and sing to
him.  I could tell he liked it when I was his Angel and I sang to him, even though
he never knew his Angel was little Nerie.  It was later on that I started to tap on
his mind, but I swear I never tried to spy on his memories.

I admit I started sneaking up on My Captain and tapping on his mind to get
attention.   I guess it all happened because I got really stupid for awhile.  I was
always self-conscious, and I worried a lot because I was not pretty and was the
only left-handed mermaid and was much smaller than all my sisters.

Then when Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia all started to grow faster than me I got real
worried and I started to doubt myself about everything.  I got really sad and felt
lonely because I was real little and I was stubborn and grumpy sometimes, and I
wasn't sweet or pretty or fun to be with like all my sisters were.

Tapping on Captain Bill's mind was my way of catching him alone for private time,
because I thought he liked my Born-Togethers better than me.  I wasn't true, but
that's what I thought, and nobody could tell me different.  So that made it true?
To me, anyway.  I just wanted him to notice me and to like me and make me feel
special like he did for Genie and Eva.
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Eva was so sleek and long and graceful ~ she really was beauty in motion.  And
She was real pretty and smart and funny and could play with words in really cute
ways and make up funny stories and jokes.  When he was around my sister Eva
My Captain smiled and laughed all the time.  She made him real happy!

For a  little while I tried to be cute and funny and tease with him like Eva did.  But
I was awkward and self-conscious and stupid, and I wasn't very good at it, so I
gave up on cute.  I was just stupid Nerie, the tiny grumpy Mermaid.

He was always teasing with Genie and coaxing Her to smile whenever She got too
serious, which She almost always was.   Genie was real sweet and empathetic,
and She worried and cared so much about everybody.  But I couldn't hope to be
like Her; only Genie was Genie.  I was just stubborn Nerie and I didn't know how
to be sweet like Her.  To me it seemed like I never, ever, made My Captain happy,
no matter how hard I tried.

Then I discovered how I could get him alone and get him talking.  So I tapped on
his mind to get his attention.  It was great!  He didn't offer to share minds with
me; he never shared his mind or soul  with anybody, even tough he could've
because he was really a Merling inside.  But, once we were talking, he would tell
me anything I wanted to know, and he would talk about anything I wanted.

When we talked he was real patient and sweet with me.  We would talk forever
without him getting tired of my questions.  My Captain Bill was always open and
honest with me, and he never, ever lied to me.  If he didn't want to tell  me
something he would get quiet and look away, or maybe stop looking into my
eyes.  But he never lied to me, not even a little fib, and that was so important!

I was by myself one afternoon in our internet research room, studying biology
and reproduction, when I found out about “the Runt of the Litter”.  I could feel my
heart sink as I read about it, and a sense of recognition set in.

This was me!  I had found real proof that being little was bad!  I was the runt of
the litter; the inferior one, the defective one.  Not just of my litter: me and Eva
and Genie; but of all Mom's litters.  

All my sisters were growing bigger and faster and prettier than me.  I was the
smallest,  homeliest  Mermaid  Mom ever  made.   I  was  the  ugly  little  practice
Merling, the one Mom made before She learned how to do it right.  There I was
on the screen: the Runt, stupid little Nerie... the defective practice Merling.

I wondered why my Mom bothered to keep me after She found out I was made
wrong.  It seemed to me like She should have just put me outside the Grotto for
the  sharks to  find.   That  way She and Dad would  only  have  perfect  Merling
daughters and they could've forgot that they had ever made a runt.
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I was sitting and staring at the computer monitor and crying hard inside and out
when my Captain found me there, a sad little mess.  Captain Bill wasn't very good
with emotions or crying; he could be real awkward and self-conscious; especially
about unhappy things.  I think maybe he had a lot of hurting times in his soul.

When he saw me his face got really sad and I felt him hurting inside for me.  I
reached out for him and so he picked me up, because he didn't know what else to
do.  I buried my face in his chest and asked him over-and-over why I had to be a
Runt.  I didn't want to be a Runt, and it made me so sad that I had to be one...  I
wanted to be tall and beautiful and perfect and funny and sweet like my sisters.

He didn't know what to do to help me, so he just sat down and started gently
rocking back-and-forth while he was holding me.  Then he started talking to me.
We rocked and talked for a long time.  He kept telling me it was what was in my
heart and soul that mattered, not how big or long I was.

He told me that my Grandma Eva was not a runt, and my Mom was not a runt,
and neither was I.  We were just little.  My Captain said we proved the old saying
that “good things come in small packages.”  He Promised me I was perfect like
my Mom, and that just like Her I would someday do great and wonderful things.
He told me I was special to him, like my mom was, and he lowered his privacy
screens a little so I could look inside his soul and believe him.  

When he gave me permission to see inside his memories it made me real happy.
I kissed his soul and hugged him even tighter and kissed his soul some more,
because he never, ever, lowered his privacy screens; not for anyone!!  

And then I looked, and I saw that in his heart I was special to him because I was
hard-headed and stubborn and a hand-full and grumpy sometimes, and that he
thought I was the smartest Merling and that I was real cute, too.  Then I wasn't
sad, anymore!

Then, because he made me feel better, I thought maybe it would be a good time
to argue with him about something.  So I did; argued with him.  I don't even
remember what about; the topic hardly ever mattered.  I just loved it when I got
him to argue with me, so I could keep him talking and see how he thought.

When we talked or argued he would forget that he was the adult and that I was
just a Merling.  I liked it because he treated me like his friend and equal and we
had long discussions about everything in creation.  His universe of wisdom and
experience became mine when we talked.

Being around him and talking for hours on end and just being Nerie was a joy.  I
didn't have to be funny like Eva or sweet like my Genie.  I didn't have to be tall,
and I didn't have to be pretty.  I was happy because I felt good just being myself.
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There were a lot of people on the  Athena T, and we knew each other well and
cared about each other, because we were family.  They taught us in school and
played with  us and jammed with us  in  the conservatory.   They were all  our
friends, and we all cared about each other like family, human and Merfolk alike,
because we really were family.  All of us.

But then one day it finally sunk in: as important as all the others were to me,
nobody was like My Captain.  Even if he was busy or tired or really sick, or upset
with me at something I had done ( or not done that I was supposed to do ), he
always had time for me and always made a place for me.  It was just that I had
been  too  busy  being  hard-headed  and  stubborn  and  worrying  and  obsessing
about stupid things to notice.

It  was the best day of my life when I finally came to understand, and really
believe, that by just being Nerie I made My Captain happy, too.  Once I paid
attention I discovered that he really liked being around me and talking to me, and
that I brought good things to his life, like he did to mine.  Without either of us
realizing it, My Captain had become my dearest and most trusted friend.

Eva and Genie and I agreed that Captain Bill was such a huge part of our lives
growing up,  and we were lucky we got him first.   Every time another set of
Daughters-of-Katy came into his life we lost a little more of him, when he shared
part of his life with the new ones, too, because there was only so much of him to
go  around.   But,  because  We-Three  were  the  First-Borns  we  had  him  all  to
ourselves for many years before we had to share him with the others.

The Captain got a little break from the Daughters-of-Katy when he made us tutor
the younger ones when we were ten.  But, that only lasted for a couple of years,
because then he gave up his short-lived “Mentor Emeritus” status when it came
time for Eva and Genie and me to work on our PhD studies.

When Captain Bill became our PhD Advisor he sacrificed all of his free time and
most of his spare waking hours away from his duties on the Athena T to guide the
three of us in our research and towards the writing of our dissertations.  We-
Three know that he was the most important person in our lives in those years.

The search for other Merfolk, the “Voyages of Discovery”, began when We-Three
were sixteen years old, a little more than a year after our Quinceañera.  I decided
that the two-year mission would be a good time to assert our claim to status as
adults, and I convinced Eva and Genie to support me.

Our formal ascension to Adulthood didn't  quite go as I had planned.  My evil
secret-sister convinced Mom to promote us to adulthood by giving us all kinds of
work and responsibilities.  
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Between the lousy jobs that Mom and Captain Bill heaped on us and our loss of
free time I was afraid my sisters would never We-Three with me again.  In the
end it all worked out OK, and I was accepted back into the First-Born-Sister-Hood
while the mission to find other Merfolk continued.

Captain Bill often went alone to meet with local humans to talk with them about
the myths and legends they knew of sirens and selkies and other fantastical sea
creatures.  Before we got to Singapore that technique seemed to be useful, with
the discovery of Grandmother a shining example of that way of doing things.  

The evil that infested the Malaysian waters and Strait of Malacca exposed the risk
in that method of information gathering.  That was how the “shaman” found him.
The man was not a shaman, and he only wanted our ship.

I was sharing dinner with Mom and Grandmother and my sisters in the Mermaid
Habitat  when I  first  felt  Captain Bill's  soul  crying out  in  anguish.   Without a
second thought I raced to help him, through Our Secret Place and through the
back door I had made in his mind.

Once I was with My Captain I was broad-sided by the pain and suffering they
were inflicting on him, inflicting on Us.  I tried to reach out to him and give him
strength  and support  but  the  pain  was so overwhelming.   I  cried out  to  my
mother for help, but she couldn't reach me.  To help him I had gone behind the
wall and my fate was bound up with my beloved Captain Bill.  

The next 24 hours were hell.  I tried to save him; I sang to him, over and over, as
lovingly and sweetly as I knew how.  I tried to be His Angel once again and love
him and care for him and make a difference.

He came back to me, over-and-over.  It was selfish, I know.  I couldn't bear to let
him go, despite his suffering.  I sang and sang and sang, trying to buy time and
hoping for a rescue, hoping that his suffering could be brought to an end.  But the
rescue didn't come and there was no escape.

At the end Captain Bill decided that the only way to protect his family, My Family,
was that he had to die, once-and-for-all, and he wouldn't listen to my singing any
more.  Overwhelmed by sorrow and loss, I gave up hope and began to cry.

But I only gave up for a moment, because Nerie doesn't quit!  My Captain had
taught me about duty and honor and obligation.  Now it was time for me to prove
to him the value of what I had learned.

I began touching his mind in a way I never had before, I wanted him to know, I
needed him to know, that his singing Angel was Me, Nerie, and that I loved him.
That Nerie had always loved him, since the Beginning of Time.
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By making My Captain a forever part of me and wrapping my soul around his I
tried to give him my strength.  After his heart stopped he began to die and his
soul started to drift apart.  I struggled to hold him together, to hold Us together,
and I succeeded for awhile, as I bound my soul ever more tightly to his.

For a moment I thought that because our souls were bound so tightly together
and forever-as-one, and because we were no longer dissolving, that I had saved
him.  I thought if I could give my energy and my life force to him he could come
back to me.  But that was not so.

Death's claim on Us was relentless, and Death wanted us both; I learned that no
matter how much life you have to give that Death can take it all.  Death bid us
welcome, as all the while we kept drifting deeper and deeper into the dark.

In the end I failed, I couldn't save him.  My Captain and I stopped being ~ we
died; and when we died all of my cherished hopes and dreams died with us.  But
I was content; at least we died As-One.  My heart was at peace as we drifted in
to the black and it all went away.
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Part 45 ~ Nerie Awakes

As the light got warmer and brighter I heard an Angel singing sweetly and calling
to me; and this made absolutely no sense.  I was the Angel who sang: Me, Nerie!
So who was this impostor?

“         Nerie,” sang the imposter, “my little Neráida.”  

I wanted to sleep, so I ignored the Angel Impostor.  Then  the imposter began to
gently tickle my tummy with it's fingernails.  ~~ I knew that touch....?

“Nerie, my little Neráida.                   Time to wake up...”         

I loved tummy tickles, and I loved my Mom, so I purred to her for a long time
because I wanted to keep the tickles coming; but, eventually, I opened my eyes
and smiled at Her, and then I purred some more.  Mom kissed my forehead and
kept tickling me.

We were alone, just my Mom and me.

“Mom?” 

“Yes, Nerie.”

“I want to see fireworks ~ and I want to learn to fly.”

“Why these things?”

“They were  things  My Captain  Bill  thought  about  as  we  died;  he  loved
fireworks with his family, and he loved to fly.  He thought about you, too,
Mom.  He loved you a lot.

Mom,  they  were  so  vicious,  so  deliberate,  but  he  wouldn't  tell  them
anything.   He took  the punishment  and he died over  and over.   I  was
selfish, I couldn't let him go.  I sang to him and made him come back to
me.  I couldn't bear to let him go; I just couldn't let him die, I just couldn't.
So I sang.  And he did, he kept coming back to me even though they were
hurting him so bad.

But in the end the only way he could protect you was to die and he wouldn't
let me sing him back to life anymore.”

“You sang to him?”  Mom asked,  “like an Angel?”

“Yes.”

“Did you sing to him before, a long time ago, in the Grotto?”

“Yes...”
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“How does an unborn Merling manage such a thing?”

“I felt him hurting, so I followed you where you went.  Hurting was new and
I wanted to know about it.   You were hurting him bad and he stopped
being; he died.  I wanted to help him; I wanted to help you.  It made my
sisters and me feel good when we sang, so I found his soul and I sang to
him to make him feel good so he would come back to us.”

“You were his Angel?  The Angel he told me about..?”

“I've always been His Angel, since The Beginning of Time.  I made a Secret
Place for him in my mind so I could always find him and sing to him any
time he was sad or hurting.”

“And you kept it a secret, all these years, from all of us; even from him?”

“It doesn't matter; I failed My Captain.  I tried to save him, I sang to him
and I loved him and I wrapped my soul around his to try to protect him.
But in the end he died, anyway.  We died, Mom ~ I felt Us die!  I failed him;
I failed you.”

“No, my sweet, amazing daughter, you didn't.  You are alive, and your Captain is
alive.  You have saved him twice.”
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Part 46 ~ “Fortunate Son” /  the Captain Takes Flight

When I came out of the dark I was flying, and it felt really great.  I hadn't flown
in nearly 60 years; not as Pilot in Command, anyway.  For 60 years my only flying
had been sitting in the back of the plane, along with the rest of the livestock.

After I graduated college it was certain I would be drafted into the military, and
so I had a choice of being inducted into the Army or Marines as a 2nd Lieutenant
Platoon Leader, joining the Air Force, or maybe going to Canada.  I chose the Air
Force, as I lacked the courage to do either the former or the latter.

I had always loved flying.  As a school-kid I worked as a laborer in the local citrus
groves on weekends and summers to earn money to pay for flying lessons.  I
passed my Private Pilot Checkride and got my license on my 17th birthday, and I
earned my Commercial License and Instrument Rating at 18.  I was working on
my ATP Certificate to become a commercial airline pilot when I enlisted.
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But the Việt Nam War ruined all that for me, after I flew an OV10 out of Da Nang
in 1971-72; I loved the airplane, but I quickly learned to hate the missions.  By
then the blush had long been off the rose, and everybody below the rank of Major
knew for certain that the War was a pointless waste of lives; ours and theirs.

I went through OTS and Air Force Flight School with a group of FANGs ( Fucking
Air National Guards ) from Texas and Louisiana.  There was no love lost between
the half of my class who were not FANGs and those who were.  During the Việt
Nam War it was a time of involuntary military conscription, “The Draft”, and Air
National  Guard  appointments  were  precious  things.   In  those  days  Guard
appointments were like “Get Out of War Free” cards.

The Việt Nam era Guard was very different from the Air National Guard of today.
The rich, and those with political or social connections, made sure that their sons
with low draft numbers got the open slots to guard units that would never deploy,
and so their spawn would never be put in harm's way.

Many of the FANGs in our class openly lorded it over us and laughed that after
training they were going home to their cushy, privileged lives while we were going
to war to get our asses shot off.  Needless to say, we hated them for it.

Like  so  many  of  the  underclass,  the  rest  of  us  got  all-expense-paid  trips  to
Southeast Asia for 12 to 15 months.  You could spend less time In-Country if you
came  home in  a  body  bag,  or  mostly  alive  but  missing  significant  pieces  of
yourself.  But that was a damn high price to pay for an early ticket home.

Who would have guessed that many of those same FANGs, and their rich and
socially connected friends, would end up in the most senior positions of the U.S.
Government twenty or thirty years later?  And who could have known that they
and their  wealthy and powerful  friends would send yet  another  generation of
young people who were far less privileged than themselves into even more poorly
managed and protracted wars, to get their brains shot out or to be blown up for
no good reason.  It just goes on and on.

You want to know how it was during Việt Nam?  Well, you can't.  No matter how
much you genuinely want to or how hard you try: you can't.  That was then and
this is now. Like everything else in life, to really understand something you have
to be there.  The only thing that is the same today is that it is still the filthy rich
and powerful who send the poor and powerless off to die in their wars.

If you still want to try to understand, just a little, watch the video of the live
Woodstock recording of “The 'Fish' Cheer / I-Feel-Like-I'm-Fixin'-to-Die Rag”  by
Country Joe McDonald; then read the lyrics, and think about them.  Maybe you
can also look up the words to Creedence Clearwater's song “Fortunate Son”.
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When I got back to “The World”, after my tour was up, I took an early discharge.
I threw away my uniforms and the ribbons they gave me to pin on them, and  I
used my GI Bill to go back to college for another degree.  I never looked back and
I never flew again.  Flying held for me too many nightmares and ugly memories.

Yet, here I was:  Flying!   Climbing and diving and doing aerobatic maneuvers,
through and in and around the clouds, and to hell with the FAA and their silly
flight visibility and cloud clearance rules.  It was glorious fun, and the only thing
that was missing was my airplane.  Who needed an airplane?  All I had to do was
hold out my arms and I was flying!

I pushed it harder and harder, lower to the ground, inside loops, outside loops,
snap rolls, ever closer to the rocks along the shore.  It was reckless and stupid
and I didn't care, the thrill of laughing in Death's face was intoxicating.  I'd lived
in his shadow for way too long and it just didn't matter any more.

I had learned that you really can die more than once, but I had also figured out
you can only die once-and-for-all.  I was going to do that, now, and I was going
to spit in the bastard's face when I did it.  Once-and-for-all.

I pushed over into an outside loop carrying way too much speed, and I was pretty
sure as I went inverted past 90° that there was no way I was going to make it
out of this one.  I tried to pull out at the bottom but I crashed hard into the rocks,
and it hurt all over.

I lay there on the rocks, bleeding and waiting impatiently.  But Death didn't come
for me like we had agreed; the bastard stood me up!  I lay there hurting and
totally busted up and all I kept thinking was  “What the Fuck? Over?  If you can't
depend on Death to keep his word then who the hell can you depend on?”  I was
pretty thoroughly pissed-off at all of creation.

Then I heard it again; it was that Angel and it was singing to me, urging to me to
come back to the living with its beautiful melodies.  I ignored the Angel and I
ignored the melodies.

I'd been down that road before and as far as I was concerned it led nowhere I
wanted to be.  But the Angel was nothing if not persistent and then Her song
changed.  She added words to try to coax me back to the living.  Her?  She?
Words?  Now This was new!

Before the Angel had only caressed my soul, and it had sung to me in wordless
melodies, but now it was a She, and She was caressing my face, and singing to
me in words.  I tried to open my eyes, slowly; it was dim, like twilight, but there
was still enough light that it hurt.
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Everything was a blur, but I tried to focus.  For a moment I thought I glimpsed My
Angel and that maybe I knew Her, but then my eyes closed again.  When the
fireworks came I stopped trying to understand and then everything went dark.

The next time I came out of the dark I was flying again, high over a brilliant
azure sea.  I could see a chain of volcanic islands off in the distance, and My
Angel asked me to take Her there.   I still didn't have an airplane, but despite
that it seemed that I had somehow acquired a stow-away.

As we reached the largest island in the chain I dropped down to tree-top level
and  my  stow-away  began  to  sing  sweetly  of  the  amazing  sights  we  were
experiencing.  We did this for hours, hopping from island to island.  We flew
where I wanted and She sang about what we saw.

And then My Angel said, “Captain Bill, it's time for you to come home to us.”

“Nerie?”

“Uh-huh.”

“Can't we just keep flying?”

“Nope; you have to come home, now, so I can take care of you; make you
better.    Then we can go flying some more.”

“You Promise?”

“Guarantee it!  I love flying with you.”

As we flew I thought about that for a bit, what Nerie had said, and all the while
She sang to me.  Maybe Death could wait a little longer, I decided.  I landed on a
pretty black sand beach and after a moment I lay down and fell asleep.  I think I
was asleep for a long time, because the next time I woke I didn't hurt so much.

As I woke I heard My Angel singing to me,  Her song was as warm and sweet as
ever, and while She sang I could feel Her caressing my forearm.  The arm tickles
were nice, but maybe too relaxing, as I was starting to fall back asleep.

I forced my eyes to open a little; the place was pretty dim, and after my vision
focused I could see through the dim that my companion really was Nerie.

“It's good to see you.”  I told Her.

“Good to be seen.”  She said, and kissed me on the cheek. 

She was still tickling my arm and holding my hand.  I asked Her to turn the lights
up a little, and when She did I could see that I was on the bunk in my cabin.

As I looked around me Nerie said,  “Welcome home.”
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I looked at the arm She was tickling;  there were fresh scars everywhere.

“Can I have a mirror?  And could you maybe bring up the lights a bit more?”

Nerie gave me a large hand mirror, and I tried to survey my body.  The mirror
was too heavy, and I couldn't hold it up for very long, so She took it from my
hand and continued the survey for me.  Everywhere I could see there were scars,
surgical and otherwise.

“You were quite the mess, when they brought you home.”

“They?”

“Mom, and Danny and his fire teams.  They sent out a recon team, and
then organized a rescue mission, as soon as they knew that you had been
kidnapped.”

“How did they know that, and where to find me?”

“Mom touched my mind and saw what had happened and where you were.”

“How did You know where I was?”

“I can find you any time I want.  No matter how far away from me you are.
I've been practicing finding you since almost the Beginning of Time.”

“The Beginning of Time?  So, it would seem that you were also the little Angel
who sang to me during my transmutation?”

“Yes.  I sang to make you feel better.  I couldn't talk to you, then, but I
knew how to sing.  So I sang to make you want to stay with us.”

“You were there through all the beatings?  Singing to me through the torture?”

“Yes...”

“You felt the pain along with me?”

“Yes...”

“You died with me...?”

“Yes... I tried to save you, I wrapped my soul around yours. But we died
anyway.”

“Why would you sacrifice yourself like that?”

“Because you are My Captain and My Best Friend.  I had to try.”

“That's like sacrificing a Perfect Pearl to try to save a pebble...  Why aren't we still
dead?”
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“Mom and Isabella have been trying to understand that; they've decided
that until significant brain necrosis sets in that a person might be saved.
They say because I wrapped my soul around yours and tried to give you my
strength that I bought us a little time.  And because you lived, I lived.  Or
maybe it was the other way 'round?  Mom says we'll never know for sure...

Do you remember the fireworks we heard just as we were dying?”

“Yes, it reminded me of the 4th of July celebrations back home when I was a kid.”

“Well, those weren't exactly fireworks.  That was Danny and his fire teams,
attacking the pirates.

They rescued us and did CPR and Mom started your heart and restarted it
each time it failed on the trip home, and that bought us more time.  Once
Isabella got her hands on you she was able to get your heart beating and
stabilize you, but we were comatose for months.”

“We?”

“Yes, We.  I was asleep for more than a month.  It took me that long to sort
myself out after we died.  You've been gone for nearly four months.”

“Ouch!”

“Well, it was for the best, really, a blessing in disguise.  It gave Isabella
time to perform a lot of reconstructive surgeries on you without inflicting
any more suffering.  

She says she's amazed at the resiliency of the Mer genome.  Most of your
bones  have  knitted  properly,  and  the  11  front  teeth  you  lost  are  even
growing back from new buds that formed in the epithelium in your gums.”

“Most?”

“You were pretty messed up.  They kept beating on you long after your
bones were broken, so simple breaks were later smashed into compound
fractures.   The  clean  fractures  were  later  pounded  right  through  your
muscles and skin into exposed splinters.

Mom and  Genie  found  a  synthetic  bone  substitute  on  the  internet  and
Melissa had it flown in.  Isabella cut out the splintered or necrotic sections
of bone from your body and then she inserted the bone growth-matrix into
the gaps between what was left of the undamaged sections of your long
bones.

Your  scars  are  fading,  your  missing  teeth  are  regrowing,  and  Isabella
believes that within a year it will be difficult to find obvious visible signs of
your ordeal.”
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“But you have a new nose, and your jaw and cheeks look different; she
rebuilt  your  cheek bones and your  lower  jaw and wired it  shut  while  it
healed, until just two weeks ago, in fact.  Isabella hopes you will be happy
with what she did.

She insists that she is a trauma surgeon, not a plastic surgeon; she says
they didn't leave her much to work with.”

“Anything would probably be an improvement over what was there.”   I laughed,
and instantly regretted it.  As the old joke goes, it hurt when I laughed ~ ”

“You say you wrapped your soul around mine?”

“Sorry; it was the only way.”

“No worries; it's a really sweet soul.”

“Think so?”

“Yes.  But I'm very sorry that  you must be stuck with so many parts of  my
messed-up psyche.”

“No worries back at you.” She laughed.  “I think you've a very sweet soul,
as well.  And it's good to know you really believe what you taught us about
duty and honor and obligation.  Best of all, now I finally know all about your
life and understand you in the way I've always wanted to.”

“It seems to me you could have just looked around inside my head and taken
anything you wanted any time in the last 16 years?”

“Probably... most certainly.  But that would have been a betrayal of our
friendship, because you valued your privacy so much.  I only sang to you,
maybe kissed your soul sometimes when you weren't paying attention, and
tapped on your mind from time to time.  But I never spied on you or stole
your memories.”

“You're a very strange girl.”

“Mermaid.”  She corrected.

“Touché...”

“I think that I'm very much like my Mother.”

“Me, too.”

“You really think so?”

“Yep.”

“That's good, then?”
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“You have no idea...  Anything you want to argue about?”

“Tons of stuff, but let's wait until you're stronger so it will be a fair contest.
I wouldn't want to take unfair advantage ~ And then I want to see fireworks
and  want your Promise you will take me flying.”

Once I  recovered a bit  more and got my legs back underneath me (with the
temporary help of a pair of crutches) I ordered up three dozen large crates of
fireworks out of Hong Kong.  After that I purchased a small two-person ultralight
aircraft, with pontoons and long range tanks.  I figured it was a start, anyway.

After all,  I had made Promises.  I had a lifelong debt to repay, one that had
existed almost since The Beginning of Time.
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Part 47 ~ Dissension in the Ranks

After the majority of the surgeries were done Isabella allowed them to take me to
my cabin, and Nerie took care of me there, while I was still in a deep coma.

When  they  moved  me
back  to  my  cabin  She
moved in too, and made
them  put  a  sleeping-cot
in the corner of the room
for Her.

Nerie  watched  over  me,
fed and washed me and
ministered  to  me,  and
She  performed  physical
therapy  many  times  a
day to try to reduce the
rate  at  which  my  body
was starting  to  atrophy;
and  so  that  my  joints
didn't freeze up.

She sang to me, out loud
with  Her  voice  for  my
ears  and  inside  me  for
my mind and for my soul,
and She coaxed me back
to the living.

By the time I finally came out of the coma the Athena T had departed Brisbane
and was on course for New Caledonia to continue the search.  After I woke up I
still had a lot of healing left to do, and Nerie continued to watch over me.  She
made sure that I kept with the program that Isabella had set up to get me back
to health, whether I wanted to or not.

I was still sleeping a lot, about 16 hours a day, so Nerie put one of the previously
unused Bio-Signs Com Badges on my wrist and programmed the Router to alert
Her when I was awake and active.

While I slept Nerie would visit with Her sisters and Katy and Grandmother in the
Mermaid habitat. She also wanted to get to know the 23 new Merfolk we had on
board and,  what with all  the  time I  was spending asleep,  She had plenty of
opportunity to do all that.
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Isabella  had  deputized  Nerie  to  make  sure  that  I  made  it  to  my  mandated
physical therapy sessions whenever I was awake, and Nerie took it upon Herself
to create a “whole 'nuther list” of things that She thought I should do as well.

With Nerie being Nerie about all I could do is salute and say “Yes Ma'am” and get
with the program, much as I might have liked to ignore it, and Her.  I grudgingly
admitted to myself that the physical therapy they were forcing me to do was
working, as I rapidly made progress and sent the crutches back to Isabella after
only a few weeks.

By the time we were done surveying the New Caledonia archipelago the fireworks
were waiting for me in a warehouse near the Ships Chandler's office at the port of
Noumea.  We had word that the ultra-light airplane would soon be loaded onto an
aircraft in Hawaii and be delivered to the La Tontouta Airport within the week.

When the fireworks were delivered dockside they came with a police escort, who
politely  insisted  I  move  the  Athena T into  international  waters  before  I  used
them.  As the 4th of July was not far off it seemed like a fine idea to me, although
Nerie made a small fuss about the delay.

The plan that had been decided in my absence was to resume the search for
isolated Merfolk in the shoals, mangroves and reefs of the New Caledonia island
archipelago, and finally to work our way northwest through Vanuatu, the Solomon
Islands and back up to the eastern islands of Papua New Guinea.

It was while we were still anchored in the port of Noumea, waiting for Nerie's
airplane, that Katy and Grandmother came to my cabin on an official visit.  Since
it now seemed to be Nerie's cabin, too, they didn't ask Her to leave.  Or possibly
Nerie had gotten a promotion in the Mermaid ranks?  I didn't know?

Katy gave me a monster hug and kiss, and Grandmother greeted me with a smile
and warm tingly fingertips.  Then the three Mermaids sat together on one of my
couches.   I  was  most  comfortable  with  air-talking  so  Grandmother  and  Katy
wrapped tails so She could follow what everyone was saying.  I could still follow
her thoughts when she wanted to comment.

“Captain Bill,”  Katy began, “we have a problem in the Mermaid Habitat.  A
much worse one than I had ever anticipated.”

“Jealousy?”

“I suppose you could call it that, yes.  But it's much worse than that.  We've
taken on board a group of  refugees from shattered clans and societies.
Some know of and still believe in the old ways, others know of them but do
not  believe  they  are  worth  observing,  and  some  have  no  idea  of  their
heritage and the former grandeur of the Mer Civilization.”
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“And...?”

“And we have tried to make the new ones welcome and to teach them how
to take advantage of what we have to offer.  Some are adapting; some not.
Some look at our ship, my girl's educations, our lifestyle and our way of
being and are envious and dislike us intensely for it, even though we are
trying to share.

You know my girls, They are open and honest and there's not a mean or
selfish bone in any of their bodies.  They have grown up loved and nurtured
and educated by what I think are some of the finest minds on Earth.

Delphin and Grandmother taught the girls of the glory and beauty of their
Mer heritage.  Mostly thanks to you, I think, they've all grown up with a
deep sense  of  altruism and  duty  and  responsibility  that  I  think  is  both
beautiful and wonderful.”

“But?”

“But We are freaks.  Even if we weren't genetic freaks the culture that we
want to recreate, the Old Culture, The Old Ways, seems to make us freaks.
And the new ones recognize that we are genetic  freaks,  have no doubt
about that.  They don't know how or why, but they know we are.  I'm heart-
broken; I just don't know what to do.”

“Grandmother?” I asked.

“First Mother Katyleventis is correct.  We have a problem with some of the
new ones.   They are ignorant and have forgotten or rejected everything
about their heritage.

Twenty  thousand  years  ago  there  were  several  million  Merfolk  in  clans
spread around the oceans of the world.  There were as many Mer on this
world in those days as there were humans.

Most  clans,  but  not  all,  were  matrilineal  and  were  governed  by  a  First
Mother.   Some  were  known for  their  prowess  in  the  arts,  some  in  the
sciences, some in aquaculture, and some clans chose not to specialize and
tried to be all things.  They traded widely, and the clans mixed freely.

Delphin is descended from one of the most learned and distinguished clans
from that time.  It is a wonder that they were able to sustain their Grotto
and pass on as much wisdom to Him as they did, their last living heir.

I admire and approve of what Delphin and First Mother Katyleventis have
done,  and  what  they  are  trying  to  do.   That  includes  First  Mother
Katyleventis' transmutation, as well as your own.”
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“Part of me wants to throw all of these refugees off your ship and to just go
home with you.  But if the Leventis Clan is to survive and prosper you must
have more citizens to add genetic  diversity  to  First Mother Katyleventis'
family, and you need mates for Her daughters.  There is no other way.”

“Katy?”

“Yes Captain?”

“How did you come to hire me?”

“I didn't 'hire' you, good Captain, I asked you to be a part of my family, part of
my Clan.”

“Bullshit;  you hired me.  I've been on many job interviews in my time.
Yours was the most in-depth and probing interview I ever went through.
What of the hundred-or-so others that you saw before me who didn't make
the cut?

You interviewed them, found them wanting, erased their memories of you
and left them sleeping on some beach.  And you would have done the same
to me, except for some reason your judgment failed you that time.

Katy, it Was a job interview, admit it.  It was only after I passed that you
shared your life story with me and asked me to help you on your grand
quest to revitalize the clans.  Only much later did I truly became family, a
part of your Clan.”

“Maybe...”

“Well, what makes these new people, Merfolk, whatever, so frigging special?
Why should they get a pass, just because they have tails and not legs?

We're not missionaries, dammit, we're not here to save these people from
themselves.  Make them pass an interview just like I had to; just like every
human on this boat had to do!

If they aren't good loving people, if  they don't have good hearts, if  you
can't trust them, then we don't need them.  Look into their hearts, look into
their souls.  Just like you did with your human crew.  If they throw up
privacy walls then they fail the interview right then and there, don't they?

We don't have the time or the resources to make them see the light.  And I
don't want to wake up some morning only to find out that one of them
decided to get up in the middle of the night and murder half of my family!

You and Grandmother need to interview them, and if you don't like what
you see we confine them until we can put them off the ship.  We limit the
spread of their poison and then we put them back in the water where we
got them.”
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“If you do like what you see you make them an offer, like you did with me.
If they pass the job interview you offer them a job; the job of becoming a
contributing member of YOUR society; The East Pacific Leventis Clan.

You tell them of the dreams you have for your children and for theirs.  If
they don't want that job, if they don't share your vision, we put them back
in the water where we found them, or anywhere they want to get off along
our route.”

Grandmother looked at Katy with a big grin, and Katy laughed.  

“OK, my Captain, we'll do it your way.”  

Nerie looked at me and told me,  “Grandmother says She regrets that you're not
a hundred years older.  She says that if you were She would take you for Her
mate.”

Of the 23 Merfolk we originally took on board only three had to be returned to the
waters where we found them.  The widowed Mermaid and the two older bachelor
Mermen that we had brought on board in the Philippines were asked to leave
when we got back there on our way home.

After the interviews were complete it became obvious that the widowed Mermaid
was the epicenter of the hate and discontent, and that the two males who came
on board about the same time as Her were willing accomplices.

In a way the upheaval was a blessing, because after the interviews all our new
Clan-members had, for the first time, a clear understanding of First Mother Katy,
of what was in Her heart, and what it was She was trying to do.  Now they were
invested in  Her  mission as well,  and truly  began to  feel  like family and Clan
members instead of pampered guests.

A few days after the brouhaha caused by the three malcontent Merfolk from the
Philippines was dealt with, I suggested to Katy and Grandmother that perhaps we
had found enough new Clan members for this trip?

My feeling was that it was going to be enough of an effort to assimilate just the
20 individuals that we already had.  I proposed that maybe we could simplify the
plan as we passed through Vanuatu, the Solomons, Papua New Guinea and back
to the Philippines by just doing some quick surveys, and not spending too much
time looking around?  

If some wonderful Merfolk fell  into our laps then fine, but otherwise we could
leave it for another trip to do an intensive search.  By then we were all getting a
little tired, and they agreed to my suggestion.  
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And yet, despite my best efforts to expedite the pace of the return trip, two more
mated pairs with young Merlings did fall into our laps at the Vanuatu Archipelago,
and so 10 more Merfolk were inducted into Katy's Clan.  

Thanks (or no thanks) to Electra, and some wandering dugong or other that She
befriended, we now had 30 souls to assimilate instead of just 20.

I teased Electra about being the Fish-Whisperer, and she got really indignant and
told me in no uncertain terms ( as only an 11-year-old-going-on-30 can ) that
She did Not talk to fish.  Fish were too stupid to talk, she advised me.  Electra, I
was informed, talked to mammals.

Her telepathic abilities were remarkable, even for Katy's remarkable girls.  Electra
had made We-Four with the three born-together brothers who were completely
unrelated to Her, and this was something Grandmother had not believed possible.

Her ability to communicate at a truly complex and meaningful level with dugongs,
cetaceans and even sea otters was beginning to become a topic of discussion
within the Clan.

With Her resolute insistence in believing that absolutely anything was possible
Electra was starting to remind me more and more of Nerie and Katy.  At that
point I didn't know if that was a good thing or not.  I just wasn't sure how many
more indomitable clones of Nerie or Katy my old soul could handle.
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Part 48 ~ July 4th, Location 22° 35' S  x  168° 57' E

We stayed in New Caledonia for a few more days, until Nerie's ultralight airplane
was delivered.  Of course it was in a zillion pieces and shipped in a half-dozen
medium to  large boxes ~ “some assembly required”.  Once the airplane was
delivered, and Melissa and I inventoried everything to make sure all the bits and
pieces were there, we left port and headed east for open water.

We departed on July 2nd at a leisurely speed of 17 knots.  It only took us 5 hours
after we left port to reach a sea-mount about 100 miles east of Noumea, New
Caledonia, where we anchored the Athena T.  It was surmounted with a flat coral
plateau sticking out of the water and was a bit more than 2 miles long and a half
mile wide at it's widest.

Once we were anchored I  asked Danny and some of  his  guys  to  set  up the
fireworks for me on the helicopter deck; his men being the explosives experts.
They fabricated launch tubes out of tubing we had in ship's stores, hooked up the
little launch control panel that came with the fireworks, and tested the electrical
igniter in each firework for continuity.  Danny's team finished the morning of the
Fourth, and everything was ready to grant Nerie's First Wish.

I ate lunch with Melissa, Grandmother, Katy and Nerie in the Captain's Dining
room.  I'd been using it a lot since I came out of the coma;  groups of people and
the noise they made gave me a fierce headache, literally, and so I had started
eating in the formerly little-used private dining space to get some peace.  And I
really enjoyed being with the four of them.

“Hey guys,” I suggested, “why don't the four of us go out for a swim after we
finish lunch?  Nerie has been pestering me to get some exercise, and that little
desert island has been calling to me ever since we got here.”

Melissa  begged off,  but  after  the three  Mermaids  looked at  each other  for  a
second Nerie said “sure, let's do it.”

So we did.  I put on my wet suit and hard-sole dive boots.  They exited from the
Mermaid doors, and I met them at the stern platform where I put on my fins.
The island had a sort of a dog-bone shape, and at it's narrowest it was only about
500' wide.  We were anchored only a couple of hundred yards from that narrow
spot, midway down the length of  the island,  and it  was a quick swim to the
beach.

When we got there I told them, “I want to climb up to the plateau and take a
walk around the island; see what's up there.  Can you guys do me a favor?  Take
a look at the conditions in the waters around the island, especially the geology.
We'll meet up later and you can let me know what you think?”
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“I don't know how long I'm going to be up there, so if you get bored go ahead
back to the Athena T and I'll meet you there, later.”

I walked the island for about 3 hours, it was a 250 foot climb from sea level to
the  plateau,  and  once  I  was  on the  plateau I  really  liked  what  I  saw.   The
seamount was very old and had been in and out of the ocean many times during
the ice ages as ocean levels rose and fell.  Originally of volcanic origin, it now had
a thick coral cap due to the many prehistoric changes in ocean level.  The place
had “good bones”, I thought.

It was a desert island, with no retained fresh water.  The flat surface was porous
and, while it didn't hold much of the abundant rains that fell  on the place, it
hosted a healthy population of  scrub plants  typical  of  a desert island.   I saw
numerous Insect  species,  and a number  of  Centipedes and geckos  and other
smallish creatures.  All the local sea-birds appeared to nest there during breeding
season.

I liked the place, and couldn't wait to get back to the Athena T and discuss it with
Katy and Grandmother.  I put my fins back on and, as I splashed into the water at
the beach, Nerie swam up to me.

“Mom and Grandmother went back to the ship, but I thought I'd hang out
until  you were done exploring the plateau and show you something we
found.”

“Something good, I hope?”

“I think so.”  She smiled.

Nerie led me down the underwater east slope of the island, off the northern tip.
This was the only spot where the sea mount slopes had a pronounced fall off
close to the island itself, and as we got part way down the slope she pulled me
into a lava tube.  It was about 15 feet across and solid and beautiful and seemed
to go back under the island.

“I've found three of  these, so far.   It  looks like they join up under the
island.”  Nerie told me.  “I thought you might like them.  I'll bet you could
make them into some pretty fantastic Delphin's Grottoes, don'tcha think?”

“I thought you never spied on me?”  I teased.  “That you didn't know what I was
thinking?”

“That was before Singapore happened; now I can't help it.”  She objected.
“Now, whenever we're near each other we are We-Two, whether I want it or
not.  You must have noticed it, too?  You can't tell me you haven't?”
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“So what do you think?” Nerie continued.  “Wouldn't this be just perfect for
our new home?”

“Let's talk to your Mom and Grandmother and Melissa; see what they think?  I,
for one, think that it's a fantastic idea that will solve a million problems that we
don't yet realize that we have.”

But, let's wait and talk to them tomorrow?” I suggested.  “Not today?”

“I want to eat dinner, and the Sun will be setting soon.  A couple hours after that
and it's the big 4th of July Fireworks Show!  Let's come back here in the morning
and look around a little more before we talk to them?”

As we swam back to the Athena T   Nerie held my hand in Hers.  It seemed like
She was glowing with anticipation at the thought of the fireworks display.  She
was one very happy little Mermaid!

Nerie  and I  ate  a  quick  dinner,  and then She  headed down do  the Mermaid
habitat.  I met up with Danny and his guys to talk about the show.  He and I
agreed that at 9:00 pm he would raise the U.S. flag on the main mast and play
“The Star  Spangled Banner”  over the ship's  PA system.  A minute-and-a-half
later, at the end of the anthem, the first shot from the fireworks would be fired.

By 8:45 pm everyone was assembled along the beach or in the shallows in the
the little bay.  Merfolk and human folk alike.

It turned out that they all came, except for the three Merfolk who were confined
to quarters and a skeleton crew on the ship.  Before the festivities began Katy
and I explained the story of Fort McHenry and the War of 1812 and of American
Independence and the 4th of July traditions we were celebrating to the Merfolk
who didn't know it.

Danny's guys put on a great show that lasted almost 30 minutes.  Nerie was
ecstatic; She had experienced fireworks from my memories, but I guess there
really is nothing like being there!  I had purchased at least several of every kind
of old-fashioned air-burst firework I could get, and She got happier with every
new sort of display in the sky.

It was a great night for everyone; great food, great drinks, great friends, and I
think it really brought us all together.  Most important of all, I had made good on
Nerie's First Wish, and done it up in spades.  The Grand Finale was one of the
best I'd ever seen.
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Part 49 ~ Walpole Island

The next morning Nerie and I headed down to make another reconnaissance of
the little island.  This time we brought several high-intensity underwater lamps,
with adjustable beams, so we could safely get deep into the lava tubes.

Most of Katy's Clan and many of the crew were out and about, enjoying the break
away from the confines of the ship, and as we headed towards the island Eva,
Genie, Katy and Grandmother joined up with us.

As Eva and Genie were smothering me with the warmest of “hello” hugs Katy
asked  Nerie and I,  “Where are you two off to?”

“Captain Bill wants to explore the lava tubes.” explained my companion.

“Lava tubes?”  Eva  demanded,  “Why haven't  we heard  about any lava tubes?
You've been holding out on us, Nerie?”

“It's a surprise.”  She told them.

“We don't like surprises; we want to know everything.  You haven't been making
We-Three nearly often enough, lately, that's pretty obvious.”  Eva teased.

Nerie started to respond, but I cut her off.  

“OK; here's how it goes.  I have three flashlights with me, so we can have
three teams.  Let's do Katy and Eva, Grandmother and Genie and me and
Nerie.   I  want  to  map  every  lava  tube  that  originates  in  the  magma
chamber under the island.  All in agreement?  Good!”

I said all of that without waiting for anyone to agree to anything.  I handed one
flashlight to Grandmother and the other to Katy and said “Follow us.”

Every once-in-a-while they were just going to have to do it my way.  Except that
Grandmother decided to go with Katy and Eva paired with Genie.  Whatever...

Nerie led us up one of the lava tubes that She and Katy and Grandmother had
discovered the day before, and then into the central chamber under the north end
of the island.

Once we were inside I told them: 

“Here's what I want us to do; follow a tube, see where it goes, note its
condition and the diameter as you go, and where it comes out, if it does.
Then come back here and wait  for  the other two teams to return.  We
discuss what we've seen, pick three new tubes, and repeat until we run out
of tubes or the batteries start to give out in the flashlights.”
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It took us all morning, but in the end we mapped out a half-dozen tubes that
were in very good condition and that made it outside and another twenty that
dead-ended in collapsed or blocked sections.

After the six of us returned to the Athena T we had lunch in the Captain's Dining
Room.  We enjoyed lunch and each others' company and talked about what we
had seen of the guts of the island while I made notes.  After lunch I told Katy and
Grandmother that I wanted to have a meeting of the Senior Staff that afternoon.

We met at 2 pm; all the usual actors.   Carlos had been taking my place at these
meetings for the last five months and I asked him to continue to attend them
even though I was back.  This was my first official Staff Meeting since Singapore,
and they welcomed me back as the meeting got started.

I stood and thanked everyone for the welcome; I took a deep breath and, still
standing, I started in.  

“Before we leave this place, and head north for the Vanuatu archipelago, I
want to tell you about an idea, a plan, that I have.

I am, if you will, Leventis Clan Employee #1.  I signed up with First Mother
Katy before She really was one, when all She had to offer to anyone was
Her idealism and a dream.

Well, now I have a dream my own, and I want you all to listen with an open
mind.  I want ORCA to purchase this little nothing-of-a-desert-island, and I
don't care what it costs.  I want this island; We want this island; We NEED
this island.”

Everyone  looked surprised,  if  not  a  little  shocked;  everyone  except  Katy  and
Grandmother.  I wondered if my room-mate had been talking to them?

“Here's the deal”  I told them.  “We've been out picking up Merfolk like we
were shopping for roses at a flower market.  We've got twenty so far, if you
don't count the three we're putting off the ship when we get back to the
Philippines, and I have little hope but that we won't find more before we
head east and set a course for home.

By now I think most of us are pretty convinced that there are no clans to be
discovered, and likely not even any large groups.  But still, let's assume
that before Katy completely wears out the ship or runs out of money that
She will have inducted several hundred new Merfolk into the Leventis Clan.

So, where are all these people, these Merfolk, whatever, going to live?”

“Delphin's Grotto?”  Melissa volunteered.
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“You were there once, Melissa; do you really think that several hundred
Merfolk, breeding Merfolk with growing families, are going to fit in there?”

“No, I suppose not.”

“Damn right they won't.  At this rate we are going to drown, so to speak, in
our own success.  And what's to keep a few of them from wandering off and
making spectacles of themselves somewhere along the California coast?”

As I looked around the room I could see that I was beginning to make my point,
and that reality was starting to sink in.

“Katy wanted to save the Merfolk from an almost certain extinction.  Be
careful what you ask for.  No?

We need a home for them.  A place that is of no use to humans; like, say, a
small  desert island?  One with no commercial  fishing grounds anywhere
around.  One that is not currently occupied, may never have been occupied,
and likely never will be occupied.  By humans, that is.  This island.

It is isolated, but not too isolated.  You go that way on the Athena T and in
5  hours  you're  in  Noumea,  New  Caledonia,  with  Port  facilities  and  two
commercial airports not far away.  Hell, we can build our own airport here;
the island is just big enough for a 747-class runway, if you want that.

You  cruise  that  way  on  the  Athena  T and  in  2½  days  you're  back  at
Brisbane, Australia.  You cruise that way 2 days and you're in Auckland,
New Zealand.

This place is completely undesirable, in the middle of nowhere and yet close
to anywhere that we need to go.  And I was serious about the runway.  Not
a 747-class runway, but certainly one big enough for a small business jet or
emergency air evac.  This island is more than 11,000 feet long; I only need
3,000 feet of it for a runway.”

I could see the lights starting to come on in people's eyes.

“There is an ancient empty magma chamber under the island, the apex of
the dome is  just  50'  below sea  level;  very strong,  very stable,  and its
maybe twenty times the size of Delphin's Grotto, with big, beautiful lava
tubes running all over the place. We could safely house and protect a couple
thousand  Clanfolk  under  this  island,  even  if  they  never  wanted  to  go
outside.  But they will go outside.

There's a mostly barren sea mount just 13 miles north of here, a 25 minute
swim, maybe; if you are Merfolk, anyway.  It is just below the surface, and
it has 10 times the area of the seamount we are sitting over now.”
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“With a little love and care it could be turned into an underwater Garden of
Eden.  I say we buy it or claim it, too.  We can make it look like the kelp
forests of California used to look, two hundred years ago.  And for all we
know there's an empty magma chamber under it, too?

We make  the magma chamber  under  this  place  the  new and improved
Delphin's Grotto, and we move a portion of all the plants and animals from
the California Grotto and the ones we found in the abandoned Grottoes in
Japan and Việt Nam to this place.  

Or  maybe  we  move  them  all,  to  keep  them  out  of  the  hands  of  the
pharmaceutical companies and other corporate bandits.  Katy and Delphin
and  Grandmother  can  decide  that,  I  suppose.   The  Grottoes  and  their
contents belong to the merclans anyway, I think, not to humans.

We build a state-of-the-art research facility on the northeast end of the
island, put the runway on the southwest end and build a dock where the
Athena T is anchored now.  Put human housing and a recreation area in the
middle ~ or whatever.

The Grotto  is  here, the scientific  labs are  here, we've got all  the bases
covered.   We  make  this  the  Oceanographic  Research  Centers  for  the
Americas first real physical-you-can-touch-them Research Headquarters.

The place will be big, beautiful and honest-to-god for real!

If you want to continue to base the Athena T out of the Central California
Coast,  fine,  whatever;  but  this  place is  the  answer  to  most  everything!
THIS is Katy's dream! Here! Now! within our grasp!  I want us to buy this
island, right now, right away, Today!”

“And I'm going to get really pissy about it if you don't do it.”

I sat down, talked out.  Even Katy and Grandmother looked stunned.  After a
moment  I  got  a  standing  ovation,  except  from  Katy  and  Grandmother,  who
applauded but remained sitting.

When I got back to my cabin Nerie gave me a hug and said, “Great Speech, My
Captain.  You're a genius!”

When I looked at Her with a puzzled expression She giggled and said “We-Two,
remember?”
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Part 50 ~ The Mermaid Who Flew

July 6th was a good day.  We headed north to the Vanuatu archipelago with Carlos
on the bridge and Melissa on the satellite link to our lawyers in San Francisco.
She gave them the co-ordinates of Walpole Island and told them to get it bought.
It was named after some 18th Century ship, and I sincerely hoped that after we
purchased it someone would come up with a more enduring and meaningful name
than that.

Melissa told them to buy the place as another holding for  the  Oceanographic
Research Centers for the Americas, and to look into the legalities of ownership of
the underwater seamount just north of Walpole Island.  It looked like I wouldn't
have to get pissy, after all.

So, with all  of  that now in Melissa's most capable hands, I set about putting
Nerie's airplane together.  A couple of our Machinist's Mates volunteered to help
me assemble and rig it.  Four days later we tied it down on the helicopter deck
and did static run-ins of the engine, off-and-on, for the next couple of days.

After that, we re-tensioned all the control cables and rigging, lowered the plane
into the water, and I tried her out.  Nerie was more than a bit unhappy that I was
not taking Her on Her airplane's maiden flight, but I had Katy and Grandmother
squarely in my corner on that one, so Nerie had to watch from the Sky Lounge.

I was pretty cautious, seeing as how the plane was new and had never flown, and
I hadn't flown in nearly 60 years ( except in my dreams? ). There was 90 pounds
of ballast on the seat next to me, playing the part of stow-away.  I started with
low speed and then high speed taxis,  upwind,  downwind and crosswind both
ways; once I was comfortable with that I brought the power up a bit and pulled
the nose into the wind.

As the aircraft accelerated I brought her up onto the step and held her there for
awhile.  It felt pretty good, so I added a bit more throttle and we lifted off.  I kept
her in ground-effect for quite a while, getting a feel  for how things were put
together and looking for any slop in the controls or rigging.  After that it was ball-
to-the-wall and I took her up to about a thousand feet.  All that was missing was
my flesh-and-blood stow-away, but I wasn't quite ready for Her, yet.

I practiced doing turns about a point, CW and CCW, using the  Athena T as my
landmark, first at a thousand feet, then two-thousand feet and finally at five-
thousand feet,  maintaining the same radius and making progressively steeper
turns.  Once I was up at five-thousand feet I practiced departure stalls and arrival
stalls for awhile.  I eased into the stalls slowly, and with a certain amount of
trepidation, since I was flying an ultra-light.
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In the beginning my thinking was that an ultra-light still wasn't exactly a real
airplane, even if it did have 3-Axis controls.  But it all went really well, and Nerie's
airplane turned out to be a beautiful little bird.  I was glad I had picked that
model, and changed my mind ~ about this particular ultra-light, at least.

The next morning, after they lowered me and Nerie's airplane into the water, my
stow-away swam up to Her new airplane and climbed onto the empty seat next to
me.  Most the crew were lining the railings of the upper decks, and most of the
Merfolk were in the water near the stern of the Athena T.

I belted Nerie into Her seat and fired up the engine.  We taxied around for awhile
to warm it up and then I asked Her,  “Well, are you still sure want to do this?”

“You Promised!”  She beamed, hardly able to sit still.  “This was my Second Wish,
and you made me a Promise!”

“OK, then...  Hang On!”
and I opened up the
throttle all the way.

It was great!

Nerie's eyes got really big
as we lifted off and She

started laughing and
screaming and giggling

and shrieking all at once.

“Wheee-hee-hee-hee!
Whee-oWoW!  OhhoooOO!
Hee-Hee-Hee-ohhhhHHH!

Whhooaa-hohoho!!”

And  that  was  just  flying
pretty  much  straight  and
level!   You  should  have
heard Her once we started
climbing and diving!  

Everyone,  human  and
Merfolk  alike,  swore  that
they could hear Her from
miles away.
     

~  Nerie Leventis  ~  The Mermaid Who Flew  ~
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I think that Nerie was the happiest girl  in the universe that morning, with or
without tail flukes, and I was happy to be able to do it for Her.  On the way back
to the Athena T, while we were flying straight-and-level, I told Nerie to take over
the controls.

She looked at me and Her eyes got wide. Then She started giggling again, but
without hesitation She grasped the control stick on Her left  and She flew the
airplane.  She couldn't work the rudder pedals very well, so I did that for Her, but
other than that Nerie flew us home!

As I landed the plane I made Nerie promise me, swear to me, to pinky-swear
even, that She would not natter on-and-on about flying and bore everyone out of
their minds about how much fun She had and how much She loved flying.

Nerie pinky-swore and made me a Solemn Promise to hold it in, and then She of
course went open-loop and raved on-and-on ad nauseam about flying, despite
Her Promises and best intentions.  Thankfully She was so sweet and cute about it
that everyone secretly forgave Her for Her over-enthusiasm.
  
After that I gave rides to anyone and everyone who wanted a turn or two, Merfolk
and Humans alike, so Nerie wouldn't be the most hated Mermaid on the planet.

Todd and Jim, the Machinist's Mates, helped me remove the rudder pedals from in
front of the “co-pilot's” seat, and we made a hand-operated mixing mechanism in
the  machine  shop.   This  was  so  Nerie  could  work  the  rudder,  brakes  and
ground/water steering with a lever in Her right hand while controlling pitch and
roll with the stick in Her left hand.  Who needs feet?

After that Nerie and I began a serious course of flight instruction.  I made Her
study  all the Private Pilot Ground School lessons from the internet, 50% of which
She would likely never need or use.  Of course She aced the written exams.

After only six hours of flight instruction I made Nerie pilot in command, and after
that I never touched any of the controls any time She was flying the airplane.
So, for all intents-and-purposes, She was flying solo.  Despite that, the one thing
I never let Her do was fly the plane without me in the left seat.

It wasn't that Nerie wasn't becoming a great little pilot, She was a natural.  Nerie
joked that flying was just like swimming, but in thinner water.  It was just that I
wasn't going to risk the Wrath-of-Katy should anything ever have happened to
Nerie in that airplane while She was alone.  Much better to be dead with Nerie
than alive without Her and have to face Her Mother.

Take that from an expert on dying and death ~
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Part 51 ~ Three Wishes?

The  Athena T worked her way northwest through the Vanuatu archipelago with
the addition of ten more Merfolk to Katy's Clan, young and younger, and we were
making our way north towards the southern edge of the Solomons.  We found a
few  other  Merfolk  as  well,  but  their  response  had  been  “No  thanks,  not
interested.”  We invited them to visit us at Walpole Island any time they wished,
left them in our wake, and continued north.

The Athena T sailed out of the relatively shallow waters around Vanuatu and was
moving over some very deep ocean trenches and subduction zones.  There would
be no Merfolk to be found until we reached the Solomons, so everyone except the
ship's operations crew was standing down and pretty much taking it easy.

I spent the afternoon with Carlos and the Engineering Section, just going over the
day-to-days and the general health of the  Athena T.  When I returned to my
cabin before dinner Nerie was there.  

When they moved me from the hospital into my cabin Nerie moved in too, to
watch over and care for me, and She slept on a cot in the corner.  Even though I
was now mostly recovered from my Singapore misadventure, and really didn't
need any more looking-after, Nerie appeared to have settled in and didn't seem
inclined  to  be  going  anywhere.   To  be  honest,  I  would  have  missed  Her
immensely if She had gone back to the Mermaid Habitat.

She had a set of my old paper navigation charts spread out on the desk and was
studying them with considerable interest.

“Are these Atolls?”  Nerie asked, pointing at a feature on one of the charts
named the 'Indispensable Reefs'.

I looked at the features She had indicated to me.

“Yes, you called it right.  Millennia ago they used to be reefs ringing three islands,
but  the  islands  sank  below  the  surface  of  ocean  as  the  seafloor  was  being
subducted out from under them.  It's happening slowly enough that the coral is
able to grow upwards faster than the islands are sinking downwards.  Now you
have coral rings around some pretty deep lagoons that used to be the islands.”

“Can we fly there?”

“Let me look...”  I told her, getting out my old E6-B computer and dividers.  

There were three atolls that She was looking at; the middle one was the largest
at maybe 40 miles long, with the ones to the north and south each about 15
miles long.
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“Yeah, that shouldn't be any problem.  We're scheduled to make a survey stop at
Rennell Island in a couple of days, and that's a bit less than an hour's flying time
north of the atolls.  Your airplane has a 3-hour range plus a 20 minute reserve, so
we can do that, if you want.”

“You Promise?”  Nerie asked

“Promise.”  I told Her  “You want to get some dinner?”

Nerie hugged me and said   “Sure!”

Three days later  the  Athena T was anchored off  the southern tips  of  Rennell
Island, and an hour after sunrise Nerie and I were winging south towards the
atolls She wanted to visit.

Nerie had told me She wanted to spend the whole day there, so we got up early
and packed a big picnic lunch before we left.  I made Her fly, as I was teaching
Her dead-reckoning and how to navigate across open water.  An hour later we
dropped low over the northern loop of the central atoll for a better look.

“Can we land?” She asked.

“You're the pilot; you tell me?”

“We can land, then.”

On this day the surface of the lagoon was like glass, and Nerie greased it on like
she had been doing it all Her life.

“You're a pretty good pilot”  I told Her.

“Had a great flight instructor.” She replied, beaming at me. “This place is
beautiful! Let's go swimming and investigate?”

“I didn't bring my wetsuit or fins.”

“I did; your fins, anyway.”  Nerie grinned at me as she pulled them out from
under Her seat where She had squirreled them away.  

“And you won't need your wetsuit, anyway, the water here is like a sauna.”

“Why do I get the feeling you planned this?”

“Because you are a wise and perceptive man.”  She informed me.

“Bullshit.”

“As you wish,”  Nerie smiled.  “Let's go get wet.”
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Nerie slid from Her seat and into the lagoon, and began to luxuriate in the really
stunning waters around us.

“Last one in is a rotten egg.”  She laughed up at me.  “Oops, too late; you
lose.”

I stripped down to my boxers, put on the fins, and followed Nerie into the water.
It really was a lovely place.  Sometimes we investigated together, sometimes we
split up, and if one of us found something really interesting they would call the
other over to share.

I found some huge Giant Clams tucked away in one corner of the reef and called
to Nerie to come over for a look.

When She swam over to me She commented,  “Wow!  I'll bet you could find
a stunning pearl  or  three in  one of  those guys!   Maybe even a Perfect
Pearl?”

“You could,”  I agreed,  “but you have to kill them to look for it.”

“Don't want to do that,”  Nerie smiled, “they're Perfect just the way they
are.”

She took my hand and we swam together along the edge of the reef; after a
while Nerie stopped swimming and turned to face me.  She took both my hands
in Hers and intertwined Her pretty webbed fingers with mine.

“Do you remember when you first woke up that you asked me why I chose
to die with you?”  Nerie asked.

“Yes.  It didn't make any sense to me at the time; I suppose it still doesn't.”

“I told you I did it because you were My Captain, and My Best Friend.  Then
you  told  me  that  me  giving  up  my  life  and  dying  with  you  was like
sacrificing a Perfect Pearl to try to save a pebble.”

“I still think so.”  I told Her.

“I love you for thinking that, but you have it all backwards.  I was just
stupid ugly Nerie, the willful, stubborn Mermaid, and You were My Perfect
Pearl.  Because of you I stopped thinking of myself as a runt, and I didn't
feel stupid or ugly anymore.  You showed me why I should be proud of who
I was and taught me to believe in the beauty in my heart; only then did I
became a truly happy young Mermaid.”
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“You gave your friendship and time and energy to me without hesitation,
and never asked me for anything.  You responded to the endless teasing
and torment and testing I  put  you through with warmth and grace and
kindness.

Those are only some of the reasons I chose to die with you.  All I knew was
that if you were going to die, then I was going with you; and I was never
more certain of anything in my life.  You were mine to love and mine to
keep; even in death.

When I coaxed you out of your coma you promised me fireworks, and you
promised me we could go flying.”

“Yes; and I kept my promises...”

“You did, because you are a man of honor.  So far you have given me two of
my wishes.  But,  my sweet Captain,  every Fairy-Tale Princess ~ even a
Water Princess ~ gets Three Wishes, not just Two.”

“You have a Third wish?”  I asked.  “One that I don't know about?”

“Yes, I do.”  Nerie smiled, and gently squeezed my fingers.  “It's a wish that
has been growing in my heart for a very long time; for so long that I feel
like this last wish will burst from my chest if I don't let it out.

I want you to be my Mate.  That's why I asked you to bring me here, to this
special place I've chosen: to My Bridal Pool.”

I hadn't seen that one coming...........

As I started to protest Nerie put a finger on my lips and ordered,  “Be
quiet!”

“I already know what you're going to say.”  She told me.  “I've been over
this moment a million times in my mind.”

1. You are not old.  We both know you're only about 30 years old, inside,
and that you have a long life ahead of you.

2. You're not ugly.  Outside or inside.  And I know your insides better 
than you do; you never pay any attention to yourself.  You're really 
stupid in that way.  Well, I do.  I pay close attention to you.

3. You are too a Merman.  You just don't look like one on the outside.  
And all your plumbing is working fine.  You've just never bothered to 
find that out.”

“W-Wait!”  I stammered.  “What makes you think that???”
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“I checked with Isabella, and with Mom.  They told me you're just fine.
That you're a perfectly healthy and viable Merman who can give me many
beautiful Merlings.”

“You asked your Mother!!??  Katy knows about this??”

“Mom;  Grandmother;  Eva  and  Genie;  Melissa.   They  all  gave  me  their
blessings.”

“Blessings?  Eva? Genie?  Melissa, too??  I'm doomed!”

“Not necessarily,”  Nerie laughed,  “all you have to do is tell me you don't
love me; that you don't want to be my Mate.  Then I will set you free and
we can fly back to the Athena T.  I will move me and my sleeping-cot out of
your cabin and go back to the Mermaid Pool and still be Your Angel forever.”

“I'm doomed...”

“Just  tell  me  you  don't
love me!”  Nerie insisted.

I studied my swimfins in
silence.

“If you don't love me we
can go home, right now.
Just  tell  me...   Tell  me
that  you don't  love  me;
tell me if you don't want
to be my mate.  Just tell
me.”

Nerie  waited  patiently,
but  after  a  time  She
gently lifted my chin with
Her fingers and made me
look into Her eyes.

“OK, then,”  She smiled,
and  kissed  me  sweetly,
“since you don't want to
lie to me, let's see about
getting  those  boxer
shorts off of you?”

We spent the rest of the day in the lagoon, making love in Nerie's Bridal Pool, just
as She had planned.  We played out Katy's Music of the Spheres, which Nerie
blended with some ancient erotic Mermaid wisdom Grandmother shared with Her.
Our love bound us together and forever united our bodies, hearts and souls.
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That evening, as we flew back to the Athena T, we were both happier and more
complete than we had been in our lives.  My Nerie was glowing as only a newly
mated Mermaid can, and it was even more apparent in the gathering dusk.

Danny and Isabella greeted us with hugs and congratulations on the helicopter
deck once Nerie and I were back on board ship, and escorted us down to the
Mermaid Habitat.  

The place was all decked-out for a reception banquet in our honor.  It seemed like
the whole world was in there waiting for us.  Our union was the First Mating for
the Athena T, and for the Leventis family and Clan.  Grandmother and Katy, Eva
and Genie, and all the other Mermaids made a huge fuss over Nerie and me.

Grandmother greeted us first, kissed us each on our foreheads, and placed pretty
seashell necklaces that She had hand-made for us around our necks.  “Tradition.”
She told Us.  After that the Mermaids whisked Nerie off in some sort of mermaidy
Clan ritual celebration thing.

I saw that the necklaces Grandmother had presented to us were made in the
same style as the one that little Neráida had given to Pappoús: the Necklace She
gave to  him when he Promised to be Her  Friend and take care of  Her.   Her
Mother's necklace.  Tradition, indeed!

Carlos shook my hand and congratulated me on being chosen by my lovely Mate,
and while still shaking my hand he observed,

“You realize, my old friend, that now you're Her Son-In-Law, too?  Not just
Her business partner?”

I looked over at Katy, who was beaming happily at me; with pride or satisfaction
or something, I supposed.

“I'm doomed!”  I told him.

“So it would seem.  You're really family, now!  We've all been anticipating
this for some time, wondering how long it would be before Nerie made it
official.  Funny thing how you never figured it out...

How  about,  while  Nerie  is  being  fêted  by  the  other  Mermaids  and  the
women from our crew, let's order up a stack of garbage pizzas and share a
few pitchers of beer with Danny and Dutch and the guys?  Chef has come
up with several kinds of all-seafood pizzas so the Mermen can join us, too.
They tell me they're fantastic!”

Even without telepathy it's impossible to have many secrets in the Merworld.

Except from me, it would seem.
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The Merman & the Surfer
~ Around the World in 580 Days ~

an Afterword by First Mother Katy 
   

Well, it would seem that we are French citizens now.  That is, we are citizens of
New Caledonia, and New Caledonia is currently part of the French Republic, and
Citizens of New Caledonia are also French citizens and carry French passports.

When our lawyers looked into purchasing the little desert island that Captain Bill
wanted at Latitude 22° 36' S x Longitude 168° 57' E, Walpole Island, they were
first told “No, can't buy it, marine sanctuary” and so on, by some bureaucrat or
other with a great sense of self-importance but little knowledge of the facts.

Since we had already researched that, and knew that it wasn't, we went over the
bureaucrat's head and found someone who was willing to listen.  We put together
a  proposal  that  explained  ORCA  and  our  Environmental  Mission  and  how we
hoped to make the desert island into ORCA's Worldwide Research Headquarters.

We pointed out to them how we would be bringing many millions of dollars into
the local economy in addition to being generous donors to deserving charities in
our new home country.  And,  oh yes,  we would turn Walpole Island and the
nearby sea mount into a protected area that we would nurture for the good of all.

Since the island wasn't an official protected area or sanctuary already, there was
no reason we couldn't purchase it and make it into one ourselves.  We purchased
the island and the rights to the nearby seamount, and held a renaming ceremony.
Tradition is worth preserving, even if the island wasn't a ship or boat.  No sense in
taking a chance and pissing off Poseidon, seeing as how we were surrounded by
water.  But we did keep it down to two cases of Ouzo.  Waste, not?

With permission from the New Caledonia Government we renamed the little island
“L'île de Neráida”, The Isle of  Neráida.  Not after my eldest daughter Nerie, but
after the first one, the little Mermaid who had shaped all of our destinies and led
us here: my Pappoús' orphan Mermaid, Neráida.

After a quick stop in the Philippines to drop off the three Merfolk that had been a
problem, the Athena T returned to base in California.  Everyone took vacations,
and we were reunited with Delphin and my six youngest daughters at the grotto.
After a short stand down the Ship, her crew and our complement of Merfolk spent
the next year shuttling back and forth between California and L'île de Neráida in
support of the development that was to come.
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After that year Captain Bill  retired from full-time Ship Captaining, and he and
Nerie  directed  the  design,  development  and  construction  of  the  new  ORCA
Research Headquarters.  Melissa and I purchased a large Rig Tender for him to
use as the support vessel for ORCA at  L'île de Neráida and our activities there.
His new ship was already christened the M/V Dugong when we bought her, and
since no-one had any objections to that, we kept her name.

Genie, Eva,  Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia stayed at the Island with Nerie and the
Captain to help with the preparations.  Genie was in charge of preparing the new
Delphin's Grotto and the new Leventis Clan Grotto.  With the help of the four of
Her sisters She imported specimens of everything in Delphin's original California
Grotto, and all the unique species we found in Grottoes around the world.

Carlos became a fully qualified Captain with  “Master Upon Oceans” rating,  and
assumed command of the R/V Athena Transcendent.  Grandmother and I, along
with my nine youngest girls, continued on with the Missions of Discovery while
the new ORCA headquarters was under construction.

When we returned to the Voyages of Discovery on the Athena T  all the Merfolk
who had joined the Clan with young Merlings stayed behind at  L'île de Neráida.
About half the bachelor Mermen and Mermaids went with me, Grandmother and
my other daughters, while the remaining half stayed with Captain Bill and Nerie
at the Island.  The ones that stayed behind set about creating our new home.

The California Grotto was temporarily left  uninhabited, for the first time since
WWII, when my six youngest daughters joined me on the Athena T.  Tay, Aster
and Cela resumed their formal studies where they had left off two years before,
and  Athena,  Ione  and  Demi  belatedly  began  an  introduction  to  their  human
heritage by learning to live out of water and learning to air-talk.  At first Delphin
shuttled  back and forth between California  and  L'île  de Neráida,  but  then He
joined them permanently and assumed oversight of all things Grotto.

A Clan meeting was convened and it was voted that Nerie would be the “acting”
First Mother whenever I was away from L'île de Neráida for prolonged periods.
Captain Bill teased his Nerie that it was a pretty great honor for a runt.

During  a  Mission  Of  Discovery  the  Athena  T  conducted  in  the  Eastern
Mediterranean Electra made it Her personal quest to try to find where Pappoús'
little Mermaid had died.

Electra and the Mermaid and dolphin teams from the  Athena T  searched the
seemingly endless Greek coastline for about a month around where Pappoús grew
up, but with no success.  Until, one day, when a local Harbor Porpoise led Her to
Neráida's remains.  The little Mermaid was found still clutching the ancient glass
marble Pappoús had given Her in Her hands, tight to Her chest.
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With the help of Danny's teams the Mermaids excavated the corner of the cove
where  Neráida died, burrowing under the bombed-out debris that had trapped
and killed Her.  They gently freed Her body and we took Her to the Island that
was now named in Her honor.

Electra got  Melissa to  comission a sarcophagus for  Neráida from a traditional
stonecarver while we were in Greece.  Her little sarcophagus is carved out of a
beautiful block of Pentelic Marble.  It is 6' long x 4' wide x 5' High; a faithful
miniature of the Temple of Athena Nike, the temple of the Goddess Athena.

We placed Neráida's Temple Sarcophagus on
a  level  spot  inside  the  new  Leventis  Clan
Grotto, just north of the island that bears Her
name.  It sits  high on a sloping wall, with a
panoramic view of the Clan Grotto.

We interred my Pappoús'  little  Neráida in  a
small  family  ceremony  with  Her  Mother's
Necklace, Pappoús'  Ancient Phoenician Glass
Marble, and the Bronze Memorial Plaque that
I had placed into the water the day I buried
Pappoús' ashes at sea.

In this way the lonely little Mermaid was finally able to join Pappoús' Clan, loved
and protected, and we have done what we could to fulfill his Promise to Her.  We
pray that now both their souls are at peace.

Although She was killed at only the age of six, Neráida has become our family's
most revered Grandmother and our Patron Saint.  Someone visits with Her every
day so that She will never again be alone or lonely.

Three years after we bought the Island the two new Grottoes were thriving as if
the plants and animals had always been there, and the bioluminescent animals
light the places like a full moon.  At about the same time our airport, dock, staff
housing and the above-ground laboratory facilities were completed.

The  Grotto  under  L'île  de  Neráida was  ultimately  set  aside  as  Delphin's
pharmacopoeia site, with hidden elevator shafts that connect it to the ORCA Labs
above.  Our Merfolk established the Leventis Clan colony in the magma chamber
and lava tubes under the nearby seamount a few miles north of L'île de Neráida.

With the loving interment of Neráida accomplished, and the completion of the
Grottoes below and ORCA Facilities above, I moved everyone to L'île de Neráida
and  we left California forever.  We had three ribbon-cutting ceremonies.  One
above-ground for the humans and one in each of the Grottoes for the Merfolk.
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After the official opening of the new Clan headquarters, Grandmother, Delphin
and the Captain compelled me to retire from the Voyages of Discovery.  They
pointed out I had responsibilities and a growing Clan to manage; Delphin half-
joked that we would soon be falling behind Nerie in the production of Merlings.

I reluctantly turned over the management of the Voyages of Discovery to a team
of our middle daughters, with Electra in charge.  Carlos continued on as Captain
of  the  Athena  T and  Melissa  and  her  husband  Dutch  moved  to  the  ORCA
Headquarters with me.  In keeping with our family and merclan traditions Melissa
asked Dutch to mate ~ which is how she likes to do it anyway?

As a part of our “ORCA Employee Benefit Package” our human crew can choose to
have a “special Delphin tune-up” during their annual physical.  Carlos and Melissa
were the first to undergo the process, and neither of them looks noticeably older
today than they did the day of their first treatment more than 28 years ago.

Most, but not all, of our crew have chosen to go this route.  The up-side is that
Delphin uses a selection of plants and animals from his Grotto that radically slows
the aging process and leaves them pretty much disease free as well.  The down-
side is they are flat on their backs and feel like they have a really nasty flu for a
week after the treatment.  But, everyone seems to think it is well worth it.

Melissa and Dutch just announced that they are pregnant with twins, even though
her birth certificate says that she is 62 years old.  Thanks to Delphin's tune-ups
Eva and Genie are finally getting the beautiful cousins they asked Melissa for 20
years ago.  Needless to say, everyone is thrilled; especially Melissa and Dutch!

We have the beginnings of a promising little Mer society shaping up.  At the first
official Clan Meeting in the new Clan Grotto we voted on what sort of society we
would have.  It was an open “Town Hall” style meeting; any of the Merfolk could
present their thoughts to the gathering and most did.

A number of historical merclan social models and systems of government were
presented,  discussed  and  debated,  but  Grandmother  carried  the  day  with  an
impassioned argument for “Honor and the Old Values”.

The decision went in a lop-sided vote in favor of Grandmother's proposed society
that  would  inculcate  the  Merfolk  “Five  Precepts”  of  “Wisdom, Honor,  Equality,
Truth and Education” in its citizens, with a Matrilineal Society and a Hereditary
First Mother.

In a second vote we decided to move all living things from the California Grotto
and the unoccupied and untended Grottoes around the world to L'île de Neráida to
keep them out of the hands of the pharmaceutical companies.  We voted that the
Grottoes and their contents belonged only to the merclans.
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A third and final vote overwhelmingly reaffirmed me as Clan First Mother.  Once I
was chosen, my greatest responsibility was to set out a vision for the future of
our Clan, and then to help everyone work together to make that dream a reality.
I am now officially responsible for the welfare and prosperity of the Clan.

Tradition required that I designate a Grandmother to be my Counselor.  The First
Mother's Counselor is also responsible for ceremonial preparations for weddings,
funerals,  and  other  rituals.   The  choice  was  obvious,  as  we  have  only  one
Grandmother, but I would have chosen Her above any others, anyway.

As First Mother I also appoint adult members of the Clan, male and female, to act
on my behalf in the day-to-day affairs of the group.  I must monitor the quality of
their service to the Clan, and observe them in their daily duties as well as during
meetings.  I must judge each appointee's performance to ensure they are acting
in the best interests of everyone in the Clan.  

If an appointee fails to meet expectations, lacks competence or is seen to not be
working hard enough, they are removed from responsibility,  and then I  must
choose  a  new individual  to  assume their  duties.   It  is  a  great  shame to  be
removed from responsibility by the First Mother.

I will serve for life or until I choose to resign, and I cannot be fired or voted out.
But anyone, or everyone, can choose to leave the Clan and move elsewhere as a
way of expressing their displeasure with my leadership.

The First Mother Position in the Clan is hereditary.  It now rests entirely within the
Leventis maternal family line in perpetuity, and must be passed on to one of the
First Mother's female relatives.

When a First Mother dies, resigns or is unable to carry out Her duties, a new First
Mother is chosen.  To choose the one deemed most appropriate to become the
First Mother the family must first consider Her eldest daughter, then Her other
daughters, then Her eldest sister and finally other sisters, and choose the best
one from among them.  Something I hope we won't have to do for a long time.

With Grandmother, Delphin, Melissa and me as advisors, Eva, Genie and their
Mates have begun setting up formal schools for the Merlings and younger Merfolk,
and making “night school” available for our adult Clan members.  Merfolk are
considered to be adults at a young age.  By tradition a Mermaid is permitted to
choose a mate at thirteen, but fifteen years is the official Mer age of majority.

Delphin  has  been  organizing  our  adult  citizens  into  working  groups,  with  His
current emphasis being the establishment of a viable and sustainable system of
aquaculture atop both of our seamounts.
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They set about adding a bit of hardscape to raise parts of the seamount above
sea level and then seeded the rest with corals, mangroves, sea grasses and other
aquatic  plants  and animals  indigenous  to  the local  archipelagos.   Captain Bill
never got his Giant Kelp Forests, since Bull Kelp doesn't grow in the warm South-
Pacific waters.

I'm hoping that one day Delphin will create a warm-water species of Bull Kelp for
the Captain, but the place is turning into the Garden of Eden he hoped for, just a
different one.  We all agree that the Clan must become self-sufficient in the next
few years, but ORCA has plenty of money to import food stuffs in the interim.

The Leventis Clan now numbers nearly 150 members.  42 are the daughters and
grandchildren of me & Delphin, and of course that number is still rapidly growing.
The rest are Merfolk from all around the world, who have joined the Clan because
they share our vision of a loving society and great future.

So far, after 10 years as a Mated-Pair, my Nerie and Her Captain have made 4
sets of triplets ~ male, male, female, and male, a bit less than three years apart.
And, with the infusion of new Merfolk members into the Clan, both Genie and Eva
were able to chose some really outstanding Mermen as mates for themselves.  

Genie and Eva didn't rush into it.  And, as they were the smartest, prettiest and
most eligible bachelor Mermaids around they had their pick from among quite a
number of really great Mermen candidates.  Delphin and I are pleased that our
daughters and grandchildren were readily accepted by the full-blooded Merfolk
and are, in fact, highly sought-after as companions and mates.

Genie  chose  a  young Mermen who was  in  his  20s when they Mated.   He is
“Sharkfin”,  ��,  one  of  the  “polite”  bachelors  who  joined  us  in  Papua  New
Guinea during the First Australia Survey.  I'm also happy to report that, despite
His harsh childhood, He is one of the kindest and happiest guys I've ever met.
He makes Her forget to worry, and Genie shines with joy when they are together.

Eva's Mate and his Born-Togethers joined us in the Solomons, and He is quite a
bit older than She; He was 53 when they became a Mated Pair.  Eva's Mate is a
brilliant  Grotto  biologist  in  his own right,  and He is  quite  a character,  with a
lighting-quick sense of humor.

We think that perhaps three more Leventis family matings are in the offing soon?
Aggie, Rosie and Tháleia have been asking Nerie about the nature and location of
Her  Bridal  Pool,  and because of  this  She believes that they have decided on
mates, as well.  If that's true they haven't made it official as yet.  It may be that
the Indispensable Reefs will become a Leventis family Bridal Pool tradition?
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Now that they have chosen Mates, Eva and Genie have begun families of their
own as well.  That said, it would seem that Nerie is intent on doing her best to
make sure that Her Born-Togethers will  never catch up to Her in the Merling
count.  By the time Eva and Genie's first Merlings were born Nerie already had 5-
year-olds, 2-year-olds and Her third litter on the way.

Captain Bill pointed out to Nerie that most of Her Mermaid peers spaced their
offspring out at 8 to 10 years, or even longer, and not the 2½ years they were
averaging.  She asked him to please go along with Her until they made six sets of
Merlings, and promised him She would begin to space them out a little more after
that.  They haven't slowed down, yet, and god knows Nerie's a most passionate
little Mermaid.

When I  teased with  my eldest
daughter  that  Her  mate  was
complaining  of  chronic
exhaustion  due  to  Her
“romantic  over-enthusiasm”  I
got  from  Her  what  has  since
become Her pat response. 

My  sweet  little  Nerie  smiled
coyly,  informed  me  that  She
had   heard  “certain  stories
about  me  from  people  who
knew me when”, and proceeded
to blame Her libido on me and
my mother.

She was, She insisted, just like Her foremothers; and so She was an innocent
victim of genetics and it was all our fault.  Nerie laughed and told me that if I
didn't  want Her to be small,  stubborn and perpetually horny I shouldn't  have
passed Grandmother Eva's genes down to Her.  I'm told that the next time they
were making love Nerie reminded Her mate that there are worse ways to die, and
then She threatened to borrow my lab notebook from Melissa again.

Our little Nerie is most persistent when it comes to the things that She thinks are
important, and right now that seems to be making Merlings.  So, we'll see if She
keeps Her promise to me and Her mate and slows down one day soon?

All of my children and grandchildren are turning out to be true Forces of Nature!
As Delphin would say: Gene expression has proven to be a much more tricky
thing than we had imagined; but so far, in the very best of ways.
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The Leventis Family male Merlings seem to be favoring Delphin; that is, they have
his “piranha-like” teeth and are completely hairless, with pronounced crests and
brow ridges.  The little Mermaids, however continue to retain most of my overt
human traits ~ most have my Pappoús' eyes, nose and teeth and many have
inherited my overbite.  They're really cute little owls, and I love them all.

It's been a helluva ride, since I first met Captain Bill at Montaña de Oro, and a
really interesting 28 years.  One thing that's certain, when he signed up for my
crazy quest as a tired and lonely old man, neither of us could have known how
rich and rewarding his life would become.
Nor could we have guessed that he would be chosen to be Life-Partner and Mate
by one of the most wonderful, enchanting and loving creatures in creation.

While he might have been “dead of natural causes” a long time ago, Captain Bill
has instead been dead and coaxed back to life by his Angel more times than he
cares to recall.  And each time it was under entirely unnatural circumstances.

The Captain says he hopes that now, with luck, he will only have to die one more
time, and a long time from now.  He would very much like to die quietly and in
his sleep, as he had originally planned so long ago, before we met and I dragged
him onto the roller-coaster ride of a lifetime with me.

It also seems that our Captain Bill has finally learned how to cuddle and coo at
Merlings and babies.  It only took him 80 or 90 years, but he managed it.  

So far, Nerie is still the only Merling who has ever peed on him.

Captain Bill tells me it is his wish that when he dies it will be with generations of
our descendants around him, and that they will think that he wasn't too bad a
Father and Grandfather, for an ugly old guy, anyway.

“Our descendants.”  I can't begin to tell you how happy those words make me
feel.  I wanted him for my family from the day I met him and now, thanks to my
sweet little Nerie, he really truly is.

Everyone, human and Merfolk alike, thinks of him as “The Captain”; man of honor
and the sea, loyal friend, loving mate, and doting father and grandfather.

I think of him as the man who made my dreams come true.
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But hey, it never ends, does it?

Captain Bill has a friend at NASA who recently sent us several satellite images he
thought the Captain might find to be of interest.  The photos cover an area that
includes our L'île de Neráida.  

It's amazing how very, very, very good satellite imaging has gotten.  The pictures
include a Pod of fourteen Grampus Dolphins, swimming south from the Vanuatu
archipelago towards our island.

But, if zoom in and you take a moment to look closely, and if you know what
you're  looking  for,  you  can  clearly  see  in  the  photo  that  there  only  eleven
Dolphins.  The other three swimmers are two brunettes and a redhead: Allie,
Electra, and Maia, returning home after a local First Contact expedition.

The  Captain  and  I  figure  we  need  to  show this  to  Melissa  and Grandmother
posthaste, so we can begin to plan our Coming Out strategy.  Either we do it
ourselves, on our terms, or sooner-or-later someone else is going to do it to us,
on their terms.

The struggle never really ends....  It just goes on and on.
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